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PREFACE

The Administration for Children, Youth and Families is pleased t

ponsored

this study of school-age day care in Minnesota and Virginia.
.

Demographic changes and dramatic increases in labor force par icipation of women
have increased the demand for child care. Tne needs of the more than 25 million
school-age children are the focus of heightened parental and public concern. This
study highlights information based on the actual experience of parents in two
States. These insights have nationwide relevance. The School-Age Day Care Study

represents the first large scale research effort to address the specific needs,
circumstances and day care alternatives for families with school-age children.

Study findings could prove of value to parent groups, child care practitioners, school
officials, state and local government officials, church groups, business executives
interested in employer supported day care, and child care advocates.

6. ed,14.:4,2
Raymond C. Collins, Ph.D.

Director
Office of Program Development
Administration for Children,
Youth and Families
March 11, 1983
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

The School Age Day Care Study was a statewide survey of child care
arrangements among families in Minnesdta and Virginia with children aged
5-14.

Sponsored by the Administration for Children, Youth and Families,

Office of Program Development,

in Washington, D.C., the research'was

carried out under Contract 105-81-C-011 by Applied Management Sciences
of Silver Spring, Maryland, along with a subcontractor, Chilton Research
Services in Ridnor, Pennsylvania.

Originally funded as t national child care survey of families with
school-age children, the study was later limited to two states in order

to provide detailed and generalizable information at the state level.

The purpose of that modification was to increase the utility of this
research for states, which have the primary responsibility for child
care, by developing sufficient data for a comprehensive analysis of child

care usage patterns throughout the state.

The survey was thus designed

to provide state policy makers and program developers with consumer
profiles for urban, suburban and rural residents of various demographic
characteristics with children of all ages from 5 to 14.

In addition, the

study provides a replicable methodology which can be used by other states
to assess their own school -age childcare populations, usage patterns and
needs.

P-1

Context for School-Age Child Care
0

Over the past several decades, demographic, economic and attitudinal

changes in American Society hav# created an unprecedented demand for
child care as well as a shift in the preexisting configurations of
and demand in the child care market.

-ripply

Increased labor force participation

of mothers resulting from economic pressures on two parent families,
growth in the number of single parents, changing attitudes about career
and family roles for women, and the decline of extended families* has in

turn created a disruption in many sources of child care supply, notably

those arrangements involving friends, relatives and neighbors.
traditional

care providers are

now

less available

These

in many American

communities as women who might once have stayed at home to care for their

own or another's child are themselves seeking chilA care arrangements:

Between 1958 and 1977, the children of full-time working mothers who,
were cared for in their own homes, either by a relative or non-relative,

declined from 57% to 29% with the largest portion of that decrease
centered in relative care (16%).

During that same period, family day

care, or care in the home of the provider, increased substantially fro6
27% to 46%.

The proportion of children

increased from 5% to

nearly 15%.

in

day- care centers likewise

Children under six who cared for

themselves reportedly declined (from 0.6% to 0.3%) during that period as

did the number of children cared for by their mothers at work, which in

1958.totaled over 11% but had declined to about 8% by 1977.

These

figures refer strictly to preschool children but provide much of the
context for school-age care since these children havR either reached
school age or will in 1983.

In addition to the large numbers of school-age children who are
currently in some form of child care, projecticis indicate that this
population is likely to increase in the future.
0

The rapid increase in

labor force participation of,wdmen has most dramatically affected the
child care market for infants and toddlers since their mothers represent

fastest-growing segment of the labor force.

These children will

reach school age during the Eighties, thereby ..increasing the propertion
of children needing care during non-school hours whilt their parents

2

*

work.

Other mothers-will continue toenter the labor force once their

children reach school age, a trend which has been well established over
the past two decades. In addition, the United States is experiencing an

increase in birth rates for the first time in many years.

Many of the

babies have already been born who will need child care throughout the
Eighties and beyond.' By 1990, children under six who need child care
while their mothers work will have increased.from a 1982 level of about

8.5 million to over 10 million.

This will

translate into increased

demand'for'school-age child care into the next century.

Although

school-age

children

constitute

a

sizable

chid

care

population which will increase in the coming years, the day care field in

the past two decades has focused on'younger children with respect to day
care research, program development and policy.; At the same time there is
growing
recognition
that
schoo.l-age
children
have
different
developmental

needs and require different types of programs than do

younger children.

A difficult challenge for the child care field lies in

the development of programs which

are

consistency 'and good

yet which

supervision,

structured enough, to provide
recognize

the! child's

drowing'need for independence and which appeal to children of diverse
interests and developmental levels.
The

lack

of

sound information about appropriate and

acceptable

community-based alternatives for school-age children is reflected in the
large number of households which appear to have no supervision for their

children during non-school hours.

The U.S. Bureau of the Census, for

example, estimates that approximately 2 million, children

between the

ages of 7 and 13 are routinely without adult supervision for some portion
of.the day.

These children have become an increasing locus of

concern

for parents, educators, child development specialists, program planners
and policy makers. Yet little has been known about the reasons families
select self-care for their children, the perceived options available to

these families, or the experienced advantages and liabilities of
arrangements.

3
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Objectives of the Study
The

primai-y

goal' of this research ewas to provide detailed and

comprehensive profiles of child care practices, needs and barriers among
families with children aged 5-14 inMinnes914 and Virginia.
,Specific objectives of the study were:

To describe the child care usage patterns among families of
varying demographic characteristics with children of various
ages;
To explore parental satisfaction with current care;
To describe how families find and select their care
arrangements;

To explore the circumstances of and attitOdes toward
self -care end sibling care; and
To descri6 the community context for schdol-age care and
explore ways in which communities meet their child care needs.

.

Methodology

This study provides data on school-age child care for the 1981-82
school year for two states, Virginia and Minnesota.

Several types of

data collection techniques were employed; including:
.

computer-as'Sisted telephone interviews with a random sample
of almost 1400 households with school-aged children (5-14),
500 in each. of the two.states;
in-person discussions with a subsample of 60 parents who
responded to the telephone interview, and their school-age
children, as well as providers of day care services, and state
and local officials involved in day care; and

two focus group.discussions with parents of school-age
children.

Minnesota
primarily

and

because

Virginia were
of

their

selected

prevalence

of

as

the

two

programs

study states

for

school-age

children, the rural-suburban-urban contrasts that could be made, their

female labor force participation rates, and the adequate numbers of
families with

school-age children

population demographics.

in

both

states as well

as

other

In comparison-with the national average at the time the study was
conducted, Minnesota's unemployment rate was relatively low; it had high
family buying power, a small minority population, and a low incidence of
poverty:

The proportion of the school-age population in Minnesota was

relatively high, 14 female employment rate was average and it had a
1/4

moderate metropolitan-population.
state.

Minnesota is a rather typical growth

,

Virginia is part of the rapidly-growing sunbelt, yet, as part of the
South,

it

is

in the poorest region of the country.

Unemployment was

relatively low and both family buying power and the poverty rate were
moderate.

re4

The profile of Virginia included an average female labor-force'

participation rate, an average 'proportion of school-age children in the

population and a moderate metropolitan population.

There was a higher

proportion of Blacks in Virginia than in Minnesota.

Within both states there were progressive' policies and practices
toward school-age child care: For example, a number of local governments
in both states were_active in providing programs for school-age children.

Both states had before-and-after school programs in the public schoolsN

Summar

.f Findin s

The findings presented below are based primarily on the results of

the telephone survey; viewpoints of parents, children,

and providers

obtained through in-person' interviews are interspersed throughout this

summary to aid in interpretation of certain

findings.

Overall,

pattern of findings is similar in Virginia and Minnesota.

What Types of Arran emehts Do Parents Make for Their School-Age
Children?
.87

Families used a wide variety of care arrangements fortheir
school-age childreK The types of care most frequently used
were different fortyounger than for older school-age
children.

4-

5

11

the

.

a
Most families reported their be re-school care
arrangements were satisfactory. However, only two-thirds of
the working parents regularly (i.e., daily) cared for their
children in t.,)a morning, while almost all families with at least,
one parent not working full-time did so.
,

After = school, arrangements posed greater concern for most
families, but particularly for families with parents working
full -time. Only about a third of such families reported that
they regularly cared for their school-age children; even in
households with at least one parent not working full-time, only
3 in 5 parents reported providing care for their school-age
children in the afternoon.
,

School-age chi ldre n in families with all adults working
regularly cared for themselves considerably more often than
children in families'with an adult who is not working.
Approximately one fourth of the school-age children of working
in both states cared for themselves on a regular basis
es opposed to 2 and -0yrcent (in Virginia and Minnesota;
respectively) of the school-age children in families with one
adult not working.
:`Overall Usage Patterns

The school-age care patterns of working parents are different from

families with

a

nonworking parent.

This

Exhibit A for both Minnesota and Virginia.

contrast

is

presented

in

This study attempted to

present a comprehensive picture of all families' usage of day care for
their school-age children.

Such a perspective included all time periods

oars-44e of school and ell parent and nonparent care Arrangements.
.''

Two-thirds of families with full-time working parents used nonparent

O 're

An si-regular basis-(V-69%; .M-65%), and another 10 percent used such

care on an occasional basis.*

Families with a nonworking parent used

nonparent-care less frequently On

a daily basis (V-21%; M-15%) -but more

often on an occasional basis (V-16%; M-30%).
.

,

Combining both types af families, it is clear that most parents

provided at

least

so6e

of the weekday Care for school -age children

outside of school hours.

(Exhibit B shows the types of child care used

regularly by familiesin each state.)

Parent care was used regularly by

88 percent of the families interviewed in Virginia and for 92 - percent in
.,,

Minnesota.

*V = Virginia; Mt-- Minnesota
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EXHIBIT At

SCHOOL-AGE CARE ARRANGEMENTS OF HOUSEHOLDS BY ADULT EMPLOYMENT STATUS: .MINNESOTA 1/

'Parents Not Working Full-time

Full-time Working

All Households

.

(Percent of Row)

Not

less than

Used

5 times

(Percent of ROW)

5 times

Not

less than '

Used

.5 times

(percent of Row)

Not

5 times

less than

Used

5 times

i

5 times

AM

Parent

2"

Nonparent Care

98.

Relative In-Home
Nonrelative In-Home
Self /Sibling Care

At Relative's Home.,

At Nonrelative's Hem
Center
School-Bised Program

Other Activities

,

Other

-

100

-

100

-

98

32

2

66

10

1

2

65

2

33

89

1'

93

1

6

98

-

99

-

16

95

-

2

99

-

6

98

-

-

98

F

.,.

i

98

-

2'

84

-

100,

-

-

91

1

100

-

.

94

100

-

-

91

-

3

99

-

-

100

-

-

100

100

-

-

100

-

-

100

-

100

-

-

100

-

-

100

.

10

20

70

55

11

34

22

18

60

' 56

30

14

29

14

51

49

25

'26

100

'

,

PM

.4

Parent
Nonpa rent Care

Relative In-Home

99

-

1

90

4

6

96

1

2

Nonrelative In-Home

99

1

1

96

3

2

98

1

1

77

5

19

.90

2

8

96

1

3

91

2

1

5

11

91

5

3

II

98

Self/Sibling Care
'At, Relatives Home

95

2

98

2

At Nonrelative's Home
Center

School-Based Program

9

13

4

5

1

83

1

-

96

22

5

19

14

1

75

20

5

1

85

13

2

88

11

1

1

98

1

2

97

2

1

Other Activitie's

89

10

Other

91

2

,

1

Weekday
Parent
Nonpa rent Care

Relative In-Home
Nonrelative In-Home

1

-

99

24

4

12

1

1

92

56

30

15

25

10

65

47

24

29

99

-

I

84

4

12

95

1

4

99

1

I

94

2

4

91

1

1

21

81

2

11

Self/Sibling Care

94

1

5

69

4

At ReratIve's Home

98

2

-

95

1

3

91

2

1

At Nonrelative's Home

94

5

1

82

II

13

91

5

4

99

1

96

-

4

98

-

1

School-Based Program

73

22

5

79

14

7

15

20

5

Other Activities

89

10

1

85

13

2

88

11

1

97

2

1

98

1

2

91

Center

Other

2

1

1/Households which used different care arrangements for their children appear in this table more than once,
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EXHIBIT A (Cont'd):

SCHOOL-AGE CARE ARRANGEMENTS OF HOUSEHOLDS BY ADULT EMPLOYMENT STATUS:

VIRGINIA 1/'

Parents Not!Yorklile Full-time

Full-time _Working

All Households

gercent of Row)

(Percent of Ow)

(Percent of Rowl

Not

Used

Less than
5 times

Less than

Not

5 times

Used mimes

5 times

Not

Less than

Used

5 times

5 times

AM

Parent'

ii

Nonparent Care

96

Relative In-Home

93

Nonrelative In-Home

100

-

96

30

2

61

14

1

85

-

4

61

3

30

85

1

14

92

-

6

96

-

4

98

-

2

99

-

1

5

-

2
-

Self/Sibling Care

99

-

1

85

3

13

94

1

At Relative's Home

99

-

1

96

-

.ii

98

-

5

98

1

At Nonrelative's Home

100

-

95

2

2

Center

100

-

99

.

100

-

School -Based Program

100

-

100

-

-

10

-

-

100

-

-

100

.i.

-

-

100

-

-

100

-

-

Other Activities

100

Other

100

-

."

-

PM

Parent

18

12

10

61

8

31

35

10

55

62

17

21

29

9

62

49

14

36

95

-

5

85

3

12

91

1

3

99

1

-

97

-

3

-

Self/Sib1111g Care

98

1

98

I

1

16

3

20

90

2

At Relative's Home

9

98

2

90

3

1

55

1

4

3

88

2

10

93

2

5

Nonparent Care
Relative In-Home.

Nonrelative) n,Rome

At Nonrelative's Home

96

Center

2

100

.

-

91

1

3

99

-

1

School-Based Program

85

13

3

81

9

4

86

11

3

Other Activities

84

10

6

91

1

2

86

9

4

Other

91

3

-

99

-

1

98

2

-

Weekday

Parent

3

1

96

23

2

75

11

1

88

62

16

21

22

9

69

41

14

40

Relative In-Home

95

-

5

82

1

16

90

1

Nonrelative In-Home

99

1

96

-

4

98

Nonparent Care

9

2

Self/Sibling Care

98

-

2

69

6

25

87

3

At Relative's Home

97

-

3

88

2

10

94

1

5

At Nonrelative's Home

96

2

3

86

2

12

92

2

6
1

Center

100

11

97

1

3

99

-

85

13.

3

87

9

4

86

11

3

Other Activities

84

10

6

91

1.

2

86

9

4

Other

97

3

99

-

1

98

2

-

School-Based Program

f

-

1/Households which used different care arrangements for their children appear In this table more than once.
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EXHIBIT B:

CARE ARRANGEMENTS USED REGULARLY

88/92
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CARE ARRANGEMENTS USED REGULARLY

Key:

MN HSHLDS
VA HSHLDS
1
Parent
2 Self/Sibling Care

3
4
5
6

Relative In-Home
At Relative's Home
At Non Relative's Home
Other Activities

7 School-Based Program
8 Non-Relative In-Home
9 Center
10 Other

Overall, the second most frequently used arrangement for school-age
!chtldren was self-care or care by a sibling who was under age 14 (V-11%;
M-11%).

Families with full-tisme working parents used this,arrangement

much more frequently, however (M-27%; V-25%).

accounted for no more than
regularly

both

in

School-based programs

5 percent of the care arrangements used

Care provided by relatives

states.

the

in

home

occurred more frequently in Vir'ginia, which may be related to the larger

proportion of minorities (many of whom used this mode of care) in that
state.

Care Arrangements by Age of Child'
Younger children, ages 5 to 8, .tended to be in self-care or sibling
care much less frequently (V-3%; M-4%) than older children, ages 12 to 14
(V-22%; M-15%).

See Exhibit C for the distribution of children by age in

the various care arrangements.
The

interviews

in-home

indicated

that

some

parents

who

used

arrangements other than parent or self-care on a regular basis also
occasionally used self-care.

Parents said they were more likely to try

self-care gradually, that is, leave a child for a short period of time on
an

occasional

frequency

of

basis

and

self-care.

incrementally

Younger

increase

children

the

tendiA

duration
to

have

and

care

arrangements in a nonrelative's or relative's home or in a center more
often

older

than

children.

Participation

school-based programs

in

increased markedly with age--in Virginia from

1

to

5 percent and in

Minnesota from less than 1 perdent to 10 percent.

Arrangements Made During Special Time Periods

Parents were asked if their work schedule required them to have
special

child care arrangements during other time periods,

evenings,

families
occasions.

weekends,
in

either

and holidays.
state

used

No more than

special

care

such

as

16 percent of the

arrangements

Parent care was the predominant arrangement,

during child illness, followed by other types of in-home care.

on

these

especially

EXHIBIT C:

PERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN IN DIFFERENT CARE ARRANGEMENTS, BY

AGE

Percentage of Column 1/
AGE OF CHILD:

Type of Care Arrangement

Age s-s

Parent
Relative In-Home
Nonrelative In-Home
Self/Sibling Care
At Relative Home
At Non-Relative Home
Center

88

School-Based Program
Other Activities
Other

1 / Percentages

Percentage of Column 1/

VIRGINIA

Age 9-11

AGr OF CHILD:

Age sl

Age 12-14

90
8

MINNESOTA

Age 9-11

Age 12-14

86

92
3

92
2

92

1

9
2

3

1

3

7

22

4

11

7

3

1

1

9

6
2

2
-

1

2

4
-

4
2

2
15
-

1

1

5

1

10

4

6

4

1

1

1

-

1

1

1

10
2

-

4

-

sum to more than 100 because multiple modes of care are used.

Summer Care Arrangements
Summers often pose child care problems for working parents.

(Exhibit

D shows a listing of the types of care arrangements parents were planning

to use for the upcoming summer.) A large proportion of families did plan
to use some type 'of arrangement other than parent care during summers.

The most common summer arrangements were community recreation programs
and

facilities,

relatives.

camps,

In Minnesota,

older

siblings

and

neighbors,

friends

or

summer school and school activity programs

afforded summer child care options for nearly one child in five.

Care Arrangements By Household Location
Families in rural areas in Virginia tended to have relatives care for

their children more often than city dwellers or suburbanites.

Self-care

or sibling care, was proportionately most common in suburban areas in
both states.
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EXHIBIT D:

SUMMER CARE ARRANGEMENTS (OTHER THAN PARENT AND SELFCARE)
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SUMMER CARE ARRANGEMENTS

Key:

MN HSHLDS

4 Summer Camp Program
5 Day Care Center
6 Family Day Care or Day
Care Home (paid)
7 Older Brother or Sister (unpaid)
8 Neighbor, Friend, Relative
(Other than sibling) (unpaid)

VA HSHLDS.

1 Community kecreation Program,
Swimming Pool, or Supervised
Playground
Summer School
3 School Activities Program

9 Other.
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Care Arrangements By Income Level

Several differences appeared in the types of care used by families
with various levels of income.

Those families in Virginia whose income

was below the poverty cut-off were much more likely (17% vs 10%) to have

children caring for themselves than were those
brackets.

in

other income

all

In Minnesota, similar proportions of children

below and above the poverty level were

in families

self-care (11%).

in

Care by

relatives was also more frequently used by poor families in Virginia.

Cost of Care

The choice of care may be affected by the cost of the arrangement.
See Exhibit E for the average weekly costs of all school-age child care

for families classified

by their predominate mode of care.

Parents

reported paying more for care in a nonrelative's home and in day care
centers than for,any other type of arrangement.

Low-to-moderate costs

were incurred for some families who -used care by a relative in their
home.,

EXHIBIT E:

COST OF CARE BY REGULAR CARE ARANGEMENTS (HOUSEHOLD)

MINNESOTA

VIRGINIA

Average Weekly Cost of Carej% of Row)

Average Weekly Cost of Care (% of Row)
rpe of Care

inssranI
trent

dative In-Home
m-Relative In-Home
Of/Sibling Care
Relative Home
Non-Relative Home

S1-10
6
2
16

8
23
19

S11-20
4

inter

9

nool-Based Program
her Activities
her

-

3

4

6

Total

5

9

17

3

6

2

4

-

-

85
82
100

2

83

100

-

1

3
-

3

86
92
38
84
56

-_

2
,

Don't Know/
No Cost Total
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
130

9

3
28

S41+
1

1
.

-

'6

531-40

3

3

21
3
15
19
37

.

S21-30

8

1

2
16
4
4
3

48

13

S1-10

S11-20

5

3

2
15

36

S21-30

3

3

13
8
3

.-

2
2
14
2
12

16
12

22
48

6

-

S31 :3

S41+

Don't
Know/
No Cost

-

1

11
10

7

89
78

5

0

1

1

-

10
-

S

5

-

7

90
62
29
94
80
93

3

1

2

85

3.

21

1

1

16
6
-

13
9
35
1

Total
100
100
100
100
100
100

100
100
100
100

100

How Well Are Current Arrangements Meeting Parents' and Children's.
Needs?
In both Minnesota and Virginia, the majorfity of parents
said their needs were extremely well met by their current care
arrangments. (See Exhibit F.)

Almost three-quarters of the children in both states had
parents who thought their own needs were met to the same extent
as their children's.

EXHIBIT F:

DEGREE TO WHICH PARENTS' AND CHILDREN'S NEEDS ARE MET

Fairly Well

PAPENTt
MN

CHILORN
Mfg

Extremely Well

How Well Needs Are Met By Types of Care Used

More Minnesota parents using schoolbased programs said their needs
were met extremely well than parents using any other arrangement, but a.

fair proportion (13%) said their needs were not well met.

In Virginia,

dissatisfaction was most often expressed with self or sibling care (7%),

with a 5 percent dissatisfaction rate in Minnesota.

The arrangements

best meeting children's needs in both states were activity programs and

schoolbased programs.

In Minnesota, parents' own care and care by a

nonrelative also rated highly.
Virginia

self

in

or

sibling

Fully 10 percent of the' children
care

had

parents who

thought

in

this

arrangement did not meet their children's needs; only 3 percent of the.

Minnesota parents expressed dissatisfaction with this mode of care in
meeting their children's needs. .However, less than half of the children

in self and sibling care in both states had parents who reported their
children's need's were extremely well met by this situation.

How Well Needs Are Met By Household Characteristics

Singleadult

household

heads

arrangements than married adults.

had

more

difficulty

with

care

Fewer than 2 percent of the married

respondents, in Minnesota and 4 percent in Virginia indicated that their

needs were not met, compared to 7 percent of the divorced or separated
parents in

each

state.

Widowed persons,

in

Virginia,

reported

the

greatest problems meeting their needs for child care (11%)-.

'Features of Care Arrangements That Parents Liked and Disliked

Parents using centers and schoolbased programs tended to be more'
specific about features they liked than
arrangements.

those using other types of

Most often mentioned as positive features of center and

schoolbased programs were educational
parental involvement.

activities,

convenience,

and

Parents using in home care often stated that their

child was happy with the arrangement.

Few 'parents in either state cited features they disliked about their
current care arrangements.

The most commonly mentioned problems were not

being home with the children and lack of supervision or

15
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discipline.

Only tenter users in

either state mentioned cost as

a

problem with any frequency.

What Types of Care Arrangements Do Parents Prefer?
Most parents did not express a preference for another care
arrangement.
Care by the mother was genei-ally the choice among parents
who had a preference, for another type of care.

The high level of satisfaction that most parents reported with their

current care arrangements seems to be substantiated by their lack of
preferences for other arrangements and by the few parents (V-7%; M-3%)
who indicated-that they had tried to locate other arrangements within the
past year.

The likelihood of having a preference for another mode of care was
greatest for parents of children 5-to 8-years old, in Minnesota, and for
12-to=14,year-olds, in Virginia.

In both states, the preference for care

by the mother increased with the age of the child.

How Do Parents Find and Select Their Care Arrangements?
The m t common source of information about child care
arrangements in both states was a friend.

.A variety of information sources was used by families with
all adults employed full-time and by families who had tried to
loc'ate other care'arrangements.

Parents considered a,variety pf factors when selecting their child's

care arrangements.

The greatest. concern was that Thcir children be

adequately supervised; 45 percent of the families in Virginia and 41
percent

in

Minnesota

mentioned

this

consideration.

Parents

also

reported that it was important that the caregiver's philosophy of child

rearing be compatible with theirs (V-24%; M-19%).. Parents :onsidered
certain child-related factors with some frequency:

that the child liked

the caregiver; that the child could be with hfs or her petrs; that there

were developmentally appropriate activities; that the child had freedom
to do as she or he wanted; and that the child was safe and secure.

The

most important features of the child care facility mentioned by parents
were convenience of location and hours of operation.

16
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Parents interviewed in-person indicated a distinct preference fon
home-based arrangements, although these situatiohs tended not to be as

dependable as center care or school -based programs.
programs in centers were important to some parents;

child's' health and

The educational

consideration of the

security was also frequently mentioned.

Parents

participating in the in-home interviews were also asked to define quality
child care.

Their responses ranged from having a loving, firm caregiver,

to having an appropriate age mix of children, stimulating activities,
stability of care, and good supervision.

These considerations seemed to

be influenced by the type of care the child was receiving.

Families

using centers tended to consider the convenience of hours and location

and the availability of developmental
Parents using care

in

activities as most important.

a nonrelative's home,

however,

considered the

child's liking the caregiver above other factors.

.Among those who cited barriers to locating other care arrangements,
transportation problems were specifically mentioned by 22 percent of the

Virginia families who had :sought other care arrangements in the past
year.
by

Unavailability of acceptable care and cost were cited as barriers

20 percent and

14

percent

of

such families,

respectively.

In

Minnesota, transportation was reported as a barrier by only 2 percent of
the families; unavailability of acceptable care and cost were each cited
by 9 percent of the families who had sought care in the past year.

Although transportation was not a major problemhfor most parents, the
.

importance of convenience, including.minimal. transportation difficulty,

was often stressed.

The lack of transportation problems was cited by

both parents and providers as a major benefit of school -based programs.
e

HowAre Parents and Children Coping With Self-Care?
Approximately 11 percent of the school-age children of all
families in both states regularly cared for themselves.

A much higher propOrtion (V-25%; M-27%) of the families
with all adults working full-time indicated that their
school -age children regularly cared for themselves.
10

17

25.

ti

About 40 percent of the parents whose children used
self-care responded that their children began self-care between
the ages of 8 and 10; another 40 percent responded that their
children began self-care between the agesrof 11 and 13. A few
parents indicated this practice J1ad begup be
re age 7.

One of the major issues in day carte,
children, is self-care.

particularly for school-age

This studyt examined when children began self-

care, how well their arrangements wirkw44rking, what, the problems and
benefits were, and the rules parents gave their children.

Parents whose

children were either occasionally or regularly in self-care were asked
questions on these topics.

-

Parents genprally responded that they would feel comfortable leaving

a child at home without adult supervision at an older age than when
children in the study sample actually began this practice.
G.)

(See Exhibit.

Children in self-care also reported that they wosld feel comfortable

without adult supervision at a later age than when they wereactually in
this situation.
children.

The most interesting contrast was for the youngest

Parents reported that they would rarely leave children under 8

alone, even for short times, yet in practice'a group of parents did just
that (V-3%; M-4%).

number of parents leave their children

to care for

themselves, some expressed concern about this arrangement.

Most parents

Although

a

who were interviewed in their homes. had given serious thought to the
situation.

Some indicated they nervously awaited telephone calls from

their children to ascertain that they were safely at home.

Others said

they received too many calls from their children,- requesting arbitration

in fights with siblings, and other decisions.

Some children reported

that they had been scared when home alone, others had skipped 'school and
still

others said they watched a lot of television.

expressed

boredom.

Some

older

children

did

Certain children
not

like

havihg

responsibility for younger siblings.

Almost all of the familieslusing self/

tiling care.(V-90%; M-95%)

reported that there were advantages to this arrangement:

Noting that

most of the children in self-care were more than 11 years old, increased

.

EXHIBIT G: AGE AT WHICH PARENTS WOULD FEEL COMFORTABLE LEAVING CHILDREN
ALONE
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independence for the child and having the child learn new survival skills

were the two benefits most frequently mentioned by parents
states.

in

both

One Virginia single parent, however, a mother of two, reported

that the resulting independence and survival skills were not viewed as a
"benefit."

She felt her daughters were growing up too fast as a result

of self-care.

Few parents expressed dissatisfaction with self-care arrangements.

The overwhelming majority of parents (V-86%;
arrangement met their needs.

M-99%)

said that this

More than half the parents who had children

in self-care said that this arrangement allowed them to do things they
would not otherwise be able to do.
free

time.

mentioned.

for

civic

and

Workr-1"pecific household tasks, and

recreational

activities

were

frequently

Other benefits cited during the in-home interview were dating

(for single parents), overtime work and educational pursuits.

While parents did not directly report dissatisfaction with self-care

arrangements for their school-age children, more than half the families
in Virginia and 46 percent in Minnesota did mention at least one worry.

(See Exhibit H.)

More parents worried about accidents than any other

potential concern, and the largest percentage of problems that developed
were

related

to

accidents.

Most

developed to the problem stage.

publicity--such

as

too

much

of

the

parents'

worries had

not.

Certain concerns which receive a lot of
television,

loneliness

and

sexual

activities--accounted for 0 to 5 percent of reported worries/problems.

Most parents (V-89%; M-95%) had special instructions or ground rules

for the time their school-age children spent without adult supervision.

The more frequent rules related to stove/appliance restrictions;

not

letting anyone, including friends, in the house; housework and ch)res;

restricted area for play; and regular check-in calls.

More than one-

quarter of the families would not let their children have anyone in the

house when the parents were not at home; some of the children who were
interviewed mentioned this as a drawback to the self-care situation.

r:
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EXHIBIT H:

PARENT CONCERNS WHEN CHILDREN ARE WITHOUT ADULT SUPERVISION

VIRGINIA
Concern

Percentage
Worried (Not Problem)

Accidents
Juvenile deliquency/
peer group concerns
Too much TV
Nutritional concerns
Drugs
Alcohol
Sex exploration
(with or by peers)
Sex exploitation with or
(by adult/older child)
Homework neglected
School/grade problems
Truancy (cutting or
skipping school)
Other problems in school
Loneliness
Boredom
Fear/axiety
Child feels unloved
Other emotional problems
Chores neglected
Fighting with siblings
Rule violation
Wear and tear on house
Fire
Intruders
Other

MINNESOTA

Percentage
Problems (and Worry)

Percentage
Worried (Not Problem)

Percentage
Problems (and Worry)

37

9

63

8

4

5

7

6

3

-

-

1

4

1

-

1

3

5
6

10

1

1

1

2

3

2
14

1

3

4

-

1

4

8
8

4
4

1

3

3

-

-

1

1

3

1

2
5

8
15
17

.

3
6

10

8

These percentages are based Von the 12' of 00 Virginia sample and the 11: of the Minnesota sample who responded to this item.
Of the families in Virginia who use self/sibling care arrangements and
The first table entries Snould be interpret ed as follows:
'who report having particular proolemS or worries. 37: worry about accidents, while another 9- have had a problem (as well as a'"
worry) with accidents.
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summary, parents reported that they were satisfied with their

In

self-care arrangements, but about half of them had worries associated
with

this

positive

situation.

effects

supervision.

for

Many parents

seemed to

their thildren

who

feel

were

there were

some

without

adult

left

Self-care arrangements were most often found in single-

adult households or in those in which both parents worked.

Likely Future Trerds and Remaining Issues
Working parents' need for child care for their school-age children is
an issue that is attracting widespread attention.

Assuming that parents

will continue to work of necessity or desire, what can be done to improve

the care arrangements for their school-age children during nonschool
hours?
ti

Families with all

adults working full-time outside the home and

single-adult households reported difficulties with their school-age care

arrangements more frequently than:other types of families.

A variety of

ways of responding to the needs of these families is possible.

modes of care could be made more
programs might be developed in

accessible.

day care

More age-appropriate

centers.

Diverse

employer assistance in child care should be explored.

forms of

Public school-

based before-and-after school programs could be expanded in
number.

Existing

size and

In this study special attention was devoted to these last two

alternatives.

Employer Assistance in Child Care

The types of.child care assistance' employers have offered vary
considerably, and have included alternate work schedules,

sick child

leave, administration of a child care program on or near the worksite,
and purchase or subsidy of child care "slots" for employees with local
providers.

A new personnel benefit concept, known as the "cafeteria"

plan, allows employees to choose the benefits they want from a range of

22

alternatives (substituting leave to take care of sick children,

for

example, in place of other "credits," such as health insurance, vacation,
sick leave).*

Parents were asked whether particular types of child care assistance

were offered by their (or their spouse's) employer, and if so, whether
they used the assistance.

The responses for both states shooed nearly

identical patterns of availability and usage.
an

Flexible hours (usually on

informal basis) were offered and used more than any other type of

support (V-22%; M-20%).

Other types of assistance (such as information

and referral, centers or family day care homes on or near the worksite,

and acquiring day care
typically

not

used

when

"slots") were far
offered.

available assistance could include:

less available,

Possible

reasons

for

and were
not

using

a nonworking spouse provided child

care; parents had part-time work schedules; the care services arranged by
the

employer were

inconvenient

or

unacceptable;

and

the

hours

of

operation did not coincide with the nature of job responsibilities.

Most employer assistance programs are directed toward preschool
children, whose care needs are for larger blocks of time.

Flexible hours

and leave policies may be more directly related to the care needs of
families with school-age children.

Nearly all (V-95%; M-81%) 'of those who used some type of employer

assistance indicated they were staying--or planned to stay--longer at
the job because of that assistance.

Roughly half (V-56%; M-50%) said

that working was possible only with the available support.

Employees

using child care support available through their job perceived a strong

A separate ACYF study, the National Employer Supported Child Care
Project, will provide information on all known employer supported
child care programs and will develop "how to" materials for
businesses interested in starting a child care program.
Contact--Patricia Hawkins, Administration for Children, Youth and
Families, for further information.

positive effect on their work performance and their interest in remaining

with that employer.

Many felt this support was critical if they were to

work at all.

School-Based Programs
Northern Virginia is one of a growing number of areas nationwide that

has experimented successfully with public school-based extended
programs.

day

TheSe programs are funded primarily through parent fees, with

the balance provided by the local government.

Minnesota (particularly in

the Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan area) also has a growing number of
day care programs in the public schools.
Parents who used this type of program tended to be very satisfied; as

a group, more parents in both states felt their needs were extremely well

met with this mode of care than any other. The most frequently mentioned
benefits

of these programs were parent involvement and eaucational

activities for the children.

School-based extended day programs offered

parents and their school-age childrena supervised care arrangement free
of many transportation difficulties.
Some private sector providers did not like the competition offered by

publicly-supported programs.

(Others, it should be noted, cooperate by

sharing staff and other resources.)

Programming to meet the needs of

both older and younger children seemed to be an almost universal concern
with school-based care.
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FOREWORD

The primary purpose of this report is to present an overview of
the study objectives and research issues of this study of school-age day
care, the procedures that were used to collect and analyze data, and the
findings.

The report is intended to serve the needs of several

audiences--state and local officials wishing to replicate all or part of
this study, providers of day care services interested in a complete
.

consumer profile in two states, and those members of the research
community seeking knowledge of the state-of-the-art of school-age day
care.

Because of these multiple audiences, the report has been organized

to address a variety of information needs as efficiently as possible for
each reader.

Chapter 1 presents an overview of the study and of the research
issues in school-age care. The section on issues in school-age
day care, including references to prior studies and recent
government, professional, and mass media publications in this
area, may be of greatest interest to the research community.
Chapter 2 contains a detailed discussion of the procedures
used to collect and analyze the telephone survey and in-person
interview data--from scheduling interviews and interviewer
training through editing data. This chapter will be pertinent
to the research community as well as to practitione's
contemplating their own studies.
Chapters 3 through 7 present the findings of the study:
each chapter is organized according to an issue or theme in
school-age day care. The themes discussed include school-age
care usage patterns, satisfaction with care, how parents find
and select care, consequences of various types of care
arrangements, families whose children are without adult
supervision on a regular basis, and other special population
groups.

Chapter Q discusses the community context for school-age
care in the States of Minnesota and Virginia.
This chapter
contains an overview of demographic variables, state and local
programs and issues affecting child care, and parents' views on
needed care alternatives.
Chapter 9 provides the researchers' conclusions about future
directions for school-age care based on the results of this
study.

Appendices contain copies of the data collection instruments.

1
INTRODUCTION

Study Overview
The Administration for Children, Youth and Families in the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services awarded Applied Management
Sciences a contract in 1980 to examine issues in care arrangements for
children ages 5-14. Important topics included the types of arrangements
parents make, how satisfied parents are with these arrangements, the ages
and circumstances in which parents feel children can be left alone, and
viable alternative care arrangements. This study was designed to provide
information for the following audiences:

decision makers in day care of
state and local governments, researchers, day care practitioners and
consumers.
Traditionally, day care policy has been conceived at the state
level and implemented by state and lccal agencies. The Federal
government role has generally been one of a crisis mediator during time
of national, social, political, and economic changes.

For example, the
need for child care was greatly stimulated by the industrialization and

urbanization of the late 19th and early 20th centuries; the enactment of
child labor laws during the early 1900'$; the increased labor market
needs generated by World Wars I and II;

and the women's movement of the

1920's and revitalization of that movement in the 1960's and 70's.
Except in times of war, Federal support for day care services has been
targeted primarily to low income families.
States, on the other hand, have been responsible for establishing
standards, licensing 'requirements, targeting Federal and state funds,
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sponsoring research, and providing technical assistance to local
agencies.

Local communities have usually been involved in conducting

their own assessment of needs for day care services and in designing
their own programs.

The private sector Has also been involved in

providing services to meet the needs and demands of families.

For these

reasons, this study focused on gathering the types of information that
would be useful to states, communities, and providers in setting policy
priorities, targeting resources, planning programs that are responsive to
consumer needs, and generating alternatives-for meeting those needs.
Specifically, this day care'study can help answer such policy questions
as:

For which types of day care programs is the demand
increasing?
What types of school-age child care services do various
communities provide?
What could the community do to improvg school-age child
care services?
How do program needs differ with the age of the
child?
How satisfactory are current day care arrangements?
What are the barriers to obtaining sat) factory care?
How do various sectors (private, public, and voluntary)
interact in providing care for school-age children?
The answers to these questions .ar help pW. is and private sector
agencies determine the type of assistana,

services. t"lat could be

provided and areas where improvement is needed.

To answer these and

other questions, both telephone and in-person interviews were held with
famili-eil with school-age children, with state officials, and with day

care providers.

in two states

The examinatiOn.of school-age child care was conducted
Virginia and Minnesota.

Certain types of data were also

gathered at the community level within these states, since attitudes and
practices regarding school-age care vary within states.
was both consumer- and policy-oriented.
description of the study methodology.

1.2

Thus the study

Chapter 2 contains a detailed

The objectives of this study were:
to develop a detailed understanding of families'
arrangements for children ages 5-14;

care

to obtain information on special subpopulations including
families who have recently lost government subsidies, families
with children who take care of themselves (self-care), families
who have complex care arrangements, and families who received
employer-assisted child care for school-age children; and
to develop a methodology that can be replicated by states
and local agencies interested in school-age care.

Trends in School-Age Day Care and Research Issues
Before specifically defining the research questions for this
study, we conducted an extensive review of recent literature on child day
care.

Throughout the project, staff attended conferences on the subject,

reviewed pertinent professional publications, and discussed key issues
with other researchers.
Most of the research in the field of day care has focused on
preschool children.

The issue of school-age child care is of particular

concern, in part because of the suspected prevalence of self-care
arrangements and also because little is known about child care usage and
attitudes for this population.
available for these children?
Prefer?

What types of care arrangements are
What modes of care do parents use?

Are many school-age children being left without adult

supervision? What are some of the current trends in service provision for
this age group? These are some of the questions that we researched in
the literature.

The following is a discussion of the major trends in day

care for school-a:7e children, the issues that need resolution, and

probable future directions in service provision.

Why Is School-Age Child Care an Issue?
There is a certain ritual which is customary in launching a
discussion of day care.
First one cites the number of working
mothers and the steady increase in this number over time.
The next
step is to cite the number of children needing care as compared to
available slots.
The resulting answer becomes the day care
problem." The discussion seldom goes beyond gross figures to look at
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specifiC relationships of incidence of employment and type of day
care arrangements according to age of children...
Partly this occurs
because good detailed statistics are not available... The issues of
providing day care change with the age of the child being discussed
(Prescott, Milich; 1974, p.1).
Although this citation comes from a report published eight years
ago, the authors' conclusions remain valid today.

Very little has been

written exclusively about day care for school-age children, with two
notable exceptions--the work of the School-Age Child Care Project (SACC)
of the Wellesley College Center for-Research on Women and that of
Elizabeth Prescott and Cynthia Milich of Pacific Oaks College in
Pasadena, California.

The SACC Project has focused most of its efforts

on a specific mode of service provision--before-and-after-school programs
based in the public schools.

The Prescott-Milich studies were conducted

in Los Angeles County.

Although there is a surprising lack of research specific to
school-age child care, certain concerned professionals have built

a

strong case for a growing need for services by assembling data on
demographic and social trends.

One of the leaders in this effort is the

previously-mentioned SACC project, whose staff provide a concise summary
of these statistics and their implications in a research paper (1981) on
school-age child care:

A confluence of demographic factors suggests that the need for
school-age child care will increase during the next decade.
By 1990
there will be a 10 percent increase in the number of children between
the ages of 6 and 13, attributable primarily to the coming of
parental age of the post World War II 'baby boom' generation...
Continuing a trend of several decades, the mothers of these
school-age children are almost twice as likely to be employed--and
employed full-time--as mothers of preschoolers... about 18 million
children between the ages of 6 and 13 may need some form of
school-age child care by 1990... By 1990 families are expected to
have fewer children and to have them more closely spaced:
i.e., it
will be less likely for families to have adolescent children to care
for young school-age children.' And, since more and more women will
be employed outside the home, families will find it more difficult to
turn to aunts, grandmothers, or family day care providers to take
care of their children (pp. 12-13)
Wendy Gray of SACC reported 1980 Department of Labor statistics
pertinent to school-age child care in a recent issue paper (1981):
"...62 percent of mothers with children ages 6 to 13 are working; most
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(78.2%) are employed full-time... approximately 19,201,000 of the
26,368,000 children in the United States between the ages of 6 and 13
have mothers in the labor force, and over 10 million have mothers who are
employed full-time" (p. 2).

Current economic conditions have forced many

women to work to supplement the family income; the number of two-paycheck
families has grown 25 percent from 1971 to 1981 (Bureau of Labor
Statistics, 1981).

Single parents.have also added significantly to child

care demands; women who maintain families account for more than 9 million
workers (60% were labor force participants) (Bureau of Labor Statistics,
1981).

What Is Known about Current Care Arrangements?
Despite the increase in employment of mothers of school-age
children, only 3 percent of school-age children were enrolled in known
after-school care of all sorts, according to a finding in the 1971
Westinghouse-Westat survey cited in Prescott & Milich's report (1975).

A

1978 survey for Family Circle revealed that the most frequently used day
care arrangement by working mothers for their children ages 6 to 13 was
self- and sibling care (28.5%).

Among the other stated arrangements,

family day care was used by 23.2 percent of working mothers and
school-based care by 22.1 percent.

In-home, relative, and center-based

care were each used by fewer than 15 percent of the respondents.

Fifteen

percent did not respond to this question and 11 percent reported some
other unspecified care arrangement.

Of those who stated a preferred mode

of care, day care centers was the most frequent response (Whitbread,
1978).

These data confirm the findings of the Census Bureau in its 1982
Current Population Report Trends in Child Care Arrangements of Working
Mothers,"...that there has been, in the past few decades ... a shift
away from in-home child care to care outside the home or in group care
centers.

This trend has been especially pronounced for children with

well-educated mothers, full-time working mothers, and mothers with
relatively high family income levels who can afford to pay for child care
services" (p. 3).

The Family Circle survey similarly had found that

only 10 percent of their respondents preferred care by a relative.
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These

findings raised a significant question that we have attempted to answer
in our study:

What features do parents look for in-selecting care

arrangements for their school-age children?

(See Chapter 5.)

The studies discussed above tend to underestimate the usage of
family day care, which is largely unlicensed and therefore difficult to
account for.

According to the National Day Care Home Study (Fosburg,

1981) family day care "... represents the most prevalent mode of care for
the five million school children between 6 and 13 whose parents work."
Most of these studies did not include 5-year-olds, a population group
that, according to the SACC project (1981), may well be the age group
with the greatest need for some form of before-and-after-school care in
the United States.

This admonition, plus the advice of project

consultants, prompted the inclusion of 5-year-olds in our study.
The 1974-1975 Current Population Statistics of the Census Bureau
indicate that about 13 percent of children between the ages of 7 and 13
with working mothers were home alone during non-school hours (Gray,
1981).

Is this true today and, if so, why are other care

arrangements not used for this large group of children?
of the questions this study attempts to answer.

These are some

(See Chapter 6.)

According to Prescott and Milich (1974), group care for school-age
children is less available than for pre-school children because it is
more costly and less convenient for caregivers to provide services during
non-school hours than for full-day or half-day periods.

Another problem

seems to be a lack of agreement on what should constitute adequate "care"
for school-age children.

The Prescott-Milich study's oft-cited

"essential ingredients" for school-age care are:

1 /

Note the increased estimate to 28.5 percent in the more recent
Family Circle survey.
It is impossible to determine whether these
figures are comparable, however, since definitions of "self and/or
sibling care" were not provided.
See Chapter 6 for the definition
used in this study.
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(1) adults who can help children learn skills, understand how social
systems work, and develop satisfying arenas of initiative .. (2)
spaces and places where things can happen ... development of a wide
variety of physical skills ... where projects can be carried out over
a long period of time .... and ... which are adequately equipped with
tools and supplies to teach skills and craftsmanship .. (3) access
to the community."
(1974, p. 104).
Needless to say, programs that contain these resources are
expensive to providers and users.

In the Prescott-Milich scheme, such

programs would be classified as "complex activity programs" compared to
"simple" (custodial) activity programs, characterized as chiefly
"babysitting" and "narrow range activity programs" in which limited
activities (such as a sport or craft) are emphasized.

Experience with after-school programs in Massachusetts revealed
some parental concerns that schools (with extended day) not replace the
family, and that day-care programs not become an extension of the
school-day and result in "tracking" of children (Seltzer, 1979).

Thus

day care providers are faced with the difficult task of designing and
operating programs that are affordable, stimulating to school-age
children, and not school -like.

No known data exists on the satisfaction of parents of school-age
children with their day care arrangements.

The National Childcare

Consumer Study (Rodes, 1975) comes closer than any other research
answering this question.

to

Nine out of ten users of day care in this study

were reported to be satisfied "or at least happy" with their current
arrangement(s).

These data are not entirely applicable, however, because

the study included preschool children in the sample, whose parents are by
far larger day care users than those of school-age children.

Why Has the Self-Care Phenomenon Become an Issue?
A growing number of parents seems to'be resorting to leaving their
school-age children unsupervised for some period of time while they
work.

In 1967, the Census Bureau estimated that approximately 2 million

children between the ages of 7 and 13 could be classified as latchkey
(i.e., in regular self-care).

This figure represents approximately 13

1
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percent of the nation's school-age children and 0.4 percent of children
ages 3-6 (Lacey, 1982).

Numerous articles have appeared recently in the

popular press and.in professional journal's concerning this "latchkey"
phenomenon.

This publicity-has focused attention on the particular

problems of care for the school-age child.

According to James Barabino

of Pennsylvania State University,".. the risks associated with latchkey
children are of four types:

that they will feel badly (e.g., rejected

and alienated); that they will act badly (e.g., delinquency and
vandalism); that they will develop badly (e.g., academic failure); and
that they will be treated badly (e.g., accidents and sexual
victimization)" (Sitomer, second of four articles, 1981, p. 14).
Tom and Lynette Long are currently conducting research on latchkey
children in the Washington, D.C., metropolitan area.

Their advice-on the

age and circumstances for leaving a child alone is "not too young, not
too much responsibility, not too long, and not isolated"

(McGee, 1982).'

Another problem for working parents is the child's attitude toward day
care.

Lynne McGee, it a Washington Post article says:

Even when quality, affordable day care is 'available, children at age
11 or so either become ineligible or begin to balk at having a
' babysitter.'
Working families face those awkward years-7with
anxiety and little assistance--when children are too old for
babysitters but not ready for day-to-day responsibilities.

Many parents may feel more confident leaving 10- and 11-year-olds in
self- or sibling care than teenagers.

In a recent interview with

Newsweek, a divorced mother of two daughters, ages 12'and 14, says she
trusts her children now but worries "about the next few years when they
start having friends over"

(Langway, et. el., 1982).

The authors state

that higher-income families are able to keep their school-age children
occupied 'after school with lessons and other pay-as-you-go activities;
low income families cannot afford to take advantage of, such options.

The only available statistics on the incidence of "latchkey"
children were thoie cited earlier from the Census Bureau report and from
the Family Circle survey.

Publications on the issue also skirt the

definitional problems involved.

To estimate incidence, one must

prescribe the boundaries of a latchkey situation.

Does less than

one-half hour unsupervised after school each day.qualify a child as

latchkey?

What about the age of a child--does a 14-year-old child

require adult supervision?

What if older siblings are present--how old

shoUld they be to be considered responsible?

How much difference does

the child's home or school environment make in parents' feelings about
the child's safety?

These are questions unanswered by available research

that our study attempted to address.

(See Chapter 6.). In recognition of

the sensitivity of the issues in school-age care and the necessity for
obtaining a more comprehensive picture than previous studies had
attempted on this subject, a variety of data gathering methods were
used.

(See Chapter 2.)

A telephone survey and in-home interviews were

the two chief methods used to obtain estimates of the demand for
school-age care and parents' attitudes towards care for their school-age
children in the two study states.

What Are Some Probable Future Directions?
Title XX of the Social Security Act, a block grant to states for

social services, has provided the largest portion oyederal expenditures
for day care services.

The 1981 Budget Reconciliation Act reduced Title

XX funding from $3.1 billion to $2.4 billion and eliminated a $200
million set-aside for child care that was 100 percent Federally funded
(Subcommittee on Health and the Environment of the Committee on Energy
and Commerce, U.S. House of Representatives, 1982).

Considering the cutbacks in Federal funds for human services in
general, any future increases in funding and shifts in program directives
will most likely originate at the state or community level.

Greater

attempts will also be made to involve the private sector in funding and
otherwise assisting in providing day care services as public funds
decline.

This likely scenario prompted the .ocus in our study on state

and community, rather than on Federal policies and practices.

We are

also concerned with providing policymakers with useful information on
consumer attitudes toward and preferences for certain types of day care
services.

The literature reveals two innovative service modes

employer assistance in provding day care and public school-based
before-and-after school programs.
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Public School-Based Programs

An alternative to center-based and family day care that is
expanding is providing care for school-age children at the public school
facility. While there are no figures concerning the number of programs
that are school-based nationally, the School Age Child Care project
(SACC) conducted telephone interviews with 125 school-age programs in 33
states during their first phase of research; more than half of these
programs had some affiliation with the schools.

These programs are

characterized by their diversity in administrative arrangements, program
philosophy, age mixture of children served, and types of services
provided.

Certain common denominators can be cited, however:

parental

participation is encouraged; day care staff are usually different from
the teaching staff; and with few exceptions, these programs are nonprofit
operations (Sitomer, first of four articles, 1981).
School-based programs have proved attractive to some parents
because of their convenience (no transportation is usually required) and
reliability ( a professional staff is always there).
For school
administrators, too, there-are certain advantages to operating such a
program -- the use of empty space during non-school hours is
cost-effective during an era of declining enrollments (SACC, 1981).
Problems exist, however, both in establishing and in expanding
public school-based programs.
Some school administrators have not
favored the association of the school with day care, which "has been
improperly stigmatized as a service used mainly by the poor or as a place
where careless parents simply park their children" (SACC, 1981, p. 18).
Other issues administrators cite are concerns.about additional legal
liability, additional.costs, especially energy-related, whether licensing
standards would apply, and disagreement as to the type of program that
should be provided -- educational, developmental, or custodial (SACC,
1981).

Some parents believe theprogram should be different from the
school's curricula, i.e.,Jion-school like, but others are concerned about
adequate supervision.

Some feel that such programs allow the school to

play too dominant a role in a child's life.
NI
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To obtain a better understand4ng of parents' views and what they
might imply for the future of programs of this type, we included
question of this issue in our in-home interview with parents.

a

The wide

publicity et the Arlington and Fairf-.x County extended day programs was a
factor considered in selectThg Virginia is a study state.

(See Chapter

8

Employer Assistance in Day Care
Until recently, employer assistance in day care was typically
limited to some government agencies and hospitals.
now entering the picture.

Private industry is

The Christian Science Monitor, in its series

of articles on school-age day care, reported only 20-25 on-site
corporate day care programs and noted that most provide services only to
toddlers and preschoolers (Sitomer, third of four articles, 1981).
Besides on-site programs, other ways businesses can and do assist their
employees in providing or finding day care are information and referral
services, parent edtsation (seminars at the workplace), flexible benefits

(allowing employees to opt for child care benefits such as additional
leave with pay in lieu of other benefits), vouchers for child care
allowances (subsidizing the cost of qualified care that parents find),
flextime, and job sharing (Sitomer, third of four articles, 1981).
The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Administration
for Children, Youth and Families, is currently sponsoring the
Employer-Supported Child Care Project to assist business in supporting
their employees' efforts to find and arrange for chile care.
Specifically, this project is designed to provide a description of
existing employer-supported child care activities, to develop needs
assessment tools for use by businesses, and to provide information on
implementing various methods of child care assistance.

Expected products

include:

information on employer-supported child care programs in the
United States;
a flyer for Chief Executive Officers that explains the
concept of employer-supported child care, highlights benefits to
businesses, and identifies key actions to be taken;

-a,pamphlet for mid-level executives who are developing
corporate plans for child care programs; and
a comprehensive manual for corporate program development
staff that details needs assessment techniques, program options and
implementation steps.
Preliminary findings of this project indicate that the reported number
of corporate day care programs has grown to a total of more than 400
nationally.

In 1981, Montgomery County, Maryland, appointed a task force to
study the role of the private sector in day care.

The recently published

findings of its survey of 81 county employers revealed that only one
respondent offered on-site day care; fewer than 15 percent provided
information and referral for child care or financial contributions toward
the cost of care.

The majority of employers reported that they were not

interested in providing any child-care related benefits in the future
(Konicus, 1981).

These results are distressing, especially since

Montgomery County is located in the Washington, D.C., metropolitian area,
which has the greatest percentage of working women of any city-in the
country.

However, when one considers the economic climate during the

time this survey was conducted, the results are not'so surprising.

High

unemployment and escalating interest rates do not create conditions
favorable to investing in employee benefits.

As economic conditions

improve, so might the growth of employer assistance in day care.
Since little research has been done on this subject, we included a
special section on employer assistance in day care in the telephone
survey.

(See Chapter 7.)

Interest in this probable future trend was

also a factor in the selection of Minnesota, as one of the study states,

because of its reputation for innovation in the day care community.

(See

Chapter 8.)

The next section illustrates the translation of the broad issues
emerging from a review of the literature into specific research questions
for this study.

Major themes became study objectives around which

questions for investigation were organized.

Development of the telephone

survey instrument and in-home protocols followed these general
guidelines.

Specific plans for data analysis were also structured using

this framework.
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Study Objectives, Research Questions, and Audiences
Seven study objectives were formed from the results of the
literature review and discussions with project consultants.
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

They were:-

to determine the patterns of care arrangements for school-age
children;
to determine the level of parent's satisfaction with current
care arrangements and the factors related to their level of
satisfaction;
to describe how families find and select their care arrangementi;
to describe the impact of various care arrangements on families'
lives;.

(5)
(6)

(7)

to explore the circumstances of and attitudes toward self-care
by school-age children;
to investigate several special issues relating to certain groups
of families (such as those with complex care arrangements, those
who have experienced reductions in or loss of government
subsidies for child care, and those whose employers have
assisted in some way with child care); and
to describe the community context for provision of school-age
care and to assess ways the community can meet its needs for
care.

The research questions pertaining to each objective are listed in
Exhibit 1.1.

Following is a dit'cussion of the major themes exemplified

by these objectives.

One major issue addressed in this effort is the patterns of child
care used for school-age children.

The survey gathered information on

the specific types of child care (e.g., care by a relative inthe home,
public school-based programs, etc.) and when those forms of care are used
(afternoons, weekends, etc.).

These data provide information on the most

frequently used child care arrangements for school-age children for
specific time periods.

One can also examine various demographic

variables to see if certain types of people tend to use certain types of
child care.
For example, do higher income families tend to use more
expensive kinds of care or particular types of child care (e.g., in-home
care by a paid non - relative) ?. Such usage information should be of

interest to child care providers, local communities, and government
agency personnel.

It could give them a basis for planning future child

care initiatives and for targeting child care to particular population
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EXHIBIT 1.1

STUDY OBJECTIVES AND RESEARCH ISSUES

OBJECTIVE I:

To determine the pattern of child care used for
school-age children

What types of care arrangements do parents use?
What types of families tend to use what types of care?

What are the characteristics of care used(e.g., costs)?

OBJECTIVE II:

To determine the level of parents' satisfaction with
current care arrangements and the factors related to
their level of satisfaction

How satisfied are parents with current care arrangements?
What factors are associated with satisfaction?
What are the perceived benefits of current care
arrangements?
What problems are associated with current care
arrangements?
What types of care are preferred and why?

OBJECTIVE III:

To describe how families select their child care
arrangements

What sources of information do people use when looking for child
care?
o

What influences people's choice of care?

OBJECTIVE IV:

To describe the impact of various child care
arrangements on families' lives

What are the barriers to use of preferred. care?

How have child care demands affected parent employment
status?

Are people aware of and using the child care tax credit?
Why do people change their care arrangements?

5,9
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EXHIBIT 1.1

STUDY OBJECTIVES AND RESEARCH ISSUES (Continued)

OBJECTIVE V:

To examine the circumstances of and attitudes toward
self-care by school-age children

What are the characteristics of families whose children care for
themselves?
How do households feel about self- or self- and
sibling-care?
What are the consequences of such arrangements?
What is the history of these arrangements in families?
Are there perceived alternatives?

OBJECTIVE VI:

To investigate several special issues relative to
certain groups of families

What were the circumstances of lost or reduced government
subsidies?
What were the consequences of the loss or reduction?
What types of child care assistance do employers provide?
What are the advantages of these arrangements?
Are there other preferable arrangements?
Why do some families have complex care arrangements?
What advantages and disadvantages are associated with complex
care?

What changes in care arrangements are desired?

OBJECTIVE VII:

To describe the community context for provision of
school-age care and to assess ways the community can
meet its needs for care

What types of school-age child care services do various
communities provide?
What is the perceived need for services?
What could communities do to improve school-age child care
services?
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subgroups (e.g., the data may show that Hispanics prefer family day care
to other modes of care).

In addition to information on the users of

school-age child care, data on costs and transportation, associated with
child care modes were also collected.

This information\bould be of

interest to child care providers, state officials, employers, and
community social services agency personnel who could use the data to
understand better the financial and logistical burdens of child care.
In summary, major research questions in this area include:
(1)
(2)
(3)

What types of child care arrangements are used?
What types of families tend to use what types of care?
What are the characteristics of care used?

A second important objective of the study is to assess how
satisfied parents and their children are with their care arrauements,
what features of their care are considered most beneficial, and which
features cause them problems.

This information will point to the

positive and negative aspects of particular care arangements and shoulr'

be of interest to employers, public and private child care providers, alA
state officials concerned with policymaking and program development.
Data in this area should indicate what parents and children do and do not
like about various types of school-age care arrangements.
Key research questions under this topic are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

How satisfied are parents with current care arrangements?
What factors are associated with satisfaction?
What are the perceived benefits of current care arrangements?
What problems are associated with current care arrangements?

Another area of interest is that of decisionmaking:
find and select child care for their school-age children.

how parents

Data gathered

to address this issue include information on the search process, on the
features of care that were important considerations in deciding which
type of care to use, on what parents prefer most for child care, and on
the barriers to utilization of preferred care (i.e., if the parents would
rather have a different type of care, why don't they?).

Data on the

search process should be of particular interest to information and
referral centers and other organizations involved in linking child care
suppliers with care seekers.

The study will pinpoint the key information
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sources typically used by parents (e.g., neighbors, church bulletin
boards); this information could then be used to target advertising..

If

particular segments of the population are experiencing difficulty
locating the kind of care they want, the data will indicate avenues of
dissemination most often used by those populations.

Similarly, care

providers, state standards developers, and others in the field should be
interested in the aspects of care arrangements (e.g., location, costs,
background of provider) that are most important to parents when deciding
upon child care.

Finally, state program administrators, state funding

authorities, and child care providers should also find data on preferred
care helpful in their planning and operations.

A number of research questions apply to this area, including:
(1)

What sources of information do people use when looking for child
care?

What types of people tend to use what types of information
sources?
- Do certain types of information sources tend to lead to
certain types of child care?
How are I&R services used and perceived?
What influences people's choice of care?
7
What types of criteria do certain -people tend to use in
deciding which care to use?
-What do parents consider "quality care"?
What types of care are preferred and why?
What are the barriers to using preferred care? Are certain
types of barriers associated with certain types of care?
-

(2)

(3)
(4)

Child care advocates, state planning agencies, and child welfare
organizations should be expecially interested in the information the

selfcare module of this study provides on such children in each state.
This aspect has received much attention recently in the media, but little

research has been done on children regularly in selfcare and their
families.

This survey gathers information on how parents and children

feel about selfcare, what problems occur, what the advantages/
disadvantages are, and how/why a problem came about.

It also examines

the ways parents cope with this arrangement--any ground rules and worries
they have as well as advice for other parents.

An important issue is to

determine the extent to which parents of such children have looked for
other care arrangements and the reasons they could not obtain alternate
care.
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Specific research questions pertaining to the self-care issue
include:
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)

What are the characteristics of families whose children care for
themselves?
What do children do/how do they feel when they are alone?
'How do families in general feel about the amount of time and age
at which children can be left alone?
How do households feel about self-care/sibling care?
Do parents and their children know how each other feel
about self-care?
What are the consequences of self-care arrangements?
What problems are anticipated/have occurred?
-How do parents deal with these situations?
-What benefits are there for the child?
-What benefits for the parent?
What is the history of such arrangements in families?
Are there (perceived) alternatives?

With recent government budget cutbacks, another population group
of special interest is families whose child care subsidies have been
reduced or cut off.

Funding authorities, welfare agencies, and private

sector providers should be interested in the study's module examining
what loss or reduction in subsidized child care has meant to these
families:

how the children are being cared for now versus under

subsidized care and what this change means in terms of availability,
costs, transportation, quality of care, and employment/training for the
parents.

Research questions in this area are:
(1)
(2)
(3)

What were the reasons for the lost/reduced subsidy?
How did this affect child care?
How did the loss/reduction affect the family? child?

parent?

One innovative approach to child care services in recent years has
been the emergence of employer assistance in child care.

Business and

industry, as well as child care organizations, should find an examination
of employer-assisted child care of interest.

Another module of this

survey examines the different types of assistance employers offer, the
benefits accruing to employees and their children, the level of
satisfaction, and the advantages to employers of offering this
assistance.
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Study questions address the following topics:
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

What types of child care assistance do employers provide?
What are the advantages of this arrangement to employers?
employees?'
Are there other preferable arrangements?
What are the barriers to preferred care?

The final research issue in this study is to provide day care
practitioners and state and local child care organizations with a picture
of the community child care environment:

the perceived child care

options, awareness of supportive services, and suggestions for
improvement.

This survey collects information at the community level on

child care supply and demand, and on what parents suggest could be done
to improve school-age child care in their community.
The following research questions are addressed:
(1)
(2)
(3)

What types of communities have what types of school-age child
care services?
What is the perceived need for service?
What could the community do to improve school-age child care
services?

In summary, this survey can furnish a great deal of information on
many aspects of school-age child care:

usage patterns, satisfaction,

decisionmaking, child self-care, lost subsidies, employer assistance, and
community initiatives.
includes:

The potential audience for this information

state and local government officials, public and private child

care providers, employers, human service organizations, and child care
professionals in the field.

Use of this tested methodology will enable

states and communities to collect child care information for subsequent
planning and decisionmaking at a minimum cost in dollars and time.
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2
METHODOLOGY FOR SCHOOL-AGE DAY CARE STUDY

This chapter discusses the methodological approach used for this
study.

It includes an overview of state selection considerations,

methodological limitations, and the procedures used for the telephOne
survey and personal interview components of the study.

Overview of Study Methodology
Major Study Components
This study has two basic aims--to obtain information on families'
o

usage of and attitudes toward day care for their school-age children that
could be generalized to the state level; and to describe the context
within which families make their day care decisions and communities
provide day care services.

The study methodology was thus tailored to

enable us to acquire both generalizable and purely descriptive data on

sOool-age child care.

Three types of data collection techniques were

used:

computer-assisted telephone interviews;

in-person discussions with parents and their school-age
children, providers of day care services, and state and local
officials involved in day care; and
focus group discussions with parents of school-age
children in two communities.
The telephone survey was conducted with a random sample of
households with children ages 5 to 14 in two states, Virginia and
Minnesota.

A complex questionnaire that addressed the first six study

objectives was developed for these interviews (See-Chapter 1).
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The

objective concerning community context and alternatives was handled
through in-person interviews.

Because this instrument contained sever

large and numerous small subsections, it was mcst efficiently

admWstered through a CATI (computer-assisted telephone interview)
system (see Appendix B).

The descriptive component of the study consisted of in-person
interviews and focus group discussions.

Child care arrangements canno

be precisely described over the telephone so it was important to augmei
the attitudinal data obtained from the telephone survey with more
detailed explanations of certain phenomena, such as how parents feel
about having school-age children unsupervised.

A subsample of parents

who responded to the telephone survey and their school-age children
selected for in-person interviews.

wei

State and local day care officials

both states were also interviewed concerning present and likely future
policies in this area.

Discussions were also held with providers of di

care services in the public, private, and voluntary sectors in selectee
communities in the two states.

These interviews focused on a descript

of available services, problems with serving, school-age children,

interactions with other providers, and forecasts about future demand fi
services.

Finally, focus group discussions were conducted with several small
groups of parents in both states.

This technique was used to obtain

information on sensitive topics such as self-care, and from hard -to -ref

parents whose employers assisted with child care.

Exhibit 2.1 illustn

the major study components described above.

Overview of the Approach to Sampling and Data Collection

Although this was astudy of school-age child care in two states,
several groups within this population were of particular policy intere
We were more concerned, for example, with that part of the population
uses day care because of employment circumstances, i.ei, families in wl
both parents/ or a single head of household are employed full time out
the home, than with families for which parent care of school-age child'
is the predominant mode.

Because of the increasing number of working

mothers, we were especially interested in the needs and concerns of
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EXHIBIT 2.1:

MAJOR STUDY COMPONENTS

SURVEY COMPONENT

Telephone Survey

Stratified random
sample of parents
of children ages
5-14 in two
states

DESCRIPTIVE COMPONENT

In-Person
Interviews

In-Person
Interviews

ubsample of

State and

arents re-

local

sponding to
telephone
interview and

officials
involved
in day care

heir, school-

age children

Providers
of day care
services

V

Data generalizable
to each of two states
Qualitative data
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67

Focus Group
Discussions

Parents of
children
in self+
care
Parents
assisted
by employers with
child care

families whose school-age children are without adult supervision on a
regular basis.
arrangments.

Another group of interest was families with complex care
We also attempted to determine whether recent policy

decisions (such as reduftions in Title XX funding or other government
subsidies and increased tax incentives to employers to assist in the
provisibn of child care) have affected. certain families' abilities to
provide adequate care for their school-age children.

These population

subgroups were considered in designing approaches to sampling and data
collection.
The major objectives addressed in developifig the sampling' design

were (1) assuring adequate within-state reFresentation of the various
subpopulation groups; (2) enhancing the capability for generalization to
the state level; (3) allowing within-state comparisons across urban
sites; (4) obtaining reliable study findings; and (5) fostering
replication of the study by other states.

The sampling strategy chosen

to meet these.objectives is described below.

To achieVe state-level generalizability of purvey results, we chose
.

a total sample of approximately 1,000 households with children ages 5 to
,

14 (about 500 per state).

The sample was stratifiedly employment status

of,adults so that approximately 75 percent of the completed interviews
were held with households in which all adults were employed outside the
home.

'Oversgmpling of households with Working parents was done to

provlde a large enough sample for analysis of this group.

The sample was

adjusted, however, so that the findings could be generalized to households
th at have children 6 to 14 years old or have a 5 -year -old child in

kindergarten, live in one of the two states surveyed, have a telephone,
are willing to'respond to surveys, and are not away from home almost all
cf the time.., Therefore, ,the telephone survey data can reasonably be
oenerallized to the population of households with school-age children in

each of the two study states (with the exceptions noted above).

Selection of States

This study was limited to two states so that a sufficiently
detailed description of-day care services ancisparents' attitudes toward

school-age child care could be provided within available resources.
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In

selecting the two states for the school-age day care study, we took
several considerations into account.

First, we were interested in

selecting states that were different in terms of geographic location, the
nature of school-age day care services, and statewide demographic faCtors.

We sought to maximize variability on these dimensions so that the data
and methodology would be applicable in a variety of settings.

Second, we

wanted to select states where we would have a high probability of reaching
day care users, e.g., where unemployment would not be so high that day
care was not needed.

Receptivity of the state to the study was an

additional consideration.

These criteria were then translated into

operational characteristics.

Through information provided by the

Administration for Children, Youth and Families, supplemented by telephone
contacts (with the states, Census Bureau, and day care organizations) and

review-of documentation (Title XX Plant,other reports, state standards
in day care), data on the following characteristics were collected for a
number of states:
.,

Child Care Funding
--

Title XX allocations and percentage to day care, client
costs, non-Federal funding sources used, total child care
budgets

Child Care Program Innovations
existence of programs for children in self-care,
employer-assisted care, school-based programs, information
and referral centers, other innovations
41
__Child Care-Policies-and Standards
--

licensing systems, information and monitoring systems,
legislation, governance structure

Child Care Clients and Providers
--

Title XX clients, statewide clients (families/children),
providers (centers, family and day ca e homes)

Demographics
--

ethnicity, unemployment, poverty, female emp'oyment,
school-age population, urbanicity

Efforts were made to obtain information specifically for school-age
children, although data were not always available at this level of
specificity.

Based on a thorough review of this information, Minnesota

and Virginia were selected as the study states.
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Rationale for Selection of Minnesota
Minnesota was chose- primarily because it is a progressive day
care state with demographic characteristics favorable to this study's
objectives.

The State has relatively low unemplcyment (5.4%), higher

than average family buying power ($20,00,, low poverty (6.4%), moderate
metropolitan population (64.3%), above average school-age population
(26.4%), and average female employment (42%).

With the exception of a

low minority population, it represents a typical profile for a growth
state--a state that could benefit greatly from expanded knowledge of and
options for providing school-age care.

In terms of publicly-supported day care, the programs are
basically county-administered.

Block grants are given to the counties,

which funnel funds to families in-need of services.

The state has about

10 consultants to approximately 200 county staff members who deal with
day care, licensing, monitoring, etc.

In oinnesota, family care is

to a maximum of five children; the presence of six or more
children is considered center care.
N

care.

income disregard program or Title IV-A funds are used for day
A consiuerable amount of state and local funding supplements

Federal funds.

Some employers contribute a percentage of their profits to

the state to help provide day care, and mav other employers provide day
care support for employees' children through a variety of programs and
methods.

All of these factors indicate relatively strong suppJrt of. and

commitment to day care.

The state is operating a sliding fee program,

funded at $1.5 million for two years, in which 29 of 87 counties are

-participating; it also has a school-age child care OACC) project site.1/

Rationale for Selection of Virginia
Virginia was selected because it, too, is a progressive State, but in
different areas of day care than Minnesota.

It has innovative policies

/

1 This term refers to the School-Age Child Care Project operated by the

Center for Research on Women of Wellesley College. This project
provides information and technical assistance to communities which want
to establish or expand before-and/or-after school programs offering
school-age child care.
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and practices for the use of public schools to provide before-and,

after-school care.

Virginia is also conducting an investigation of the

impact of lost welfare subsidies on families.

Another area of interest

is a pilot program to teach survival skills to children in self-care in
Northern Virginia.

It provides other contrasts to Minnesota as well.

Virginia is part of the fast-growing sunbelt, yet as part of the South is
in the poorest region of the country.

Unemployment is low (6.0%), family

buying power is moderate ($19,000), poverty is moderate (8.3%),

as is

metropolitan population (65.5%), and female -1-abor force participation is

average (43%).

An average percentage (25.5%) of families have 5- to

14-year-old children.

Minorities are also well represent' (18.7% Black,

1.5% Hispanic), unlike the low minority representation in Minnesota.

Virginia, like Minnesota, has a county-administered program.

The

state mandates care for AFDC recipients, but all other subsidized care is
a local option.

Each county conducts its own needs assessment.

There

are no income disregard-or Title IV-A day care programs.

Twenty-five

state level staff members monitor day care in Virginia.

The state has

about 150-160 group homes and 600 licensed centers.

Little other direct

information on:the supply of day care services is available, no data
specifically on school-age day carp.

Funding for day care is 75 percent

Federal, 15 percent state, and 10 percent local--a much smaller
non-Federal share than Minnesota.

Virginia, like Minnesota, has

school-age child care project sites.

With respect to demographic considerations, Minnesota and Virginia
are excellent choices in the sense that they have both key differences
and key similarities

Minnesota is one of the states with the lowest

Black populations; Virginia :gas one of the highest Black populations.

Both states have sizable

metropolitan areas, which facilitated

examination of multiple urban areas.

Exhibits 2.2 and 2.3 illustrate selected characteristics of
Minnesota's and Virginia's day care environment as well as key
demographic characteristics.
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EXHIBIT 2.2:

COMPARISON OF STUDY STATES ON SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS

Minnesota

Virginia

Title XX Day
Care (FY 82)

Low ($6.5m)

Moderate ($10.gm)

% of Title XX
to Day Care
(FY 81)

Low (2.4%)

Moderate (12.5%)

High ($8m)

Moderate (25%)

Program InnoVations

High

High

Child Care Policies/
Governance

High/county

local autonomy/
progressive
legislation being
examined

NonFederal
Funding Sources
(FY 82)
/

control

Title XX
Clients Served

12,434

13,189

Licensed Providers

7,387

7601 /

Average
Cost per
Client

$369

$566

1 / Includes

.

only group homes and centers; family day care homes are not

licensed.

72
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EXHIBIT 2.3:

SELECTED DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF MINNESOTA AND
VIRGINIA

As of

Demographic Characteristics

Date

United
States

Households with 5-to 14-yearolds (%)

1980

25.0

26.4

25.5

Percent Black

1980

11.7

1.3

18.7

Percent Hispanic

1980

6.4

0.8

1.5

Median estimated buying
income

Dec.'80

Versons below poverty
level (%)

1975

11.4

8.3

10.5

level (%)

1975

9.0

6.4

8.3

Percent metropolitan

1978

72.9

64.3

65.5

Women as a percent of
employment

1979

41.7

42.5

43.3

Unemployment (%)

June '81

7.3

5.4

6.0

$19,146

Minnesoti

$20,089

Virginia

$18,280

Families below povrty

701'
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Telephone.. Survey Methodology

This section presents the procedures used to conduct the telephone
survey, including methods for sampling, interviewer selection and
training, quality control, and data editing.

Chilton Research Services

conducted the telephone survey under subcontract to Applied Management
Sciences in the Spring of 1982.

Sampling Procedures and Disposition
The state-level samples were developed through Random Digit Dialing
(RDD).

This is a procedure through which ,random telephone numbers are

generated from a list of working telephone banks.

The telephone central

office--identified by the first six digits of a 10-digit telephone
number--is an integral part of any RDD system.

The Master Telephone

Exchange File used in this study contains a listing for each of the
approximately 31,000 telephone exchanges (central offices) currently in
use in the United States.
following parameters:

Each telephone exchange is identified by the

(1) major population center served--city, town,

etc.; (2) county in which the population center is located; (3) SMSA in
which the county is located, if applicable; (4) state in which the county
is located; anc finally, (5) the region that contains the state and
county.

obtained.

Information on the "working banks" in each exchange was also
These elements combined to permit an efficient sampling

scheme.

The "banks" containing working residential numbers were designated
by Chilton Research Services (CRS) prior to the sample generation.

When.

the computer randomly ge-ated the sample of, four -digit suffixes, it
matched each. against the known "working banks" for the appropriate

telephone exchange and rejected those falling outside of the "working
banks."

By this process, approximately 80 percent of the nonworking and

nonhousehold numbers were eliminated beftwe the intervlewing.

Yet this

procedure yielded a sample for which every telephone number had an equal
and known probability of selection.
efficient and unbiased esLimates.

This is important for developing
Also,

;t did not exclude unlisted,

unpublished, or new listings.

2.10
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The study called for a sample of children ages 5- to 14-years-old
who attend school:

Five-year-olds were included in the sample only if

they were Attending kindergarten.

Since the study focused on the problems'

of families with school-age children in which all adults worked full-time,
it was planned that approximately 25 percent of the sample would be
composed of families with one working and one nonworking parent.

In the

final study sample, about 28 percent of the sample represented families
with one working and one nonworking parent.
Two screening questions, one to determine the presence of children
.in the desired age range, and one to- determine whether the household
consisted of one working and.. one nonworking parent, were asked of
respondents.

The numbe-of families with one nonworking parent to be

sampled was predetermined in advance for rural and nonrural areas based
on the estimated proportions of such households in each area.

This was

done so that all households could be contacted while school was in
sefsion, and for the most part rural schools close earlier than urban

To assure the attainment of the highest response rates, initial
telephone contact attempts were varied to include evenings, daytime, and
weekends.

respondent

Callbacks were scheduled in an attempt to reach the designated
to accommodate his/her personal schedule.

Up to seven calls

Were'Mide on each sample number to determine whetherit-was-an-elig':!plehouseholrj

One the sample number had been identified as a household, up

to five ldditional calls were made to conduct the interview with the
appropriate respondent.

Exhibit 2.4 illustrates the flow of the screening

procedures using the random digit dialing method.

A proportion df the

refusals were recalled by a different interviewer in a second attempt to
complete the interview.

Such sample pieces were not dispositioned as

"refusals" until the second attempt failed.

Exhibit 2.5 presents the

final disposition of the telephone interview sample.

The characteristics of households with whom interviews were
The majority of the sample were

completed are shown in Exhibit 2.6.
White and married.

Respondents were more evenly distributed according to

employment status and income.

Note that few respondents belonged to an

ethnic groupother than White and who
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marital status was cohabitating,

UMW 2.4:

FLOW OF SCREENING PROCEDURES

Chilton Research
Services'

proprietary method
produces list of
working telephone
hanks In the two
states.

Random ten.
'digit numbers

constrained to

Metropolitan and
.

Determine that

area codes for the

YES

nonmetropol I tan

YES

*(numbe corresponds
exchanges

two states are

to a working bank.
Identified.

prddoced by
computer,

NO

Has number been
called six times?

Contingency tables
for metropolitan

Quota of total

and nonmetro-

interviews set for

politan areas by

Has

Is number

metropolitan and

employment status

ota for area

(met opolitan or

No
'determined

non

nonmetropol i tan

tropolltan)

to be non-

for families with

areas for each

of

5 to II year olds

state.

exhausted?

tate been

working?
YES

are obtained from
YES

YES

Current Population
Surveys, 19H1.

Maximum number of

Preliminary

households in

questions asked.

which all adults

If any questions

are not employed

are refused,

full -time set for

terminate.

each state.

/\
Determine whether

YES

which all adults
are not employed

Determine that

Determine that all

quota for homes in

YES

<full-time outside
the home.

NO

household has

adults work

NO
\

S<child5

to 14

years old

\/////

full-time outside
the home has been
met.
YES

NO

Ask whether 5-year
old is in
kindergarten

Determine whether
5-year-old is only

77

child In 5 to 14

age range. /

TYES

I

Determl<se)ii ether

NO
respondent is

C,,/willing to
cooperate

EXHIBIT 2.5:

FINAL DISPOSITION OF SAMPLE TELEPHONE NUMBERS

Disposition
Status

Total Sample

Percentage
of Total
Sample

Total

21,433

100.0

Nonworking

6,060

28.3

Nonhouseholds

1,559

7.3

13,814

64.4

Households
Ineligible (C)1/

11,028
1,440

Eligible

1,346

Callbacks

No answer/busy

Percentage
of Eligible
Households

100.0
79.8

Ineligible (E)g/

Refusals

Percentage
of Total
Households

10.4

9.7

100.0

186

13.8

51

3.8

117

8.7

6

0.4

Language
barrier /Ill

Completes

980 /

73.3

/

1 Ineligible because of household composition, i.e., no school-age
children.
2 /Ineligible because of employment, i.e., single parent or both parents

not employed full-time outside the home.
/

Note that the sample used for analysis is 962.
The reduction by 24
households was necessary to eliminate those who had only 5-year-old
children who were not enrolled in kindergarten, thus these households
did not qualify as having children enrolled in school.

EXHIBIT 2.6:

CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE HOUSEHOLDS

(486)

(476)

MINNESOTA

(962)
/

TUALA

VIRGINIA

#

%

123
145

25
30

133
149

28
31

256
294

27
31

87

18

53

11

140

14

131

27

141

30

272

28

398

82

83

74

15

397
62

795
136

83
14

9

2

-5
2
10

1

14

1

2

14

1

%

-#

%

#

Urbanicity

City (population greater
than 25,000)
Suburb
Town (population
2,500-25,000)
Rural area (population
less than 2,500)
Marital Status

.1/(
Married.

Divorced or separated
Widowed
Cohabitating
Never married

1

.2

4

.8

13
.4

3

.3

Employment Status

All adults working
full time
One adult employed,
one not employed
No adult employed
All adults employed
at least, part-time

279

57

307

65

586

61

107

22

207

22

2

100
21

21

11

4

32

3

89

18

49

10

137

14

467

96

:,76

1

76

79
16

843
85

88

7
1

0

A

1

1

5
3
0
2

1

6

1

5
11

1

8

2

11

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

3

1

5

1

0

0

0

1

0

Ethnicity

White, non-Hispanic
Black, non-Hispanic
Hispanic
American Indian
Asian
Pacific Islander
Other
Refused

1

2.14
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EXHIBIT 2.6:

CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE HOUSEHOLDS (Continued)

(962)

(476)

(486)

MINNESOTA

TOTAL' /

VIRGINIA

%

#

Income

$ 0-4,999
5,000-9,999
10,000-14,999
15,000-19,999
20,000-24,999
25,000-29,999
30,000-34,999
35,000-39,999
40,000-44,999
45,000-49,999
50,000 +
Refused

7

2

18

5

19
42
33
62
52
57
41
40
15
50

5

10

3

10
8
15
12
14
10
10

39
38
52
51
41
40
32
21
38
96

10

68

4

12
14

10
14
13
11
10
8
6

10

20

25
29
81
71
114
103
98
81
72
36
88
164

1 / Totals do not always equal 100 percent because figures are rounded.

8 r.)
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3

4

10
9
14
13
12
10
9
5

11
17

widowed or never married.

The weighted data for categories with few
respondents may cause certain. responses for these households to appear
more significant than they actually are.
The telephone survey was conducted by Chilton Research Services
(CRS) using its computer-assisted telephone interview (CATI)system.
Interviewers were selected and trained by CRS projeCt staff and monitored
by Applied Management Sciences project staff. Approximately three months
were required for interviewer selection and training, for conducting the
telephone survey, and for cleaning and editing the data.

Following is a
summary of the procedures for accomplishing these activities.
.

,

Interviewer Tteining
The interviewers and, their supervisors attended training sessions
specif'ically deiigned for this study.

This training was conducted in

three steps, as follows:
Step I was a briefing un the background, purpose, and
execution of the study. A full discussion encompassed the
context of the survey and its overall importance in determining
accurate assessments of the need for day care.

Step 41 was a briefing concerning procedures for
conducting the interview, selecting the most knowledgeable
individual as respondent, and a detailed, question-by-question
review of the survey instrument.
Problem areas that might arise
were discussed.
Interviewers had the dkidrilYo ask
questions and offer comments concerning their previous work with
similar study material.
The importance of confidentiality of
answers and identity was stressed.
Interviewers were rebriefed
on CRS confidentiality procedures developed to comply with the
Privacy Act of 1974.
Step III was devoted to practice interviewing, including
interviews with each other, while being coached by project
staff, thereby becoming acquainted with the programming
procedures for this study. The final element consisted'of a
practice interview with a "live" respondent while being
monitored by project staff.
These practice interviews were also
used to generate respondents on,whom the in-home interview
protocol was pretested.

Initial training included five day interviewers, two day

i

supervisors/monitors, and 21 night interviewers with three night
supervisors/monitors, to maintain the full shift for each day of the week.
/'
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The respective production coordinators were also present at this training
-An additional 10 interviewers were trained for the second two weeks of
interviewing.

Interviewing Schedule and Staff Requirements
CRS completed the 986 telephone interviews over a period of
approximately fcrUr weeks.

For the first two weeks, CRS used 15 ni).At

intenyiewers, three day interviewers, one day supervisor and two
evening/weekend supervisors.

After two weeks of interviewing, 10

additional interviewers we trained, so that approximately 20
interviewers worked each-evening And weekend.

The number of day

interviewers remained constant.

The main scheduling concern was the shOrt period of time, primarily
the early evening hours, when most of the parents could be reached.

Since

most of our sample respondents were employed, few calls were completed

Auring the day.

Productive interviewing was 141,11d to about 7:00 PM to

A

9:00 PM and weekends.

Day interviewing was conducted with parents at

home (nonworking) and with follow-vs who left an office telephone
number.

During weeks 1-3,

interviewers per day were utilized to yield

45 completed interviews per day.

Nonrespdnse follow-up wag conducted

during week fOur, as well as the remaining 55 interviews, utilizing five
interviewers.

The interviewing schedule

lso took into account school

cloting dates so, that all interviews were completed before schools closed
for the summer.

The interviews in Minnesota were conducted before the

interviews. in Virginia since Minnesota schools closed earlier.

Families

in rural areas were contacted before those in urban areas for the same
reason,

The average interview length was 29 minutes.

An average of 1.7

calls was required.to complete eac,' interview.
'

Interviewing Procedures
,,r-\

Following is A summary of the procedur s that interviewers were
irrstructed to follow in conducting the tel_phone interview:
\

1.

Dial telephone number to determine if household; if not,
terminate.
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2

Determine eligibility:
(a) Stage I
Does this household
have children 5 to 14 years of age? If not, terminate; (b)
Stage II
For 75% of sample, screen to determine if parent or
parents are working.
If not, terminate.

3.

Once eligibility is determined, interviewer does family
listing.
When more than four children 5 to 14 years of age, to
limit the amount of programming space, the CRT randomly selects
four for the core part of the survey.
Determine if family is eligible for any of the four branches;
i.e., lost subsidy, self-care, complex care, employer-assisted.
(a) If "no" go to demographics and complete interview; (b)
"yes," complete the appropriate branch(es) (up to an average
interview length of 25 minutes), obtain demographics and. finish
Qinterview.

The initial interviewing by each interviewer was monitored by the
telephone supervisory staff.

When an acceptable level of performance was

obtained, interviews were monitored randomly during each subsequent
shift.

Any rebriefing that occurred was led by the supervisors.

Editing, Coding, and Data Cleaning
Each day, "verbatim" responses were reviewed by coding analysts;
when a frequently repeated pattern was noted, a new code was assigned by
the coding staff and integrated into the existing program.

After a new

code was added, similar subsequent responses were handled routinely, as
with any precoded response.

To ensure accuracy and uniformity in coding

the miscellaneous responses, each analyst's first pack of coded responses
was completely checked by the coding supervisor.

A random check of 10
,

percent of remaining work was made thereafter.
Through the use of the on-line computerized versions of
questionnaires for the major portion of the data collection, no

'-

keypunching or other separate data entry procedures were required for
tabulations.

The interview records were developed in clean

computer-edited 80-column layout computer tape form simultaneously with
the actual administration of the telephone questioning.
The machine- readable records were checked for data inconsistencies,

including edits for:.
missing records;
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presence or absence of expected, contingent data
skip patterns);

,

ineligible codes; and
numeric limits to quarterly type answers.

The validation listing that presented missing records, ineligible
codes, improper skip patterns, and number of limits exceeded was then
used to correct any discrepancies.

Questionnaires were retrieved to

review the nature of the discrepancy.

Missing records were keyed and

merged into the data file; ineligible codes and improper skip pattern
discrepancies were corrected; and numeric quantities exceeding set limits
were referret to the project director for proper action.

Following this

"cleaning" by the computer, a data tape (in a fixed block, variable
record length format) was sent to Applied Management Sciences.

Data Processing

Two commonly used statistical packages constituted the software
for this study.

These were the Statistical Package for the Social

Sciences (SPSS) and the 'Statistical Analysis System (SAS).

Either one of

these packages by itself would have sufficed to conduct all the analysis
required by

he study.

However, each has its advantages and their use in

combination was more effective.

SPSS was particularly appropriate for this study because of its
multiple response option.

Unlike SAS, SPSS permits automatic .tabulation

and cross tabulation of items calling for multiple responses, such as
"check all that apply" or different responses for each day of the week.

SAS could also have handled these responses, but it would have required
extensive programming to do so.

SAS, on the other hand, provided more

flexibility in data manipulation and subfile creation.

Among other

features, SAS was particularly appropriate for the production of logic
checks, as it reports inconsistent data in a most efficient manner.

84
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Pre-Analytic and Analytic Activities
Before conducting tie actual analysis, a number of pre-analytic
activities were performed.

The major pre-analytic activities consisted

of:

definitions of new variables
examination of biases

derivation of weights
estimation of variances for selected variables.

Each of these is discussed in the subsequent section.

Definitions of New Variables
A preliminary examination of usage of the various day care modes
during weekdays was conducted to determine optimal ways of combining
modes of care into categories.
ten dichotomous variables.

Modes of care were thervcollapsed into

A person was said to be a regular user if she

or he used the mode of care for five periods a week out of 10 possible
morning or afternoon periods.

Other variable categories, particularly

for working status, income categories and cost categories, were collapsed
after examining the range and distribution of values.

.Examination of Biases

In a telephone survey using random digit dialing, one of the most
important sources of error is sampling bias.

Sampling bias could be

produced by any of the factors listed below:
I.

exclusion of ?otential members of the sample who do not have
telephones;

2.

exclusion o
cooperatior

3.

exclusion of potential members of the sample who are riot home
during telling times;

4.

overinclusion of households with more than one telephone
number;arrYor

5.

overinclusion of households with a single number that can be
reached by dialing two or more different numbers.

potential members of the sample who refuse
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The first two biases cannot be estimated adequately.

The

relatively low number of Blacks and other minority groups in the sample
matches the demographics characteristics of the states under study.
Because there is an interaction between the presence of telephones and
demographic characteristics in describing day care usage, results were
not adjusted to correspond to census characteristics.

The third bias was investigated by examining the association
between two key variables (presence of self-care arrangement and
out-of-the-home care) and number of calls it took to reach the respondent.
Members of the sample who were not at home for the earlier calls were
more likely to be using care outside the home than those reached on
earlier calls. This suggests a bias that tends to underestimate the
percentage of households using outside care.

However, the length of the

interviewing period and the callback procedures tended to minimize tois
source of bias.
An examination of key variables also indicated that bias
is not likely to have resulted from the presence of more than ore
telephone.

Some nonworking numbers are arranged so ti-it dialing the number
results in contacting another number.

Hcwever, reLzhing a wrong number

was not significantly related to either key variable., thus no significant
bias is likely.
In summary, there are possib.le biases which could affect the survey

results but the extent of these biases cannot be fully established.
The
major source of uncontrolled bias appears to be exclusion of households
without telephones and refusals.

However, all telephone surveys are

characterized by these sources of bias.

Derivation of Weights

Weights for each household were computed by assigning each case a
weight inversely proportional to its probability of selection.

Thus if

one household was twice as likely as another to be selected in the
sample, it would have half the weight.

Three factors were used in

driving the weights:
state;
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metropolitan or nonmetropolitan location; and
response to the question on whether all adults were employed.

Weights were adjusted to achieve an equal sum of weights for the
two states.

Sampling and exclusion of families in which one adult did

not work was accomplished separately for metropolitan and nonmetropol. .in
areas in each state.

For unknown reasons, partially attributed to an

unknown degree of unreliability when a question is asked immediately
after establishing contact, the expected percentages of negative responses
to the question "do both you and your spouse work outside the home?" was
lower for Virginia nonmetropolitan areas thar had been expected.
In addition, weights were added to children selected from
households in which not every child in the household was included in the
survey.

This happened when the household had more than four children in

the 5- to 14-year age range.

These weights affected only variables

referring to the percentage of children.

Calculation of Variance
Variances were calculated for three dichotomous variables:

sel-care five days a week for at least one child
parents' needs met "extremely well"
adequacy of supervision as a consideration in selecting care.

The 95 percent confidence interval was plus or minus 2.7 percent;
5.7 percent, and 5.6 percent in Minnesota for each of the three variables
respectively, and plus or minus 3.1 percent, 6.9 percent, and 6.9 percent
respectively for Virginia.

For these variables, simple random sampling

would have been preferable, except for self-care in Minnesota, where
approximately the same confidence interval would have been obtained.

For

example, in Minnesota, 41.4 percent of households cited "supervision is
adequate" as a consideration in selecting their care arrangements.

One

can be 95 percent certain that the actual percentage in the population is
_between 35.8 percent and 47.0 percent (or 41.4% plus or minus 5.6%).

number of cases that naturally occurred in some branches of the
questionnaire was increased to improve precision for the affected
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The

subpopulations.

Although variances for these items are larger than fir

the total population, they are smaller than they woud have been if simrlerandom sampling had been used.

Data Analysis

The main analytic tool in this investigation was the development of
frequency and contingency tables using weighted data.

Weights were used

for all items for which there were a sufficient number of respondents per
and for which the response distribution was not extremely skewed.

Multiple responses to questions concerning information sources
were comb'.ned into one contingency table.

Phi coefficients (i.e.,

correlations between dichotomous variables) were used instead of
contingency tables to in.terpret pairwise relationships for certain

multiple response items.

Weighted values were used for these multiple

response items, and only values over .20 were interpreted.

All tables and analytic activities were conducted separately for
each state.

Comparisons between states were also made OA each major

issue area, and, where appropriate, summary trends were reported.

A

summary 0 pre-analytic and analytic activities is shown in Exhibit 2.7.
A

Meth dolog:, for Personal Interview Study Component
The purpo..

of the personal interview study component were: (1)

to obtain a variety of perspectives on school-age care alternatives and
barriers to use of preferred and/or alternative mode(s); (2) to include
hiidrer's viewpoints on their current and preferred care arrangements;
and (1) to provide a more comprehensive description of certain special
topics (such as self-care, employer assistance in day care) than would
have been possible through a telephone survey alone.

This section

disce7,ses the respondent groups involved in personal interviews during
ts

study, the rationale for their inclusion, and the methods used for

their identification.

Data collection and interview procedures are

reviewed, including approaches used with differing respondent groups.
Finally, considerations underlying the analysis and reporting of
interview results a;e'discussed briefly.

8 3"
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EXHIBIT 2.7:

SUMMARY OF PRE-ANALYTIC AND ANALYTIC ACTIVITIES

1.

Collect data, including pre-categorized responses and verbatim
responses.

2.

Classify-some of the verbatim responses into categories (done
during the data collection stage).

3.

Obtain population 4.gures from Current Population Survey (CPS).

4.

Determine number of households'contacted in metropolitan and
nonmetropolitan areas that would have qualified for inclusion
except that not all adults were employed full-time.

5.

Assign we;ght based on probability of selection.

6.

Code verbatim responses not pre-classified during data collection
into rzatlgories.

7.

Produce unweighted frequency counts for questionnaire items.

8

T,ollapse and combine variable categories.

9.

Operationally define major day care modes.

10.

Determine major substantive variables related to presence of two
phones, cumber of calls made, and incorrect telephone numbers.
Estimate possible amount of bias.
Produce number and proportion of households giving each response,
and number and proportion of children affected by each response,
Report variance estimates for key variables.
sing weights.
Report values separately for each state.

12.

Conduct comparisons between subpopulations, and investigate the
Produce contingency
relationships between pairs of variables.
tables where appropriate.

13.

Calculate phi coefficients between multiple response sets.
Interpret coefficients above .20.
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Respondent Groups and Identification Procedures
Personal interviews are probably the best way to obtain in-depth
information on any given subject; this is particularly true when the
subject, like child care arrangements, is a sensitive topic.
Furthermore, since it was desirable to include children in this study,
the in-person interviewing strategy seemed most appropriate.

The results

of our data collection efforts indicated that parents revealed attitudes
toward child care more openly in person than they did over the
telephone.

This study component included personal interviews with the
following groups:

a sample of parents who responded to the telephone
survey;

the school-age children of those parents;

providers of school-age day care services in communities
where the parent/child-en interviews were clustered;
state and community officials knowledgeable about
school-age day care policies and practices; as well as
focus group discussions to explore the topics of self-care
and employer assistance with care.
The purpose and identification procedures for each type of interview
are discussed below.

Parents of School-Age Children.

Our objectives in interviewing

parents of school-age children were to:

(1) validate certain key

information obtained in the telephone interview and, more importantly and
(2) to acquire an understanding of parents' attitudes toward child care,
especially self-care situations.. Thirty households per state were
selected for interviews.

A sequence of steps as described below

as

involved in identifying respondents.
n
1

All respondents to the telephone interview were asked ' the
would be willing to participate in a follow-up in-home intelew
(see question #170, Telephone Survey Instrument in Appendix ):
The 42 percent of the sample respondents who answered
affirmatively were asked for a telephone number for daytime
contact.
During the telephone survey, a log of identifying
information was kept on all respondents (respondent
identification number, for subsequent linkage to the telephone
survey data, and telephone number).
-

9
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2.

From the list of those who agreed to an in-home interview,
staff grouped respondents by geographic location according to
area code and exchange.
We attempted to cluster the in-home
interviews in several communities in each state, to be
cost-effective and to have the capability to make within state
comparisons of response patterns by community.

3.

This list of potential interviewees was then matched with the
data for those respondents from the telephone interview, to
determine which families met special branch conditions (i.e.,
latchkey, employer-assisted care, complex care, lost subsidy)
Those who met one or more conditions were given priority for
interviewing.

Key data from the telephone interview for each selected-household were
then recorded onto a summary page of an abstracting form.

(The complete

abstracting forms for the parent and child interviews are appended.) This
form was developed to ensure consistency across interviewers in the
collection and interpretation of data and as a tool to prepare for the
in-home interviews.

By filling out parts of this form in advance of the

interview, interviewers became familiar with the circumstances of the
household and could note any apparent inconsistencies in the telephone
interview data.

School-Age Children.
school-age children.

We had several reasons for interviewing

We wanted to obtain an understanding of their

attitudes toward their own child care arrangements...and toward children

being left without adult supervision at certain ages.

It was also our

objective to note differences from and similarities to their parents'
expressed opinions.

Once the parents for in-home interviews were identified, selection.
of the children was an easy task.

When-scheduling the interviews,

project staff asked the parents. if their school-age 'children could also

'be available for interviews.

Providers of School-Age Care.

The purposes of these interviews

were to determine providers' perspectives on the problems/opportunities
in school-age care and to verify parents' perceptions of the supply of
services.

Some 15-20 providers of scbool-age care in each state were

selected in the following manner:
1.

Direct referrals from parents or state/local officials
interviewed was the desired method, but few of these were
given.
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2.

where feasible, yellow pages were used to identify centers,
information and referral services, etc.

3.

Referrals to other types of care providers (e.g., family day
care) were sought from the identified providers and community
service agencies.

The chief selection criteria were location in a community in which
parents were interviewed and variety in types of care offered (i.e.,
center, family, public school, community, etc.).
interviews were conducted with these providers.

In-person and telephone
In addition to time

constraints, a primary reason for the. predominance of telephone
interviews was that'we were not-seeking attitudinal information, as with
the parent and child interviews, but rather verification of parents'
perceptions of the supply of services and other more objective data.
State and Community Officials.

To understand the context within

which school-age care services are provided, we conducted interviews with
state and local officials who were knowledgeable of policies and
practices' on this subject.
this included state legislators, and state
arid, local directors and staff of agencies involved in research, licensing

and/or funding for school-age day care.

These officials were identified

through referral and through project staff's knowledge of state-level
organization of day care services.

To obtain interviews, letters were

sent in advance describing the purpose of the study and general
methodology.

When requested, a copy of the telephone survey instrument
was also forwarded.
Focus Group Discussions.

Several groups of parents were convened

for focused discussions on one of two issues--self/sibling care or
employer-assisted day care.

Particularly for the self/sibling issue, we

expected parents to be more willing to share views in a group than
singly.

This proved not always the case, especially when a parent with a

defensive attitude set the tone for the discussion.

With skillful

moderators, however, this problem can be anticipated and generally
overcome.

Parents were sent letters explaining the study and requesting
participation in a meeting.
Travel expenses were reimbursed and
refreshments were provided at the meeting.

(In some studies, cash

stipends are also offered to participants.)
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A variety of methods can be used to identify participants.

For

our study, we used two sources to identify parents of children caring for
themselves--a local director of a program teaching survival skills to
such children, and responses to the telephone interview.

Employers

offering assistance to parents for school-age child care were identified
by researchers on other day care studies, by a U.S. Department of Labor
directory, and by state officials.

Other potential sources of

information could include public and private schools, community or
statewide social service agencies, information and referral centers, and
licensing agencies.

Data Collection Procedures

The approach to data collection for this study component was
characterized by the use of senior researchers, informal interview
protocols, and two-person teams.

To build upon knowledge gained from

.previous interviews and to ensure consistency in reporting of findings,
one field team was assigned to each state for all data collection

activities
Protocols (interview guides) were developed for each respondent
group (see Appendix A).

The interview guides for the in-home interviews

were pretested by each member of the field team, approximately one month
before full-scale data collection.

As a result, several changes were

made to these protocols before initiating the in-home interviews.
Each team spent about three weeks in its assigned state conduFting
interviews.

An average of two parent interviews a day .(three per day on

weekends) were conducted during this time.

Virtually all the in-home

interviews were scheduled for late afternoons and early evenings because
the great majority of respondents were two-parent or single-parent
working households.
In -home Interview Procedures.

Once those eligible for interviews

were determined, Applied Management Sciences' field researchers contacted
the family by telephone to establish a convenient time for the interviews,
get directions, and explain that we were also requesting to interview
their school-age children.

At the family's home, both interviewers met

with the parent(s), one asking questions,

one taking notes.

Children

were interviewed separately from their parents whenever possible.
Focus Group Discussion Procedures.

In both states, and for both

self-care and employer-assisted care groups, we worked through existing
organizations to identify and recruit participants.

Transportation and

child care reimbursement were offered to participants.
Each meeting was conducted by one of the two staff members of the
team responsible for that state.

The remaining member was responsible

for taking notes, operating the tape recorder,
discussions as appropriate.

and participating in the

Meetings were scheduled to last for about

one hour.

The questions contained in the in-home interview protocols
concerning the self-care and employer-assisted care issues were used to
guide these discussions..

Brief demographic information was collected at

the start of each meeting to obtain relevant background information on
each participant (race, sex, age, number of children, etc.).
State Official Interview Procedures.

State officials were

interviewed in person by both members of the research

team..

Procedures

similar to those used for the in-home inte views

used:

one

individual took the lead for the interview; the other took notes.
feasible, the discussion was taped.

Wen

Typically the interviews lasted for

about one hour.

Day Care Provider Interview Procedures.

Most day care provider

interviews were conducted by telephone; where these contacts were
unsuccessfJ1 or where they indicated a potentially useful
in-person interviews were conducted.

follow-up,

Ir-persor interviews took less than

one hour to complete, telephone interviews about 15 minutes.

Analysis and Reporting of Results
The purpose of the in-person interview study component was to
gather both descriptive and factual information that would provide an
appropriate context for interpretation of the telephone survey data.
Certain factual information obtained fror. state officials and from some
school -age day care providers was useful in understanding the'type and
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extent of services/opportunities open to parents seeking care for their
school-age children (e.g., state policies on after-school school-based
pr grams, Title XX eligthility criteria, ways in which providers
advertise their services, etc.).

For the most part, information

collected through the in-home interviews was used for anecdotal reporting
and for offering alternative potential explanations of certain findings
from the survey data.

Another analysis objective for this study component was to compare
attitudes toward school-age child care across the several communities in
which interviews were clustered.

Having obtained information orb

demographic characteristics of thel),,coMmunities, we were interested to

assess the extent to which parental perceptions on supply of adequate
services, important factors in choice of care, and attitudes toward the
self-care phenomenon differed by the type of community.'

The abstracting forms, completed for each in-home interview, were
useful for sorting respondent data according to themes in the final
report.

For example, by glancing' at the abstracting forms, project staff

could readily ,deterMine whether the respondent belonged to a latchkey,

complex care, lost subsidy, or emplbyer-assisted household.

Other

categorizations were made based-on responses to questions about
satisfaction with current care arrangements; how parents find and select
care, and consequences of certain child care arrangements.a
Tape.recordings and notes were used to provide the actual
descriptive and factual inforMation.
were processed and analyzed.

The data from the telephone survey

Then certain conclusions from that analysis

guiced the analySis of the inperson interview information--namely,
significant findings and findings that were not:readily interpretable.

Limitations and Strengths of the Study
Combining a telephone survey with .-.r) in-home follow-up of a

smaller sample limits the number and types of questions for which state
estimates can be obtained.

The small sample size for personal interviews

limited their qeneralizability.

ti
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Limitations were also imposed by the sensitivity of certain
questions.

Parents may be unwilling to admit, even under conditions of

guaranteed anonymity, that they engage in any practice that could be even
remotely associated with negligence.

Even though interviewers were

explicitly instructed to avoid any overt judgments (and this was an
important aspect of their training), survey experience indicates that
repondents always tend to want to present themselves in a favorable
light.

The degree to which an item is likely to be affected by either

the desire for privacy or the desire to present one's self in a favorable
light is related to the sensitivity of the item and to the degree to
which the information is likely to be known by others.

Information'

regarding age of children or sources of information used is not likely to

be as se4O've or potentially distorted as that concerning problems with
day care arrang,2ments, or even the nature of the arrangements themselves
(e.g., when. self -care situations are involved).

Assuring our respondents

anonymity resulted in-identification of a fairly large number of
self-care situations.

The major strength,ofthis type of study lies in p'ts adaptability
for multiple purposes and audiences.

The complex sukey questionnaire is

arranged in sections or branches, any one of which carte deleted, if the
topic addressed is peripheral to' -olitymakers.

FurtheNo,re, thecCATI

capability made the administral cf such an instrument feasible.

The

in-person interviews provide a i.,asis for obtaining rich detail on and

insights into issues that would not otherwise be possible.

Using both

the qualitative and survey components, the research acquires the
advantages of generalizability to the state lever and framing.findings
4

within a context of policy considerations and consumer concerns.
The remaining chapters contain the results of the telephone Survey
and in-person interviews.

Although the primary analysis unit was

households, the terms "families" and "parents" are often used
interchangeably with households.\ Because approximately 98 percent cf the
respondents to the telephone survey were parents of the school-age
children who were the subject of the interview, this practice. is
supported by the data.

Results of the telephone survey are reported as

weighted data unless other'wise noted.
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STANDARD REFERENCE MATERIAL 1010a
(ANSI and ISO TEST CHART No. 2)

Preface to Find,nasChaEters'
'The next chapters of this report present the findings of our
survey.

We sought t,.) answer questions about what type of care

arrangements school-at,, children have outside of school hours, how

satisfactory the arrangements are; what preferences parents and children
have, how accessible/available those preferences (and other arrangements)
q

are,\how parents find and select those arrangements, and what impact
certain types of arrangements have on the lives of children and parents.
We also sought answers to these and similar questions from "special"
\

populatlons of interest--families with children who care for themselves,
familie who have complex care arrangements, and families who have lost
subsidie

that provided support for school-age child care.
\

-----To answer these questions, to find out how millions of school-age
children a\re cared for (and how well), we talked to parents over the

phone, we ?isited families, including the children,

we phoned and visited

providers, state officials, and others involved in the school-age child
care picture.

Two child care classification systems were used in the analysis of
the data.

One used 17 categories, the other collapsed several of these,

resulting in a total of 10 categories.

The 17-category system, based

upon disaggregated response codes, included the following
classifications:

Parent (one or both parents provided care);
Older Sibling (child over 14 cared for younger children);
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Self-Care (child was responsible for him/herself);
Self and Sibling 14 or under;
Relative In-Home (care in child's home);
Nonrelative In-Home (care in child's home);
Relative's Home;

Nonrelative's Home (i.e ;, family daycare home);
Preschool Center;

School-Age Certer;
Combination Center (preschool and school -age);

Public School Program;
Private School Program;

Community Recreation Program;
Other Activities;

Care at (Paren's Place of) Work; and
Other Outside Home Care.

To simplify presentation, several less frequently utilized modes
were collapsed to obtain the following 10-category system:
Parent;

Self or Sibling (under 15);

Relative In-Home (child's home, and now includes sibling
over 14);

,

Non-Relative In-Home (child's home);
Relative's Home;

Non-Relative's Home;

Center Care (any type);
School Program (public or private);

Activities (including Community Recreation); and
Other Outside Home. (including work place).

The reader will note that we have included parents in our child
care classification scheme.

This is a departure from other similar

research which typically defines child care'as arrangements that
substitute for parents caring for their own children.

However, since

this study was designed to describe what families do all week with their
school-age children, including those times when parents are home with.
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their children, we documented those time periods when parents took care
of their children as well as the other types of care arrangements they
used when a parent was not available for care.

The original data for the child care categories came from a
section of the telephone interview where the care for each school-age
child outside of school hours was described.

Interviewers were directed

to code the two most prominent (in terms of time) modes of care rsed
both before and after school for each weekday.

A total of 10 time, slots

were coded (before school five days a week and after school five days
week)

a

The data, collection procedures used in this study did not allow

us to determine directly the amount of time each mode of care was used.
After conducting the in-home interviews with parents and children, we
learned that our phone data did not reveal the true extent of such care.
During the in-home interviews parents again described ,their usage

patterns, and frequently these descriptions contained twoor more modes
of care when only one had been reported in the phone interview.

The

typical case was a Child (or children) who came home to an empty house,
was there alone for a brief period (usually less than an hour), and then
had a parent arrive home.

This was sometimes codedas only self-care

during the phone interview, implying that the child used this mode for
the entire afternoon.

The extent of this error is not known, since only

30 families in each state received in-home interviews.

The direction of

the bias is to overestimate the extent of self-care, but not the
frequency of occurrence.

Since our report deals primarily with frequency

of occurrence, this is not a major concern.

The other bias introduced by

these interviewer errors was to underestimate the extent and the
frequency of parent care.

Thus the data we report-regarding parent care

should be viewed as conservative estimates.

Note also that parents may

have been reluctant to report self-care periods; how much this affected

the datais indeterminant.

Finally, types of care during evenings,

weekends, holidays, and sickness were also covered during the telephone
interview.

Data from Virginia are given first in this report, followed by
corresponding findings from Minnesota in the second half of each chapter
and then a summary section addressing both states.
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3
SCHOOL-AGE CHILD CARE USAGE

Information on parents' usage of various care arrangements is
first presented for two different types of families:

ones where both

parents or a single parent works full-time,-and families where at least
one parent does not work full-time.
this presentation.

The 10-category system is used with

After discussing these findings, data'for all

combined households are given; first using the 17-category system and
then using the 10-category system.

In summary, all out-of-school times were of interest in this
study; mornings before school, afternoons, evenings, weekends, and
summers were covered in detail.

We sought a description of how families

typically care for their children, of what types of child care--including
parent care--were used and when.

We also examined the regularity (number

of times per week) of these care arrangements and the demographic
characteristics of users of particular types of child care.

VIRGINIA:

CHILD CARE USAGE PATTERNS

Child Care Usage of Full-Time Employed Parents
The employment status of Virginia parents was associated with the
type of child care used by those families.

Where both parents or a

single parent worked full-time, there was a much greater tendency to use
child care arrangements other than parent care (e.g., family day care
home, relatives, etc.).

Families where a parent did not work full-time

relied to a much greater extent,upon that parent as the primary source of
care.

Because of this difference in child care usage, a special analysis
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was conducted to examine the patterns of child care used for school-age
children by full-time working parents in Virginia.
Exhibit 3.1 shows the
types of child care arrangements used by full-time working parents as
contrasted with nonfull-time working parents for different time
periods.
Before school, 96 percent of the families without a full-time
working adult took care of their children every morning of the week.

In

contrast, only 67 percent of the families with full-time working adults
were caring for their children on a regular basis before school. After
school, the incidence of parent care declinedtin both types of familes,
but full-time working households had'a much lower percentage of parent
care (31% cared for their children every afternoon) and higher percentage
of nonparent care (62% used some form of child care other than the parent
five afternoons a week) than did families without full-time working
parents (70% of whom used parent care, 21% used non-parent care five
afternoons a week).

One of the most striking patterns to emerge from these data is the
higher occurrence of self- or sibling care by children whose parents work
full-time. Only 1 percent of the families without a full7time working
adult reporterd that their school-age children cared for themselves in
the mornings, and only 2 percent in the afternoons.

In contrast, 16

percent of the families with full-time working adults had children who
cared for themselves in the mornings before school and 23 percent of
these families indicated self- or sibling care in the afternoons.
In addition, full-time working parents in Virginia used care by a
relative (in child's home, 15%; in relative's home, 10%) and family day
care homes (12%) to a greater extent in the afternoons than did families
where an adult did not work full-time (5%, 2%, and 5%, respectively).
These data point out the degree to which child care other than by
a parent, is used by families with full-time working parents. Overall,
69 percent of full-time working households used nonparent care at least
five times a week during the weekdays (mornings and afternoons). An
additional '9 percent of these families used some form of nonparent care
on an occasional basis (less than five times a week) during the
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IIBIT 3.1:

SHOOL-AGE CARE ARRANGEMENTS OF HOUSEHOLDS BY ADULT EMPLOYMENT STATUS:

Parents Not Working Full-time

Full-time Working

All Households

(Percent of Row)

(Percent of Row)

(Percent of RoW)

Not
Used

rent

nparent Care
Relative In-Home
Nonrelative In-Home
Self/Sibling Care
At Relative's Home
At Nonrelative's Home
Center
School -Based Program
Other Activities
Other

rent

iparent Care
Relative In-Home
Nonrelative In-Home
Self/Sibling Care
At Relative's Home
At Nonrelative's Home
Center
School-Based Program
Other Activities
Other

VIRGINIA

Less than
5 times

5 times

Not
Used

4

96

30

2

96

4
2

3

1

67
92
98
85

1

96

98
100
99
99

-

100
100
100
100
100

18

62
95
99
98
98
96
100
85
84
97

Less than
5 times

Not
Used

5 times

67
30

14

85
96
99
94
98
98
100

8
2
3

13
4
5

i:

95
99
100
100
100

12
17

70

61

8

31

21

62

35
49

5

3

12

91

1

-

-

3

1

1

3

20

-

2

3

7

2

3

29
85
97
76
90
88
97
87

9

-

2

10

98
90
95
93

1

3

.99

9

4

2

86
86
98

-

-

-

1

-

100
100
100

13
10

6

91

7

3

-

99

-

1

3

1

96

23

2

75

11

62

16

21

22
82
96
69
88
86

9

69

47
90
98
87
94
92
99
86

3

Less than
5 times

5 times

1

85

1

14
4
1

5

1

2
2
-

55

10
14

36
8

1

1

2

9
4
5

1

2

1

11

3

9
2 .

4
-

!kdav
sent

Ipa rent Care

Relative In-Home
Nonrelative In-Home
Self/Sibling Care
At Relative s Home
At Nonrelative's Home
Center
School-Based Program
Other Activities
Other

95
99
98
97
96
100
85

5
1

-

2

-

16
4

6
2

25
10

2

12

97
87

1

3

9

4

2

1

-

3

2

3

13

-

84

10

6

91

7

97

3

-

99

-

3

1

.

-86

98

1

14

88
40
9
2

1

3

11

1

5

2

6
1

11

3

9
2

4
-

louseholds which used different care arrangements for their children appearlin this table more than once.
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weekdays.

In contrast, only 21 percent of the households without

a.

full-time working parent used any type of nonparent care five times or
.

more during weekdays, and an additional 16 percent reported use of
nonparent care on an occasional basis.

When these two types of households--full-time working/not
full-time working--are combined, care by parents appears to be the only
major form of child care arrangement being used.

In fact, however, where

parents are employed full-time many other forMs of child care are used,
and are used on a fairly frequent and regular basis.

This should be

remembered when interpreting the remainder of the findings,

as usage data

are reported in the remainder of this report only for combined
households.

This is because the study was designed to describe child

care for school-age children of families in general, not just those where
parents are full-time workers.

Thus a complete picture of how faMilies

across Virginia are caring for their school-age children can.be given.

Child Care Usage for Al] Families
.

Virginia families rely primarily upon parents to provide care for

school-age children outside of school hours.
dominated by parent care.

Mornings in particular are

Older school-age children often care for

themselves on weekday afternoons and sometimes for younger siblings as
well., Exhibit 3.2 presents the percentage of households in Virginia that
use various types of care for school-age children either before or after
school.

Thesedata represent any occurrence of a particular care during

those weekday periods.

Most families (91%) cared for their own children at least once
during the week.

Public school-based programs and children in self-care

are tied for a distant second, with about 12 Percent each.

No other mode

is used by more than 8 percent of the Virginia families with school-age
children.

Center care of any type, care in the work place, and "other

outside of home care" were used very infrequently.
When interpreting this information, the reader should remember,

that most families use more than One mode of care.

This table is an

introduction to the variety of care used or not used, not ofthe

3.7
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EXHIBIT 3.2:

HOUSEHOLD USE (WEEKDAYS) OF SCHOOL-AGE CARE ARRANGEMENTS:
VIRGINIA

Type of Child Care 1 /

Parent Care
Public School-Based Program
Self-Care
Other Actiwities
Care in Non-Relative's Home
Community Recreation Programs
Sibling Care (under age 15)
Private School-Based Programs
Sibling tare (over age 15)
Non-Relative in Child's Home
Care in Relative's Home
Relative Care in Child's Home

Percentage of
Households Using 2/

91
12
12
7
8
7
3
3
3

2
6
7

1/

School-age center, preschool center, combined preschool and
school-age center, care for child at place of work, and other outside
of child's home care had 1% or fewer responding.
/

Because families use multiple modes of care, percentages do not
total 100.

This table should be interpreted as follows:
91% of the Virginia
families with school-age children use parent care either before or after
school at least once on schooldays (i.e., during the week).

frequency of use.

Subsequent analyses will examine frequency.

Note

also that parts of Northern Virginia have a fairly extensive program of
before and after school care in the schools--which accounts i,n part for

the signifiCant use of this type of care.

However, the proportion of

school-based care users also includes some households that were placed in
this category rather than being coded more appropriately in an
after-school activity program (e.g., sports, clubs, etc.).
When self-care is defined to include sibling care (under age 15),
the category then adds another 3 percent to the proportion of families
with children under age 15 taking care of themselves.
Before School Care
Exhibit 3.3 presents the percentage of families who used various
types of care in the mornings before school.
is also presented.

The frequency of occurrence

Since families typically used any given category

regularly or never in the mornings, occurrences of one to four times are
collapsed into a single category.

The two major points evidenced by these data are the dominance of

parent care duringthis period and the absence of structured or paid-for
types of arrangements; 85 percent cf the families use parent care every
morning.

This would be as expected, since parents would always be at

hoMe in the mornings for some period of time.

Those families that

indicated an absence of parent care in the mornings (13%) generally
reflect cases where the parent(s) leave for work before the child gets up
and/or where someone else (the child, an older sibling) is responsible
for the child.

Five percent of the Virginia families with school-age

children regularly leave their children without adult supervision.

Other

in-home care, either in child's home or caregiver's home, accounts for
the remainder of the care arrangements before school in the mornings.
Parents did not express'major concern about this time period
during the personal interviews.

If children were alone, it was for a

short time, they had plenty to do to get ready for school, thus they had

)ittle time to get into trouble or danger.

Most parents were able to

stay until the-children left for school, or they could drop the children

3:9
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EXHIBIT 3.3:

BEFORE SCHOOL CARE-ARRANGEMENTS (HOUSEHOLD):

VIRGINIA

Percent of Row
No
Any
OccurOccurType of Care
Arrangement
Parent
Older Sibling (15+)
Self-Care
Self/Sibling.Care (-15)
Relative In-Nome
Nonrelative In-Home
Relative's Home
Nonrelative's Home
Preschool Center
Public School Program
Private School Program
Community Recreation
Program
Other Activities
Care at Work
Other Outside Home

Percentage of Total
Number of Times Mode Occurs:
1-4 days/week 5 days/week
2

85

3
1

13
99
94
99
97
99

2

98.

1
1
_...
....
_...
=1 OP

5
1

2
_...

-r

....

.....

-__.

--

rence:

0 days/
week

--

.

98
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

rence:

1 or more
days/week
87
-1

6
1

3
1

2
2

---

-_.-

This table should be interpreted as follows: Of the Virginia families
with school-age children, 2% use parent care arrangements one to four
days per week before 'school, 85% of such families use it every day before
school, and 13% of such, families report they never use parent care
arrangements before school. Thus 87%'use it at least once before school.
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at a bus stop, at school itself, or at a friends home.

A few parents

felt they needed to be around to make sure their children did not skip
school.

After School Care
As can be seen in Exhibit 3.4,1 use of nonparent care arrangements
increases after school.

Unlike the morning hours, the work day and the

school day do not overlap in the afternoon, so working parents are not as
available to care for their own children.

Parent care is still

predominant, however, with 70 percent of households using it at.some
point and .58 percent using it regularly.

These percentages reflect, in

part, situations where other child care is used for part of the afternoon
and then the parent takes care of the child the remainder of the time
period.

About 12 percent of the households use a public school-based

program in the afternoons, and theyusually use it'once or twice a week.
Only 3 percent of the households use such programs daily.

Another 9

percent of the ,households have children who care for themselves, often on
a regular basis (7%).

A variety of other modes of care are used to some

extent (1% to 7% of families), while centers and care at work are
generally not used.

Community recreation programs and "other activities"`

are used sporadically (once or twice a week) more than daily.
Care During Other Time Periods
During the telephone survey, parents were asked if their work
situation required them to have special child care arrangements during
other time periods, such as evenings, weekends, holidays, and when their
child was sick.

Exhibit 3.5 shows the types of care arrangements used

during these time periods for those parents who responded "yes."
Only 15 percent of the families in the state needed or used
special care arrangemenn dUring these perirods (19% for illness).

Parent

care again was the predominant mode, especially during child illness,
followed by other types of in-home (child's or caregiver's) care.

Regular Child Care Usage
As part of the focus for this aspect of the survey, we tried to
identify what families usually use for care arrangements, what they do on

3.11
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EXHIBIT 3.

:AFTER SCHOOL CARE ARRANGEMENTS (HOUSEHOLD):

Percentage of Total

Percentage of Row

Number of Times Mode Occurs/Wk
Type of Care
Arrangement
Parent
Older Sibling (15+)
Self-Care
Relative In-Home
Non-relative In-Home
Relative's Home
Non-Relative's Home
Preschool Center
School-Age Center
Combination Center
Public School Program
Private School Program
Community Recreation
Progiam
Other Activities
Care at Work
Other Outside Home

1

3

2

3

4

5

1

3

4

58
2

4

7
5

1

1
1

2

5

3

2
1

3

4
5

4

1

4
2

3

2

1
1

1

VIRGINIA1/

No

j

Occurrence

Any
Occurrence

30
97
91
94

70

98
95
93
100
100
99
88
97

2
5
7

93
93
99
99

3

9
6

1

12
3

7
7
1

46,

1 /

Percentages less than 1 not shown.

Thistable should be interpreted as follows: 3% of Virginia families
with school-age children use parent care arrangements once a week after
school, 1% do so twice a week, 3% do so three times a week, 4% do so'four
times a week, and 58% do so every day.
Thirty percent never use parent
arrangements.at these times; 70% use such arrangements at least once a
week.
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EXHIBIT 3.5:

CARE ARRANGEMENTS USED DURING SPECIAL-TIME PERIODS (HOUSEHOLD):
VIRGINIA

Any Occurrence of Usage

Types of Care
Arrangement

Percentage of Total Responding for Each Time Period
Evening
Weekend
Holiday
Care When
Care
1/
Care
2/
Care
3/ Child is Sick 4/

Parent
Older Sibling (15+)
Self-Care
Self/Sibling (-15)
Relative In-Home
NonRelative In-Home
Relative's Home
NonRelative'
Home
Preschool Center
School-Age Center.'
Combination Center
Public School Program
Private School Program
Community Recreation
Program

Other Activities

8

Care at Work

1

Other Outside Home

66

45

50

2

2

2

2

4

1

2

1

15

6.

10-

22
20

11
21
18

6
7

1

1

1

1

8

1

4
7
6
5

1

1

1

1

79

9
2

10
1

1/14% of state sample responding (15% of weighted households in Virginia).
g/2 0% of state sample responding (15% of weighted households in Virginia).
3/20% of state sample responding (15% of weighted households in Virginia).
4/25% of state sample responding (19% of weighted households in Virginia).
This table should be interpreted as follows: 66% of Virginia families
with school-age children who require specific arrangements during these
time periods use parent care on weekends, 50% use it on holidays, and 79%
use it when their children are sick.
Thus the first entry means 66% of
the 15% of Virginia families who have special evening needs use parent
care.
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a regular basis, rather than on an occasional basis.

To help identify

meaningful patterns among the various care arrangements, the 17 lvdes of
care were collapsed into 10 major categories of care arrangements, making
analysis and interpretation of results more manageable.

created the analytical construct of "regular user."

In addition, we

This was defined as

use of a particular arrangement by a single child five or more times
during the weekdays (before school and after school).

Some families had

children who were regular users of more than one type of care.

This

section presents the overall care arrangements of regular users;
subsequent sections address demographic characteristics of regular users
of various care arrangements.

Exhibit 3.6 displays the basic usage patterns of regular users of
various care_ arrangements.

When the Modes are collapsed and only regular

use is noted, several variations'in overall usage, patterns emerge.

Parent care is still the most widely used arrangement (88%).

This

reflects the high occurrence of parent care in the morning hours and the
aggregation of households where a parent does not work (and therefore is
home to care for the child) with those families where the parents work
full-time..

Self- or sibling care on a regular basis, however, is now the

second most common arrangement.

Approximately 11 percent of the families

leave their children under age 15 alone for some period of time on
regular basis during, the weekdays.

a

The in-home interviews indicated,

however, that some parents who use arrangements other than self-care or
parent care on a regular basis also occasionally used self-care.
said they were more likely to try self-care gradually.

Parents

That is, leave a

child for a short period of time occasionally, and work up to longer and
more frequent use of this practice.

Arrangements with a relative in the

child's home, including siblings age 15 and over, were close behind with
9 percent of the families using this type of care.

Care in another home,

either relative (5%) or non-relative (6%) was also relatively popular.

Patterns of Child Care

Regular use of the various types of care arrangements was analyzed
in relation to other key variables.

Care patterns were examined with

regard to demographic characteristics such as ethnicity, income, work

3.14
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EXHIBIT 3.6:

PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLDS WHICH ARE REGULAR WEEKDAY USERS OF
CARE ARRANGEMENTS EITHER BEFORE OR AFTER SCHOOL:
VIRGINIA

Percent of
Households 1/

Type of Care Arrangement
Parent Care
Self/Sibling Care (under age 15)
Relative in Child's, Home (including
siblings age 15,end over)
Relative's Home
Care in Non-Relative's home
Activities
School-Based Programs
Non-Relative in Child's Home
Child Care Center
Other

88
11
9

5
6

4
3

2
1

/

1 Because families use multiple modes of care, percentages total more
than 100.

This table should be interpreted as follows: 88% of Virginia families
regularly use parent care arrangements either before or after school.
Regular means daily use for at least one child in the household during
the week.
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status, and location (urtapicity).

We also explored factors such as

cost of care, age of the child, and combinations of care arrangements
used.

This section of the report presents our findings for these and

other variables analyzed for Virginia families.

Combinations of Child. Care

Seventy-two percent of the Virginia families reported that they
---used only one type of care arrangement regularly (mostly parent care).

Two modes of care were used regularly by 26 percent of the families and
only 2 percent of the families reported regular.. use of three modes of
care.

(See Exhibit 3.7.)

When families used two modes of care regularly

during the weekdays, they tended to combine parent arrangements with
self- or sibling care (7%), or
other modes.

relative in-home care (4, more than

(See Exhibit 3.8.)

Age of Child
Exhibit 3.9 depicts the care arrangements according to three age
groupings:

5 to 8, 9 to 11, and 12 to 14.

The most significant

developmental trend is for self- or sibling care.

Only 3 percent of the

youngest group of children care for themselves regularly, compared to 7
percent of the middle group (ages 9 to 11) and 22 percent of the oldest
children.

The opposite trend is true for usage of family day care homes

(nonrelative's home).

Only 2 percent of the oldest children and 4

percent of the 9- to 11-year-olds use this mode, but 9 percent of the
youngest children use this type of care regularly.

Ttm only other

noteworthy trend is for school-based programs; 1 percent of the two
youngest groups use this care, compared to 5 percent of the oldest
group.

Urbanicity

The relationship between regular use of a particular mode of care
and the location of the household (urban, suburban, town, rural) is shown
in Exhibit 3.10.

Several interesting patterns emerge.

Relative in-home care is used by 18 percent of the rural families,
but by no more than 7 percent of the families in other areas.

Households

in cities and suburbs use more self/sibling care than those in towns

3

.
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EXHIBIT 3.7:

PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLDS USING ONE OR MORE CHILD CARE
ARRANGEMENTS REGULARLY: VIRGINIA

Number of Care Arrangements

Used

One
Two
Three

Percentage of Households
72
26
2

Total

100

This table shcold be interpreted as follows:
Of all Virginia families
with school-age children who use an identical arrangement every day
during the wee (for at least one care arrangement), 72% used only one
arangement regularly.
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EXHIBIT 3.8:

TYPES OF MULTIPLE CARE ARRANGEMENTS USED REGULARLY BY
HOUSEHOLDS:
VIRGINIA

Mode of Care

Care Arrangement
Parent Care

Parent
Care

Relative
In-Home

At
Relatives
Home

At NonRelatives

In-Home

Self/
Sibling
Care

NonRelative

Home

100

6

1

7

3

4

Relative In-Home

55

100

3

6

7

1

Nonrelative In-hoMe

47

16

100

15

10

16

Self /Sibling Care

55

5

2

100

2

At Relative's Home

55

12

3

5

At Nonrelative's Home

60

2

5

9

Center

78

School -Based Program

91

Other Activities

95

Other
Totals

3

5

Center
1

9

11

4

-

2

1

100

2

2

2

100

.-

2

-

-

100

-

3

3

5

5

Other

-

2

100

5

2

3

5

'

Other
Activities

-

100

88

SchoolBased
Program

1

-

100

-

-

3

4

100

Table entries are interpreted as follows:
Examining the "totals" row, it is evident that 88% of the households in
Virginia who have school-age children use 'parent care arrangements regularly; 6% of those 88% also use relative in home
care regularly.
These same families also account for the relative in home care users (9% overall) who also use parent
care (55% of the 9%).
Any numerical differences are due simply to rounding error.
The diagonal 100% represent the
interaction of identical families, i.e., a perfect overlap, hence 100%.
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EXHIBIT 3.9:

PERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN IN DIFFERENT CARE ARRANGEMENTS BY
AGE OF CHILD:
VIRGINIA

Percentage of Column 1/
AGE OF CHILD
Type of Care Arrangement.
Parent
Relative In-Home
Nonrelative In-Home
Self/Sibling Care
At Relative Home
At Non-Relative Home
Center
School-Based Program
Other Activities
Other

1 /

Age 5-8
88

90
8

'.;.,

c
3
7
9
2

Age 011

.

Age 12-14
86
9

1

2

7

22

3

4
2

4
-

1

1

5

4

6

4

Percentages sum to more than 100 because multiple modes of care are
used.

This table should be interpreted as follows: 88% of the 5 to 8 year olds
in Virginia regularly have parent care arrangements, 90% of the 9 to 11
age have such arrangements, and 86% of the children in the 12 to 14 age
range use parent arrangements regularly.

EXHIBIT 3.10:

REGULAR CARE ARRANGEMENTS (HOUSEHOLD) BY LOCATION:

VIRGINIA

Location (% of Column) 1/

Type of Care Arrangement

City 2/

Suburb 3/.

Town 4/

Rural 5/
.

Parent
Relative In-Home
Non-Relative In-Home
Self/Sibling Care
At Relative's Home
At Non-Relative's home
Center
School-Based Program
Other Activities
Other

89

87

88

86

6
2
12

7
3

4

18

1

1

15,

8
12

8

2
5

5

7
11
5

1

1

1

1

2

7

.1

1

9

1

3

4

-

-

1

1

2

/

1 Percentages do not sum to 100 because families use multiple care
arrangements.
2 /City = population greater than 25,000.
/

2 Suburb =,self defined by respondent as suburb or city.
some suburbs are cities in themselves.
/

5/

In both states

Town = population of 2,500 to 25,000.
Rural = population less than 2,500.

88% of the families in
This table should be interpreted as follows:
Virginia who have school-age children and who live in a city, use parent
five days/week).
care arrangements regularly
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or, rural areas (12 to 15% vs. 7 to 8%), and less care at homes of

relatives (2% vs. 11 to 12%).

Only suburban families have a noticeable
usage of school-based programs (7% vs. 1 or 2% in other areas), and only
city families have much activity-based care on a regular basis (9%
to 4% elsewhere).

vs. 1

Ethnicity

Usage by ethnicity is presented in Exhibits 3.11 and 3.12. The
minority data are based on responses from 21 percent of the Virginia
sample (16% Black, 5% other).

Whites tended to have relatively higher

usage of parent care and lower usage of self- or sibling care than other.
groups.
Blacks had the highest proportion of households using relative
in-home care (27%) and a relatiVely high usage of self- or sibling care
(18%), twice the rate of White households. Other minorities had the
least usage of parent care (73%)`and the most self- or sibling
care

(22%).

The high number of Blacks using these arrangements is underscored
by the fact that they account for 40 percent of the families'using
relative in-home care, and 22 percent of those using self/sibling care,2
yet they represent only 14 percent of the population. Other minorities.
are heavy users of self/sibling care (10% of usage, only 5% of
population), while Whites are relatively less frequent users (67% of
usage vs. 81% of the population).
Whites also use proportionately less
relative in-home care (54% usage) than other groups.

Parent care

distributes proportionally by ethnicity.
Parental Employment Status
I.

Parents were classified into one of four working status
categories:
Full-time (both parents work full-time or a single parent works
full-time);
Mixed (one parent works full-time or part-time and the other
parent does not work);
Not working (both parents not working or a single parent not
working); and
Part-time (both parents are part-time workers; one full-time,
one part-time; or a single parent works part-time).

EXHIBIT 3.11:

REGULAR CARE ARRANGEMENTS (HOUSEHOLD) BY ETHNICITY:

VIRGINIA

Ethnicity (% of Column) 1/

-Type of Care Arrangement

White
.

Parent
Relative In-Home
Non-Relative In-Home
Self/Sibling Care
At Relative Home
At Non-Relative Home
Center
School-Based Program
Other Activities
Other

1

Black

Other
Ethnic Group

.

'90

6

80
27

73
10

1

1

2

9
6

18
7

22

5

7
2

4

4
2

2

5

-

1

-

1

3

Numbers do not sum to 100% because families use multiple modes of
care.

0

.This table should be interpreted as follows: 90%-of Virginia white
-families with school-age children use parent care arrangements regularly,
80% of black familiesdo, and 73% of other ethnic/racial groups do so.
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EXHIBIT 3.12:

ETHNIC BACKGROUND BY REGULAR CARE ARRANGEMENT
(HOUSEHOLD): VIRGINIA

Ethnicity (% of Row)

Type of Care Arrangement
Parent
Relative In-Home
Non - Relative In-Home

Self/Sibling Care
At Relative's Home
At Non-Relative's Home
Center
School-Based Program
Other activities
Other

Totals

White

Black

83
54
90
67
80
79
75
80
94
37

13

4

40

6

5
.

22

5

Total
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

25

10
4
-

17
6
63

3

100'

-

100
100

14

5

100

18
18

81

Other
Ethnic Group

,

This table is interpreted as follows: White families in Virginia with
school -age children account for 81% of school-age families in the state
(bottom row), and these families account for 83% of the parent care usage.
Black families represent 14% of the households, and 13% of the usage of
this parent care.

O
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After weighting the data, the percentages of households fallino into
the above categories were as follows:
full-time:
mixed:

39 percent;

41 percent;

not working:
part-time:

6 percent; and
15 percent.

As Exhibit 3.13 indicates, full-time working.parents, not
surprisingly, tend to use less parent care on a regular basis (75%) and
more self/sibling care (25%).

Working parents were also frequent users

of relative in-home care (16%) and care at nonrelative's home (12%).

In

the households in which at least one parent did not work, parent care Was
used more often (99% and 83%).

A few of these families also had

school-age children participating in school-based or other activity
programs.
Part-time households were heavy users of parent care only
(92%).

The other modes of care were used by only a small percentage of
such families.
Greater use of regufar, structured, or typically paid-for child
care arrangements for the children of working parents can be seen in
Exhibit 3.14. Of those households regularly using nonrelat.ves' homes,
74 percent had full-time working parents.

Similarly, 100 percent of the
child care center users were parents employed full-time. Self/sibling
care was also common among working households:
90 percent of the

families with children taking care of themselves were households in which
both parents worked full-time or where a single parent worked full-time.
Families with one or both parents who did not work represented only 2
percent of the regular self- or sibling care users.

The remaining 9

percent of the households with school-age children taking care of
themselves were ;lollies with part-time working parents.
Lergth of Residence
The usage bar length of residence data are presented in Exhibits
3.15 and 3.16.

No major trends are apparent, as the main form of care,

parent, distributes proportionately with the households in eachcategory. Those families in the same address for more than eight years
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EXHIBIT 3.13:

REGULAR CARE ARRANGEMENTS (HOUSEHOLD) BY PARENTS' WORKING
STATUS; VIRGINIA

-Working. Status of Parents (% of Column) 1/
Type. of Care

Arrangement

Full-Time

Mixed

Not Working

Part-time

.

.rarent
.

Relative In-Home
Non-relative In-Home
Self/sibling care
At relative home
.At,non-relative home
Center
School-based program
Other activities
Other
-

75

99

16
4

1

-25

-

10
12
3
4
2

1

.6

1

-

83
35

-

2

-

92
2
1

2

-.

6
9

4
-

6

7

-

8
0

1 /Categories of working status were defined as follows;

full-time--both
parents work full -time or single parent works full-time; mixed--one
parent works full- or part-time and the other parent does not work; not
working--both parentis not working or a single parent not working; parttime--both parents work part-time; one full-time, one part-time; or a
single parent works part -time.

'Percentages total more than 100 because families40 use multiple modes of
care.

These data should be interpreted as. follows:
Of the school-age families in
Virginia who had both parents working full-time, 75% were regular (daily)
users of parent care.
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EXHIBIT 3.14:

WORKING STATUS BY REGULAR CARE ARRANGEMENT (HOUSEHOLD):
VIRGINIA

Working Status of Parents (% of Row)
Type of Care
Arrangement
Parent
Relative In-Home
Non-Relative In-Home
Self/Sibling Care
At Relative s Home
At Non-Relative's Home
Center
School-Based Program
Other Activities
Other
Total

1 /

ull-time

Mixed

33
69
86
90
70

Not Working

46

6

6

22

5
2
6
15

74
100
52
19
100

54

.39

41

5

Part-time
15
3
9
9

_-

2

24

11

32
27

6

9

15

Total
100,

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Categories of working status were defined as follows; full -time- -both
parents work full-time or single parent works full-time; mixed--one
parent works full- or part-time and the other parent does not work; not
working--both parents not working or a single parent not working; parttime--both parents work part-time; one full-time, one part-time; or a
single parent works part-time.

These data should be interpreted as follows:
33% of the users of parent
care for school-age children in Virginia are families with two working
(full-time) parents or one single head of household who works
full-time.
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EXHIBIT 3.15:

REGULAR CARE ARRANGEMENT (HOUSEHOLD) BY LENGTH OF
RESIDENCE:
VIRGINIA

Length of Residence (% of Column)
Type of Care
Arrangement
Parent
Relative In-Home
Non-Relative In-Home
Self/Sibling Care
At Relative Home
At Non-Relative Home
Center
School-Based Program
Other Activities
Other

/

0 -1 yr

5-8 yrs.

More than 8 yrs.

90
8

87

5
2

2

2

11

13

11

10

3

1

9

7

12

6

4

92

2 -4 yrs

85

5
2.

12

2

1

1

1

5

1

4

-

8
-

2
-

5

Percentages sum to more than 100 because families use multiple modes
of care.

This table should be interpreted as follows: Of Virginia-families with
children of school-age who have lived in their residdnces less than one
year, 92% use parent care regularly (i.e., five days/week).

r
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EXHIBIT 3.16:

LENGTH OF RESIDENCE BY REGULAR CARE ARRANGEMENTS
(HOUSEHOLD):
VIRGINIA

Length of Residence (% of Row)

Type of Care
Arrangement
Parent
Relative In-Home
Non-Relative In-Home
Self/Sibling Care
At Relative's Home
At Non-Relative's Home
Center
School-Based Program
Other Activities
Other

More than

othyr,

2-4 yrs.

5-8 yrs.

8
4
10
8

15
9
21
19
10

28
25
25
28

9

30
28
23
27
16

25
28

3

8

7

12
14

27

8 yrs.
48
62
44
46
83
35
44
63
58
48

Total
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

These data should be interpreted as follows: Parents in Virginia who have
school-age children and who have resided in their current location for less
than one year account for 8% of the parent care usedstatewide.
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(48%), however, use proportionally more relative in-home care (62%), more
school-based programs (63%), and more care at relative's homes (83%),
possibly because these families have a broader social network to depend
upon for support.

*

Income Level

Usage by poverty status is presented in Exhibits 3.17 and 3.18.
Parents who would not report household income were asked if their income
was above or below the poverty level.

While exact income had a 20

percent refusal rate, this item had only a 4 percent refusal rate.

Note

that poverty varies by family size and farm/non-farm status, and was
calculate.: by CATI for each family.

While 20 percent of the Virginia households were under the poverty
level, those households account for 34 percent of the relative in-home
care and 32 percent of the self/sibling care.

The 76 percent of the

non-poverty households account for all the center care, and most other
activities (96%), school-based (92%), relative's home (90%), and
'non-relative in-home (86%) types of care.

Cost of Care
Cost of care data are presented in Exhibit 3.19.

Most families

had no costs for their school-age care arrangements (83%).1 /

Those

who did have such expenses usually paid under $10 per week (6%) or $11 to
$20/week (5%).

Only .6 percent of the households had weekly school-age

child care costs that were more than $20.
More than a third of the regular users of, center care had $11 to

$20 weekly costs (37%) while more than a quarter had $21 to $30 weekly
costs (28%).

1

Nonf.elative in-home users, non-relative's home users, and

-/Note that care by a parent, which has no cost, is included in the
data.

EXHIBIT 3.17:

REGULAR CARE ARRANGEMENTS (HOUSEHOLD) BY POVERTY STATUS:
VIRGINIA

Poverty Status (% of Column) 1/
Type of Care
Arrangement
Parent
Relative In-Home
Non-Relative In-Home
Self/Sibling Care,
At Relative Home'
At Non-Relative Home
Center
School-Based Program
Other Activities
Other

Below Poverty Cut-off

Above Poverty Cut-off

85

88

16
17

6
2

10

2
5

6

1

.4

1

6

-

-

6
1

1/ Percentages
Percentages sum to more than 100 because families use multiple modes
of care.

Table should be interpreted as follows:
85% of Virginia families who
have school-age children and who have income below the poverty line use
parent care arrangements regularly.
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EXHIBIT 3.18:

INCOME BY REGULAR CARE ARRANGEMENTS (HOUSEHOLD):

VIRGINIA

Poverty Status (% of Row)

Type of Care
Arrangement
Parents
Relative In-Home
Non-Relative In-Home
Self/Sibling Care
At Relative's Home
At Non-Relative's Home
Center

School-Based Program
Other Activities
Other
Total

Below Poverty Cut -off.
19

Above Poverty Cut-off
77
52
86
67
90
81
100
92
96
63
76

34
5

32
8
16
8
4

20

Table should be interpreted as follows: Families in Virginia who have
school-age children and who have income below the poverty level account
for 19% of such care used statewide. Below poverty families account for
20% of the families in the state who have school-age children (bottom
line).
Numbers do not always add up to 100% due to refusals to the
income question.
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EXHIBIT 3.19:

COST OF CARE BY REGULAR CARE ARRANGEMENT (HOUSEHOLD):
VIRGINIA

Average Weekly Cost of Care (% of Row)
Type of Care
Arrangement
Parent
Relative In-Home
Non-Relative In-Home
Self/Sibling Care
At Relative Home
At Non-Relative Home
Center
School-Based Program
Other Activities
Other

Total

$1-10
6

$11-20

$21-30

$31-40

$41+

4
3

3

-

1

1

16
8

21

9

-

3

-

1

23

15
19
37

3

8

2
16
4
4
3

28

3

3

2

19
9
4

8

-

-

-

6

5

3

Don't'Know/
No Cost Total
86
92
38
84
56

9

17

2

6
4

85
82
100

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

1

2

83

100

2

3

48

This table should be interpreted as follows: Only 6% of the Virginia
families who are regular users of parent care arrangements have weekly
child care costs of $1 to $10 (86% of these families have no cost or did
not answer the question). Since figures given are total child care costs
for a family; these can include other sporadic kinds of care contributing
to the total cost
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relative's home users all had a wide range of weekly costs.

Only 16

percent of the households that regularly used self/sibling care had any
costs, and most of those (8%) were under $10/week.

Summer Care Arrangements

Parents were also asked about past care arrangements for their
school-age children during the summer.
this question.

Exhibit 3.20 shows the results of

Community recreation of some type was used by the most

families (47%), and most of those planned to use similar arrangements
this coming summer (82%).

Care by unpaid friends or neighbors was used by

many households (38%), as were older sibling care (20%) and summer camps
(19%).

These latter activities were not always choices for a subsequent

summer, however, as the percentages of families likely to repeat these
arrangements were 62 percent, 37 percent, and 44 percent respectively.
Although only 9 percent of the Virginia households used a school
activities program in the summer, 84 percent of those households planned
to do the same thing the following summer.

Exhibit 3.21 shows that of

the families who used special arrangements in the summer, 82 percent
planned to repeat their arrangements the following summer.

MINNESOTA:

CHILD CARE

USAGE PATTERNS

School-age child care usage in Minnesota, as in Virginia, appears
to follow patterns of care identified in earlier, studies.

for a review of the literature.)

(See Chapter 1

Not surprisingly, parent care is the

predominant mode of care, especially in the mornings before school.

The

older age of school-age children is reflected,in a greater usage of self-

or sibling-care and schdr-related programs than family day care homes or
day care centers, which are normally used by younger children.

This

section of the chapter explores these and other patterns of school-age
'day care usage by Minnesota families.

EXHIBIT 3.20:

SUMMER CARE ARRANGEMENTS (HOUSEHOLD).:

Percentage of Families

Who Used Arrange
Type of Care
Community Recreation Program,
Swimming Pool, or Supervised
Playground
Summer School
School Activities Program
Summer Camp Program
Day Care Center
Family Day Care or
Day Care Home (paid)
Older Brother or Sister (unpaid)
Neighbor, Friend, Relative
(other than sibling) (unpaid)
Other

ment Last Summer

47
8

VIRGINIA

Percent of Last
Summer Users
Who Plan to Use
in Coming Summer

19

82
23
84
44

3

15

9

1

20

37

.

38
'='

9'

62
35

Table should be interpreted as. follows: 47% of the families in Virginia
who used special summer arrangements used community recreation prpgrams,
pools, or playgrounds, and 82% of those families (the 47%) plan to use
such again.
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EXHIBIT 3.21:

REPEAT USAGE OF SUMMER CARE (HOUSEHOLD):

Response

VIRGINIA

% Planning to Use Same Care

Yes

82
14
4

No

Don't Know/Refused

Total

100

A

This table should be interpreted as follows: 82% of the Virginia
families who have school-age children and who use special summer
arrangements plan to use the same care again the following summer.
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Child Care Usage of Full-Time Employed Parents
The employment status of Minnesota parents affected the child care
arrangements used by those families.

Where one parent did not work

full-time, that parent typically took care of the child during non-school
hours.

Parents working full-time, on the other hand, made much greater

use of alternate forms of child care (i.e., care other than by

the.

parent).

Ekhibit 3.22 shows the types of child care arrangements used by
working and non - working households for different time periods.
Before
school, 98 percent of the-families without a full-time working adult took
care of their children'every morning of the week.

In contrast, only 66

percent of the families with full-time working adults were caring for
their children on a regular basis before school.

Use of care other thAn by a parent increased for both types of
families in Minnesota during the after school. time period, but those

homes with full-time working parents stillthowed significantly -greater
use of alternate child care arrangements.
Nonparent care was used on a
regular basis (5 days a week) after school by more than half (57%) of the
full-time working households, but by only 14 percent of the families with
a nonfull-time working adult.

On an occasional basis (less than five
a

times a week), clearly one-third (30%) of the families with a parent not

working full-time used some fcrm of nonparent care in the afternoons.
Most of these families had school-age children, participating in

school-related functions--either school activities or some other after
school program.
Fourteen percent of the families with full-time working
adults used now-parent'care on an occasional basis. These children also
tended to be engaged in'school Activities and programs.
Onerof the. most striking patterns emerging from these data is the

higher occurence.of'self- or sibling care by children whose parents work
full-time.
Only 2 percent of the families without a full-time working

adult reported that their school-age children cared for themselves in the
mornings and only 6 percent in the afternoons.

In contrast, 16 percent

of the families with full-time working adults had children who cared foi
themselves in the mornings before school and 24 percent of these families
indicated self/sibling.care in the afternoons.
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XHIBIT 3.22:

SCHOOL-AGE CARE ARRANGEMENTS OF HOUSEHOLDS BY ADULT EMPLOYMENT STATUS:

Parents !:ot Working Full-time

Full-time Working

(Percent of Row)
Not
> Used

Less than
5 times

MINNESOTA 2!

All Households

pe rtri)

(Percent of Row)'
Not
Used

5 times

Less than
5. times

5 times

Not

Less than

10,(14

A_Iines

5.-kliatt

AM
P.arent

Nonparent Care
Relative In-Home
Nonrelative In-Home
Self/Sibling Care
At Relative's Home
At NonrOlative's Home
Center
School-Based Program
Other Activities
Other
,

.

2

98

98
100
100
98

2

100
100
100
100
100
100

-

_.

-

32

2

66

65
93

2
'1

33
.6

98,

2

84
97
94
97
100
100
100

-

2
16
2

1

6
3
.

10
89
98
99
95
99
98
99
100
100

100

PM
'Parent

10

Nonparent Care
Relative In-Home
Nonrelative In-Home
Self/Sibling Care
At Relative s Home
At Nonrelative's Home
Center
School-Based Program
Other Activities
.
Other
>

56
99
99

20
30

70

55'

11

14

29
90
96
77
96
83
96
79

14
4

-

1

1

1

> 95

2

4

98

2

-

94
99
73
89
97

5

1

1

5

22
10
2

1

1

34

7

6

22
49
96
98
90
97

18
1

5

2
19

1

3

5

11

91

2
2
5

98
75

20

3

-

05
98

13

4
7
2

1

2

24
25
84
94
69
95
82
96
79
E)
98

4
10
4
.2
4

72
65

14

88
97

60
26
2

25
1

1

8
1

,3

-

1
'

5

11

1

2

1

Weekday
Parent
Nonparent Care
Relative In-Home
Nonrelative In-Home
Self/Sibking.Care
At Relative's Home
At Nonrelative's Home
Center
School-Based Program
Other Activities
Other

1

-

56
99
99
94.
98
94
99

30

99.
15
1

1

1

1

5

2

-

5

1..

1

-

73

22

5

89
97

10
?

1
1

.

1/Households which used cilfferc. care arraneamenta rnr thole nhIldenn

1

12

4
.

27
3

7

47
95
97
87
97

4

13

91

-

4

98

14
13

7
2
2

75

1

88
97

1

24
1

92
29

.4

1

1

2

11

2

1

5

4'
1

20

11 36

5
1

1

In' addition, full-time working parents used care at a

nonrelati.ve's home (16%), Ichool.activities (15%), and care by a relative
in-home (.10%) to a greater extent in the afternoons than did families
where an adult did-not work full -time (6%, 11%, 1%, respectively).

These data point out the degree to which child care, other than by
a parent, is used by families with full-time working adults.

Overall, 65

percent of full-time working households use nonparent care at least five'
times a week during the weekdays (mornings and afternoons).

An'

additional 10 percent of these families use some form of nonparent care:
on an occasional basis (less than five times a week) during the
weekdays.

In contrast, only 15 percent.of households with-Out a full-time

working parent use any type of nonparentcare five times or more during
weekdays, and an additional 30 percent'reported use of nonparent care on
an occasional basis.

When these pia types of hOuseholds--full-time working/not

.

full-time working--are combined, care by parents appears to be the only
major form of child care arrangements being used.

In fact, however,

where, parents are employed full-time many other forms of child care.are

used, and used on a fairly frequent and'regular basis.

This should be

remembered when interpreting the remainder of the findings,
are reported only for combined households.

as usage data

This is because the study was

designed to describe child care for schbol-age children of families in
general., not just those whose parents are full-time workers.

Thus a

complete'picture of how families across Minnesota are caring for their

school-age,childrencin be-given.

Child Care Usage For All Families
Exhibit 3.23 shows the proportion of Minnesota households with
school-age children using any of the various 17 categories of child care
on weekdays.

As can be seen by this table, parent care predominates for

the combined before and after school time periods:

93 percent of the

hbuseholds in Minnesota reported some occurrence of parent care.

Public

school-based programs were also popular, with 21 percent of the
households using this type of care for their school-age children.
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EXHIBIT 3.23:

HOUSEHOLD USE (WEEKDAYS) OF SCHOOL-AGE CARE
ARRANGEMENTS: MINNESOTA

Type of Child Care 1/

Percentage of Households Using 2/

Parent Care
Pallic School-Based Program
Self Care
Othei. Activities
Care in Non-Relative's Home
Community Recreation ProgramsSibling Care (Under Age 15)
Private School-Based Programs
Sibling Care (Over Age 15)
Non-Relative in Child's Home
Care in Relatiie's Home
Other Outside of ChiJd's Home Care
School-Age Center
---.
Relative Care in Child's Home

.93
21
10
9

9

6
5
5
4
3
3
3
1

1

/

1 Preschool center, combined preschool and school-age center, and care
for child at place of work all had less than 1% responding.
2/

Because families use multiple modes of care, percentages do not total
100.

This table should be interpreted as follows: 93% of the Minnesota
families with school-age children use parent care either before or after
school' -at least once on school days (i.e., during the week).
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third most common arrangement was self-care.

Approximately 10 percent

of Minnesota households have school-age children who are left alone for
some period of time either before or after school, according to the
telephone survey data.

In interpreting this informatipn, the reader should remember that
nearly all of the families use multiple care arrangements.

Exhibit 3.23

shows any occurrence of child care usa4e,in a household and thus is an
indication of the range of use rather than the extent of use._ (Later
sections of this chapter examine regular child care usage, defined as
five or more times in a week.)
In addition, Minnesota has a fairly extensive program of befpre
and after school care in the schools, which accounts in part for the high
number of users of this type of care.

The proportion of school-based

care users also includes an unknown number of households who were coded
in this category rather than that of simply an after school activity
program (e.g., sports, clubs, etc.)
The incidence of self care (10%), however, is somewhat
underestimated because an additional category--sibling care (under age
15)--contributes another 5 percent to the proportion of households with
children ages 14 and under taking care of themselves.

Remember, however,

that the amount of time school-age children are left alone varies and may
be as little as 15 minutes or as much as an entire afternoon.

(Chapter 7

provides an in-depth analysis of self-care/sibling care arrangements.)
Other child care arrangements used less included after school
activities (9%), care in a non-relative's home (i.e., a family day care
home) (9%), and community recreation programs (6%).
About 5 percent or fewer of the households in Minnesota have used
,

private school-based programs (5%), siblings 15 years or older (4%), a

non-relative inthe child's home (3%), care in a relative's home (3%),
and other care outside of the,child's home (3%).
used infrequently:

Child care centers were

school-age center usage accounted for 1 percent of

the households; preschool centers and combined school-age and preschool
centers were each used by less than

1

percent of the households.
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Thus parent care was by far the most common form of child care
before and after school; nearly all households used this type of care at
some time during the week.

School programs,(whether formal child care

programs or simply school activities such as sports or clubs)'were the
next major type of arrangement.

Self-care or care by siblings under the

age of 15 was the third most common arrangement.

Family day care homes

and day care centers were used much less frequently.
Before School Care

The pattern of child care arrangements alters somewhat when only
the before school hours are considered (see Exhibit 3.24).

Parent care

was still the predominant mode with 90 percent of the households reporting
some occurrence of parent care in this time period; 89 percent took care
of their school-age children all five mornings of the week.

This is as

expected, since parents are at home in the mornings for some period of
time.

Those families that indicated an absence of parent care in the

mornings (10%) generally reflect cases where the parent(s) leaves for
work before the child gets up or where someone else (the child, an older
sibling) is responsible for the child.

Minnesota families did not tend to use formal child Care
arrangements before school.

Besides those using parent care,

approximately 4 percent of the households used self-care every morning,
and an additional 2 percent had siblings under age 15 caring for their
younger brothers or sisters.

In contrast, center care, school-based

programs, and other activity programs were used by 1 percent or fewer
households.

Family day care homes (nonrelative's home) were_used by 2

percent of the households for before school child care on a regular
basis.

In -home interviews with parents and children indicated that child

care in the morning hours was not considered a problem.

Many working

parents did not leave for wort. before their children went to school.

When children were alone,-it was only for a short period oftime.

The

major concerns expressed by a few parents about-before school care was
that their child would not get up or would skip school that day.
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EXHIBIT 3.24:

BEFORE SCHOOL CARE ARRANGEMENTS (HOUSEHOLD):

MINNESOTA

Percent of Row
No
Any
OccurOccurType of Care
Arrangement

Percent of Total
Number of Times Mode Occurs:
1-4 days/week 5 days/week
,

Parent
Older Sibling (15+)
Self. Care

Self and Sibling (-15)
Relative In-Home
Nonrelative In-Home
Relative's Home
Nonrelative's Home
Preschool Center
School Age Center
Combination Center
Public School Program
Private School Program
Community Recreation Program
Other Activities
Care at Work
Other Outside Home

3
3
-

89
4

98
99
99
99
98
100
99
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

1

1

1

1

2

-

1
1

1

1
-

-

1 or more
days/week

10
99
96

1

1

-

rence:

0 days/
week

.

2
1

rence:

1

1

90
1

4
2
1
1
1

2
1
1

1
1

1

1

This table should be interpreted as follows:
Of the Minnesota fam.!ies
with school-age children, 3% use parent care arrangements one to four
days per week before school, 39% of such families use it every day before
school, and 10% of such families report they never .use parent care
arrangements before school. Thus 90% use it at least one day a week
before school.
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After Schol Care
The pattern of child care changes noticeably in the afternoon.
(See Exhibit 3.25.)

The number of families using parent care in,this

time period drops to 79 percent; only 65 percent of the Minnesota
families use parent care on a regular basis in the afternoon (i.e., five
days/week).

These percentages also reflect, in part, situations where

other child care is used for part of the afternoon and then the parent
takes care of the child for the remainder of the time period.

(In this

case two different types of care are recorded for the household.)

In.

contrast, the proportion of families, using child care arrangements that
are typically paid for increases:

public school-based programs (21%),

other school activities (9%), and care at a non-relative's home (9%).
These arrangements tended'to be used less consistently, however.

For

example, public school-based programs were used one day a week by 8
percent of the households, two days a week by 5 percent of the
households, three and four days a week by 2 percent each of the
households, and five days a week by 5 percent of the households.
and sibling care was an exception to this pattern:
care for themselves on a regular basis.

Self-

children tended to

Approximately 5 percent of the

households reported self-care by their school-age children five days a

week, and an additional 3 percent indicated siblings under age 15 took
care of themselves every afternoon during the week.

Not more than 1

percent of the households reported self- or sibling care on a sporatic
basis (one to four days a week).

Care During Other Time Periods
In the telephone survey parents were asked if their work situation
required them to have special child care arrangements during other time
periods, such as evenings, weekends, holidays, and when their child was
sick.

Exhibit 3.26 shows the types of child care used during these time

periods.

Only 16 percent of the households in Minnesota indicated that a
parent did occasional or regular work in the evenings.

Of this number,

however, 87 percent still had one parent at home to care for the child in
the evening.

After parent care, most families (13%) reported the

3.43
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EXHIBIT 3.25:

AFTER-SCHOOL CARE ARRANGEMENTS (HOUSEHOLD):

Percent of Total

Percent of Row

Number of Times Mode Occurs/Wk
Type of Care
Arrangement
Parents.
Older Sibling (15+)
Self-Care
Self and Sibling (-15)
Relative In-Home
Non-Relative In-Home
Relative's Home
Non-Relative's Home
Preschool Center
School-Age Center
Combination Center
Public School Program
Private School Program
Community Recreation
Program
Other Activities
Care at Work
Other Outside Home

1

i

3

2

1

i

1

4
7

65

1

2

1

1

5

1

1

3

5

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

3

1

1

1

-

-

-

-

1
1

1

1

-

1
1

3
1

-

1

8

5

2

4

1

1

3

2

1

1

1

6

2
-

1

1

1

1

1

1.

1

-

2

No

Occurence

5

1

MINNESOTA1/

5
1

1

Any
Occurence

21
97
93
96
99

79

98
97
:91
100
99
99
79
95
94

2

91
99
98

3
7

4
1

3

9
1
1

21
5
6

9
1

2

/

1 Percentages less than 1 are not shown.

This table should be interpreted a! flllows:
. of Minnesota families
with school-age children use parent- care
ments once a week after
school; 1% do so twice a week, 5% do so ti..te times a week, 7% four times
a week, and 65% do so every day.
Twenty-wie percent never use parent
arrangements at these times; 79% use such arrangements at least once a.
week.
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EXHIBIT 3.26:

CHILD CARE ARRANGEMENTS USED DURING SPECIAL TIME PERIODS
(HOUSEHOLD): MINNESOTA

Any Occurrence of Usage

Types of Care
Arrangement
Parents
Older Sibling (15+)
Self-Care
Self and Sibling (-15)
Relative In-Home
Nonrelative In-Home
Relative's Home
Nonrelative's Home
Preschool Center
School-Age Center
Combination Center
Public School Program
Private School Program
Community Recreation
Program
Other Activities
Care at Work
Other Outside Home

Percentage of Total Responding for Each Time Period
Evening
Holiday
Weekend
Care When
Care
1/
Care
2/
Care
3/ Child Is Sick 4/
87

28

55

1

5

2

1

1

1

1

7

7

7
19

5

1

8
14
15

8

9
-

1

1

1

-

-

1

-

4
3

1

4
13
2

33

5

15.

15

-

86

1

4

1
1
1

3
1

1

1

2

1

/
1 16 percent of sample responding
//

15 percent of sample responding

17-

3'

'15 percent of sample responding
/

30 nercent of sample responding

This table should be interpreted as follows: 87% of the Minnesota
families with school-age children who require special arrangements during
these time periods use parent care during evenings, 28% use parent care
on weekends, 55% use it on holidays, and 86% use it when their children
are sick.
Thus the first entry means 87% of the 16% of families who have
special evening needs use parent care.
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occasional use--one evening a week--of a nonrelative in the,child's
home (in other words, a babysitter).

The proportion of families using

self- care declines to 1 percent in the evening, although sibling care
(under age 15) rises to 7 percent.
Centers and other types of care were
used infrequently in the evenings.

Approximately 15 percent of the Minnesota sample indicated that
they worked weekends occasionally or regularly. One-third of those
(33%) used a nonrelative in the child's home

babysitter) for child

care during these times.

Another 28 percent indicated usage of parent
care, while 19 percent had a relative care for the child in the child's
home.

During holidays, 15 percent of the sample had need for child
care.
Of that number, hpwever, more than half (55%) of the households
still had one parent at home to watch the children.

Relative care, at

the relative's home or in the child's home, was also used:

15 percent

and 8 percent, respectively, indicated using this form of care during
holidays.
Most households, 86 percent of the 30 percent responding to this
item, used parent care when the child was sick.
Relative care was also
common, with a combined 12 percent of the sample households using a
relative to care for a sick child in the child's home (8%) or in the
relattve's home (4%).

A surprising 7 percent of the sample households

indicated that children took care of themselves when they were sick.
Regular Child Care Usage 1/
This section presents the overall care, patterns of regular users;

subsequent sections address demographic differences among regular users.

/

1 As explained at the beginning of this chapter, tle 17 modes of care
were collapsed into 10 major categories of child care to make analysis
and interpretation of results more manageable. In addition, we created
the analytical construct of "regular user," defined as use of a
particular form of care five or more times during the weekdays (before
and after school).
Some households were regular users of more than one
type of care.
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Exhibit 3.27 displays the basic usage patterns of regular child care
users.

When the modes of care are collapsed and only regular use is

noted, several variations in earlier usage patterns emerge.
is still the most widely used form of child care (92%).

Parent care

This reflects

the high occurrence of parent (Are in the morning hours and the
-aggregatioqpof households where a parent does not-work (and therefore is
home to care for the child) with those families where the parents work
full-time.

Self- or sibling care on a regular basis, however, is now the

second most common care arrangement.

Approximately 11 percent of the

households leave their children under age 15 alone for some period of
time on a regular basis during the weekdays.
School-based programs were the next most used form of routine care
reported by 5 percent of the households.

Relative care (4%), care in

nonrelative's home (4%), and child care centers (1%) were used regularly
by a small proportion of households.

Patterns of Child Care
Regular use of various care arrangements was analyzed in relation
to other key variables.

Child care patterns were examined with regard to

demographic characteristics such as ethnicity, income, work status, and
location (urbanicity).

We also explored factors such as the cost of

care, age of the child, and combinations of child care methods used.
This section of the report gives our findings for these and other
variables analyzed for the Minnesota household data.
Combinations of Child Care
Most regular users of child care tended to.use only one form of
care:

80 percent of the Minnesota households reported only one type of

regularly used child care (mostly parent care).

Two modes of care were

used regularly by 19 percent of the households and only 1 percent
reported regular use of three modes of care (see Exhibit 3.28).

When

families used two modes of care regularly during the weekdays, they
tended to combine parent care with self- or sibling care (7%) or
school-based programs (5%) (See Exhibit 3.29).
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EXHIBIT 3.27:

PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLDS THAT ARE REGULAR WEEKDAY USERS
OF CARE ARRANGEMENTS EITHER BEFORE OR AFTER SCHOOL:
MINNESOTA

Percentage of
Households 1/

Type of Care Arrangement
Parent Care
Self or Sibling Care (Under Age 15)
School-Based Programs
Relative in Child's Home (Including
Siblings Age 15 and Over)
Care in Non-Relative's Home
Child Care Center
Activities
Non-Relative in Child's Home
Relative's Home
Other

1

92
11
5

4
4
1
1
1
1
1

/Because families use multiple modes of care, percentages total more
than 100.

This table should be interpreted as follows: 92% of Minnesota families
regularly use parent care arrangements either before or after schogl.
Regular means daily use (M-F) for at least one child in the household.
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EXHIBIT ,a.28:

PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLDS USING ONE OR MORE CARE
ARRANGEMENTS REGULARLY:
MINNESOTA

Number of Care Arrangements

Used

One
Two
Three

Percy...age of Households
.

80
19
1

Total

100

This table should be interpreted as follows:
Of all Minnesota families
with school-age children whose children use an, identical arrangement
every day during the week (for at least one came arrangement), 80% used
only one arrangement regularly.

14s
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EXHIBIT 3.29:

TYPES OF MULTIPLE CARE A'RRA'NGEMENTS' USED BY HOUSEHOLDS:

MINNESOTA

Mode of Care

Care Arrangement
Pa rents

Relative In -Home

Nonrelative al-Home

Parent
Care

Relative
In-Home

NonRelative
In-Home

Self/
Sibling
Care

At

Relatives
Home

At NonRelatives
Home

100

3

1

7

61

100

6

23

17

100

11

11

100

5

51

1

2

.

59

At Relatlye's Homo

40

6

At Nonrelative's Home

39

6

Center

43

-

School -based Program

10

3

Other Activities

92
44

22

11

Other

86

Totals

'

92

8

1

4

11

15

100

14

4

100

1

11

Other
Other

2

-

5

1

1

,

100

-

100
-

7
4

AM

5

1

6

Serf/Sibling Care

.

Center

SchoolBased
Program

1

3

1

5

100

-

-

100

1

1

Table entries are Interpreted as follows:
Examining the "totals" row, it is evident that 92% of the faNilles Who have
school-age children use parent care arrangements regularly. Three percent of those 92% also use relatiVe in home care
regularly.
These same families also account for the relative in home care users (4% overall) who.a150 use Parent care
(6% of the 4%).
Any numerical differences are due simply to rounding error. The diagnosed 100% repres%nt the
intersection of the same families, i.e., a perfect overlap, hence 100%.

1.4d
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Age of Child
.

The age of the child had a clear relationship to the mode of child
care used for that child.

Exhibit 3.30 shows the distribution by age of

o

regular child users of the major categories of child care.

While parent

care was still the predominant mode for all ages, the incidence of selfor sibling care clearly increased with age._ Of the children ages 5 to 8,
only 4 percent-were regular weekday users of self- or sibling (under age
15) care.

For the 9- to 11-year-olds, this proportion jumps to 11

percent; and a full 15 percent of the 12- to 14-yearolds regularly cared
for themselves or younger, siblings during the weekdays.

Other patterns of age'distribution indicated by Exhibit 3.30
include ttje decreasing use of care at a non-relative's home (6%, 2%,

as age increased (5 to 8 years, 9 to 11 years, 12 to 14 years).
contrast, the use.of school-based programs-increased with age:

1%)

In

0 percent

of the 5 to 8 year-olds; 1 percent of the 9 to 11 year-olds; and 10
percent of the 12 to 14 year -olds.

Urbanicity
The relationship between regular use of .a particular mode of care and

the location of the household (urban, suburban, town, rural) is shown

in Exhibit4.31.

Several interesting patterns emerge when this table

is examined.. Families living in suburban areas tended to use parent care
less (84%) and self/sibling care (15%) more than did households in other
locations.

Families in Small towns seemed to use school-based prog-rams

(13%),more than their urba
rural areas were second only

urban/rural counterparts.

Households in

su urban familiei in their us/ge of

self/sibling care (10%), although they also hadthe highest proportion of
reported parent care users (9690-:

Ethnicity

The relative lack of variation in the ethnic composition of the
Minnesota sample makes analysis of the usage data by ethnic group highly
.tenuous.

Exhibit 3.32 seems to indicate that Blacks have a high

3.51

EXHIBIT 3.30:

flERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN IN DIFFERENT CARE ARRANGEMENTS
BY AGE OF CHILD: MINNESOTA

Percentage of Column 1/

AGE OF CHILD

Type of Dre Arrangement
Parent
Relative In-Home
Non-Relative In-Home
Self/Sibling Care
At Relative's Home
At Non-Relative's Home
Center
School-based Program
Other Activities
Other

Age 5-8

Age 9-11

Age 12-14

92

92

92

3
3

2

4

11

4
2
15

1

1

1

6
2
-

2
-

1

1

10

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 /Percentages sum to more than 100 because families use multiple modes
of care.

This table should be interpreted as follows: 92% of the 5 to 8 year-olds
in Minnesota regularly have parent care arrangements, 92% of the 9 to 11'
age have such arrangments, and 92% of the children in the 12 to 14 age
range also use parent arrangements regularly.

J4,
1e)
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EXHIBIT 3.31:

REGULAR CARE ARRANGEMENTS (HOUSEHOLD) BY LOCATION:
MINNESOTA

Location
/

(Percent of Column)!

Type of Care Arrangement

City 2/

Parent
Relative In-Home
Non-Relative In-Home
Self/Sibling Care
At Relative's Home
At Non-Relative's Home
Center
School-based Program
Other Activities
Other

1 /

Suburb 3/

Town 4/

93

84

92

96

5

4

6

3

1

1

2

2

9

15

8

10

1

1

1

1

4

5

3

4

1

4

2
3

5
3

13

=

2

2

Percentages do not sum 100 because families use multiple child care
arrangements.

?/City = population greater than 25,000
/

2 Suburb = self-defined by respondent as suburb or city.
states some suburbs are cities in themselves.

In both

1/Town = population of 2,500-25,000
/

Rural 5/

Rural = population less than 2,500

This table should be interrupted in follows:
93% of the Minnesota
families who have school-age children and who live in a city regularly
(i.e., five days/weeks) use parent can arrangements.

4
-

EXHIBIT 3.32:

REGULAR CARE ARRANGEMENTS (HOUSEHOLD) BY ETHNICITY:
MINNESOTA

Ethnicity (% of Column) 1/

Type of Care Arrangement

White

Parents
Relative In-Home
Non-Relative In-Home
Self /Sibling Care
At Relative's Home
At Non-Relative's Home
Center
School-based Program
Other Activities
Other

1 /

92
4
1

11

Black
57
14
14
29

1

4
1

Other
Ethnic Group
93
2
5
2

5
1

-

1

Numbers do not sum to 100 percent because families use of multiple
modes care.

This table should be interpreted as follows: 92% of the White families in
Minnesota with school-age children use parent care arrangements regularly,
57% of black familiesdo, and 93% of other ethnic/racial groups do so.
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incidence of self/sibling care (29%) and a correspondingly low percentage
of parent care (57%).

These figures compare to those of Whites whose regular

household usage of self/sibling care was 11 percent and parent care was 92
percent.

However, Blacks make up such a small proportion of the sample (less

than 1%) that when the proportion of parent care users is examined by
ethnicity (Exhibit 3.33), Blacks do not even comprise 1 percent of the regular
users.

Whites accounted for 96 percent of the self/sibling care users, and

Blacks 1 percent.

Households of other ethnic backgrounds comprised 3 percent of the
weighted data, but their numbers are difficult to interpret.

Most of these

respondents were American Indians, Asians, other ethnic groups, and
Hispanics.

For the most part, households of other ethnic backgrounds seemed

to follow the child care pattern of Whites.

The data may also indicate a

slight preference for center care among other ethnic groups:

of those regular

users of center care, 6 percent were other ethnic families and 94 percent were
White.

Of other ethnic households, 2 percent used child care centers on a

regular basis (compared to 1 percent of the Whites and 0 percent of the
Blacks).

Parental Employment Status
Parents were classified into one of four working status categories:
Full-time (both parents work full-time or a single parent works
full-time);
Mixed (one parent works full-time or part-time and the other parent
,does not work);

O Not working (both parents not working or a single parent not working);
and

Part-time (both parents are part-time workers; one works full-time, one
part-time; or a single parent works part-time).
After weighting the data, the percentage of households falling into the
above categories was as follows:
not working:

full-time:

5 percent; part-time:

28 percent; mixed:

26 percent.

15
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41 percent;

EXHIBIT 3.33:

ETHNIC BACKGROUND BY REGULAR CARE ARRANGEMENT
(HOUSEHOLD):
MINNESOTA

Ethnicity (% of Row)

Type of Care Arrangement

White

Parents
Relative In-Home
Nonrelative In-Home
Self/Sibling Care
At Relative's Home
At Non-Relative's Home
Center
School-based Program
Other Activities
Other

97
96
95
96
100
100
94
100
100
100

Total

97

Black

Other
Ethnic Group
3

2
5

2

1

1

6
0110

NIP

3

Total
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

100

This table is interpreted as follows: White families in Minnesota with
school-age children-account for 97% of school-age families in the state
(bottom row), and these families also account for 97% of the parent care
usage.
Black families represent less than 1% of the households, and less
than 1% of the usage of this care arrangehent.

As Exhibit 3.34 indicates, full-time working parents, tended to
use less parent care on a regular basis (72%) and more self/sibling care
(26%).

Working parents were also frequent users of care at a

nonrelatives home (13%).

In the households where a parent ,did not work,

parent care was used by all (100%) of the households.

A few of these

families also had school-age children participating in school-based and
other activity programs.

Greater use of paid-type child care arrangements for the children
of working parents is shown in Exhibit 3.35.

Of those households

regularly using care in a nonrelative's home, 91 percent were full-time
working parents.

Similarly, 100 percent of the child care center users

were parents employed full-time.
working households:

Self/sibling care was also common among

more than two-thirds (68%) of the families with

children taking care of themselves were families in which both parents
worked full-time or in which a single parent worked full-time.

Families

with one or both parents who did not work represented only 5 percent of
the regular self/sibling care users.

The remaining 26 percent of

,e

households with school-age children taking care of themselves were
families with part-time working parents.
Length of Residence

Indications of a few unexpected tendencies emerged from the data
on length of residence of households.

The longer a family has lived in

the same location, the greater the likelihood that they will use parent
care (see Exhibit 3.36).

Ninety-four percent of the households residing

at their current address for more than eight years used parent care on a
regular basis.

In contrast, only 80 percent of the new residents (up to

one year) used parent care.

Perhaps in lieu of parent care, newcomers

also tended to use self/sibling care (20%) a great deal, although this
was consistently the second most often used form of regular child care
regardless of the length of residence.
Exhibit 3.37 indicates much greater use of child care centers by
newcomers.

Of all center users, almost half (48%) had lived at their

current residence for one year or less.

These Figures are difficult to

interpret, however, since there were very few newcomers (6% of the

3.57
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EXHIBIT 3.34:

REGULAR CARE ARRANGEMENTS (HOUSEHOLD) BY PARENTS'
WORKING STATUS:
MINNESOTA

Working Status of Parents (% of Column) 1/
Type of Care
Arrangements
Parent
Relative In-Home
Nonrelative In-Home
Self/Sibling Care
At Relative's Home
At Nonrelative's Home
Center
School -based Program
Other Activities
Other

1 /

Full-Time
72

Mixed
100

Not Working
100

12
4

Part-time
98
3
2

27

11

1

-

3

13
4

1
1

11

6
2

7
2

1

-

2

2

Categories for working status were defined as follows:

Both parents work full-time or a single parent works
full-time;
Mixed
One parent works full- or part-time and the other
parent does not work;
Not working-- Both parents do not work or a single parent does not
work; and
Part-time -- Both parents work part-time; one full-time, one
part-time; or a single parent works part-time.
Full-time --

Percentages total more than 100 because families use multiple modes of
care.

These data should be interpreted as follows:
Of the school-age families
in Minnesota who had both parents working full-time, 71% were regular
(daily) users of parent care.
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EXHIBIT 3.35:

WORKING STATUS BY REGULAR CARE ARRANGEMENT (HOUSEHOLD):
MINNESOTA

Working Status of Parents (% of Row) 1/
Type of Care
Arrangement
Parents
Relative In-Home
Nonrelative In-Home
Self/Sibling Care
At Relative's Home
At Nonrelative's Home
Center
School-based Program
Other Activities
Other

Total
1/

Full-time

Mixed

Not Working

Part-time

21

45

80
68
68
81

5
-

-

91
100
36

2
-

-

7

10

6

5

Total

28

41

49
53

43

7

-

50

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

28

41

5

26

100

20
32
26
19

5

Categories for working'status were defined as follows:
Full-time --

Both parents work full-time or a single parent works
full-time;
Mixed
One parent works full- or part-time and the other
parent does not work;
Not working-- Both parents do not work or a single parent does not
work; and
Part-time -- Both parents work part-time; one full-time, one
part-time; or a single parent works part-time.
These data should be interpreted as follows:
21% of the users of parent
care for school-age children are families with two parents who work
full-time (or a single head of household who works full-time).
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EXHIBIT 3.36:

REGULAR CARE ARRANGEMENT (HOUSEHOLD) BY LENGTH OF RESIDENCE:
MINNESOTA

Length of Residence (% of Column)

Type of Care
Arrangement
Parent
Relative In-Home
Nonrelative In-Home
Self/Sibling Care
At Relative's Home
At Nonrelative's Home
Center
School -based Program
Other Activities
Other

0-1 yr.

2-4 yrs,

5-8 yrs.

More than 8 yrs.

80

86

91

94

1

10

4

1

3
4

20

13

8

11

2

1

11
10
2

4

6

2

1

2
-

2

4

6

1

2

1

1

1

1

Percentages total more than 100 because families use multiple modes of
care.

This table should be interpreted as follows: Of school age families in
Minnesota who have lived in their residence less than one year, 80% use
parent care regularly.(i.e., five days/week).
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EXHIBIT 3.37:

LENGTH OF RESIDENCE BY REGULAR CARE ARRANGEMENT (HOUSEHOLD).
MINNESOTA

Length of Residence (% of Row)
Type of Care
Arrangement
Parents
Relative, In-Home
Nonrelative In-Home
Self/Sibling Care
At Relative's Home
At Nonrelative's Home
Center
School-based Program
Other Activities
Other

Total

More than

2:1yr,

2-4 yrs.

5-8 yrs.

5

9

23

2

25

16

10
11,

66

11

16

11

48
3

17
4

12
19
16
21

63
57
24
60
69
38
23
74
79
79

10

23

62

17
31

34

5

.6

8 yrs.

.

Total
300
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

100 r

These data should be interpreted as follows: Parents in Minnesota who
have school-age children and who have resided in their current location
for less than one year account for 5% of parent care statewide.
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weighted sample) and very few center users (1%).

The proportion of

self/sibling care users, in general, reflects the proportion of residents
of each length of stay in the sample--with the minor exception of
slightly higher usage of self- or sibling care (11%) by newcomers than
their proportion statewide (6%), and a lower percentage of .self-, 'or

sibling care users (17%) who were five to eight-year residents than their
percentage statewide (23 %).

Income Level

One gross measure of household income used for cross tabulations
was whether a family was above or below the poverty level for the state.
When this information was crossed with regular use of child care modes,
surprisingly little difference appeared between poverty/nonpoverty level
households in the types of child care used (Exhibits 3.38 and 3.39).
Families below the poverty cut-off in Minnesota may show a slightly
greater tendency toward use of parent tare; 97 percent of those below the
poverty line used parent care compared to 90 percent of those whose
income was above the poverty cut-off.
In both cases, the frequency of
self/sibling care was 11 percent.
Cost of Care

The most costly child care expenses were incurred by households
using center care:

48 percent of the families 'Icing regulay center care

paid $21 to S30/week; 6 percent paid $31 to 40; and 35 percent paid more
than $40/week for their child care (Exhibit 3.40).

Summer Care Arrangements

Parents were also askri about past child carearrangements.for
their school-age children during the summer.
answers to this question.

Exhibit 3.41 shows the

More than half of the families (52%) indicated

that their children were involved in a community recreation program,
swimming pool, or supervised playground the previous summer.

The next

most popular form of summer care was having the child stay with

a

neighbor, friend, or relative (other than siblings); 39 percent of the

,

EXHIBIT 3.38:

REGULAR CARE ARRANGEMENTS (HOUSEHOLD) BY POVERTY STATUS:
MINNESOTA

Poverty Status (% of Column) 1/
Type of Care
Arrangements
Parents
Relative In-Home
Nonrelative In-Home
Self/Sibling Care
At Relative's Home
At Nonrelative's Home
Center
School-based Program
Other Activities
Other

Below Poverty Cut-off

Above Poverty Cut-off

97

90

2

5
2
11

11

1

3

4
2

3

5

3 ,

1
1

/

1 Percentages total more than 100 due to multiple use of child care
modes.

This table should be interpreted as follows: 97% of Minnesota school-age
families below the poverty line use parent care arrangements regularly.
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EXHIBIT 3.39:

INCOME BY REGULAR CARE ARRANGEMENTS (HOUSEHOLD):
MINNESOTA

Type of Care
Arrangement
Parent
Relative In-Home
Non-Relative I,-Home
Self/Sibling Care
At Relative's Home
At Non-Relative's Home
Center
School-Based Program
Other Activities
Other

Poverty Status (% of Row)
Below Poverty Cut-off

Above Poverty Cut-off

20

77

11
5
19

89
95
79
100
86
100
79
53
50

12'

12
47

19

78

Tabl

shoul
be interpreted as follows:
Families who have s..:hool-age
chil ren and who have income below the poverty level account for 20% of
such c are used statewide. Below poverty families account for' 19% of the
families with school-age children in the state (bottom line). Numbers do
not add up'to 100 due to refusals.
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EXHIBIT 3.40:.

COST OF CARE BY REGULAR CARE ARRANGEMENTS (HOUSEHOLD):
MINNESOTA

Average Weekly Cost of Care (% of Row)
Type of Care

Arrangement

$1-10

Parents
5
Relative rn-Home
2
Nonrelative'In-Home
15
Self/Sibling Care
3
At Relatiie's Home
13
At Nonrelative's Home 8
Center
School-based Program
3
Other Activity
Other

Total

6

$11-20

$21=30

$41+

$31-40

2

9
:15

-

1

1

1

1

14

3

2

1

1

12

13

16

22

I,

.48

6

.

7
5

'5
-

5

-

10
-

7

94
80
93

3

3

1

2

85

1

To
1

36

16

,

89
7r
20
90
62
29

1

11
10

2

Don't
Know/
No Cost

1
1
1.

1
1

1
1

This table should be interpreted as follows: Only 5% of the Minnesota
families who are regulir users of parent care arrangements have weekly
child care costs of $1 to $10 (89% of these families have no cost or did
Since figures given are total child care costs
not answer the question).
',fdr a family, these can include other sporadic kinds of care contributing
to the total cost.

3.65
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EXHIBIT 3.41:

SUMMER CARE ARRANGEMENTn.(HOUSEHOLD):

MINNESOTA

Percent of Families
'olio Used Arrange-

Type of Care

ment List Summer

Community Recreation Program,
Swimming Pool, or Supervised
Playground
Summer School
School Activities Program
Summer Camp Program
Day Care Center
Family Day Care or Day Care Home (paid)
Older Brother or Sister (unpaid)
---, Neighbor, Friend, Relative (other
than sibling) (unpaic)
Other

52
22
16
23

Percent of Last
Summer Users
Who Plan to Use
in Coming Summer

24

67
8
40
65
35
60
70

39
8

64
23

3
4

.

Table should be interpreted as follows: 7,2% of the Minnesota families
who used special summer arrangements used community ,.ecreation
program,
poo,s, or playgrounds, and 67% of those families (the 52%) plan to use
such again.
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families indicated they used these forms of care during the past
Also reported with some frequency were:

summer.

staying with older

brother or sister (24%); summer camp (23%), and summer school (21%).
Most families indicated plans to use the same form of care for the
upcoming summer.

As Exhibit 3.42 shows, 85 percent of the households

using some form of special summer care arrangements last summer planned to
use the same care arrangements the following summer.

Those planning to

repeat a particular form of summer care are shown in the earlier Exhibit
3.41.

The most consistent repeat usage planned was that of sibling care:

70 percent of the households who used sibling care the past summer planned
Community recreation programs-,

to use it again the following summer.

swimming pools, and supervised playgrounds were also popular, with 67
percent of the households reporting plans to use these arrangements
again.

Few parents (8%) planned to use summer school; this number may

reflect cutbacks in school budgets that resulted in many school systems
discontinuing summer school.

TRENDS IN CHILD CARE USAGE:

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

School-age child care usage patterns were remarkably similar in
Virginia and Minnesota households.

Both states had a high incidence of

regular usage of parent care, followed by self- or sibling care.

When

analyzed by the employment status of parents, it is clear that full-time
working parents use-forms of child care other than the parent to a
significant extent.

In particular, children of full-time working parents

tended to care for themselves on a regular basis.

Minnesota had greater

occasional usage of school-based activity programs than Virginia,
undoubtably because Virginia's "extended'day" school programs were
restricted to a handful of communities.

However, on a regular basis,

families in both states used this form of care to a similarily lesser
extent.

In contrast, Virginia showed a higher usage of relative in-home

care that may be related to the larger proportion of minorities (many of
whom used this mode of care) in the Virginia population.

Virginia also

Minorities in

to use self- and sibling care to a much greater

degree than did Whites in Virginia.

A similar pattern was not evident in

EXHIBIT 3.42:

REPEAT USAGE OF SUMMER CARE (HOUSEHOLD):

Response

MINNESOTA

% Planning to Use Same Care

Yes
No

85
14

Don't Know/Refused

2

Total

100*

*Totals more than 100 becauSe figures were rounded.
This table should be interpreted as follows:
85% of the Minnesota
families with school-age children who use special summer arrangements plan
to use the same care again the following summer.
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Minnesota, in part because the proportion of minorities
in the.
Minnesota sample was too small to allow analysis.
Canonical analyses were performed on the combined Virginia
and
Minnesota household data to detect any trends in child
care usage.
The
data from both states were combined, partly to create
a large enough
sample upon which the analyses could be performed and
also because the
similarities in the two data bases did not warrant
separate treatment.
Four trends emerged from the canonical correlations.
(1)

Persons who work full-time, are not married, are not White,.
are Black, have 9- to 11-year-olds, and have only one child
to
tend to:
(a)

not use parent care

(b)

use self- or sibling-care

(c)

use relative in-house care

(d)

use family day care (nonrelative's) homes
,
not use center care.

(e)
2.

Persons who have 5 to 8 year olds, do not have 12 to 14 year
olds, and live in Virginia tend to:
(a)

not use self or sibling care

(b)

use family day care (at relative's or nonrelative's home)
use center care.

(c)
3.

4.

Persons who are White, not Black, live in Minnesota, in
the
suburbs, not in a rural area, and have not lived long in the
community (0 to 1 year) tend to:
(a)

not use relative .in-home care

(b)

not use care at a relative's home

(c)

use center care.

Persons who do not have 9 to 11 year olds, have 12 to 14
year olds, are married, live in a small town, do not live in
large city, have lived in the community for a while, and are
not poor tend to:
(a)

use relative's home for care

(b)

use school-based activity programs

(c)

not use relative in-home care

(d)

not use other activities.

a

These trends identified through canonical analysis confirm several
earlier findings:

older children tend to take care of themselves or to
be involved in school programs, and minorities (mostly in Virginia) tend

to use less parent care and more self- or sibling care.
Now that the usage patterns of school-age child care have been
described, the following chapter will address the satisfaction level of
users.
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PARENT SATISFACTION AND PREFERENCES

Overview
.

The preceding chapter discussed the types of care arrangements

that families use both regularly and infrequently.

This chapter explores

parents' attitudes toward the care arrangements they use and the types of
care they would prefer to use.
this topic:

Three general areas of inquiry relate to

(1) how well present care arrangements meet the needs c.f

parents and their children; (2) how satisfied parents are with thCr
current arrangements; and (3) what types of care they would prefer c.6,er

their current arrangements.

In addition to determining the level of families' satisfaction

with their current care arrangements and their preferences for other

.

types of care, we also attempted to assess the factors that ini7t,o.nced

their responses.

For example, are families with younger school-age

more pledsed with their current care arrangements than thosp
with older school-age children?

Which types of care arrangements am--

preferred for younger children?

for older children?

Are people in urban

areas more or less satisfied with their care arrangements that people in
rural areas?

Do single-adult families experience more difficulties with

school-age care than their married counterparts?
status affect parents' satisfaction?
and childrens' needs very well?

How does employment

Which types of care meet parents'

not well?

These are some of the

questions addressed in this chapter.

The focus of this chapter is

general care arrangements, whereas

Chapter 6 is devoted to parents' attitudes toward leaving school-age
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children without adult supervision.

Each of the three topic areas

mentioned above is addressed in a separate section for the two study
states.

Cross-state comparisons and general findings are discussed in

the concluding section of this chapter.

SATISFACTION AND PREFERENCES IN VIRGINIA

How Well Are Current Arrangements Meeting Parent and Child Needs?
Several related questions were asked of respondents concerning how
well the family's needs were met by their current care arrangements.
First, parents were asked how well all the regular care arrangements they
use meet the needs of each of their school-age children.

Then they were

asked how well the overall pattern cf care they use meets their own
needs.

Finally, we inquired whether parents 'were unhappy with anything

about the care they are using, and if so, we asked than to specify the
problems and concerns.

Response options to questions on how well needs

were met included extremely well, fairly well, not well, and not at
all.

The vast majority of respondents stated that their current child
care arrangements met their needs extremely well or fairly well.

Fewer

than 4 percent reported that their needs were not being met well

or were

not met at all.

Parents tended to feel their children's needs were

somewhat better met than their own, however.

A comparison of parents'

responses on how well their own and their children's needs were met is
shown in Exhibit 4.1.

The coincidence of both parents' and children's needs being met by
current care arrangements was significant.

Nearly 73 percent of the

children had parents who believed their own needs were met to the same
degree as their children's.

(See Exhibit 4.2.)

Furthermore, nearly half

of the parentS felt both their children's and their own needs were
extremely well met.

The extent of extreme discordance between parents

4.2'
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EXHIBIT 4.1:

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES ON HOW WELL NEEDS ARE MET--FOR
PARENTS AND CHILDREN: VIRGINIA

Degree to Which
Needs Are Met

Percentage of
Parents

Percentage of
Children

Extremely well

57

65

Fairly well

39

34

Not very well

2

1

Not at all

1

1

100

100

Total

This table should be read as follows:
57% of the parents in Virginia
responded that their needs were extremely well met and 65% of the children
had parents who responded that their children's needs were extemely well
met.
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EXHIBIT 4.2:

HOW WELL PARENTS' AND THEIR CHILDREN'S NEEDS ARE MET:
VIRGINIA

Parent Needs (in Percentages)
Not
At All

Extremely

Fairly

Well

Well

Not
Well

48

16

0

1

7

25

2

0

Not Well

0

0

0

0

Not At All

0

1

0

0

Child, Needs (in percentages)

Extremely Well
Fairly Well
....,.

Total (all cells)

=

100%.

In this table, zero is actually greater than zero, but less than 1
percent.

This table can be read as follows: 48% of parents in Virginia felt
their children's and their own needs were extremely well met.

and children's needs being met is very slight as the data below
indicate:

PERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN WHOSE PARENTS FELT OWN NEEDS
EXTREMELY WELL MET AND CHILDREN'S NEEDS NOT WELL MET:
VIRGINIA
Parents' Needs
Extremely Well Met

Child Needs
Not well

0

Not at all

.45

Total

.45

PERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN WHOSE PARENTS FELT CHILD NEEDS MET
EXTREMELY WELL AND OWN NEEDS NOT WELL MET: VIRGINIA
Child's Needs
Extremely Well Met

Parent Needs
Not well

.54

Not at all

.96

Total

1.50

These data indicate that only a few parents feel their children's
needs are much better met by current arrangements than their own.

How Well Parents' Needs Are Met By Current Mcies of Care
Families using before- and after-school care rrorams and centers
reported having their needs extremely well met

ve,

the greatest

frequency.

Other arrangements meeting many parents' needs well were care
by a relative in own home, care in a nonrelative's home, and parent
care.

The least pleased groups (i.e., those reporting their needs were

not well met) were parents regularly using care by self- and/or self- and
sibling care, care in a nonrelative's home, end school-based care. The
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fact that many parents are pleased and some are dissatisfied with care in
a nonrelative's home reinforces the findings of previous studies
(Prescott-Milich, 1975; Fosburg, et al., 1981) that the quality of family
day care varies widely.

The same may be true of school-based programs.

Exhibit 4.3 illustrates parents' responses to how well their needs were
More than 90

met according to the care arrangement regularly used.

percent of parents stated that their needs were met by their current
arrangements.

This type of question does, however, tend to evoke what

respondents perceive to be socially acceptable answers.

Admitting

unhappiness with child care arrangements would probably not be easy for
most parents.

Exhibit 4.4 illustrates how well parents thought their children's
needs were met by their current care arrangements.

For most

arrangements, parents tended to report that their children's needs were
met somewhat better than their own.

This was not the case, however, for

care in a nonrelative's home, center-based care, and self- or sibling
care.

Perhaps some parents feel that children who are receiving care in

a nonrelative's home and center care are not getting adequate
stimulation.

Self- and/or sibling care is the only arrangement for which

more than 1 percent of the children's needs are reported not well met.

Fully 10 percent of the children in this Otuation had parents who said
their children's needs were not well met or not met at all.

Few parents indicated that they were unhappy with anything about
their care arrangements.

This finding is further 'substantiated byjihe

fact that only a few families said they had tried to locate some other
care arrangement(s) within the past year.

(See Chapter 5.)

Among those

who did indicate some problems, the most frequently cited were generally
perceived consequences rather than particular features of the care
arrangements.

Not enough time spent with children and lack of

stimulating activities for children were the two concerns most frequently
mentioned. - Cost was mentioned as a factor only for center and public
school-based programs.

More than 8 percent of parents cited common

concerns for only two care modes--care by a nonrelative in own home and
center-based care.

The most often cited problems associated with each

care arrangement are shown in Exhibit 4.5.
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EXHIBIT 4.3:

HOW WELL PARENTS' NEEDS ARE MET, BY REGULAR CARE
ARRANGEMENT:
VIRGINIA

Parent Needs (in percentages)
Extremely

Regular Care Arrangement

Well

Fairly
Well

Not
Well

Not

At All41

Parent care
Care by relative in own, home

59

38

2

1

460

39

2

0

Care by nonrelative in own home

40

55

5

0

Self- and self- and sibling care

44

49

4

3

Care ir, relative's home

45

51

3

2

Care in nonrelative's home

56

39

3

2

Center-based care

72

28

0

0

School-based care

68

26

6

0

50

50*

0

0

Activity programs (lessons,
recreation, etc.)

1/

Cell percentages are rounded, therefore row totals may, not exactly equal
100%.

This table can be read as follows:
59% of parents in Virginia who
regularly care for their children felt their needs were extremely well met.

EXHIBIT 4.4:

HOW. WELL CHILDREq'S NEEDS ARE MET, BY REGULAR CARE
ARRANGEMENT:, -'VIRGINIA

i.

Child Needs (in perceitages)
Extremely

Child Needs

Parent care

Well

Fairly
Well

Not
Well

Not
At All

65

34

0

0

Care by relative in own home

65

34

0

0

Care by nonrelative in own home

59

41

0

0

Self- and self-and siblihg care

45

46

3

7

Care in relative's home

46

52

1

0

Care in nonrelative's home

55

43

1

0

Center-based care

53

47

0

0

School-based care

75

25

0

0

89

1I

0

.

Activity programs (lessons,
recreation, etc.)

1/

Cell percentagr- are rounded, therefore row totals may not exactly
equal 100%.
This table should be read as follows: 65% of children in Virginia whose
parents regularly proVide their own care felt their children's needs were
extremely well met by this arrangement.
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EXHIBIT 4.5:

FEATURES OF REGULAR CARE ARRANGEMENTS THAT PARENTS DISLIKE:
VIRGINIA

Regular Care Arrangement

t care

Problem 1/

Percentage
Reporting
This Problem

Constant running

by relative in own home
Care by'nonrelative in
own home

Not enough time spent with
children
Not enough activities
Constant running

22
9
5

Self- and self- and
sibling care

Not enough time spent
with children

8

Care in relative's home

Lack of discipline

3

Care in nonrelative's home

Not enough time
spent with children

3

Cost

9

Not enough time
spent with children

9

Not enough time
spent with children

3

Cost

3

Constant Running

3

Center

School

.

ctivity programs

1/

Only those problems cited by at least 3% of respondents using a given
.arrangement are shown.
This chart can be read as follows:
3% of parents in Virginia who
regularly care for their children cited constant running as a problem
with this arrangement.
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Child Needs By Age of Child
Three age categories were used in our analysis of how well

children's needs were met by their care arrangements--5 to 8, 9 to 11,
There was a fairly even distribution in the state across

and 12 to 14.

these age categories, with approximately one-third of all children in
each category.

A slight relationship appeared between age and how well children's
needs were met.
in

The likelihood of reporting that needs were not met well

eased with the child's age, as shown below:

Percentage of Children
'Whose Needs Not Well
Virginia
Met:

Age of Child

-5 to 8

.81

1.01
2.90

9 to 11
12 to 14

These percentages are based on extremely small numbers; however, the
more significant fact is that most children's needs were met to some
degree regardless of age.

Parents of 12- to 14-ye,..r-olds did not seem as

pleased as did parents of younger school-age children.

Only 58 percent

of the children 12 to 14 had parents who reported their needs'extremely

well met,compared to almost 70 percent of the 9- to 11-year-old children
and 66 percent of those ages 5 to 8.

Problems with this age group could

be due to parents feeling their children are too. old for formal day care

or babysitting arrangements, yet not old enough to be without any adult
supervision.

During discussions with parents of older children, they

frequently mentioned the peer group as a source of concern.

Their

children "were ok" when alone or with one friend, but when in groups,
parents were quite concerned.

A discussion of parents' and children's

attitudes toward ages and situations when children can be left alone can

b-eft-Find In Chapter 6.
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Parent Needs by Household Characteristics
Socio-economic data to respondent households in Virginia were
subjected to cross-tabulaticos with the "parent need" variable.

No

multivariate analyses were conducted, so the findings reported in this
section are intended only to describe-the respondent population

concerning their feelings of satisfacton with their care arrangements.
Explanations of certain responses are Beyond the scope of this
analysis.
In terms of ethnicity, most of the respondents (81%) were White,
although 13 percent were Black.

American Indians, Asians and "other"

ethnic groups each comprised just over 1 percent of the sample for this
state and Hispanic respondents less than 1 percent.

This is generally

consistent with the State's population; however, the small number of
ethnic groups other than Black and White should be considered in the
following discussion (i.e., a large percentage, in these cases,'
represents just a handful of respondents).
With the exception of the small group of Hispanics, and Whites,
less than half of the respondents in all other ethnic groups reported
having their needs extremely well met.

However, most were at least

moderately pleased with their current care arrangements, since fewer than
5 percent of Whites and 1 percent of all other groups (except Hispanics)
reported Problems with having their needs well met.

Hispanics reported

on the two extreme ends of the continuum, with 75 percent saying their
needs were met extremely well and 25 percent saying they were not met at
all

(Remember, the Hispanic group is just a few families.)

Exhibit 4.6

portrays the ethnic di. ribution of respondents and the frequency with
which they reported th,,,r needs extremely well met.
Like ethnicity; th

distribution of respondents according to

marital status was heavily skewed toward married respondents, which is
also consistent' with general demographic characteristics.

More than 86

percent were married, with divorced or separated the next most frequently
occurring status, re7.resuiting approximately 10 percent of all
respondents in the state sample.

The small percentages in the other

categories--cohabitating, vidowed, and never married--make
generalizations to these groups risky.
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EXHIBIT 4.6:

HOW WELL PARENTS' NEEDS ARE MET, BY ETHNICITY:

Ethnic Group

Percentage of
Respondent Population

VIRGINIA

Percentage Whose
Needs Are Extremely
Well Met

White

81

62

Black

14

44

Hispanic

0

75

American Indian

2

19

Asian

2

20

Other

1

14

In this table, zero is actually greater than zero, but less than 1
percent.

This table can be read as follows: 62% of Whites in Virginia reported
that their needs were met extremely well.

C).

The maSority of married respondents stated their needs were
extremely well met by their care arrangements.

This was the case,

however, for only about 40 percent of the divorced or separated and

never-married parents and for a very low 15 percent of those who were
widowed.
If any conclusion can be drawn from this information it is that
single parents find it more difficult to obtain optimal care
arrangements.
parents.

These assumptions are supported by discussions with single

Although single parents constituted a small proportion of

parents interviewed in their homes, they reported that they often had
great difficulties "covering all the bases."

Job and family

responsibilities were met only if standards for both were relaxed, and
that wasn't always the case.

Single fathers seemed to have broader

neighborhood support systems than single mothers, despite both having
eqUal needs.
The distribution of families by marital status and the
frequency with which needs are met extremely well are shown in
Exhibit 4.7.

Respondents are more evenly distributed across the several
employment status categories than they are for marital status and
ethnicity.

Exhibit 4.8 shows respondent distribution and the perceitaQ-s

in each category whose needs were met extremely well.
As expected, families in which one adult is not employ,: ald'one
is employed express the greatest satisfaction with then care
arrangements.

(These are most likely care by mother - at-home families.)

In contrast, families with one or more adults working par,;-time seem to

experience the greatest.difficulty in having their day care needs met.
Fewer than 6 percent of the parents in any category, however, reported
that their needs were not met well or not met at all.
The distribution of families by income was closer to normal than
for any other sccio-demographic variable.

(See Exhibit 4.9.1

Families

with incomes above S25,000 most frequently reported that their needs were
well met, with one exception. Those with incomes in the $40,000 range
were notably less satisfied than those earning between $25,000 to $35,000

4
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EXHIBIT 4.7:

HOW 'WELL PARENTS' NEEDS gIRE MET, BY MARITAL' STATUS:
VIRGINIA

Marital Status

Percentage of
Respondent Population

Percentage Whose
Needs Are Extremely
Well Met

Married

86

61

Divorced or Separated

10-

39

Widowed

1

15

Cohabitating

0

50

Never married

3

i

39

In this table zero is actually greater than zero, but less than 1 percent.
61% of married respondents in
This table sho.ld be read as follows:
Virginia said their needs are extremely well met by their care arrangements.
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EXHIBIT 4.8:

HOW WELL PARENTS' NEEDS ARE MET, BY EMPLOYMENT STATUS:
VIRGINIA

Working Status
of Parents 1/

Percentage of
Respondeht Population

Percentage Whose
Needs are Extremely
Well Met

Ful:-time

39

51

Mixed

41

73

6

41

15

38

Nit working
Part-time

1/

Categoric: of working status were defined as follows: full-time--both
parents work full-time or single parent works full-time; mixed - -one
paront works full-time or part-time and the other parent does not work;
not workingboth parents not working or a single parent not working;
Da-t-timeboth parents work part-time, or one works full-time and one
works part-time, or a single parent works part-time.
rois table should be read as follows: 51% of the families in Virginia
with all adilts employed full-time felt. their needs were extremely well
met.
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EXHIBIT 4.9:

HOW WELL PARENTS' NEEDS ARE MET, BY 'HOUSEHOLD INCOME:
VIRGINIA

Percentage
of Respondent
Population

Household
Income.

Percentage
Whose Needs
Are Extremely
Well Met

Percentage Whose
Needs Are
1,;et Not Well

Or Not At All

SO

S4,999

7

55

0

5,000

9,999

3

30

8

10,000

14,999

8

54

6

15,000

19,999

12

54

2

20,000

24,999

11

58

2

17

70

1

11

68

2

25,000 -,29,999
30,000 - 34,999

,

35,000

39,999

6

54

2

40,000

44,999

9

58

18

45,000

49,999

7

30

2

9

65

0

50,000+

The two right columns do not total 100% because responses in the "fairly
well met" category are omitted.
This table should be read as follows: Of the households in Virginia
earning less than $5,000 per year, 55% said their neeus were extremely
well met and none said they were met not well or not at all.
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and over 550;000.

About 18 percent of families with incomes of

540,00G to 545,000 reported that their needs were not met well or not met
at ill.

This compares to about 8 percent of families earning 55,000 to

4,

510,000, who'were next in the frequency of reported problems.

Without

further analysis, we cannot explain this seemingly erratic finding.

One

could guess that many of these families consist of two working adults,
one of whom would prefer to stay at home with the children.

Not enough

of either type of family were included in the in-home sample to shed any
further light on this issue.

Population density of the area inwhich families resided--city,
suburb, town or rural area--does not seem to be highly related to how
well parents perceive that their needs are met.

Residents of rural areas

were most likely to respond that their needs were extremely well met and
town dwellers least likely.

Furthermore, residents of towns more

frequently reported that their needs were not well met than those in any
Other category.

Perhaps this is due to problems with transportation or

availability of care arrangements outside the home.

Satisfaction levels

of city, suburb, and rural residents were, however, very similar.

(See

Exhibit 4.10.)

In summary, Hispanics and Whites, married persons, families with
one adult employed and one not employed, middle_to upper income families,

and those living in rural areas reported with the greatest frequency that
their own needs were met extremely well.

Those stating their needs were

not well met most frequently tended to be Hispanic, divorced or separated
parents with one adult employed and one not employed, those earning
$40,000 to $45,000 a year, and town dwellers.

The seeming inconsistency

for families with one adult employed and one not employed may be due to

certain respondents in this category wanting to be employed but forgoing
this opportunity to be at home with children.

The disparity in Hispanic

responses is probably an anomaly of the very few families in this
category.

How Satisfied Are Parents With Their Current Arrangements for Their
School-Age Children?
A single question specifically relating to satisfaction was
addressed to parents. ,Unlike the question on how well parents' needs
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EXHIBIT 4.10:

Location

HOW WELL PARENTS' NEEDS ARE MET, BY HOUSEHOLD LOCATION:
VIRGINIA

Percentage
of Respondent
Population

Percentage
Whose Needs
Are Extremely
Well Met

Percentage Whose
Needs Are Met
Not Well Or Not
At All

City

31

60

1

Suburb

30

58

7

Town

14

47

9

Rural area

25

61

2

The two right columns do not total 100%, because responses of "fairly well
met" are omitted.
This table should be read as follows:
60% of city residents in Virginia
said their needs were extremely well met and 1% said their needs were met
not well or at all.
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were met, this question asks how satisfied respondents are with
current arrangements for all school7dge children in the household.

The

four possible responses were very satisfied, ,somewhat satisfied, not too
satisfied, and not at all satisfied.

This is very different from asking

how well arrangeMents met respondents' own needs.

As we saw with a

comparison of parents' "responseson how well care arrangements met their
own needs versus those of their children; respondents were somewhat more
inclined to feel their children's needs were better met than their own.
Thus it is not surprising to find that a greater percentage of
respondents said they were very satisfied with care arrangements for
their children than said their own needs were extremely well met.

The

degree of difference is puzzling, however, unless the "needs" question
carried a broader connotation to parents than the care arrangement
itself.

Responses to the follow-up question "What were you unhappy

with?" would suggest this was the case; most answers centered on
perceived consequences of using the particular arrangement rather than
actual features of the care. More than 82 percent of parents stated they

were very satisfied with their school-age care arrangements, and fewer
than 4 percent expressed any dissatisfaction.

(This compares to about 58

percent who said their own needs were "extremely well met.")
Satisfaction by Type of Care Used
The majority of parents reported being very satisfied with their
arrangements regardless of the type of care they were using.

Parents who

regularly used care by a relative in their own home were as satisfied, as
a group, as those providing parent care.

The greatest dissatisfaction

occurred for parents using activity programs, care by self- and/or selfand sibling, and center-based care.

Exhibit 4.11 shows the extent of

satisfaction by type of care.

Following the general question on satisfaction, respondents were
'asked to specify the features of their care arrangements they liked beit
and leash'.

The most frequently mentioned problems did not, however,

alwayscoincide with-the types of care with Which greatest dissatisfaction
was expressed.
For example, parents reported the least satisfaction with
activity programs, self- and sibling care, and center programs.

However,

a high proportion (42%) of those regularly using school-based care said
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EXHIBIT 4.11:

PARENT SATISFACTION BY TYPE OF REGULAR CARE:

VIRGINIA

Parent Satisfaction 1/

Regular Care Arrangement

Percentage Very
Satisfied

Percentage Not
Too and Not at
All Satisfied

Parent care

84

3

Care by relative in own home

84

1

Care b) nonrelative in own home

79

5

Self and self and sibling care

59

16

Care in relative's home,

79

0

Care in nor,elative's home

76

2

Centerbased care

81

9

Schoolbased care

77

0

Activity program

73

X21

1/

Rows do not add to 100% because responses in the "somewhat satisfied"
category are omitted.
This table should be read as follows:
84% of t:ie parents'in-Virginia who
regularly care for their children were very satisfied with this
arruigement and 3% were not. too or not at all satisfied.

they had problems with supervision and disciplihe.

One-third of all

parents using centers reported problems with cost, and rearly.30 percent
of those who used activity programs felt they were inconvenient and
costly.

A similar. proportion of those who regularly had their children
caring for themselves expressed concerns about supervision and not being.,
.home with their children.

Parents who were using center- and school-based programs tended to

be more definite about features they liked than those using other types
of care.

,

Forty-four percent of those using centers were happy about the

educational activities offered.

More than bplf of those using

"I
.

.

school based. programs Med the parent invavement and 15 percAnt liked
the educationaijactivities.
Interestingly, 40 percent Of parelts whose
children-eared for themselves said thit
arrangeMent fostered
independence and 16 percent mentioved the lack of cost at a positive
aspect.

A

In contrast; only 38 percent of parents regularly providing

their children's care Ifiemselyes mentionedthattheyliked being at home
'witg.the children.

Many pareats were pleased with certain aspects of

activity programs--31 percent said the child Wai'happy with the
arrangeMtnt, 46 percent liked the parental involvement,
liked, the convenience.

and 23 percent

The most frequentlymefitioned positive and

negative features for each type of care are'illustrated.in Exhibit 4.12.
Note most parents in this study were happy with their care arrangementg'

i-general.

During the in-home interview, few parents complained. about

those aspects, of care they could control. Parents Were also frequently
more.optimistic about the success and effectiveness of the arrangements
than were their chj,ldren.
f

Satisfaction-by Household CharacteriStiCsn
We attempted to determine the socio-economic characteristics of
A

families who were most and least satisfied with their ,care arrangements.
Very satisfied households are; as expected, similan to thosewho reported
their needs, extremely well met. Whites reported satisfaction with
greater frequency than Hfpanics,however.. In fact, 'the Witspanic
response rate.of 75 percent.in this category was consistent-With its rate
'on needs being met extremely well. .AMerican Indiang were the least
satisfied group, with fully 62 percent reporting being
r.)
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somewhat or

EXHIBIT 4.12:

FEATURES LIKED AND DISLIKED BY REGULAR USERS OF EACH.TYPE
VIRGINIA

OF CARE:

Regular Care
Arrangements

Most Frequently Cited
Positive Features

Most Frequently Cited
Ne ative Features

Parent care

Being home with children
Supervision

38%
16%

Care by relative
in own home

Parent involved
Child is happy

22%

Care hi non-

Child is happy

32%

Child's. well-being

30%

Care by self
and self and
sibling

Fosters independence
in child
Cost

40%

Not home with
children enough
Supervision

2fit

Cate in relative's home

Convenience
Supervision

28%
17%

Care in non-/

Convenience
Cost

25%

Not home enough
with children

17?

23%

Educational activities
Supervision and
discipline
Convenience

44%
37%

Cost
Inconvenience

29%

relaE"ive.in

own home

relatives

16%

21%

home

Center-based
care

School,-based
care

Parent. iroolved

Activity
program

Parent .evolved
happy
Child
Copveniance

-

28%
51%

Education,: activities

,15%

A6%
31%

''..,

Supervision and
discipline

40%

Inconvenience
Cost

23%
23%

A3%

Only those feat res stated by at least Lia of the respondents using a
,given mode are eported.
This table should be read as follows:
38% of the parents In Virginia
regularly caring for their children, said they liked being home with the
children and fewer than 15% stated any common negative feature of this
arrangement.
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28%

16%

very dissatisfied, similar to their response on the "needs" question.

(Note, however, that American Indians constituted only 2 percent of the
weighted population.)

Married respondents were most often very satisfied, and widowed
and divorced or separated pe-sons were least likely to be satisfied.
Fully 28 percent of those who were widowed (also-a small number of
families) reported dissatisfaction with ,..heir children's care
arrangements.

Population density of area of residence was not related to
parents' degree of satisfaction.

The proport -in of parents reporting.

satisfaction varied by less than 7 percentage points among the residential categories--city, suburb, town, or rural area.

Of those reporting

dissatisfaction, suburbanites were most frequent, at about 5 percent.
1

Withiregard to employment status, families with all adults working
full-time were least likely to report that they were very satisfied with

their chqdren's care arrangements, although only 4 percent reported
.,.

problems with care.

Those families with one adult employed and one not-

employed ex ressed satisfaction with the greatest frequency.
Families' with middle and upper incomes reported satisfaction most
often.

Those who most frequently expressed dissatisfaction were earning

between $15,000 and 20,000 per year.

Many of these are likely to be

single adult families, who, as noted earlier, seem to be more dissatisfied than two-adult households.

Exhibit 4.13 shows the characteristics

of families reporting the greatest and least satisfaction with their
current care arrangements.

Do Parents Prefer Other Care Arrangements? 1/
Parents were asked what kind of arrangement, if any, they would
prefer over the current mode for each of their school-age children.

-JAI' of the preference data are based on children rather than households.
This is because respondents were asked their preferred mode of
care for each child.
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EXHIBIT 4.13:

TYPES OF HOUSEHOLDS WITH THE GREATEST AND LEAST
SATISFACTION WITH CARE, ARRANGEMENTS:
VIRGINIA

Household
Characteristics

Percentage
Reporting
Very Satisfied 1/

.

White

85

Married

85

One adult employed, one not
employed

91

Annual income $25,000 to 30,000 or
45,000 to 50,000

92

Household
Characteristics

Percent Reporting Some
Dissatisfaction

American Indian

62

Widowed

28

All adults employed full-time

4

Annual income $15,000 to 20,000

11

1 / Represents only those reporting most frequently.

This table should he read as follows:
85% of Whites in Virginia reported
being "very satisfied" with their current care arrangements; 62% of
American Indians in Virginia said they were somewhat or very
d.issatisified with current arrangements.
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Responses to this question were coded into one or more of the 17 modes
of care discussed earlier in Chapter 3.

The resulting data, like those

relating to meeting children's needs, referred to the child rather than
the parent.

Dissatisfaction with current care arrangements does seem to be
related to having a preference for other modes of care.

Almost 73

percent of children had pare is who voiced no preference other than the.

mode of care they are currently using; this is similar to the proportion
of parents who are very satisried with their care arrangements.

Of those

who did have a preference, care by mother was the most frequently cited
choice--for about 5 percent of the children.

The next favored mode was

public school-based programs--for more than 4 percent of the children.
Least mentioned as preferred modes were preschool center, combination
center, self-care, care by father, and care by both parents.
Exhibit 4.14 lists the preferred arrangements for all children.
Preference by Satisfaction
The relationship between satisfaction and having a preference is
illustrated below:

Percentage of Children
Whose Parents Voiced
a Preference

Degree of Satisfaction with
Current Care Arrangements

Very satisfied

19

Somewhat satisfied

53

Nbt too satisfied

98

Not at all satisfied

93

Among parents who were very satisfied and still stated a preference,
care oy mother, public school-based programs and community recreation
programs,were cited Most often.

Mother care was also preferred by more

parents whO'were moderately satisfied with their current care than

191.)
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EXHIBIT 4.14:

PERCENTAGE OF ALL CHILDREN WHOSE PARENTS PREFERRED OTHER
VIRGINIA
THAN THE CURRENT CARE ARRANGEMENT:

Percentage of All Children Whose
Parents Indicated a Preference
For This Arrangement

Preferred
Care Arrangement

Care by mother

5

Care by father

0

Care by both parents

0

Self-care

0

Care by other relative in own home

2

Care by nonrelative in own home

2

Care in relative's home

2

Care in nonrelative's home

1

Pre-school center

0

School-age center

2

Combination center

0

4

. Public school-based program
Private school-based program

1

Community recreation

3

Activities, lessons, etc.

1

Other

1

1% responded "don't know"; 73% had no preference other than mode
currently using.
In this'table zero is actually greater than zero, but less than 1 percent.
This table should be read as follows: 5% of all children in Virginia had
parents who would prefer care by mother to their current arrangement.
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any other arrangement.

A substantial proportion (65%) of children

whose parents were not too satisfied (a very small number) had parents
who favored care in a relative's home.
satisfied tended to prefer public school

Parents who were not at all
care programs.

Exhibit 4.15

shows the most frequently cited preferences by degree of parent
satisfaction.

Preference by Current Care Arrangements

Most of the analyses of preferences for other modes of care relied
on all modes included in the questionnaire so that greater specificity in
the description of preferences could be obtained.

The analysis of

preferences by current mode used, however, uses the collapsed modes,
denoting regular usage of a particular ca-e arrangement.
Parents whose children were regularly using care by a relative in
own home, parent care, center-based care, and school-based care were
least likely to state a preference for another arrangement.

Self-care

was the least favored mode, in that only 40 percent of children with this
arrangement had parents Who did not prefer another type of care.

This

was also the case for only one-half of the children who were in. regular
.care by a relative in his or her own home.

As noted previously, parent care was the most frequently stated
preference.

Sixteen percent of children who were in care in a relative's

home preferred center care, and 11 percent of-those in care in a
nonrelative's home had parents who preferred activity programs.
Interestingly, 40 percent of the children who used activity programs had
parents who would choose care in a relative's home.

The most frequently

stated preferences for children of regular users of each care arrangement
are listed in Exhibit 4.16.

Preference by Age of Child
Parents of children who are 9 to 11 years old are least likely to

prefer another.care arrangement, and parents of those who are 12 to 14
years old are most likely.

This might be related to the fact

197
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EXHIBIT 4.15:

PREFERRED CARE ARRANGEMENTS BY DEGREE OF SATISFACTION WITH
CURRENT CARE: VIRGINIA

Degree of Satisfaction

Very satisfied

Moderately satisfied

Not too satisfied

Not at all satisfied

Most Frequently Cited
Preferences

Mother care
Public school-based care
Community recreation

Percentage of
Children
Whose Parents
Cited These
Preferences

3
3

3

Mother care
Care by other relative
in own home
Public school-based,
care programs

15

Care in relative's home
Mother care
Care by nonrelative
in own home

65

Public school-based
program
Private school-based
program
Community recreation
Care by nonrelative
in own home

10
9

13

8

56
16
8
8

3% of the children in Virginia
This table should be read as follows:
whose parents were very satisfied with their current arrangement had
parents who stated a preference for mother care.

/

EXHIBIT 4.16:

PREFERRED CARE BY CURRENT REGULAR ARRANGEMENT:

Current Regular
Care Arrangement

Preferred Care
Arrangements 1/

VIRGINIA

Percentage of
Children
Whose Parents
Prefer These
Modes

Parent care

Care by relative in own home

Care by nonrelative in own
home

Self- and self- and sibling
care

Parent care
Activity program

7

Parent care
Activity program

14
12

Parent care

23

School

11
7

6

Activity program
Care in relative's home

Center
Parent care
Activity program

16
12
9
ti

Care in nonrelative's home

Center-based care

Activity program
Parent care
Center

11
10
9

In relative's home

9

School

9

Activity program

9

School-based care

Parent care

13

Acti(ity program

In relative's home

40

(-7

1/

Only those arrangements that were preferences for at least 5% of the
children whose parents regularly used a particular arrangement are
stated

This table should be read as follows:
7% of the children in Virginia
whose parents use care by a relative in their own home had parents who
would prefer parent care.
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that older children are more likely to be found in self-care, an
arrangement with which a fair proportion of parents expressed
dissatisfaction.

The proportion-of children whose parents stated a

preference by age of child is shown below:

Age of Child

Percentage of Children Whose
Parents Had a Preference

,

5 to 8

28

9 to 11

21

12 to 14

34

Somewhat surprisingly, the desire for care by mother increases with
the age of the child.

Mother care was the preferred mode for about 7

percent of the 12 to 14 year-old children, about 5 percent of the 9 to 11
year-olds and about 3 pertent of the 5-8 year-olds.

Perhaps this is'

related to a perception by some Orents that "day care" is inappropriate
for older children.

There are also very slight increases in the

preference for self-care and care in a nonrelatives,home with the
increase in child's age.

The reverse trend is true for all three'types

of centers--preschool, school-age, and combination.

The most frequently

preferred arrangements by age of child are illustrated in Exhibit 4.17.

Preference by Location

Because both satisfaction and how well parents' needs were met
were analyzed by household characteristics, and because there is a strong
relationship between satisfaction and having a preference, preferences
were not analyzed by household characteristics, with on'e exception.

It

seemed that the type of preference might be influenced by the kind of
area in which families resided--city, suburb, town, or rural area--so%
preferences were examined by household location.

206/
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EXHIBIT 4.17:

PREFERRED CARE ARRANGEMENTS BY AGE OF CHILD:

VIRGINIA

Percentage of
Children Whose
Parents Preferred

Age of Child

5 to 8

9 to 11

12 to 14

/

Preferred Care Arrangements

These Modes"

School-age center
Public school-based care
Care by other relative in own home'

5

4
3

Public school-based care
Care by mother.
Community recreation

5
5
3

Care by mother'
Community recreation
Public school -based care
. Care by other relative in own home
Care by nonrelative in own home

7
4
.3

3
3

Only those preferences given for at leas't 20 of the children in
an age category are shown.

This table should be read as follows:
5% of the 5 to 8-year-old children
in Virginia had parents Who would prefer school-age center to their
`current care arrangements.
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Suburbanites were most likely and city residents were least likely
to state preferences..

It is difficult to,explain why city dwellers as a

group are more satisfied with their current care arrangements.

Perhaps.

0.

the proximity or convenience of care might influence their satisfaction.

Our discussions with parents in their homes-indicated the importance of
support networks (i.e., neighbors who understand parents' needs and can
occasionally assist with child care), and it may be easier in
densely-populated areas to have support groups for assistance.
There wer.e few patterns it typecof care arrangement preferred by
.'residential location.

Care in a relative's home is preferred over mother

care for more children of city dwellers.

Public school-based programs

are the favored mode for children of suburbanites. . Town residents prefer
care by a relative in'their "own home more frequently than other
arrangements for their children.
,

Exhibit 4.18 lists the most frequently

stated prefererices by household location.
In sumr

y, parents seem to prefer their own care over any other

arrangement, regardless.of age of child and the type of care they are
currently using.

The vast majority of children did not have parents who

stated anyweferehce, indicating a high level of satisfaction wit'h
current care ai-rangemftts.

SATISFACTION AND PREFERENCES IN MINNESOTA

How Well Are Current Arrangements Meeting Parent and Child Needs?
Several related questions were asked of respondents concerning how
well thr family's needs were met by their current care arrangements.

First pareVt$ were asked how well all the regular,day care arrangeMents
they use meet the needs of each of their school-age children.

Then they

were asked how well the overall pattern of care they use meets their own
needs.

Finally, we inquired whether parents were unhappy with anything

about thecare they are using, and if so, we asked.them to specify the

EXHIBIT 4.18: PREFERRED CARE ARRANGEMENTS BY HOUSEHOLD LOCATION:

Household Location

City

Suburb

ToWn

Rural Area

/

Preferred Care Arrangements 1/

VIRGINIA

Percentage of
Children Whose
Parents Preferred
These Modes

Care in relative's home
Community recreation
Care by mother

6
4
3

Public school-based care
Care by mother
Care by nonrelative in own home
Community recreation

10

8
6

2

Care by relative in own home
School-age center
Community recreation
Public school-based care
Care in nonrelative's home

9

Care by mother
Activity program
Public school-based care
Commo,ity recreation
Care by relative in own home

6

5
2
2
2

.

4
4

4
3

Only those preferences given for more than 2% of the children
in a particular location are shown.

This table should be read 'as follows:
6% of the children in Virginia
whose parent's lived in a city had parents who would prefer care in a
relative's. home to their current arrangement.
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problems and concerns.

Response options to questions on how well

needs were met included extremely well, fairly well, not well, and not at
all

The majority of parents indicated that their current care
arrangements are meeting their own needs extremely well.

One mother of a

6-year-old boy summed up this feeling by saying her child's family day
care'home gave her "peace of mind" and allowed her to concentrate on her
Fewer than 5 percent reported that their needs were

job without worry.

not being met well or were-not-met at all.

This finding is not

unexpected since'parents tend to sacrifice their own convenience when
necessary to make satisfactory arrangements for their childr n.
support this conclu

To

on further, a slightly larger percentage of children

than parents them elves were reported to have their needs met extremely
well.

A comparison of these responses can be made by reviewing

Exhibit 4.19.

Overall, parents seem to respond that their current care

arrangements meet.their own needs.
s being met by

The coincidence of both parents' and children's ne

current care arrangements was very high. (See Exhibi
percent of the children had parents who belitved t.
to the same degree as their children's needs

own eeds were met

Moreover, a m jority of

parents felt both their own and their chil ren's needs were
well met.

Almost 74

.20.)

tremely

In terms of extreme discorglance between parents' a d

children's needs, the data below show that this was the case

or only a

few children:

PERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN WHOSE PARENTS FELT OWN NEEDS EXTREMELY
WELL MET AND CHILDREN'S NEEDS NOT WELL MET: MINNESOTA
Parents' Needs.
Extremely Well Met

Child Needs
Not well

00.07 4111

Not at all

00.26

Total

00.33

4.34

20

.

EXHIBIT 4.19:

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES ON HOW WELL NEEDS ARE MET--FOR
PARENTS AND CHILDREN:
MINNESOTA

Degree to Which Needs
Are Met

Percentage of
Parents

Extremely Well

Percentage of
.Children

62-

68

36

29

Not.Well

2

2

Not At All

0

1

100

100

4

Fairly Well

Total

fn this table, zero is actually greater than zero but less than 1%.
This table should be read as follows: 62% of the parents in Minnesota
responded that their needs were extremely well met and 68% of the
children had parents who responded that their children's needs were
extremely well met.

z

EXHIBIT 4.20:

HOW WELL PARENTS' AND THEIR CHILDREN'S NEEDS ARE MET:
MINNESOTA

Parent Needs (in percentages)
Extremely

Child Needs (in percentages)

Well

Fairly
Well

Not
Well

Not
At All
.!,

53

12

3

0

Fairly Well

9

20

0

0

Not Well

0

1

0

0

Not At All

0

1

0

0

Extremely Well

-

Total (all cells)

=

100%.

In this table, zero is actually greater than zero, but less than 1%.
This table can be read as follows: 53% of parents in Minnesota felt their
children's needs and their own needs were met extremely well.

XI
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This table shows that only one-third of 1 percent of the parents
who felt their own needs were extremely well met felt their children's
needs were not well met.

PERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN WHOSE PARENTS FELT OWN NEEDS EXTREMELY
WELL MET AND CHILDREN'S NEEDS NOT WELL MET: MINNESOTA
Child's Needs
Extremely Well Met

Parent Needs
Not well

4.66

Not at all

0.00

Total

4.66

These data indicate that only a few parents feel their children's
needs are much better met by existing care arrangements than their own.
How Well Parents' and Children's Needs Are Met By Current Modes of
Care
.

Families using before- and/or- after school care programs and
activity programs reported with the greatest frequency having their needs
extremely well met.

On the other hand, users of school-based care also

more frequently reported that their needs were not well met than users of
any other mode except care in a relative's home.

These disparate

responses may be related to very different programs in different schools,
or to certain parents having high expectations for these programs that
were not met.

Some parents were clearly enthusiastic about their

children's school-based programs.

One mother indicated that the cost

(530 a. week) was well worth the price and that she would continue using

this form of care even if the price increased.

Indeed, this mother was

delighted that her younger son would be eligible for enrollment in the
upcoming school year.

She was especially pleased with the activities

available for the children--they were well-rounded, challenging, and
offered a balance between structured and unstructured play.
it, the "kids had a chance to be just. kids."

As she put

In contrast, the mother of

an 8-year-old girl was not displeased with her daughter's school-based
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program, but found the hours of operation and the age mix of children to
be problems.

The school program lasted until 5:30 p.m., but by 5 p.m.

her daughter was often the only child left waiting to be picked up.

This

mother was especially concerned because she was just recently promoted,
which will mean longer hours and potential difficulties with child care.
The daughter also indicated that the younger children in the program got
more attention and that there were very few children her own age to play
Exhibit 4.21 illustrates parents' responses to how well their

with.

needs were met according to the mode of care regularly used.
Exhibit 4.22 illustrates how well parents thought their children's

needs_weremet by their current care arrangements.

For most

arrangements, parents tended -to-report_that their children's needs were

This was not the case, howeVe-rT-for---- -___

slightly better met than their own.

care by a relative in the child's own home or for self- and sibling
care.

With these two types of arrangements, some parents may put more

importance on their own convenience than on meeting their children's
However, for all arrangements, at least 94 percent of the

needs.

children's needs were being met at least fairly well.
percent of the parents

By contrast, 14

sing school-based care and care in a relative's

home felt their own needs were not being well met.

More than.half of all regular users of only three care
modes--school, parent and in'relative's home--report having their needs
extremely well met.

For users of all modes, however, on the average, 90

percent indicated that their needs were at least fairly well met.

Especially noteworthy is that parents using self- and/or self- and
sibling care did not seem displeased with that arrangement.

Families who

egularly used care in a relative's home and school-based care reported
p oblems with the greatest. frequency.

The majority of center users

re ort having their needs met fairly well, but only 12 percent said needs
met fairly well, but only 12 percent said their needs are met extremely
wel

Perhaps this is because parents have high expectations for center

.

ms or because of its expense when compared with other types of

prog
care.

Few

arents expressed unhappiness with anything about their care

arrangements.

This finding is further substantiated by the fact that

4.38
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EXHIBIT 4.21: HOW WELL PARENTS' NEEDS ARE MET, BY REGULAR CARE
ARRANGEMENT:
MINNESOTA

Parent Needs (in percentages)!

/

Regular Care Arrangement
Extremely
Well

Fairly
Well

Parent care

64

34.

2

0

Care by relative in own home

40

58

2

0

Care by nonrelative in own home

49

46

5

0

Self- and self- and sibling care

49

46

4

1

Care in relatiV0s-home

56.

31

13

0

Care in nonrelative's home

49

49

2

0

Center-based care

17

77

6

0

School-based care

76

11

13

0

Activity programs
(lessons; recreation, etc.)

74

26

0

0

Not
Well

Not At
All

_

percentages are rounded, therefore row totals may.not exactly
equal 100 percent.

1 / Cell

This table can be read as follows: 64% of parents in Minnesota who
regularly care for their children felt their needs were extremely well
met.
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EXHIBIT 4.22.: HOW WELL CHILDREN'S NEEDS ARE MET, BY REGULAR CARE
ARRANGEMENT: MINNESOTA

.

Child Needs (In Percentages)

1/

Regular Care Arrangement
Extremely
Well

Fairly
Well

Not
Well

Not
At All

Parent care

71

26

1

2

Care by relative in own home

37

62

1

0

Care by nonrelative in own home.

82

18

0

0

Self- and self- and sibling care

42

55

3

0

Care in relative's home

55

45

0

0

Care in nonrelative's home

48

49

3

.0

67

6

0

Center-based 'care

--____________28__ _

School-based care

85

14

1

0

Activity programs (lessons,
recreation, etc.)

74

26

0

0

1 / Cell percentages are rounded, therefore row totals may not exactly

equal 100%.

This table should be read as follows: 71% of children in Minnesota whose
parents regularly provide their own care felt their children's needs were
extremely well met by this arrangement.

only afew families said they had tried to locate some other care
arrangement(s) within the last year.

Among those who did, the most

frequently cited problems were generally perceived consequences rather
than features of the actual care arrangement.

Lack of supervision or

discipline and not enough time spent with children were the two most
frequent complaints.

One mother objected to her children watching

television all the time at their, family day care home.

Another was

unhappy that the older children in a day care home were being used to
watch the younger children.

Another mother recognized the difficult

nature of the situation; as she said, "you are never totally satisfied
with the way someone else takes care of your child."

Cost was only

mentioned as a problem relative to center-based care, and, surprisingly,
care in a relative's home.

Interestingly, parents did not cite problems

or concerns with danger or getting into trouble for children who are
regularly in self-

and/or sibling care.

There were only three care

modes for which more than 10 percent of the parents cited common
concerns--care in a relative's home, care in a nonrelative's home, and
The most frequently cited problems associated with

activity programs.

each care mode are shown in Exhibit 4.23.
Child Needs By Age of Child
Three age categories were used in our analysis of how well
children's needs were met by their care arrangements--5 to 8, 9 to 11,
and 12. to 14.

There was a fairly even distribution in the state across

these age groupings, with approximately one-third of all children in each
category.

A definite relationship exists between age of the children and how
well parents said their children's needs were met.

The likelihood of

needs being well met increased with children's age, as shown below:

Age of Child

Percentage of Children Whose Needs
Are Extremely Well Met:
Minnesota

-

5 to

8

---64-_

9 to 11

67

12 to 14

72

4.41
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EXHIBIT 4.23:

FEATURES OF REGULAR CARE ARRANGEMENTS THAT PARENTS
DISLIKE:
MINNESOTA

Regular Care
Arrangement

_Problem 1/

Percentage Reporting
This Problem

Lack of time for self
Lack of discipline

3

Care by'relative
in own home

Not_enough time spent with children
Lack of discipline

7

Care by nonrelative
in own home

Lack of time for self

5

Self and self and

Lack of supervision
Parents not home with children
Not enough activities for children

9

Parent care

sibling care

Care in relative's
home

Care in nonrela

Not enough time spent with children

3

4

5
3

Cost

13
6

Lack of discipline

11

tive's home
Center
School

Activity program

1/

Not enough activities for children

6

Cost

6

Lack of time for self
Not enough time spent with children
Lack of supervision and discipline

9

Lack of super4vision

4
3
11.

Only those problems cited by at least 3% of respondents using a given
arrangement are shown.
3% of parents in Minnesota who
This chart can be read as follows:
regularly care for their children cited lack of time for themselves as a
problem with this arrangement.
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More children in the 9 to 11 age group (5%), however, did not have
their needs met well than in the 5 to 8.(3%) or 12 to 14 (2%)
categories.

ProblemS with this middle age group could be due to certain
parents feeling their children need more stimulating activities than

younger children, yet are not mature enough for unsupervised situations.
Parents also worried about their older children getting into more serious
trouble, such as sex or drugs.

A single mother of two 13-year-old

daughters felt that as children got older it was even more important for
the parent to be around more.

This sentiment was echoed by another

divorced woman with a 12-year-old son and a 13-year-old daughter.

She

pointed out that as children enter their teens, they need supervised

programs even more, but at this same age the children.are let out of
school earlier and are on their own more.

A discussion of parents' and

children's attitudes toward ages and situations when children can be left
alone is in Chapter 6.

Parent Needs by Household Characteristics
Socio-economic data on respondent households in Minnesota were
subjected to cross - tabulations with the "parent need" variable.

No

multivariate analyses were conducted, so the findings reported in this
section are intended only to describe the respondent population relative
to their feelings of satisfaction with their care arrangements.
Explanations of certain responses are beyond the scope of this
analysis.

In terms of ethnicity, most (95%) of the respondents were White.

American Indians and Asians comprised just over 2 percent of the sample
for this state, and Black, Hispanic and other ethnic groups accounted for
less than 1 percent each.
in Minnesota.

This is consistent with the, overall population

The small number of minorities should be considered in the

following discussion (i.e., a large percentage represents just a handful
of individuals for all ethnic groups but White).

The Blacks in the sample reported experiencing problems in having
their needs met with greater frequency than any other group.

4.43
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Only about

29 percent said their needs were extremely well met, and a similar
percentage said that their needs were not well met.

By comparison, only

2 percent of Whites, the group with the next highest frequency of
reported problems, stated their needs were .lot well met.

Exhibit 4.24

portrays the ethnic distribution of respondents and the frequency with
which they reported their needs extremely well met.
Like ethnicity, the distribution of respondents according to

marital status was heavily skewed toward married respondents; this is
also consistent with general demographic characteristics.

More than

90 percent were married, with divorced or separated the next most
frequently-occurring status, representing approximately 7 percent of all
respondents in the state sample.

The small percentages in the other

categories--cohabitating, widowed, and never married--make generalizations
to these groups risky.

The majority of married respondents stated their needs were
extremely well met by their care arrangements.

This was the case,

however, for only about one-half of the divorced or separated parents,

and for only about one-quarter of the widowed respondents and for none of
those who were never married.

If any conclusions can be drawn from this

information, it seems that single-adult households find it more difficult
to obtain optimal child care arrangements.

One single mother discussing

her feelings toward the self-care situation of her children stated: "When,

two parents are together there is less guilt about leaving kids on their
own--among other things.
everything."

Single parents feel more guilt about

The distribution of households by marital status and the

frequency with which their needs are extremely well met are shown in
Exhibit 4.25.

Respondents are more evenly distributed across the several

employment status categories--all adults working full-time; one adult
employed, one not; no adult(s) employed; and other (e.g., all adults
employed part-time)--than they are for marital status and ethnicity.

Exhibit 4.26 illustrates respondent distribution and the percentage in
each category whose needs were extremely well met.

As expected, families

in which all adults are employed full-time seem to report the greatest
difficulty in having their needs well met.

4.44

In contrast, those with no
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EXHIBIT 4.24:

HOW WELL PARENTS' NEEDS ARE MET, BY ETHNICITY:

Ethnic Group

Percentage of Respondent
Population

MINNESOTA

Percentage Whose Needs Are
Extremely Well Met

White

97

61

Black

0

29

Hispanic

0

100

American Indian

1

88

Asian

1

100

Other

1

100

In this table, zero is actually greater than zero, but less than 1%.
This table should be read as follows:
61% of Whitd respondents in Minnesota
reported that their needs were extremely well met.
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EXHIBIT 4.25:

HOW WELL PARENTS' NEEDS ARE MET, BY MARITAL STATUS:
MINNESOTA

Marital Status

Percentage of Resi.ondent
Population

Married

Percentage Whose Needs Are
Extremely Well Met

90

64

Divorced or Separated

7

50

Widowed

1

Cohabitating

0

100

Never Married

1

0

,

24

In this table, zero is actually greater than zero, but less than 1 %.

This table should be read as follows:
64% of married respondents in
Minnesota felt their needs were extremely well met.
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,EXHIBIT 4.26:

HOWWELL PARENTS'.NEEOS ARE MET, BY EMPLOYMENT STATUS:
MINNESOTA
e.

C

Working Status
of Parents 1/

Percentage of Respondent
Population

Percentage Whose Needs
Are Extremely Well Met

Full-time

28

52

Mixed

41

67

.5

79

26

60

Not.wOrkin
Part-time

.,.

1/

Categories of working status were defined as follows: full-time--both
parents work full-time or a single parent works full-time; mixed--one parent
works full-time or part-time and theother parent does not work; not
working--both parents not working or a single parent not working;
part-time--both parents work part-time, or one parent works part-time and one
works full-time, or a single parent works part-time.
This table should be read as follows: 52% of the families in Minnesota with
all adults employed full-time felt their needs were extremely well met.
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employed adLpts report the greatest satisfaction, which probably
implies parent care. Families with one adult employed
nd one not are
*L

most likely mother-at-home situations, where parent
the predominant mode.

ta-ra

is probably also

In general, satisfaction seems to be related to

the presence of an adult in the household to care for children, and
therefore is probably also related to employment status.
The distribution of families by income was clOser to normal than
for any other sociodemographic variable. (See Exhibit 4.27.) A
noteworthy trend emerges when income is crossed with "parent needs."
Those at the higher and lowest income levels report with the greatest
frequency having their neelgsb met extremely well.

Middle and lower income
households most frequently stated their needs were not well met. (See
Exhibit 4.27.) One could hypothesize that these families probably
consist of either a single working adult or two working parents; which,
as shown above, seems to be negatively related to satisfaction with care
arrangements.
Location of respondent households--in city, suburb, town, or
rural area--also seems to be somewhat related to parents' satisfaction
with care arrangements. Overall, as population density increases,
satisfaction decreases.

This findirig should be viewed with caution,

however, as other family characteristics such as marital status and
employment status can be highly related to location.

Typically rural

areas are populated more than urban areas by married households with
mother-at-home.
Interestingly, among the small percentage of respondents
who repdrted their needs not well met, the residents of more

sparsely-populated areaspredominated.

Transportation to care

arrangements could affect these families' attitudes.

School closings and
busing also contributed to transportation difficulties associated with

school-based proNms.

During in-home interviews with families in urban
and suburban areas in Minnesota, several respondents indicated an
interest in enrolling their children in a school-based program, but were
unable to or unhappy with the arrangement because the school was not

convenient to the home or to the child's regular day school.
Exhibits 4.28 illustrates the trends in satisfaction by location?

4
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EXHIBIT 4.27:

HOW WELL PARENTS' NEEDS ARE MET, BY HOUSEHOLD INCOME:
MINNESOTA

Percentage
of Responbent
Population

Household
Income.

'

SO

Percentage
Whose Needs
Are Extremely
Well Met

Percentage
Whose Needs
Are Met Not
Well Or Not
At All

S4,999

1

68

6

9,999

5

62

5

10,000 - 14,999

11

61

4

5,000 -

15,000 - 19,999

20,000

24,999

58

8.

15

62

2

r

25,000 -.29,999

14

57

5

30,000 - 34,999

12

60

7

35,000 - 39,999

8

39

2

40,000 - 44,999

10

68

1

4

67

-0

12

62

0

45,000

50,000+

49,999

The two right columns do not total 100% because responses in the "fairly
well met" category are omitted.
This table should be read as follows:' Of the households in. Minnesota
earjiing less than $5,000 per year, 68% said their needs were extremely
well met and 6% said their needs were met not well or not at all.
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EXHIBIT 4.28i. HOW WELL PARENTS' NEEDS ARE MET, BY HOUSEHOLD LOCATION:
MINNESOTA

Percentage

Location

Percentage
of Respondent
Population

City

Suburb

k

Percentage
Whose Needs
Are Extremely
Well Met

Whose. Needs

Are Met Not
Well Or Not
Ai. All

24

57

1

24

59

2

Town

17

Rural. Area

35

4

66

3

The two right columns do not total 100% since responses "fairly well met"
ate omitted.
This table should be read as follows:
57% of city residents in Minnesota
said their needs were extemely well met.and 1% said their needs were met
not well or not at all.

In summary, Whites, married persons, families with at least one

adult not working, upper income families, and those living in rural areas
reported that their own needs regarding care arrangements were extremely
well met with the greatest frequency.

Those statin:; their needs were not

well met most frequently tended to be Black, living in single adult
households, living in families in which all adults are employed, in the
middle income group, and living in towns.

How Satisfied Are ParentsWith Their Current Arrangements for Their
School-Age Children?
A single question specifically relating to satisfaction was
addressed to parents.

Unlike the question on how well parents' needs

were met, this question asks how satisfied the respondent is with current
arrangements for all school-age children in the household.

The four

possible responses were very satisfied, somewhat satisfied, not too
satisfied, and not at all satisfied.

This is very different than asking

how well arrangements met parents' own needs.

As we saw with a

comparison of parents' responses on how well care arrangements met their
own needs versus those of their children, parents were somewhat more

inclined to feeltheir children's needs were better met than their own.
Thus it is not surprising to find that a greater percentage of
respondents said they were very satisfied with care arrangements for
their ciiildren than said their own needs were met extremely well.

The

degree of difference is puzzling, however, unless the "needs" question

carried a broader connotation to respondents than the care arrangement
itself.

Responses to the follow-up question "What were you unhappy

with?" would suggest this was the case; most answers centered on
perceived consequences of using the particular arrangement rather than
actual features of the care.

More than 87 percent of parents stated thgy

were very satisfied with their school-age care arrangements, and fewer
than one percent expressed any dissatisfaction.

(This compares to about

62 percent of parents who said their own needs were extremely well
met.)

Satisfaction by Type of Care Used

The majority of parents reported being very satisfied with their
care regardless of the type of care arrangements they were regularly
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using.

Parents who regularly care for their own children and those who

use activity programs were the most satisfied groups.

More than 80

percent of parents using school-based programs and care in a relative's
home said they were very satisfied.

The greatest dissatisfaction

occurred for parents using care in a relative's home.

Exhibit 4.29 shows

the extent of satisfaction by type of care.

Following the general question on satisfaction, parents were asked
to specify the features of their care arrangements they liked least and
best.

The most frequently mentioned problems did not, however, coincide

with the types of care for which-greatest dissatisfaction was reported.
For example, no more than 6 percent of those regularly using care in a
relative's home cited a particular problem.

In contrast, more parents

using care by a nonrelative in their own home (40%) than those using any
other type of arrangement cited negative features of that arrangement.

These parents disliked not being home with their children and the lack of
stimulating activities.

Twenty-seven percent of those using care by self

and/or sibling also reported a concern about not being home enough with
their children and 26 percent reported concern about the lack of
supervision.

Cost was a problem for 23 percent of center users.

A high proportion of parents using center and school-based
programs reported features they liked about their care arrangements.
Eighty-three percent of regular center users liked the educational
activities and 53 percent liked the convenience.
.

Among parents using

school-based programs, more than one-third cited parent involvement as a

positive feature, and 26 percent noted that the child was happy with the
program.

Over half of the parents providing care for their own children

specifically said they liked the fact-that they were home with the
children, and a large percentage of families using in-home care said the
child:was happy with the situation.

With regard to care by self or

sibling, a fair number (29%) felt it fostered independence in the child
and 15 percent said the child was happy with the arrangement.

The most

frequently mentioned positive and negative features according to parents
who regularly use each type of care are shown in Exhibit 4'.30.

4.52
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.EXHIBIT 4.29:

PARENT SATISFACTION BY TYPE OF REGULAR CARE:

IRegular
Care Arrangement

MINNESOTA

Parent Satisfaction 1/

Percentage
Very Satisfied

Parent care

Percentage Not Too
Satisfied or Not
At All S.itisfied

90

6

73

4

76

5

63

2

Care in relative's home

81

13

Care in nonrelative's home

62

4

Center-based care

71

0

School-based care

85

1

Activity program

90

0

Care by relative in own
home

Care by nonrelative in own.
home

Self- and self- and sibling
care

1/

Rows do not total 100% because responses in the "somewhat satisfied"
category are omitted.
This table should be read as follows:
90% of the parents in Minnesota
who regularly care for their children were very satisfied with this
arrangement and none reported being not too satisfied or not at all
satisfied.
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EXHIBIT 4.30:

FEATURES LIKED AND DISLIKED BY REGULAR USERS OF EACH TYPE OF CARE:
MINNESOTA

Regular Care
Arrangement

Most Frequently Cited
Positive Features

Most Frequently Cited
Negative Features

Parent care

Being home with children (52%)
Child is happy (16%)

Inconvenient (15%)
Good supervision (15%)

Care by relative
in own home

Child is happy (31%)
Good supervision (22%)
Fosters independence in child (15%)

Not home with children
enough (20%)

Care by nonrelative in own
home

Child is happy (44%)
Convenience (24%)

Not stimulating enough
for child (32%)
Not home enough with
children (40%)

-Care by self and
sibling

Fosters independence in child (29%)
Cost (21%)
Child is happy (15%)

Not home enough with
children (27%)
Lack of supervision (26

Care in relative's Convenience (31%)
Cost (24%)
home
Care in nonrelative's home

Convenience (51%)
Child is happy (27%)

Not home with children
enough (18%)

Center-based care

Educational activities (83%)
Convenience (53%)

Cost (23%)

School-based care

Parent involvement (38%)
Child is happy (26%)

Not home with
children enough' (24%)
Inconvenient (17%)

Activity Program

Parent involvement (53%)
Convenience (22%)
Cost (22%)
Fosters independence in child (22%)
Good supervision (22%)

Not home with children
enough (16%)

Only those features stated by at least 15% of the respondents using a given mode
are reported.
52% of the parents in Minnesota regularly
This table should be read as follows:
caring for their own children said they liked being home with the children, and 1
said this arrangement was inconvenient.
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Satisfaction by Household Characteristics

We attempted to determine the socio-economic-characteristics of
families who were most and least satisfied with their care arrangements.

Very satisfied households are, as expected, similar to those who reported
their needs extremely well met.
ethnic groups.

Blacks were the least satisfied of all

American Indians and Asians (100 and 93%, respectively)

reported being very satisfied more frequently than did Whites (87%).
(Remember all ethnic groups except Whites appear in very small
numbers.)

Widowed and never married parents were least often very satisfied
with their children's care arrangements, and married respondents were
most frequently very satisfied.

Divorced or separated parents, however,

stated that they were dissatisfied with the greatest frequency (about
6%)

Population density of residential area did not seem to be related
to satisfaction.

The proportion of families "reporting satisfaction'

varied by fewer than 6 percentage points among the residential
categories--city, suburb, town, or rural area.

Of those reporting some

dissatisfaction, suburbanites were most frequent--at fewer than 2
percent.

With regard to employment status, families with all adults working
stated least often that they were very satisfied
dissatisfaction with the greatest frequency.

and reported

All families with no a6ults

employed were very satisfied with their care arrangements.
Families with incomes above $40,000 were more often very satisfied
than those at other income levels.

Again, middle income families were

very satisfied least often, while those making less than $16,000 reported
dissatisfaction with the greatest frequency.

Exhibit 4.31 illustrates

the characteristics of families reporting the greatest and least
satisfaction with their current care arrangements.
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EXHIBIT 4.31: TYPES OF HOUSEHOLDS WITH THE GREATEST AND LEAST
SATISIFACTION WITH CARE ARRANGEMENTS:
MINNESOTA

Percentage
Reporting
Very Satisfied 1/

Household
Characteristics

American Indian

100

Married

90

All adults not employed

100

Annual income,) $40,000

95

Household
Characteristics

Percentage Reporting Some
Dissatisfaction 1/

Black

29

Divorced or Separated

6

All adults employed

2

Annual income< S5,000

6

1/

Represents only groups most frequently reporting.
This table should be read as follows:
100% of American Indians in
Minnesota reported being "very satisfied" with their current care
arrangements; 29% of Blacks said they were somewhat or very dissatisfied
with current arrangements.
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Do Parents Prefer Other Care Arrangements?2/
Parents were asked what kind of arrangement, if any, they would
prefer over the current mode for each of their school-age children.
Responses to this question were coded into one or more of the 17 modes of
care discussed earlier in Chapter 3.

The resulting data, like those

relating to meeting children's needs, referred to the child rather than
the parent.

Dissatisfaction with current care arrangements does seem to be
related to having a preference for other modes of care.

More than 87

percent of children had parents who voiced no preference other than the
mode of care they are currently using.

This is similar to the proportion

of parents who are very satisfied with their care arrangements.

Of those

who did have a preference, mother care was, as expected, the most
frequently cited, for about 4 percent of the children.

The only other

care arrangements for which more than 1 percent of the children had
parents who voiced a preference were care in a nonrelative's home and
public school based care.

Least mentioned as preferred arrangements were

care by other sibling, care by parent at the workplace, and private
school-based care.

(See Exhibit 4.32.)

Among those who were very satisfied and still stated a preference,
care by mother and care in a nonrelative's home were most often cited.

Mother care was also the first preference for parents were moderately
satisfied with their current care arrangements than any other mode.

2/

All of the preference data are based on children rather than
households.
This is because respondents were asked their preferred
mode of care for each child.
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EXHIBIT 4.32:

PERCENTAGE OF ALL CHILDREN WHOSE PARENTS PREFERRED OTHER
MINNESOTA
THAN THE CURRENT CARE ARRANGEMENT.:

Percentage of All Children
Whose Parents Indicated A
Preference For This Arrangement

Preferred Care Arrangement

Care by mother

4

Care by father

0

Care by both parents

0

Care by older sibling

0

Self-care

0

Care by other relative in own home

1

Care by nonrelative in own home

1

Care in relative's home

1

Care in nonrelative's home

1

Pre-school center

0

School-age center

1

Combination center

0

Public school-based program

1

Private school-based prograM

0

Community recreation

0

Activities, lesson, etc.

0

Other

0

40% responded "don't know"; 87% had no preference other than
current arrangement.
In this table, zero is actually greater than zero, but less than 1 percent:
This table should be read as follows: 4% of all children in Minnesota had
parents who would prefer care by mother, to their current arrangement.
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Preference by Satisfaction

The relationship between satisfaction and having a preference for
other care modes is illustrated below:

Degree of Satisfaction
With Current Care
Arrangements

Percentage of
Children Whose
Parents Voiced
a Preference

Very satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Not too satisfied
Not at all satisfied

8
42
67
100

A substantial proportion (26%) of children whose parents were not
too satisfied with current arrangements had parents who favored a
school-age center; the same percentage favored mother care.

Public

school-based programs were the overwhelming choice for the few parents
who were very dissatisfied with their current care.

Exhibit 4.33 shows

the most frequently cited preferred arrangement by degree of parent
satisfaction.

Preference by Current Care Arrangements

Most of the analyses Of preferencei for other modes of care relied
on all modes included in the questionnaire so that greater specificity in
the description of preferences could be obtained.

The analysis of

preferences by current arrangement, however, relies on the collapsed
modes, denoting regular usage.
Parents who were using'activity programs or parents and a
nonrelative in own home as regular arrangements were least likely to have
stated a preference for another mode.

Most likely to have a preference

were parents who regularly used care In a relative's home and center.

based care.

Comparing these data with responses on satisfacticn
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EXHIBIT 4.33:

PREFERRED CARE ARRANGEMENTS BY DEGREE OF SATISFACTION WITH
CURRENT CARE: MINNESOTA

Degree of
Satisfaction

Most Frequently
Cited Preferences

Very satisfied

Mother care
Care in nonrelative's home

Moderately satisfied

Not too satisfied

Not at all satisfied

Percentage of
Children Whose
Parents Cited
This Preference

3
1

Mother care
Public school-based programs
Care by other relative in own home
Mother care
School-age center
Care by both parents
Care in relative's home

Public school-based programs

.12
5

4
26,

26
8
8
,

100

This table should be read as follows:
3% of the children in Minnesota
whose parents were very satisfied 'ith current care arrangements had
parents who stated a preference for mother care.
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I.
with current arrangements, care in relative's home seems to be the
least favored mode among parents in this state.
In gensrel, pareht dare was the preferred choice for more children
than any other
rangement.
Interestingly, almost 40 percent of children

who were regularly cared for in centers had parents who preferred:selfor self- and sibling care, and 11 percent preferred school-based care.
Perhaps this is due to the cost of center care, inentited as a problem by

Aa fair proportion of parents who regularly use this Ode.

1.)..

most

frequently stated preferences for children.regularlyiln each type of care

arrangement areJisted in Exhibit 4.34.
..

,,,..?

%

Preference by Age of Child

Age of children is somewhat related to preference for another mode
of care--the likelihood of having a preference generally decreased as
child's age increased. The propoA4on of,children whose parents stated a
preferred mode of care by age -of child is shown below:

Age of Child

Percentage of Children Whose
Parents Had a Preference

5 to 8
9 to 11
12 to 14

16
12
10

Somewhat surprisingly, the desire for care by mother increase:: with
the age of the child. Mother :are was the preferred arrangc,,,'t for

about 5 percent of the 12- to 14-year-old children, &out 4 percent of
the 9- to 11-year-olds and aboUt 3 percent,of the 5-

8-year-olds.

This is the only arrangement for which preferences increase with child's
age.

Perhaps this is due to a feeling by .some parents that clay care is

inappropriate for older children.

The reverse,trend is true, however,

for a number of modes--telf-care, care in a nonrelative's home, preschool
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EXHIBIT 4.34:

PREFERRED CARE BY CURRENT REGULAR ARRANGEMENTS:

Preferred Care
Arrangement 1/

Current Rei ;ular

Care Arrangement

MINNESOTA

Percentage of
Children Whose
Parents Prefer
This Mode

Parent care

Care by relative in own home

Parent care

13

Care by nonrelative in own home

Parent care

7

,Self- and self- and sibling care

Parent care

9

Parent care
Center
Self- and self- and
sibling care
Nonrelative's own home

Care in relative's home

Center
Parent

Care in nonrelative's home

Center - based. care

School-based center

Activity program

17
16
12
11
9

7

Self- and self- and
sibling care

39

School

11

Parent

18

a

/
1 Only those arrangements that were preferences for at least 5% of the
children whose parents regularly used a particular arrangement are

stated.

13% of children in Minnesota whose
This table should be read as follows:
parents use care by a relative,in own home (4% of Minnesota sample) had
parents who would prefer their own .care:
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center, school-age center, combination center; activities and lessons,
etc., and care by parent in'the workplace.

TA most frequently preferred

care arrangements by age of child are illustrated in Exhibit 4.35.
Preference by Location

Because satisfaction and how well parents needs were met were both
analyzed by household characteristics, and because there is a strong
relaticinship between satisfaction and having a preference, preferences

with one exception were not analyzed by household characteristics.

It

seemed that the type of preference might be influenced by the kind of
area in which families resided -- city, suburb, town, or rural area--so

preferences by household location were examined.

Suburbanites were most likely, and rural residents were least
likely to have stated preferred modes of care.

This finding reinforces

the notion that care by mother, the arrangement preferred for more
children than any other, is most prevalent in rural areas.

There were few other patterps in type of care arrangement
preferred by location.

Care in a nonrelative's home is the most

frequently stated preference for children of city dwellers.

Perhaps this

is due to the presence of more single parent families in urban areas.

Exhibit 4-36 lists the most frequently-stated preferences by houfehold
localion.

In summary, parents, seem to

refer their own care over any other

arrangement, regardles.s.of location, age of child, and the type of.

arrangements they curr ntly have.

did not have parents

The overwhelming majority of children

state a ;y preference, indicating a high level of

satisfaction with current arrangements.

COMPARISON AND CONTRAST OF TRENDS IN BOTH STUDY STATES

How Well Needs Are Met
'In both Minnesota and Virginia, the majority of parents said their
needs were well met by their care arrangements.

4.63

A slightly-smaller
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EXHIBIT 4.35:

Age of Child

5 to 8

9 to 11

12 to 14

PREFERRED CARE ARRANGEMENTS BY AGE OF CHILD:

Preferred Care
Arrangement 1/

MINNESOTA

Percentage of
Children Whose
Parents Preferred
This Mode

Care by mother
School-age center
Care in nonrelative's home

3

Care by mother
Public school-based program

4

Cai..e. by mother

5

2
2

2

1/

Only those preferences given for at least 2 percent of the children in an
age category are shown.
This table should be read as follows: 3% of the 5 to 8 year-old children
in Minnesota had parents who would prefer mother care to their current care
arrangements.

EXHIBIT 4.36:

O

PREFERRED CARE ARRANGEMENTS BY HOUSEHOLD LOCATION:
MINNESOTA

Household Location

City

Suburb

Town

Rural area

/

Preferred Care
Arrangements 1/

Percentage of
Children Whose
Parents Preferred
This Mode

Care in nonrelative's home
Care by mother

4

Care by mother
Care in relative's home

7

Care by mother
School-age center
Community recreation

4

Care by mother

3

3

3

2
2

Only those preferences given for at least 2% of the children
in a particular location are shown.

Thii table should read as follows:
4% of the children in Minnesota whose
parents lived in a city had parents who pi.eferred care in a nonrelative's
home.
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percentage of parents in both states felt their own needs were
extremely well met than those of their children.

In Minnesota the likelihood of parents believing their children's
needs were extremely well met by their care increased with the age of
the child.

In Virginia there was a notable decrease in the percentage

of parents who said 1;ne needs of 12- to 14-year-olds were extremely well

The probability that children's needs were not well met, in fact,

met.

increased with the child's age in this state.

However, the percentage of

parents reporting_that their children's needs were not well met was very
small--only 1.55 percent in Virginia and 3.03 percent in Minnesota.

In both states, parents who used public school-based programs
reported with the greatest frequency that needs were extremely well met.

Other arrangements meeting a large proportion of Minnesota parents' needs
very well were parent care and care in a relative's home; in Virginia
parents' needs were met very well by center care, care by a relative in
own home, parent care, and care in a nonrelative's home.

Least pleased

were parents using care in relative's homeschool-based and center care
in Minnesota, and parents using self- or self- and sibling care and care
in a nonrelative's home in Virginia.

Few parents in either state cite features they disliked about
their current care arrangements.

Those who did usually mentioned the

consequences of using, rather than features of, a particular type of
care.

The most commonly mentioned problems were not being at home with

children and lack of supervision and discipline.

Only center users in

either state mentioned with any frequency cost as a problem.

With regard to household characteristics, the vast majority of
parents in both states were White and married.

In Minnesota, consistent

with the general population, more than 95 percent of respondents were
White.

Other ethnic groups comprise a larger share of Virginia's

population, with Blacks consisting of more thn 13 percent of the
respondent sample.

(These sample characteristics are similar to the

proportions of the various ethnic groups in the two states.)

The

majority of Whites in both states said their needs were extremely well
met.

Blacks in Minnesota were most discontented with more than
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28 percent (a very small number of families, however) reporting that
their needs were not well met.

This is in sharp contrast to Virginia,

where fewer than 1 percent of Blacks said their needs were not well met.
In both states, other ethnic groups comprised such small percentages of
the sample that generalizations are not warranted.

Widowed persons in both states reported the greatest problems
.

with having their care needs met.

For the most part, married persons

felt their needs were extremely well met more often than those in any
other marital status.

In Minnesota, a relationship appeared between the population

density of the residential area and how well parents felt their needs
were met--as population density increases fewer people report having
their needs extremely well met.

City dwellers did, however, report fewer

problems with having needs met than residents of towns, suburbs, or rural
areas.

This means a large proportion of city residents reported that

their needs were met to some extent.

No apparent.relationship exists

between population density and how well needs were met in Virginia.

Rural dwellers report having needs extremely well met with the greatest
frequency; town residents report more problems than any other group in
this state.

Only about half the families in either state who had all adults
employed,full-time reported that their needs were extremely well met.

The vas. majority of Minnesota families in which no adult was employed
said they were very pleased with their care arrangements, but less than
half of Virginia families reported this.

In both states single adult

households seemed to express dissatisfaction with their care arrangements
more frequently than those with two adults in residence.
Income does not appear to be highly related to parent
satisfaction with care arrangements.

In Minnesota families with the

highest and lowest incomes reported needs extremely well met with the

greatest frequency, and in Virginia this level of satisfaction was
reported by those with middle and higher incomes.

However, those stating

that their needs were not well met were most often middle and lower
income families in Minnesota and higher and lower income families in
Virginia.
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Satisfaction with Care Arrangements

More than 80 percent of parents in both states said they were very
satisfied with the care arrangements for their school-age children.
Fewer than 5 percent of parelits in either state reported that they were
somewhat or very dissatisfied.

The majority of parents report satisfaction regardless of the
type of care they are using.

In both states, however, a greater

percentage of parents regularly caring for their own children report that
they are very satisfied, than those using any other arrangement.

The most dissatisfied group were parents who regularly use care in
a relative's home in Minnesota, and activity programs, care by self- or
sibling, and center programs in Virginia.

The most frequently reported

problems did not, however, always coincide with the care arrangements for
which parents reported some dissatisfaction.

This was particularly the

case in Minnesota, where parents were least pleased with care in a
relative's home, and where no more than 6 percent of those using this
arrangement specified a problem.

By contrast, about one-third of those

using care in a nonrelative's home were concerned with the child's
well-being and felt the parents were not at home enough.

In Virginia,

while parents were least satisfied with activity programs, center care
and care by self or sibling, more problems were specified by those using
school-based care.

Interestingly, about one-third of center users in

Virginia said cost was a problem, compared to about one-quarter of the
Minnesota parents.

Parents using centers and school-based programs tended to be more
specific about features they liked than those using other arrangements.

Most often mentioned as positive features of center- and school-based
programs were educational activities, convenience, and parental
involvement.

Parents using in-home care were most likely to state as a

feature they liked the fact that the child was happy with the
arrangement.

Renarding the relationship of household characteristics to
satisfaction, there are similar patterns to those found for how well
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parent's needs are met with their school-age care arrangements.

Blacks

were the only ethnic group in Minnesota to report dissatisfaction with
any frequency (a very small number of families, however); in Virginia the
small group of American Indians were least pleased with their children's
care.

Single-adult households were least likely to be satisfied in both
states.

Divorced or separated parents in both states reported problems

with their care arrangements; however, widowed persons as a group
experienced the greatest difficulties in Virginia.
Population density of residential area was not related to
satisfaction.

The only pattern that emerged in both states was that

suburbanites most frequently reported that they were not satisfied with
their arrangements for their school-age children.

The proportion of this

group reporting dissatisfaction was slight, however--less than 2 percent
in Minnesota and less than 5 percent in Virginia.
In both states families in which all adults are working full-time
reported with the least frequency, being very satisfied.

They also

expressed some diss'atisfaction with the greatest frequency.

In general,

those families in which one adult worked full-time and the other did
seemed to be most satisfied with their care arrangements.

lot

This type of

family in all probability cares for its own children.
As we found with the analysis of how well parents' needs w "re

income bears little relationship to parents' satisfaction.

,

If any

generalization can be made, it is that lower middle-income families seem
to be least satisfied with their school-age care arrangements.

This

finding 11- probably related more to employment status and marital status

than to the level of household income.
Preferences for Other Care Arrangements
There is a fairly direct relationship in both states between
satisfaction with current care and stated preferences for another
arrangement.

More than twice as many Virginia as Minnesota respondents

who were very satisfied with existing arrangements stated a preference
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for other arrangements.

The majority of parents, however (87% in

Minnesota and 73% in,Virginia), stated no preference for another type of
care.

Among those who did, mother care was the most frequently preferred

alternative.

No other arrangement was preferred by parents for at least

2 percent of Minnesota children.

In Virginia, care by a relative in own

home, care, by a nonrelative in own home, care in a relative's home,

public school-based programs, and community recreation programs, were
cited as preferences for more than 2 percent of the children.
Those most likely to prefer another arrangement in Minnesota had
children who were regularly cared for in a relative's home or at a
center.

In Virginia parents who preferred another arrangement were most

likely to have children who regularly cared for themselves.

Although care by mother is the most frequently preferred
arrangement, children whose parents use center care in Minnesota tended
to have parents who prefer self-care and school-based care.

In Virgina,

children whose parents regularly use care in a relative's home preferred
center care, and a large proportion of those in activity program'; had
parents who preferred care in a relative's home.

Least preferred

arrangements in both states were care by father, care by both parents,
care by parent at workplace, preschool center, and combination preschool
and school-age center.

Among children whose parents wera very dissatisfied with current
arrangements, public school -based programs were favored by 100 percent in

Minnesota and by 56 percent

n Virginia.

Private school-based programs

were the preferred choice for an addit'onal 16 percent of Virginia
children'.

The likelihood of having a preference for another care arrangement
was greatest for children in the age 5 to 8 category in Minnesota, and
for the 12- to 14- year -olds. in Virginia.

This corresponds to the trends

for satisfaction found by age of child in both states.
In both states, suburbanites were more likely than their city,
town, or rural counterparts to voice a p-eference.

Mother care is the

favored arrangement, regardless of location, except for city dwellers in
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Minnesota, who more frequently preferred care in a nonrelative's home.
This could be because more single parents live in urban areas.

Another

exception to the preference for mother care is found among suburbanites,
who more frequently favor public school-based programs.
In general, the vast majority of parents in both states indicated
a high level of satisfaction with their current school-age care
arrangements.

Those who reported problems tended to have one or more of

the following characteristics: -member of a-minority ethnic group, living
in a single adult household, and living in a family in which all adults
work.
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5
HOW PARENTS FIND AND SELECT CHILD CARE

The process that patepts use to fi,d and select appropriate
arrangements for their children is an important aspect of any discussion
of child care usage.

This includes the way parents locate child care

(such as centers and family day care homes) and the considerations that
enter into their decisions to use a particular provider or child care
program.

As children get older their needs change, as do their

requirements for child care.

This chapter examines the process paren s

use to determine the type of child care suitable for their children.

It

also explores several tangential issues related to child care usage, such
as transportation arrangements, use of tax credits ,for child care, and

the employment preferences of parents who do not work.

VIRGINIA

Sources of Information about Child Care
Although in many families parents cared for their own school-age
children, a growing number of parents are using other forms of child
care--either as a supplement to,

or in lieu of, parent care.

Therefore,

it is important to understand how parents learn about other sources of
care.

Suppliers need to make their availability known to consumers.

,Consumers need to know what care is available to make informed choices.

The sources of information most often used by parents to find out about
their current care arrangements are presented in Exhibit 5.1.

5.1
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EXHIBIT 5.1:

SOURCES OF INFORMATION ABOUT CHILD CARE:

Source of Information
Friend
4
Neighbor
Public school system
Church/synagogue
Bulletin board notice
Feature on TV, paper, magazine, radio
Teacher
Relative
Center or caregiver ads
Yellow pages
Information and referral center (public)
Other
None

VIRGINIA

Percentage Using Source*
19
12
6

5
3
3
3

2
2
2.
1

2
10

*Multiple responses allowed.

19% of the households in Virginia reported
Table may be read as follows:
that a friend provided them with information about their current child
care arrangement.

As (he table indicates, a variety of information sources about

child care arrangethents were used by the families with all adults

employed full-time and by families who had tried to locate other care
arrangements.

Many sources were used.

The most often cited source of

information about child care was a friend (used by 19% of Virginia
households), perhaps the most trusted and easily accessible source to a
parent.

This was followed by a neighbor (12%).

households reported no source.

Ten percent of the

The remainder of child care information

sources were used by fewer than 6 percent of families.

The child care providers we pterviewed also reported "word-ofmouth" as their most effective advertising.

,

Although some parents.used

more formal meant, most did not report freqUent use of thosemethods.as
sources of information for their current care arrangements..

Information

and referral centers are not widely available in Virginia, hence the low
figure for that source.

In-home discussions with parents supported this

finding; in fact, many parents were unfamiliar with information and
referral services, and most had never used,one.

However, parents

supported the concept when it was explained to them.

The in-home conversations also provided support for the finding
that friends and neighbors are frequent sources of information.

Parents

indicated they would readily help a new neighbor find child care, and
most seemed to have a wealth of knowledge about lo4a1 options that they
were willing to share.

Considerations When Selecting Care
Although most parents (93% of Virginia households) had not tried
to locate different care arrangements for their school-age children in
the past year, parents considered a variety of factors when selecting the
child care arrangements they were currently using.

(See EXAibit 5.2.)

Of utmost concern was that their child be adequately superviSed; 45
percent of the households in Virginia mentioned this consideration.

It

was.also important to parent!: (24%) that the caregiver'sphilosophy of
childrearing be compatible

theirs.

.No other category received more

than 10% response, except 'other."

Parents considered several child-related factors with some
frequency:

that the child iik.2d Ms 3r her caregiver (8%); that the
R

n

EXHIBIT 5.2:

CONSIDERATIONS WHEN SELECTING CHILD CARE:

Consideration

Supervision is adequate
Provider agrees with parents' views on childrearing
Convenience of location
Provides
developmental activities and instruction
Child has freedom to do what4he or she wants
Child likes his or her caregiver
Cost
Safety/security, health, and welfare
Child can be with friends his or her own age
Convenience of hours available/flexibility
Child has games, toys, or'equipment to play with
Child can play outside
Facility in good condition
Child can read or study
Other caregiver qualities
Meals/child is well fed
Caregiver has desired ethnic or language background
Equipment aod materials are good
Other
None

VIRGINIA

Percentage
Responding*
45
24
9
9
.

9

8
7
7

6
6
5

3
3
3
2
2
1

12
7

*Multiple responses allowed.
Table is read as follows:
45% of the Virginia households indicated that
adequate supervision was a consideration in selecting their current child
care arrangement.

child could be with children his or her own age (6%); that
developmental activities were available for the child (9%); that the
child had freedom to do as he or-she wanted (9%); and that adequate
provisions were made to ensure the safety, security, health, and welfare
of the-child .(7%).

Parents also considered features of the facility such

as convenience of location (9%),.cost (7%), and convenience of
hours/flexibility (6%).

The in-home findings confirm that a great deal of consideration
goes into the selection process (although supervision did .not emerge in

the id-home interviews as the mostimportant consideration).

Parents

used different, terms to describe their considerations regarding care

selection, e.g., "shows interest," "makes child comfortable and keeps him
from getting bored," "shares conversation and love," and "caring."
Regardless of, the words used, the description frequently centered around
a child-oriented concern.

Cost was rarely mentioned spontaneously, and

even then parents noted it was of secondary importance.

Quality Child Care
IPOcc

Parents were asked to provide their definitions of quality child
care for schcrol-age children during the in-home personal interview.

Typically this item received more thought than any other. ,Quality child
care was defined variously as:
friendliness
real and caring

intelligent guidance
unde,'standing, and
loving.

One parent's definition was simply "someone who loves them as much
as I do."

These descriptions were typical of the responses.

Supervision

and guidance were mentioned, but not directly by most respondents.
was rarely mentioned.

Cost

One family, where both parents were present during

the in-home interview, provided an interesting contrast in pe,spective:

Mother, A loving, healthy, safe environment
Father:

Discipline, no-nonsense, common sense-

4) A r

"

a

Mothers typically responded with affective descriptions, and fathers

with more authorityoriented responses.
A few parents implied there was no such thing as quality child
care.

They felt there was no acceptable substitute for a parent, and

tat parents were obligated to spend the time and devote the necessary
attention to their children.

Transportation
Because transportation can be a problem when arranging child care- and therefore a consideration for parents when selecting-care -- families

that used outofhome care were asked how they transported children to
and from that care.

These responses are presented in Exhibit 5.3.

households (73%) used a parent's car or carpool.
bus.

Most

Many (56%) used a school

Walking (36%) and friend or relative driving (27%) were also modes

frequently used.

Only 9 percent of the families had transportation

provided by a caregiver.

Transportation was not the biggest problem parents mentioned

regarding-schoolage care, but the importance of convenience, including
minimal transportation difficulty, was often stressed.

The lack of

transportation problems was cited as a major benefit of inschool
extended day programs.

Both parents and providers, including competitors

of public schoolbased programs, mentioned this fact.

Reasons for Change in SchoolAge Care Arrangements
Only 4 percent of the families indicated they had changed their

schoolage care arrangements in the past year.

This is consistent, with

our finding that parents are satisfied with their current child care
arrangements.

(See Chapter 4.)

Reasons for these changes are listed in

Exhibit 5.4.

The reasons for change vary considerably.

Wanting change for the

child was cited by 23 percent of the households who had switched care in
the past :year, while losing a caregiver was cited by 20 percent.

costs were mentioned by 12 percent of the families.
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41

Rising

Another 45 percent

EXHIBIT 5.3:

MODES OF TRANSPORTATION USED:

Mode

/

VIRGINIA'

Percentage of Households

Parent's car or carpool
School bus

56

Walk

36

Friend's or relative's car

27

Caregiver transportation

9

Other modes

8

Bus or Subway

3

Cab

1

1/

Multiple responses allowed; based on responses from 41% of the sample.
Table is read as follows: Of the 41% of Virginia families using
out-of-home care, 73% used a carpool or the parents drove their children
to their child care arrangement.
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EXHIBIT-5,4:

REASONS FOR CHANGING CARE ARRANGEMENTS IN PAST YEAR:
VIRGINIA 1/

Percentage of Households

Reason for Change

Wanted change for child

23

Care provider moved/no longer
available

20

Cost of care went up too much

12

Family moved

3

Other (specify)

45

Don't know

10

1/

Multiple responses allowed; based upon responses from

of the sample.

Of the 43% of Virginia families who changed
Table is read as follows:
child care arrangements in the past year, 23% switched bdcause they
wanted a change for the child.

5.8

gave "other" reasons (among which there were no discernible patterns
or common trends) and 10 percent did not know why they switched.
The parent interviews in the field also indicated very low rates
of change regarding care arrangements.

Typical reasons Would include

necessity (caregiver or parent moved, child was too old for previous
program), "it wasn't working out," or dissatisfaction on the part of the
parent or child.
Most parents .indicated this' was not a common
occurrence.
They "shopped around" carefully and then made a selection
that usually worketi out satisfactorily, and with which they stayed until

circumstances required a change.

Factors Affecting Choice

Telephone respondents were also asked what prevented them from
using some other type of care.
in Exhibit 5.5.
care.

The responses to this question are shown

One-third of the households did not need another type of

An additional 22 percent could not use some other care arrangement

because of transportation difficulties.

Many households responding to

this question (20%) said nothing prevented them fr4 using another form
of care or that alternate care was not acceptable.

Specific difficulties

mentioned by the remaining respondents included cost of care (9%), not
enough time to find care (1%), and lack of information (2%).
Correlation coefficients were also obtained to determine what'

other factors may affect choice of child care.

One analysis examined

correlations between the type of information source used to find current
care and the type of care being used.

Another analysis examined the

correlation between current mode of care used and the care considerations
reported by households.

These analyses indicated:

Households using school-based care are concerned with
convenience of the care location and do not use other sources of
information on child care.
Households using a relative's home for care are concerned
with caregiver qualities.
Households using non-relative home care are concerned with a
child's opportunity to read or study, and they use bulletin
boards as a source for obtaining information about care.

25,,)
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EXHIBIT 5.5:

FACTORS PREVENTING USAGE OF OTHER TYPES OF CARE:

VIRGINIA

Percentage Responding*

Factors

33
22
20
20
14
5

Other care not needed
Transportation difficulties
Nothing
Unavailability of acceptable care
Cost of care
Don't know
Lack of information
Inadequate search time
Other

2
1

28

*Multiple responses allowed; 13% of sample (unweighted) responding.
Table is read as follows: Of the sample respondents in Virginia who
would like another type of child care (13%), 22% were prevented from
using the preferred arrangement because of transportation difficulties.

5.10
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Tax Credits

Of the 25 percent of the sample who paid for their child care, 84
percent were aware of the tax credit for child care.

Only 46 percent of

the households who paid for care and were aware of the credit had
actually claimed a credit in 1981.

Most of those who did not claim a

credit said they were not eligible (74%), did not know enough about the
credit to apply for it (33%), or did not feel it was worth the time
required to get what they were entitled to (19%).
presented in Exhibit 5.6.

These data are

Although these data have not been analyzed by

demographic variables, the in-home personal interviews seemed to indicate
that more middle and upper class households are aware of and use the tax
credits than lower income families.

Nonworking Parent

The nonworking parent, in the households which had one (25% of the
sample), was asked about preferences regarding work or being at home.

Of

those asked, 69 percent preferred to stay at home, 29 percent preferred
to work, and 2 percent responded "don't know."

Of those who did not

prefer to stay at home, 40 percent stated that caring for their children
kept them from getting a job outside the home.
Few of the personal interviews with Virginia families involved an
at-home parent since the focus of this study was child care users, most
of whom are working parents.

In the few households with a parent at

home, usually a mother, we were told they generally preferred to be at
home, although they also spoke of possible plans to return to work when
the children were older.
Parents were .also asked if they had lost a job within the past

year'because of child care requirements.
was the case.

Only 5 percent reported this

Other than reducing family income, there was no consistent

family impact as a result of that change.
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EXHIBIT 5.6:

REASONS FOR NOT CLAIMING CHILD CARE TAX CREDIT:

VIRGINIA

Percentage of Households
Who Paid for Care But Did
Not Claim Tax Credit

Reason

Weren't eligible or didn't qualify

74

Didn't know enough about the tax
credit

33

Didn't file a tax return

19

Felt it was not worth the effort
for the amount spent

8

Other

5

Did not want to file the long form

1

1/

Responses total more than 100% since multiple answers were allowed;
'based on responses from 12% of the sample.
able is read as follows: Of the Virginia families who paid for care and
were aware of the tax credit but did not use it (12% of the sample), 74%
did not claim a tax credit because they were ineligible.

2$3
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MINNESOTA

Sources of Information about Child Care

A potehtial obstacle to identifying and selecting appropriate
child care is the lack of information about child care facilities.
Family day care homes, centers, and other school- or community-based
programs must in some Way advertise to families so that parents are aware
of their availability.

During the telephone interview, families with all

adults employed full-time and those who had tried to locate other
arrangements in the past year were asked how they found out about their
current child care arrangement.

Exhibit 5.7 shows the answers to this

Question.

The most common source of child care information was a friend; 18
percent of the families indicated that a friend helped them find child
care.

The public, school system was also used--by 6 percent of the

families in Minnesota.

This number probably reflects a higher prevalence

of public school-based programs and the attendant "advertising" through
the schools as to the availability of these programs.

Other informal

referral sources included relatives (5%) and neighbors (5%).

An

additional 5 percent of the households indicated receiving child care
information from formal channels such as television, newspaper articles,
radio, or magazines.

Center or caregiver ads were mentioned by 1% of the

households; teachers (3%) and churches or synagogues (2%) were ranked
above this type of advertising.

This list of information sources is also instructive for what was
not mentioned--notably the yellow pages and information and referral
services.

Chapter 8 addresses publicity from the point of view of the

provider.

Informal interviews with providers in family day care homes,

centers, and school-based programs indicated that word-of-mouth was their
most effective form of publicity.

This corresponds with the information

from parents who reported using friends, relatives, and neighbors more
often than most other sources of information on child care.
providers also care.

Child care

Child care providers also mentioned the yellow

pages and other advertising as methods they used to publicize their
services.

According to the telephone survey information, however, these

sources of information do not arfilip4 to be widely used by parents.
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EXHIBIT 5.7:

SOURCES OF INFORMATION ABOUT CHILD CARE:

Source of Information

MINNESOTA

Percentage Using Source*

Friend
Public school system
Relative
Neighbor
Feature on TV, paper, magazine, radio
Teacher
Church or synagogue
Center or caregiver ads
Private school system
Welfare office
Counselor
Co-worker
Public information office
Visited center
Other
None

18
6
5.

5
5
3

2
1
1

2
1

1
1

2

15

"Multiple responses allowed.
Table may be read as follows:
18% of households in Minnesota reported
that a friend provided them with information about their current child
care arrangement.
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Similarly, a few providers mentioned using information and referral
services, but none of the parents indicated this as an information source.

Considerations When Selecting Care
Most parents had not tried to locate other child care arrangements
(only 3%); this is consistent with the high satisfaction parents
indicated with their child care arrangements.

(See Chapter 4.)

When

selecting their current child care arrangement, parents reported a
variety of considerations, as shown in Exhibit 5.8.

As in Virginia,

parents in Minnesota were primarily concerned that their child be
adequately supervised; 41 percent of the families mentioned this
consideration.

It was also important to parents (19%)' that the

caregiver's philosophy of childrearing be compatible with theirs.

Parents considered several childrelated factors with some
frequency:

that the child liked his or her caregiver (11%); that the

child could be with children his or her own age (8%); that developmental
activities were available for the child (7%); and that the child had
freedom to do as he or she wanted (7%).

Parents also considered features

of the facility such as convenience of location (10%), cost (7%), and
convenience of hours/flexibility (7%).

More detail on the selection process was obtained during inhome
interviews.

As one parent described it, she had a "rational and

intuitive list" that she went through in her mind when deciding on child
care.

On the rational side, she considered factors such as cleanliness,

food, and safety.

Entering into her decision was also her intuitive

feeling about the place and the people there.

Several parents indicated a distinct preference for a home
atmosphere, although these situations tended not to be as reliable
(sitters go on vacation) and the educational programs in centers were
considered attractive.

One oarent said she had learned how to be a

better mother by knowing her family day care provider.

Another mother

listed a series of questions sometimes overlooked when deciding on child
care:

how are the children fed?

is the house "child safe"?

provider accommodate special diets?

will the

does the provider keep good medical

5.15
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EXHIBIT 5.8:

CONSIDERATIONS WHEN SELECTING CHILD CARE:

MINNESOTA

Percentage
Responding*

Consideration

Supervision is adequate
Provider agrees with parents' views on childrearing
Child likes his or her caregiver
Convenience of location
Child can be with friends his or her own age
Cost
Convenience of hours available/flexibility
Child developmental activities and instruction available
Child has freedom to do what he or she wants
Safety/security, health, and welfare
Child has games, toys, or equipment to play with
Child can play outside
Meals/child is well fed
Facility in good condition
Equipment/materials are good
Caregiver has desired ethnic or language background
Child can watch TV
Child can read or study
Other caregiver qualities
Other
None

*Multiple responses allowed.

aa
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41
29
11

10
8
7
7
7
7
5
3
3
2
1
1
1

1
1

1

12
17

records'on the children?
development?

does she talk about the children and their

This same parent also pointed out that if the house is

totally immaculate, this may not be a good sign.

It may indicate that

the provider is spending *rrie doing housework rather than caring for the
children.

Quality Child Care

Minnesota parents participating in the inhome interviews were
also asked to define quality child care.
decribing caregiver characteristics:

One mother responded by

a loving person, patient, gentle,

firm, able to discipline and give guidance.

Another parent felt it was

important that the staff enjoy what they were doing and to have an age
mix of children so that younger and older children get to know each
other.

One of the families interviewed in Minnesota suggested a plethora
of characteristics of a quality care situation, including:
staff sensitivity
supervision

"light" organization--not regimented; different from school
activities
some routine, but with options for quiet or vigorous
activities, with or without an adult
sufficient space (more space for older children)
reasonable number of children participating
mixed ages of children (it was pointed out that such a
mixture does not automatically work out well; planning and skill
are required on the part of the caregivers).
The father in this family had particularly

Long

feelings about

television and felt it was "an abomination to use television to
anesthetize kids."

The mother placed special emphasis on the importance

of stability of care to the children.

"They should not have to be

constantly -put in strange situations or co something different each day,"
she said.

She retold an ancedote about a child she knew who attended the

school where she was a teacher.

The child had a compliCated child care

5.17
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schedule and became confused about what she was to do after school.

As

the child was leaving school each day, she would ask the teacher, "Which
way do I go?"
Transportation

Because transportation can enter into decisions about selecting
child care, families that used out-of home care were asked about the
'forms of transportation they used to get their school-age children
from care.

These findings are presented in Exhibit 5.9.

to and

Parent's car- or

carpool (65%), school bus (48%), and walking (48%) were frequently used.
Transportation provided by .the caregiver was used by 18 percent of the
households.

Transportation became an issue with school-based child care
programs because of busing and school closings in. Minneapolis.

Children

did not necessarily attend schools in their-neighborhood.

Furthermore,

not all schools offered before-and-after-school programs.

Therefore some

children were unable to attend, or it was inconvenient for them to attend
a school-based program because of transportation difficulties.

This

problem, discovered-during in-home interviews, is contrary to the typical
conception.of school-based programs--which are usually thought to be

a

more convenient form of child care because of their location and lack of
transportation needs.

Reasons for Change in School -A'e Care Arrangements

Again consistent with satisfaction data, only 5 percent of the
Minnesota households reported that they had changed their school-age care
arrangements in the past year.

The reasons these families changed are

presented in Exhibit 5.10.

The reasons for such changes varied.

Care provider moving seemed

to be frequent, as did "wanting a change for child," usually because the
child was growing older.

Economics was also a factor, either 1:4cause of

rising costs or rising unemployment.

More than a third of the respondents

had other reasons, but no consistent response pattern appeared in these
answers.

5.18
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EXHIBIT 5.9:

MODES OF TRANSPORTATION USED:

MINNESOTA

Mode of Transportation

Percentage of Households

Parent's car or carpool

65

School bus

48

Walk

48

Friend's or relative's car

24

Caregiver transportation

18

Other modes

17

Bus or subway

4

Cab

1

1/

Multiple responses allowed; based on responses from 49% of the sample.
Table-is read as follows: Of the 49% of Minnesota families using
out-of-home care, 65% used a carpool or the parents drove their children
to .their child care arrangement.
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EXHIBIT 5.10:

REASONS FOR CHANGING CARE ARRANGEMENTS IN PAST YEARS:
MINNESOTA 1/

Reason for Changing

Percentage of Households

Care provider moved or no longer
aiailable

25

Wanted change for child

20

Lost job

14

Ccst of care went up too much
Other (no consistent response noted)

Don't know

9

35
1

1/

Multiple responses allowed; based on responses from 5% of the sample.
Table is read as follows: of the 5% of the families in Minnesota who
changed child care arrangements in the past year, 25% switched because
the caregiver moved or was otherwise unavailable.

The parent interviews also corroborated this low turnover of care
arrangements.

Parents usually found an arrangement they were comfortable

with and stayed with it until circumstances changed.

A few families

indicated that their children had requested a change; in

case the

children wanted to take care of themselves rather than stay in a formal
program.

Another family had recently changed child care because the

family moved to another part of the city.

Factors Affecting Choice
Telephone respondents were also asked what prevented them fi.om
usi.ig some other type of care.

in Exhibit 5.11.

The responses to this question are shown

Most of the families responding,to this question said

nothing prevented them from using another form of care (14°1) or that

alternate care was not needed (47%).

Specific difficulties mentioned by

the remaining respondents included unavailability of acceptable care
(9%), cost of care (9%), not enough time to find care (4%), and
transportation difficulties (2%).

Correlation coefficients were also obtained to determine what
other factors may affect choice of child care.

One analysis examined

possible interactionsjetween the type of information source used
current care and the type of care being used.

This analysis : ndicated

that:
1.

2.

3,

Ppople currently using center care tend to use the following
sources to obtain information on child care:
a)

professional individual referrals

b)
c)

wel fare ..offi ce

d)

public school system

e)

neighbors

child advocacy groups

People currently using family day care homes tend to use the
following information sources:
a)

parentplaced ads

b)

neighbors

People currently using a nonrelative inhome arrangement
(e.g., housekeeper or babysitter) tend to use a doctor for a
source of information.

F;(3-1
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EXHIBIT 5.11:

FACTORS PREVENTING USAGE OF OTHER TYPES OF CARE:

MINNESOTA

Percentage Responding*

Factors
Nothing.

Unavailability of acceptable care
Cost of care
Inadequate search time
Transportation difficulties
Other
Don't know
Other care not needed

,

14
9.
9
4

2
1

20
47

*Multiple responses allowed; 13% of sample (unweighted) responding.
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Another analysis examined the correlation between the current care
arrangement and the care considerations reported by households.

This

analysis indicated:
1.

2.

Households using center care tend to consider the followi
factors when selecting care:
a)

convenience of hours/flexibility

b)

convenience of location

c)

availability of developmental activities/instruction.

Households using family day care homes consider the child's
liking his or her caregiver an important selection factor.

Tax Credits
Although only 24 percent of the Minnesota households in our sample
paid for child care, more than 82 percent of those who did pay were aware
of the tax credit for such care.
credit claimed it in 1981.

Only 60 percent of those aware of the

The primary reason for those who did not

claim the credit (but who were aware of it) included:
ineligibility (75%),

_

not worth effort for amount spent (19%), and
not knowledgeab3e enough (14%).

These data are presented in Exhibit 5.12.

Nonworking Parent
Minnesota households that had a nonworking parent (24% of sample)
usually indicated that this was the preferred situation.

About 59

percent of families with a nonworking adult, usually the mother,
indicated that the nonworking adult preferred to stay home.. Another 37
percent of the nonworking adults stated they would prefer to work outside
the home but were not now. doing so.

Four percent of the households were

uncertain of their preference.

Most of those who preferred to work outside the home (76%) were
not restricted from doing so because of child care requirements,
although 24 percent reported that their child care requirements did keep
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EXHIBIT 5.12:

REASONS FOR NOT CLAIMING CHILD CARE TAX CREDIT:
MINNESOTA

Reason

Percentage of Households Who
Paid for Care But Did Not
'laim Tax Credit 1/

Weren't eligible or didn't qualify

75

Feel it's not worth the effort for
the amount spent

19

Other

16

Didn't know enough about the tax
credit

14

Didn't file a tax return

3

Didn't want to file the long form

1

1/

Responses total more than 100% since multiple answers were allowed;
based on responses from 7% of the sample.
Of the Minnesota families who paid for care
Table is read as follows:
and were aware of the tax credit but did not use it (7% of the sample),
75% did not claim a tax credit because they were ineligible.

them from working outside the home.

Few respondents (1%) reported
Those

they had lost or left'a job because of child care requirements.

respondents indicated the loss resulted in reduced family income and more
free time or time with family if it had any impact at all.

Summary

Informal and trusted channels of communication--such as friends
and neighbors--were the primary sources of information that Minnesota and
Virginia parents used to locate their current child care arrangements.
Information. and referral services were used infrequently in Virginia and
were not reported at all

in Minnesota, although parents in both states

were in favor of making such services more available.

When selecting care, parents often mentioned such considerations
as adequate supervision and caregiver's childrearing philosophy.

Quality

child care was typically described by characteristics of the caregiver
such as "lovjng," "friendly," "gentle," "firm guidance," and "patient."
Parents in.both states appeared to select their child care

cautiously and then continued to use that care arrangement. Very few
families had changed their care arrangement in the past year.

In the few

instances where there was a change in the form of care, it was usually
because the caregiver moved (or was otherwise unavailable), or it was to
provide the child with a change.

Few families reported any barriers to using other care
arrangements; of the parents who were prevented from usirg some ether
type of care, transportation difficulties, c..st, and unavailability of

acceptable care were the obstacles mention.A most often.

Approximately the same proportion of families in Minnesota and
Virginia paid for child care and indicatc::. an awareney, of the tax credit
for child care.

However, more families in Minnesota than in Virginia

claimed the tax credit.
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FAMILIES USING SELF- OR SIBLING CARE FOR
THEIR SCHOOL-AGE CHILDREN

Self -care by schboj=age children is one of the major concerns of

As indicated in Chapter 1, recent

those who work in-the day care field.

studies have found substantial incidences of actual and alleged self-care
and have revealed ,7arious potential problems.

Because of the importance

of this issue an':' the lack of empirical data on the subject, this study

was designed tc answer several questions about self/siblingcare:

how

many childrer care for themselves, at what ages they start, how many do
so regularly and for how long.
that typi

arise, and what possible benefits result are also areas

addresser' by this study.

use am:

Now well such arrangements work, problems

Additional topics include the rules families

.vice parents have for other families.

To shed light on these

:..;.acial attention was paid to the topic of self-care during both
1/

hm, and teleph--ii:.

Families who indicated they had school-age children who took care

themselves,or who hA children under 15 caring for younger siblings,
e7 asked a series of special questions-about this form of care during
the telephone interview.

This chapter presents the findings of that

branch of the interview for households in each state.

1/

Note that any use

The purpose of the in-home interviews was to collect additional
anecdotal information from a small sample of families with care
Since this in-home sample was small and not
arrangements of interest.
selected randomly, no weights or data tables for the in-person
interv:::.w findings are given.
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,of self-care qualified a family for this series of questions.

Not all

children of parents who responded to these questions should be considered'

regular users of this type of care, nor should the children who used
self-care automatically be considered "latchkey" children, a term usually
implying regular use of this mode of care.

It is also likely that the

incidence of self/sibling care was underreported in the telephone
interviews since, for various reasons, parents may be reluctant to
indicate that their children take care of themselves during specified
time periods.

VIRGINIA

Satisfaction

More than 21 percent (unweighted) of the parents in our sample,

representing 14 percent (weighted) of the families in Virginia, used
self- or sibling care at least part of the time.

To determine how well

self-care for school-age children seemed to work out in each family, we
asked parents to indicate how s 4isfied they were with their situation.

As with most other types of care, these families indicated their
self-care situations were working out satisfactorily (53% extremely well,
33% fairly well).

Only two families responded negatively (one "not too

well," one "not well at all").

One family responded "Don't know."

Almost all these families (90%) felt there were advantages to
self- or sibling care.
mentioned.

Exhibit 6.1 presents the benefits parents

Most parents (89%) felt self-care increased independence, and

half (50%) thought their children learned new survival skills.
benefits were mentioned by only a few parents.

Other

One parent objected to

using the word "benefit," saying they were more "effects" that ;ad been
observed.

None of the parents reported their children were unhappy about
this type of care, although 27 percent reported mixed feelings by their
children and 7 percent reported "don't know."

9r.
6.2 4,08

The balance said their

EXHIBIT 6.1:

BENEFITS OF SELF-CARE:

Benefit of Self-Care

VIRGINIA

1/

% of Households-

Increased independence

89

Learning new survival skills

50

Increased parent/child trust

16

Quiet time for child
Other

Don't know

6

20
1

1/These percentages are based on the 21% of the sample who responded
to the self -care section of the instrument.
The 89% entry should be interpreted as follows: 89% of the families in
Virginia who have school-age children in self- or sibling care and who
feel there are benefits of such care report increased independence as a
benefit.

children were extremely happy (26%) or mostly happy (40%) about such
an arrangement.

This topic was also addressed in
parents in their homes.

he personal interviews with

Parents seemed a little more open about

discussing some of the negative aspects of self-care, but most were
happier" with this than with any alternative.

The minimal dissatisfaction

they felt was not enough for them to seek other alternatives.

In terms

of child satisfaction, parents and children frequently reported the
children had lobbied for such arrangements.

Problems and Worries
Parents with children who cared for themselves were asked if they
had particular worries connected with this situation.

For each worry

mentioned (e.g., fires, boredom) the parent was also asked if the worry
had ever been an actual problem--that is if it had ever happened.

r
Only 12 percent of the families in the total sample of Virginia
telephone respondents used self- or sibling care and indicated they had
specific worries about this situation; even fewer reported that their
worries were, in fact, real problems.

Looking just at the subsample of

parents using self- or sibling care, more than half (54%) had some
particular worry when their children were alone. Forty percent of the
self- Qr sibling -care-families_reported_they had no worries.

Exhibit 6.2

lists the concerns cited by parents.

Many parents had concerns that had not become problems.

Thirty-seven percent of the self/sibling care families worried about
accidents, but had not had an actual problem with accidents, while
9 percent also reported accidents as a problem.

About 14 percent of the

families worried about fear or anxiety by their child, but no one
reported it as a problem.

Sex exploitation was a concern for 5 percent

of the parents and drugs for 4 percent, but neither was reported as a
problem by any parents.
homework.

In contrast to this trend was neglect of

Every parent who reported worrying about it also reported it

as a problem (6%).

6.4
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EXHIBIT 6.2:

PARENT CONCERNS WHEN CHILDREN ARE WITHOUT ADULT
SUPERVISION:

Concern

Accidents
Juvenile deliquency/
peer group concerns
Too much TV
Nutritional concerns
Drugs

VIRGINIA1 /

Percentage
Worried (Not Problem)

Percentage
Problems (and Worry)

37

9

4

5

4

Alcohol
Sex exploration
(with or by peers)

Sex exploitation with or
(by adult/older child)
Homework neglected
School/grade problems
Truancy (cutting or
skipping school)
Other problems in school
Loneliness
Boredom
Fear/axiety
Child feels unloved
Other emotional problems
Chores neglected
Fighting with siblings
Rule violation
Wear and tear on house
Fire

Intruders
Other

/

5
6

1

2

1

2

14
1
1

-

1

3

2

4'

5

1

8

15

3

17

6

These percentages are based on the 12% of the sample who respc
this item.

-4

J to

The first table entries should be interpreted as follows: Of the
families in Virginia who use self/sibling care arrangements and who
report having particular problems or worries, 37% worry about accidents,
while another 9% have had a problem (as well as a worry) with accidents.
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Data from the personal interviews generally corroborated the
pattern presented here, although talking with the children usually
revealed sibling fighting to be very frequent and more of a problem than
reported by parents in the telephone interview.

Younger siblings seemed

to be the most affected family members.

Effects of Self-Care

More thin half the parents whose children supervised themselves (56%)
reported that this arrangement allowed the parents to do things they
would otherwise not be able to do.

Work, specific household tasks, and

free time for civic or recreational activities were frequently
mentioned.

During the personal interviews parents also mentioned that

the self-care arrangements freed them up for social activities (such as
dating for single parents), overtime work, and educational pursuits.
Parents were also asked at what age their children began
self-care; only 94 parents could recall the age-(87% of the families
using self/sibling care).

(Because this number is too'small for accurate

percentages to be derived-,-100 respondents was the cut off--only raw

frequencies are reported in this section on age at which children began
to care for themselves.)

Fifteen parents reported their children were

caring for themselves by age 7, while 29 parents reported ages between 8
Another 49 households reported their children began taking care

and 10.

of themselves.betwc,,en ages 11 and 13, and one parent said at age 14.

All parents in the Virginia sample were asked at what ages they
would leave a child alone in their neighborhood for various lengths of
time.

These data are presented in Exhibit 6.3.

It is interesting to

contrast actual versus hypothetical usage of self-care for school7aged
children.

The hypothetical age distribution, as expected, shifts higher

(older) for longer and later time periods.

The peak for periods less

than one hour is around the 10- to 13-year age range; several hours of
self-care peaks around 12 to 15 years of age.

All day self-care had a

plateau around 14 to 16, almost the same as that for all evening
self-care.
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EXHIBIT 6.3:

AGES AT WHICH PARENTS WOULD LEAVE CHILD AT HOME ALONE:'
VIRGINIA

AGE OF CHILD,

(Percentage of Parents Who Would
Leave Child Alone at that Age)
Length of Time:

6

7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

R .T

Less than one hour
Up to several hours

1

2

6 4 18

6

23 13

8

3

18

13

All day

1

2

7

All evening

1

4

(AM or PM)

I/

I

1

8

L

7

4

1

3

4

15 15

11

1

8

4

1

8

15 23 19

3

14

7

1'

7

18 20 21

6 15

7

I

,

1'

100

These totals exclude from the row percentages the 4%, of households who
responded never to "less than one hour." See text for comments on
irvLerpreting these data.
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The most interesting contrast with actual practice is for the
youngest children.

Parents report that they would rarely leave children

under eight alone, even for short times, yet in practice a sizeable group
of parenlis did just that.

Some parents (7%) will

r.ot leave their

children alone during the day or evening even by age 18.

Note that these

comparisons are between the entire population of parents with school-age
children (for the hypothetical age) and parents of actual self- or
sibling care children who remembered the age their children began to care
for themiel4es.

The latter group is included in the first distribution,

but they are a minority compared to the proportion of parents who di'd nat.

report using self/sibling care.

Most parents (83%) also reported that adult help was available if
needed.

Typically this help was:
a nearby, friend or neighbor (90%)

a phond call to parent/friend/relative (49%)
a call from the parent (10%)
a call to fire or police, etc. (9%)
some other unglbecified help (8%).

Almost half of the households with a child using self-care had older
:itiings who had used this mode

Another third did not, and the

'%).

remaining 20 percent had no older siblings or didn't know.

Most of those

who did have"older siblings using self care had only one other child do

.

Few households who used self-care

''1:)r school-age child care

arrangements have tried to locate other arrangeMents (7%).

This lends

credence to the high satisfaction ratings reported earlier, as did the
discussions with parents in. their homes.

These discussicns usually

indicated that parents were aware their arrangemen s were not perfect,
but when they considered all factors, they usual)

felt it was the best

solution.

Special Instructions/Ground Rules

Most parents (89%) had.special instructions or ground rules during
the time their school=age children were without adult supervision.

6.W
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Only

4 percent had none, and 7 percent "didn't know."
presented in Exhibit 6.4.

The ground rules are

Among the more frequent rules were

stove/appliance restrictions, not letting anyone in, not having friends
in, housework or chores, restricted area for play (e.g., own yard only),
and regular check-in calls.

Additional In-Hc

dirAl

A number of tne families selected for followup in-home interviews
used self/sibling care to some extent.

Some had children who were alone

for only 10 to 20 minutes, a brief period after school before the

parent

got home; others were on their own for 3 to 4 -hours after school.
Sometimes the school-age children had younger' siblings and were
responsible! for them; if children were near the same age, they were often
responsible for themselves.

Evening and morning self-care periods were

usually shorter when these arrangements were used at all.
Parents usually mentioned that several other children in the
neighborhood were on their own for some period of time.

They sometimes

related neighborhood horror stories depicting how things can go wrong.
Parents were asked at what age children should be allowed to decide their
own activities, stay alone, babysit, etc.

Results usually ranged from

ages 10 to 15, with ages 12 to 14 the most common responses.
The activities parents reported their children engaged in while
they were alone included:

playing alone or with friends,
homework,
TV,

chores,

reading, and
outdoor activities.

During Self-care periods various rule

were in effect.

calls ti check in were high on many families' lists.

Phone

Parents also

reported tneir children liked the responsibility and the freedom of
self-care, yet at the same time they had concerns about loneliness and
children "growing up too fast."
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EXHIBIT 6.4:

GROUND RULES/RESTRICTIONS:

VIRGINIA

Percentage

Rule/Res*Tiction

Stove/other appliance restrictions
Can't let anyone in
Can't have friends in
Must do housework and other chores
Yard/restricte play area
Regular check-in calls
Can't leave home
Must do homework
Must keep door locked
Emergencies instruction procedures
TV 1;mitations
Friends allowed in
Must leave note about whereabouts
Meal preparation
Curfew/bedtime
Other

of Households Reporting Use

1/

35
33
23
22
22
21
14
14
11
10
7
7

4
2
2
9

percentages are based on the 21% of the sample who responded to
the self-care sectirn of the instrument.

1 / These

Of the families who had rules or
The table can be read as follows:
restrictions for their self/sibling care arrangements, 35% (statewide in
Virginia) had stove or other appliance Testrictions.

Consistent with the statistical data, Jlost parents interviewed
inhome reported their children had adult he.,-,clnearby and that the child

could phone any of several places to get help if need be.

Some

arrangements seemed definite (e.g., Mrs. Jones is always in;

if not, she

calls and arranges a backup), and some were tentative (the Smiths are
retired

.

.

.

they're usually home).

Parents often reported they would

prefer to have the mother at

home when the children got home, but that wasn't always possible.

Many

parents did treat weekends and evenings differently than afternoons; if
they were gone for a long time during these periods, they would arrange
alternate care.

Advice parents offered to other parents facing this choice of care

arrangement for the first time was to lay down wellthoughtout rules,
monitor and enforce them carefully, check in frequently, and make sure
help is available.

Children's responses corresponded well with those of parents most
of the time.

Some parents seemed to underestimate the time their

children were alone--if the children's responses are accurate.

Ages at

which children thought they could begin to stay alone, decide their
activities, etc., tended to coincide with parents' views, but the
surprising finding was that this hypothetical age seemed to be older than
that of the children in actual practice.

For example, a 10year old

might say that in general a child should be 11 or 12 before being left
alone.

It was not clear whether these children were more mature than

their peers or felt they were moving t

far too fast for their own

liking.

The activities engaged in while a
coincided with parental reports.

ne (as reported by children)

Chi;uren's interpretations of the rules

to be followed were not always as complete as the rules parents
reported.

Also; children typically ,did not obey those rules.

Some

parents reported elaborate procedures fco'children to answer the phone,
door; etc..

ChTTdren often said they ignored the procedures.

For

example, a child in our sample who was not allowed to let strangers in
admitted letting "construction workers wh.. needed a drink" in for
water.
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The children often realized that their parents were not completely
happy with the care arrangements; they too realized that other attractive
alternatives were unavailable or they preferred the status quo.

Most

children in self-care thought they had too many restrictive rules, but
many preferred self-care to having the mother at home, if they were in
the 11 to 14 year age range.

Younger siblings reported frequent flits

and a preference for having their mother home in the afternoon.
Children rarely reported need for adult help, although tt was
often "readily" available.

Lost keys, thunderstorms, and scary phone

calls were cited as times when they felt they needed help.
asked how they would respond to fires, strangers, etc.

Children were

Older children

answered appropriately more often than younger children, who frequentl:
gave inappropriate answers (e.g., go after strangers with a butcmer
knife).

Some children did report "scary" occurrences when they were

first alone, but these turned out to be household noises (automatic icP!

tray dumping, heater vents expanding, etc.).

At the time, however, even

these common occurrences seemed frightening to the children.
The advice children offered parents or other children beginning
self-care was about the same as parents offered, except that the chi,dren
wanted more trust and patience on the parents' part.

MINNESOTA

Satisfaction

In Minnesota 115 families (representing 24% (unweighted) of the
sample; and 14% (weighted) or the families in the state) were eligible
for the self/sibling care section of the telephone interview.
parents were asked how well this care situation was. working.

famfly responded negatively (i.e., not too well).

All these
Only one

The remainder reported

that the situation was working either extremely well (59% of families
statewide) or fairly well (40% of Minnesota families).

Although most

families reported that they were satisfied with their care arrangements,
this degree of satisfaction and lack of c=-satisfaction was noteworthy.
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These same families also reported overwhelmingly (95%) that there
were advantages to self/sibling care.

Benefits to the children mentioned

frequently (see Exhibit 6.5) included:
increased independence (86%),

learning new survival skills (55%), and
increased parent/child trust (14%).

Minnesota parents indicated that their children were also fairly
satisfied with their self-care arrangements.

Only one family reported

negative feelings of the child concerning self/sibling care.

Most

families reported that their children had positive feelings (9.6%
extremely happy, 50% mostly happy).

Children having mixed feelings were

reported by 21 percent of the families.

Thus in Minnesota parents seemed

to be more satisfied with self/sibling care than they indicated their

children were.
In -home interviews with families where the children were

responsible for themselves pointed out the complexity of these situations
and the caution with which the above data should be interpreted.

Parents

did not leave their children in a care situation unless the parent felt
comfortable with,it.

Thus .the high satisfaction level with self/sibling

care arrangements reflects households who have chosen such arrangements
Few parents admitted that their children were in a care situation that
the parent was unhappy with.

Parents also identified some Positive side effects.

In addition

to the benefits reported in the phone interview, one parent pointed out
that "it opens up channels of communication between children and parents
because a lot of issues have to be discussed before a child is left
alone."

Another positive feature was that it "gives kids a sense of what

the parent is, going through."

Permeating many of the in-home interviews was a sense of,the
inevitability of such a situation.

Often the children had requested to

be on their own and, as one mother put it, "when a child strikes out on
her own, you have to give her some independence."

Several families

indicated that their self-care arrvigement was on a ,trial basis

6.1;
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EXHIBIT 5.5:

BENEFITS OF SELF-CARE:

MINNESOTA

1/

Benefit

In,:reased independence

Percentage of Households-

86

new survival skills

55

incre.a- parent/child trust

14

Ou'et time for child
na

3

14

/ These

percentages are based on the 24% of the sample who responded to
the self-care section of the instrument.

The first entry is read as follows "Of the families in Minnesota who use
self- or sibling carp arrangements and who report a benefit from such
arrangements, 86% mentioned increased independence as a benefit.

long as no problems surfaced (hence no reason to be dissatisfied), the
children could continue to take care of themselves.

As children get

older, they should learn to be responsible, and looking after oneself is
a part of growing up.

One father put it th.:.s way:

"Part .of our

child-rearing philosophy has always been to talk with our kids and teach
Children being cn their own was part of this

theM to hand'e risks."
evol uti or..

Children typically were left alone for short periods of time,
usually only during daylight hours.

Some parents indicated they would be

uneasy leaving their children alone after dark or for extended periods of

tme.
Even though a sif-care arrangement was often at the request of
the child, the children themselves were not usually enthusiastic about
being at home alone.

The most common complaint seemed to be boredom;

children also indicated they were sometimes uneasy or scared when adults
were not around.

Oider brothers or sisters often carried the brunt of

the !.,..sponsibility for babysitting and this prevented them from doing

things with their friends.
Problems/Worries

Specific problems or worries were reported by 44 percent of
families using self-care.
particular worries.

The remaining 56 percent stated they had no

Parents who had concerns were asked to identify

their particular worries.

(See Exhibit 6.6.)

Concerns are listed either

>

as a worry !-hc a problem because the concern has not yet evolved that
far, 'r as both a worry and problem.

Accidents were a worry for most self/sibling care families (63%),
aud 8

e.rcent reported accidents as both a worry and a problem.

Peer

groups were a worry for 7 percent of the families statewide and a problem
as

for another 6 percent.

Neglecting homework was reported to be a

prcblem by 10 percent of the parents.

Eight percent of the parents

worried about siblings fighting, and an additional 4 percent
problems with this as well.

had

Rule violations had an identical pattern (8%

worried, 4% had problems).
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EXHIBIT 6.6:

PARENT CONCERNS WHEN CHILDREN ARE WITHOUT ADULT SUPERVISION:
MINNESOTA 1/

Concern

Accidents
Juvenile deliquency/
peer group concerns
Too much TV
Nutritional concerns
Drugs
Alcohol
Sex exploration
(with or by peers)
Sex exploitation with or
(by adult/older child)
Homework neglected
School/grade problems
Truancy (cutting or
skipping school)
Other problems in school
Loneliness
Boredom
Fear/axiety
Child feels unloved
Other emotional problems
Chores neglected
Fighting with siblings
Rule violation
Wear and tear on house

Percentage
Worried (Not Problem)
63

8

7

6
1

3..
-

1
1

3

-

10
-

1

3
1

3

4

1

8
8

4

3

3

Fire

Intruders
Other

Percentage
Problems (and Worry)

4
-

-

10

8

percentages are based on the 12% of the sample who responded to
this item.

1 / These

The first table entries should be interpreted as follows:
Of the
families in Virginia who use self /sibling care arrangements and who
report having particular problems or worries, 37% worry about accidents,
while another 9% have had a problem (as well as a worry) with accidents.
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1n-depth discussions with parents during personal interviews
provided additional understanding of their specific concerns.

Most of

these parents expressed faith and trust in their own children; their more
serious worries involved outsiders.
3tranger in the house.

A common fear of parents was a

A less awesome but more common problem that had

occurred was that of the children's friends playing in the house.

As in

Virginia, Minnesota parents tended to minimize the problem of sibling
fighting yet the children mentioned this problem frequently.

Children

may not tell their parents about their fights because they would still
prefer to be on their own rather than have a babysitter or participate in
a formal program.

A few families encountered specific problems.

A divorced mother

with two teenage girls had helped one daughter get off drugs when the
younger one started on them.

This mother needed to work to support her

family but felt acutely that her absence contributed to these problems.
Another single ,.orking

mother whose children were on their own

for an hour before school each morning had just discovered her
10-year-old daughter skipped school eight times that year.
Effects of Self-Care

More than half the parents whose children supervised themselves

(57%) reported that this arrangement enabled them to do things they would c
otherwise not be able to do.

Work, specific household tasks, and free

time for civic and recreational activities we-e frequently mentioned.
Forty-three percent indicated that self-care gave them no such
opportunities.
Parents were also asked at what ages their children began to care
2/

for themselves.-

Most parents of self/sibling care children (107;

?The
The figures that follow are given in raw frequencies, not weighted
percentages, because both states did not meet the minimum criterion for
weighting, i.e., 100 respondents in each state.
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95% of the self-care subsample) recalled the age.

Fourteen parents

reported that by age 7 their children were caring for themselves; 57

parents responded that their children began caring for themselves between
ages 8 and 10.

;pother 35 families reported self-care started at ages 11

to 13, and one parent said at age 14.

This distribution shows that

self-care began at a younger age than reported for Virginia families.

All parents in the sample were asked at what ages they would leave
their children alone for various lengths of time.
presented in Exhibit 6,7.2

/

These data are

As expected, the suggested ages for

leaving children alone got higher as the time periods became longer or
later (e.g., all day or evenings).

The peak for periods of less than one

hour is around the 8- to 10-yea age range;, several hours of self-care
peaks around 10 to 12 years of age.

All day self-care reached a plateau

around ages 13 to 16, almost the same as that for all evening
self-care.

In comparing the- actual ages with hypothetical ages for leaving

children alone, we find an interesting contrast for the youngest
children.

Parents report that they would rarely leave children under 8

alone, even for short time periods, yet in practice a sizeable group of
parents did just that.

Even when children are 18, some parents (5%)

would rot leave them alone during the day or evening.

(Note that these

two sets offigures are based on different respondent groups.

The latter

"hypothetical" self-care ages consist of parents of school-age children,
including self/sibling care parents.

The former is data from only

self/sibling care families.)

Note that the low percentages for the last three rows of the table
exclude the 2% of the respondents who replied "never" to "less than one
hour," i.e.,-the percentages are figured on a slightly smaller sample
size on the last three rows than for the first row.
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EXHIBIT 6.7:

AGES AT WHICH PARENTS WOULD LEAVE CHILD AT HOME ALONE:
MINNESOTA

AGE OF CHILD

(Percentage of Parents Who Would
Leave Child Alone at that Age)
Length of Time:

6

7

Less than one hour

2

5.14 12 24

8

9

10 11 12 13 14

15 16 17 18

21

4

4

2

2

-

9 31

10

15

7

4

2

7

R T

L

2

100

Up to several hours
(AM or PM)

All day

All evening

1

1

3

15

1

3

3

26 13 17

16 13

2

4

2

3

1

19 14 19

18 14

3

5

2

-

1001

-

1001
1001

1 / These totals exclude from the row percentages the 2% of the total

sample households who responded "never" to "less than one hour."
text for comments on how to interpret these data.
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Most parents of self/sibling care children (94%) also reported
that adult help was available if needed.

This help was available

through:

a nearby friend or neighbor (85%),
a phone call to parent/friend/relative (62%),
a call to fire or police, etc. (24%),
a call from the parent (18%), or
some other unspecified help (9 %).

More than half of the households using self-care had older siblings
who had used this same type of arrangement (60%).

Another 27 percent'of,

the families were trying self -care for the first time, and the remaining
13 percent had no. older siblings.

Most of those who had older siblings

using self-care had only one child doing so, although the range extended
up to seven children, with a number of families reporting two and three
older brothers or sisters who also dared for themselves.

This contrasted

with the Virginia data where most self/sibling care families had used
this care arrangement with only one child before.

.Few households who used self-care as achild care arrangement for
school-age children had tried to locate other arrangements (4%).

This

low rate is consistent with the high satisfaction ratings reported
earlier.

High satisfaction may also be associated with the previous

.experience of Minnesota families in ',sing self- or sibling care, since

many of the households reported oldor brothers and sisters taking care of
themselves.

Special InstructionsCround Rules
Most parents whose children cared for themselves (95%) had special
instructions or ground rules for the time their school-age children were
without adult supervision.
ground rules.

Only 5 percent of the families reported no

Specific instructions or rules given to the children are

listed in Exhibit 6.8.

Among the more common ground rules mentioned were

stove. and 'appliance restrictions, not letting anyone in, not having

friends in, housework cr chores, restricted area for play (e.g., own yard
only), not leaving home, and regular check-in calls.
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EXl-i-IBIT 6.8:

GROUND RULES7RESTRICTINS:

MINNESOTA

Percentage

Rule/Restriction

-

Stoye/other appliance restrictions
Can't let anyone in
Yard/restricted play area
Can't have friends over
Can't leave home
Must do housework and other chores
Regular check in calls
Keep door locked
Emergencies instruction procedures
Must do homework
Friends allowed over
Meal preparation
TV limitations
Note for whereabouts
Curfew/bedtime
Other

of Households Repotting Use

1/

30
28
26
24
24
'21

12
'

11
11
8
8
8
7
5
9

percentages are based upon the 24, of the sample who,responded
to the self care section of the instrument.

I /7 hise

Of the parents who had
This table shOul'd be read as follows:
rules/restrictions while their children were caring for themselves, 30%
.(statewide) had stove dr other appliance restrictions.

iI

During the in-home int rviews self sibling care children and
parents were atsked specifically about ground rules.

Children fre

ently

neglected -to mention particular instructions or acknowledged th
existence of a rule with some consistency but indicated thAt tk1ey
disregard the rule.,. This occurred especia,lly with instructions on

answering the telephone and the door.

The childrip knew they were not

supposed to answer the-door or tell people over the phcne that their
p,

parents weren't home, yet they indicated that 0Vese rules often seemed
"silly" and they exerci,:ed their own judgement.

Some parents considered themselves "triaf and error" parents who
made up the rules as they went along. Others laid out the rules and
practiced them with their children.
periodic fire drills.)
rules:

(For example, one family conducts

Most parents underscored the importance of ground

"I don't want to make kids feartful, 'but they need to be prepared.

There is a difference between preparing and-overprotecting kids."

Additional In-Home Findings
Children who took care of themselves were asked at what age they
thought children should be allowed to do this.

As in.

consistently gave ages older than their current age,

irginia, children
ually by one to

two years

:4
Children were also asked what they wou.:,:ua in specific
situations:

if a stranger came to the door, if a fire broke out, if

someone got hurt, etc.

Not surprisingly, older children tended to give

more realistic answers, although at times their respons'es were not

altogether logical:

Most children said they would call their mother or

run to a neighbor for help.

(Follow-up questions indicated that a parent

was not always accessible by phone and that neighbors were not
necessarily available.)

.

Some children exhibited a maturity that was

surprising; ch=! child knew that in case of fire she should feel the door
to see whether it was hot before opening its.

In contrast, other children

had inappropriate reactions, such as a child who said he would get a
knife if a.stranger came to the door.
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By- far the most common activity the children engaged in when alone
was watching television.

Listening to records, reading, and doing

homework were also mentioned.

Parents were asked in the in-home interview how they could tell
when children were ready to be left on their own.

Parents emphasized

that the decision had to be on an individual basis; they looked for
maturity, responsibility, and common sense.

One parent noted that

deciding when a child was ready was "a cumulative process built up over
time, -not just one moment."

Parents of self/sibling care children were also asked what advice
they would give other parents contemplating leaving a child alone.

The

frllowing comments are representative:
"It works!

It's.easier than you think."

"Find a neighbor with sharp eyes and a big mouth."

\

"Approach it incrementally--don't dump.
far, cut back and start over again."

If you've gone too

Summary

M\nnesota and Virginia parents using self/sibling care indicated
they ,Alre generally satisfied with the arrangement.

Parents in

Minnesoa, however, expressed a higher level of satisfaction than those
inVirgi\nia.

In both states, parents did not think their children were

quite as'positive about caring for themselves.

Worries and problemsof the families in the two states were
similar.

Accidents were the Most common worry but were rarely reported

as an actual problem.

Neglecting homework, on the other hand, was

consistently reported as a problem.

Parents in both states tended to hypothesize an appropriate
starting age for self-care that was somewhat older than the actual age of
their own children when they started caring for themselves.

Children

also suggested that youngsters should be somewhat older than they were
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before being left alone.

Minnesota seemed to have more families than

Virginia with more older children who had also taken care of
themselves.

Virginia and Minnesota parents typically gave their children
ground rules for when they are alone.

In-home interviews in both states

indicated that the children often selectively ignored some of these
instructions.

It is difficult to compare these findings with those of other
stu6les since there is little consistency in the data across other
research endeavors.
literature.)

(See Chapter 1 for a review of relevant child care

The incidence of self-care is variously estimated at 13

percent (Census Bureau) and 28.5 percent ftamily Circle).

In both

Minnesota and Virginia the telephone survey data indicate an incidence
rate of approximately 14 percent; this estimate rises to about 31 percent
when looking strictly at families where the parents work full-time.
(Chapter 3 reported breakdowns of child care usage by the employment
status of parents.)

While there is no consensus on accurate statistics about children

who care for themselves, qualitative information gathered in this study
confirms that of other research and popular magazine articles.

We found

that children outgrow other forms of child care--such as centers, family
day care homes, and babysitters--and begin caring for themselves at an
age slightly too young to be comfortable.

Self/sibling care children

were sometimes nervous or frightened when they were alone and, although
parents were genrally satisfied with how this arrangement was working
out, they also worried about a variety of situations.
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OTHER SPECIAL STUDY ISSUES

This chapter presents the findings of three special substudies
.,included in this survey:

(1) employer-assis,ted child care; (2) families

whose chile care subsidies have been reduced or cut-off; and (3) families
who for various reasons have unusually complex child care arrangements.
Each issue is discussed in a separate section.

Findings of the telephone

survey are incorporated with insights and perspectives gained through
personal interviews of parents, child care providers, and service leaders.

Employer-Assisted Child Care
Background
One of the most innovative child care arrangements of, the past
several years has occurred within the busiriess community.

EMployers in

the United States have become increasingly concerned about how family and
lifestyle pressures--including child care--affect their employees.

This

growing involvement is motivated by complex social changes that affect
business interests.

Of particular significance are the influx of women

and single parents into the labor force, the reduced capacity of
community services to help working parents, and pressures within the
business sector to maintain productivity in our increasingly competitive
environment (Wheelock College, 1981).
Businesses want to reduce turnover and absenteeism angl improve
morale and recruitment capabilities.

Labor shortages have been most

apparent in banking, insurance and high technology industries, and in
hospitals, where new management initiatives have also been most
prevalent.
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The Federal governr

'.ed to encourage business support of

Support

child care, a trend consis,,

h "new Federalism" policies.

has come in the form of infot,,

n, such as the Department of Labor
Establishing Services Through the

monograph, Employers and Child Ca e:

Workplace, designed to aid emp'oyers, union leaders, and employee
groups.

The Administration for Children, Yo6th and Families is

sponsoring a National Employe supported Child Care Project that recently
completed a national survey aria thus has information on all known

employeesupported child care programs in the country.

Needs assessment

and "howto" materials for use by employers are also being developed.
Enactment of the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 has provided further
business incentives.

In addition to providing tax benefits for employees

with dependent children, the Act revised the depreciation provisions that
help employers to write off or recover the costs of capital expenditures,
such as day care facilities (Commerce Clearing House, 1982).

The types of child care assistance that employers have provided
vary considerably.

Businesses have responded to families' and

communities' needs for services, information, funds, and new patterns of
allocating time to home and work life.

Specific forms of child care

support have included indirect aid, such as:.

alternate work schedules, i.e., flexible hours, parttime

employmentand jobsharing;
maternity/paternity leave;
sick child leave;

child care information and referral services;
work site parent training and child care seminars;
technical assistance in management and business practices to
child care service organizations; and

contributing funds, materials, and facilities to local child
care providers.
More direct forms of child care support are also varied and have
included:

administration of a child care program by a single employer or
business consortium on or near the worksite;
purchase or subsidy of child care slots for employees with
specific local providers;
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voucher payments to parents to support or subsidize their
choice of child care service;
special service contracts with local providers for sick child
and emergency care; and
establishment of family care provider networks to serve
employees.

Adoption of a specific type of assistance depends on the goals,
resources, and needs of each management/labor group.

One of the newest

personnel benefit concepts provides options to each employee.

Flexible

benefit plans, also known as "cafeteria" plans, allow employees to choose
the benefits they want from a range of alternatives.

Flexible benefit

plans are still a relatively new innovation and have not been widely
adopted, in part because of the administrative complexity of implementing
such plans.

However, the Dependent Care Tax Credit, established under

the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981, provides more incentive to add

a

child care assistance program to the benefit options offered under
flexible benefit plans.

Given the high interest in this'topic on the part of consumers,
private industry, and public officials, we included in our data
collection instruments special sections devoted exclusively to
employer-assisted child care issues.

The results of our interviews with

parents, child care asscciations working with employers, and with
providers of employer-assisted child care, are presented in this
chapter.

Findings from the Telephone Survey
Respondents were asked whether particular types of child care
assistance were offered by their employer (or their spouse's employer),
and if so, whether they used the assistance.

The types of assistance

included:

providing information and/or a referral service for child
care;

allowing employee to work flexible hours in response to care
needs (not just on an occasional basis);
,

paying, all or part of the cost of.care that the employee
finds;

operating centers or family day care homes for which employee
pays cost;
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acquiring slots for care and paying all or part of cost;

acquiring slots for care but employee pays all cost; and
any other.

The findings for respondents in Mirinesota and Virginia are presented

in Exhibits 7.1 and 7.2, respectively.

The data for both states are

quite parallel, with nearly identical patterns of availability and
usage.

Despite the fact that Minnesota has been on the forefront of

employer-assisted child care services, these benefits are typically for
infants and preschoolers, rather than school-age children.

Thus usage of

this assistance for school-age children was similarly low in both
Flexible hours were offered and used more frequently than any

states.

other type of support.

Approximately one-quarter of the respondents

indicated that flexible hours were permitted for meeting child care

needs, and about one-fifth of the respondents took advantage of this
Other types of assistance were less available and, when

benefit.

offered, were often not used.

Possible reasons for not using available

assistance could include a non-working spouse caring fcr the child,

part-time work schedules, the inconvenience or unacceptability of care
services arranged through the employer, and inability to use flexible
holirs because of the nature of job responsibilities.

In all cases, some proportio'n of respondents did not know whether

any types of assistance were available through their employers or their
spouse's employers.

It is not unusual for some employees to be uncertain

of their job benefits, but this finding may also indicate that employers
do not adequately inform all personnel about possible child care
assistance available to them.

Respondents who indicated that they used employer assistance were

asked whether this support had any of the following jab-related
outcomes:

arrived on time more often or left early less often;
used less sick leave;

made fewer personal telephone calls;
stayed or planned to stay at job longer;

assistance made working possible (could not work otherwise); and

other outcomes.
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EXHIBIT 7.1:

AVAILABILITY AND USAGE OF EMPLOYER ASSISTANCE FOR CHILD
CARE: MINNESOTA

Type of Employer Assistance

Offered
and Used

Not
Offered

9%

84%

22%

6%

67%

5%

0%

1%

93%

6%

3%

93%

4%

Information and referral
Flexible hours

Full or partial payment(Employee selects care)

Don't Know
Whether It
Is Offered

Offered
Not Used

,

\
\

7%

Operating center or family
care home (employee pays
costs)

Acquiring care slots
(employer pays all or part)

95%

Acquiring care slots
(employee pays)
Other

'2%

3%

92%

91%

.

.

6%

6%

Proportions based on weighted data.
Repondents:
80% of total sample; question was not applicable to
20% of sample who were single non-working parents or where both
parents were self-employed.

Categories are not mutually exclusive; respondents were asked to
'Indicate all that applied.
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EXHIBIT 7.2:

AVAILABILITY AND USAGE OF EMPLOYER ASSISTANCE FOR CHILD
VIRGINIA
CARE:

Type of Employer Assistance

Offered
and Used

Not
Offered

8%

86%

5%

5%

69%

6%

96%

'3%

92%

:2%

96%

3%

Information and referral
Flexible hours

Don't Know
Whether It
Is Offered

Offered
Not Used

20%

Full or partial payment
(employee selects care):
Operating center or family
care home (employee pays
4%

2%

costs)

Acquiring care 31ots
(employer pays all or part)
Acquiring care slots
(employee pays)

1%

2%

93%

4%

Other

4%

1%

93%

3%'

Proportions based on weighted data.

84% of total sample; question was not applicable to
Repondents:
16% of sample who were single non-working parents or where both
parents were self-employed.

Categories are not mutually exclusive; respondents were asked to
indicate all that applied.
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The results of this question are presented in Exhibit 7.3.
response patterns in each state are again very similar.

The

Since nearly all

respondents who used employer-assisted care were using a flexible
schedule benefit, the respondents to this question probably based their
replies on experience with flexible scheduling as the type of employer
benefit.

A large majority (81 percent in Minnesota and 95 percent in

Virginia) indicated that they were staying--or planned to stay--longer at
the job because child care assistance was available.

A substantial.

proportion (50 percent in Minnesota and 36 percent in Virginia) indicated
that working was possible only with the .available care support.

Each of

.the.other outcomes occurred for more than half of the respondents.

Employees using child care support(s) available through their job clearly
perceived a strong positive effect on their work performance and their
interest in remaining with that employer; many felt the child care
support was critical.if they were to work at all.

Findings from Personal Interviews
During personal interviews, parents of school-age children,
.service providers, and local and state professionals concerned with child
care were asked about their experiences with and views of employer
involvement in child care.

These findings tended to support telephone

survey data and provided further perspective on business sponsorship
related to. school -age children.

As with telephone respondents, the large majority of parents
interviewed in person did not have employer assistance of any kind in
providing child care.

However, discussions with parents confirmed the

relative availability of flexible scheduling compared with other types
of assistance,' and the importance of such 'flexibility to those families

who used this benefit.

For some parents, the flexibility to respond when

necessary to unexpected child care needs (e.g., emergencik's,

a

chi4O who

became sick at school) without risking disapproval?on the job. was as a
significant aspect of their employment situation.

Others had.arranged

their regular work schedules to be able to see their children off to

school or to return home earlier in the afternoon than would ordinarily
be possible.

The formality with which such arrangements were made with

employers varied depending on the size of the organization.
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EXHIBIT '.3:

JOB-RELATED OUTCOME OF EMPLOYER ASSISTANCE FOR CHILD CARE

A

Minnesota
:Outcome for
Respondent or Spouse

.

Has

Occurred

'Arrived on time more often or
left early less often

Virginia
Don't
Know

Has

Occurred

Don't
Know

70%

4%

68%

0

Used less sick leave

59%.

8%

61%

D

Made fewer'personal
telephone calls

.

71%

2%

60%

1%

Staying (or planned to
stay) on job longer

81%

',.7%

95%

1%

Made workihg possible

50%

0

36%

1%

Other

18%

0

27%

1%

,

Proportions based on weighted data.
Repondents:

19% of sample in both Minnesota and Virginia.

Categories are not mutually exclusive; respondents were asked to
indicate all that applied.

z

Although child care benefits were largely unavailable to the
parents interviewed, most were aware of such trends among larger
corporations.

Most parents strongly endorsed business assistance for

child care and felt that it would offer mutual benefits for employers and
Personnel.

Only a few parents felt that child care was not an

appropr4iate concern of business but was exclusively a family
responsibility.

Parents often felt that employer assistance was unlikely where
they worked.
One. mother, a single parent with one school-age and one
preschool child, spoke from her perspective as steward of her health care
workers' union local; which inclUdes four units providing outpatient
group medical services.

"I can identify 16 women in the one clinic I
work-in that are single parents....but our local negotiated for 16 months
beforeoweihad any contract....It was a real up hill battle just to get

basics like overtime compensation and salaries."

Although she felt child

care support would be a significant work benefit, especially given the
large number of female workers in health care, this seemed highly
unlikely to her in the foreseeable future.

Commenting on the low incomes

6f'mOst women, including those who provide child care, she added:

"I

really wish women made enough money to pay (other women) what child care
is worth."

Her concern appears to apply to the situation in Virginia, too.
Interviews with parents and discussions with employers attending a
conference on employer-supported child care indicate a less than
optimistic picture for the near. future.

During economic downturns with

corresponding high unemployment, most employers are able to hire all the
employees they need when and where they need them and at the employer's
price.

The employers can't justify the added expense of .a child care

benefit during these times, particularly when they feel 'that it would

place them at a competitive disadvantage (they have an added expense
t'leir rivals don't).

Until it is more widespread, until it will_prove

cost effective, until all the "bugs are worked out" (particularly with
regard to tax incentives and legal 'requirements), most employers say they

won't be interested in offering this benefit. A few employers are
already convinced thfit the time is right and that it is cost effective
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now; others feel it is right even if it is not cost effective in the
Most employers, however, do not express these viewpoints.'

short term.

Despite the shop stewards experiences within the health care
industry, hospitals have been in the forefront of employer-assisted child

care, particularly in arranging various direct child care services for
employees.

Primary incentives for hospital involvement have been the

large proportion of female staff combined with the requirements for
round-the-clock shift work.

An interview was held with three mothers whose school-age children
regularly used the Mt. Sinai Hospital Child Care Center in Minneapolis.

All three were single parents of young school-age children (6 to 9 years
old).

One was a nurse, one a dietician, and one a cafeteria worker at

the hospital.

The impact of the child care center was voiced most

strongly by the nurse.

When she started to work in nursing her hours were "weird;"
arranging child care was a "mess" because of the number of different
people she, had to hire for different days and different hours of the
day.

She heard about the plans for the child care center-"that was ore of the reasons I came here to Mt. Sinai. That's
my option to really work .... I can work full-time, support my
kids, and go about my business .... So it's been a lifesaver for
It's given me the opportunity to work full-time and feel my
me.
kids are safe. They're right close to me, too, which is another
real nice fringe benefit, so if something should happen to them
or they need me, I'm right here .... It's terrific."

When asked about the responsibility of an employer for_child care
assistance, this woman noted:
This is a real positive thing for any employer to do,
particularly in a neighborhood like this, because it does give
people the opportunity to work that.(they) mig4t not have
otherwise ... If the goNiernmqnt's going to ga the way it's going
to go ... it's to (a business's)'advantage to pick up (some of
the child care responsibility) ... in keeping employee turnover
down; keeping their employee morale in a better position,
.offering something to their community ... in bettering the
positicn of women, particularly single women ... They can do it
that way or pay through taxes and we can all stay on AFDC.
There's a realgive and take there ... where they get what they
put into their community."
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Users of such a benefit differ in their views of responsibility for
child care, however.

Another employee using the center commented:

"I still don't feel like it's business's responsibility, but I
agree that it does help ... employee morale, employee turnover
... in some cases, absenteeism .... Businesses that do (support
child care) will be looked at in a better light."
None of these parents realized the extent to which the hospital
With

was responsible for starting and subsidizing the day care program.

respect to care for school--Ige children; the Mt. Sinai Hospital extended

its efforts further than other employers involved in'providing or
subsidizing direct care in the Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan area and
surrounding suburbs.

'It was the only direct service program among about

15 supported by businesses (hospitals, educational institutions, nursing
homes, and individual industries) -that was provided before and alter
school care.

The particular needs of school-age children for

transportation to and from school, and for space, facilities, and
activities appropriate to older--and

larger--children seemed to be

.

significant factors operating against including school-age children in
these programs.

The Mt. Sinai Center opened in November 1981 and serves infants,
toddlers, and school-age children in semeral buildings next to the
hospital.

The Center is open from 6 a.m. to midnight.

Children may

attend regularly or on a "drop-in" basis when care is needed.

Enrollment

is open to community members as well as hospital employees, but employees

do get a discount on child care costs; the hospital makes up the
difference to the Center.

Operation of the Center is under contract to

Child Development Associates, a local organization that advocates and

consults with businesses on child care benefits and develops new service
programs..

Interviews with staff of the Mt. Sinai Center revealed some of the
difficulties in serving older children in a program geared to the needs
of hospital staff.

On the plus sides the Minneapolis school system will

arrange transportation between the Ceter and the school by adding a
special bus stop if the stop is used at least three times a week.
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In

practice, however, both Center staff and parents reported that persistent
phone calls and intervention was needed for weeks to assure that
transportation was provided where and when it was needed.

This option

was available only to families residing in the city Of Minneapolis.

Most

children served at the Center are infants and toddlers; school-age,
children have not attended regularly and in sufficient numbers to warrant
allocation of additional space and staff to address their needs.

Asa

result, the older children (age 8 and above) have often not been happy
there; they see the Center as "a "baby" program, and have come to the

Center mostly on a "drop-in" and occasional basis.

This has perOtuated

difficulties in starting a program for this-age group that is designed
specifically to meet their developmental needs.

The lack of spec al

space and staff for older children has also interfered with maintaining
program continuity for school-age children, an already difficult task for
an 18-hour-per-day service.

"When my kids come in, they start off with the day staff, then they
move for dinner and the early evening over to the toddler center with
a different staff.
And then they move from that staff to the infant
center, and for the night tire staff, the putting to bed staff. And
then there are different peorle on different days
and substitutes
11

At the time of our visit, the Center had been open just more than
half a year.

To some extent, therefore, staff and parents viewed these

difficulties as typical start-up problems for a new center.

At the same

time, those involved recognized that services for cider school-age
children have their own requirements and problems.

The experience of

this employer-supported program in solving these difficulties--and
maintaining sufficiently regular service demaild to support their

efforts--may be instructive for other businesses that plan to start/new
child care programs or expand existing services.
Although this program, was the only identified employer-supported

center set up near the worksite that was serving school-age children in
the Minneapolis-St. Paul area, numerous businesses-in this area provide
some form of child care assistance that might, like I&R, encompass care
for children of all ages.

(Indeed, the relatively high level of employer

support for child care in Minnesota was a factor in selecting this state
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for the study.)

To obtain a broader perspective on local

employer-assisted programs, interviews were held with directors of two
business and child care projects in the metropolitan area: the Business
and Child Care Project of the Greater Minneapolis Day Care Association
(GMDCA), and the Parents in the Workplace Project of ABC, Inc., in St.
(An overview of each organization is presented in Chapter 8.)

Paul.

Both projects work to inform local businesses about alternative
approaches to child care support and seek to interest and help them

develop and implement a child care plan for employees.' Each project
received some start-up funds in 1981 from the state (CETA

discretionary funds) and has solicited additional funds from foundations
and area businesses.

Their plans for continuing operation include fees

charged to b_usilless for services such as feasibility studies and needs

assessments,, technical assistance, training seminars, and so forth.

These two projects have worked together in the Twin Cities area,
organizing conferences and seminars for businesses on child care to
stimullte interest and educate the business community.
Products developed by these projects deserve special note.

In

1/

1982 GMDCA published a "Business and Child Care Handbook"- that
includes information for child care costs, program options, and
assessment of needs.

The handbook also includes a listing of

employer-sponsored child care programs in the United States by type of
program as well as a lengthy bibliography and list of resource
organizations.

Parents in the Workplace produced a series of six "reports" in the
fOrm of bulletins, each addressing a specific topic related to employer
involvement:
1)

The Impact of Working Women On Business,

2)

Minnesota Business Survey,

3)

Taxes and Child Care Programs,

1/

The handbook may be purchased from The Business and Child Care Project,
GMDCA, The Lehman Center, 1006 W. Lake Street, Minneapolis, MN',
55408.
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4)

On-The-Job Parent Training,

5)

Child Care Delivery System; and

6)

Flexible Benefits.

2/

The report on the Minnesota Business Survey is particularly
11,

interesting and contains highlights of findings from the organization's
1981 survey of almost 500 businesses across the state.
The directors of both projects felt that the recent decline in

business profits and greater availability of labor represented a
short-term barrier in Minnesota to employer assistance in child care.

They did see larger corporations looking further ahead and anticipating
labor shortages, however, particularly in'high technology industries.
They felt that business support for child care will grow in the long run,

at least in some industries, as employers recognize the value of such
programs in attracting and retaining qualified staff and promoting
productivity.

Complex Care Arrangements

Some families use a number of different-care arrangements fora
single child or, if they have several children, each child uses a
different type of care.
family.

This can result in a complex situation for the

This study included a special substudy of families with complex

care situations to find out why parents make complex arrangements and the
advantages and disadvantages of such a situation.
A family's care was defined as :omplex if it involved:
any one.child who has three or more modes of care for before
school, after school, or evenings during the week.
any one child who has six or more different modes of care
during weekdays before school, after school, and in the
evenings.

a family with two or more school-age children whose cares
arrangements total five or more different modes of care for
before school, after school, or on the evenings.

2/

Th se reports are available from Parents in the Workplace,
90
North Dale Street, St. Paul, MN 55103; (612) 488-7284.
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a family with two or more school-age children whose care
arrangements total eight or more different modes of care during
weekdays before school, after school, and in the evenings.
The findings indicated that complex care arrangements as defined
here were infrequent, arranged primarily to meet childrens' needs (rather
than parent needs or provider limitations), and identified more benefits
than problems for family members.

Only 65 families of the total of 962 (or 6.8 %) participating in
the telephone survey in both states were within the survey definition of
complex care. 3/

This included 40 families in Minnesota and 25

families in Virginia.
arrangements were made.

Exhibit 7.4 presents the findings on why complex
Costs or provider restrictions were major

considerations in only a few cases; parent's job schedules and, most
often, speCial needs of children--including a need for variety--appeared
to be more significant factors.

ti

Only six respondents indicated that ...heir complex

care

arrangements caused them any problems; only five indicated that any
problems were caused for their children.

On the contrary, a majority (42

out of 65 respondents) felt there were benefits to them as parents as a
result of their care arrangements.

(See Exhibit 7.5.)

A majority of

respondents (57 out of 65) also identified specific benefits for their
childcen because of the care arranged. (See Exhibit 7.6.)
The telephone survey findings on reasons and benefits were
supported in personal interviews with several families who had complex
care arrangements as defined here.

As noted earlier, these families did

not view their own situations as unusual.

The varied care arrangements

seemed to be taken for granted, often as the means for children to

3/.

The in-home interviews with a few families classified as having
complex care arrangements indicated that our classification, was not
accurate all the time. These families usually didn't feel their
circumstances were unusual or that the care pattern was particularly
complex.
They often felt the nature of the data collection process
(telephone interviewr-tiv modes coded, etc.) confused the issue and
appeared to add complexi y that wasn't really there.
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EXHIBIT 7.4:

REASONS THAT FAMILIES USE COMPLEX CARE ARRANGEMENTS1

Minnesota?
Reasons For Complex Care
Arrangements

/

Number of
Families

Virginia

3 /

Number of
Families

To meet children sspecial needs

11

11.

To provide variety for child

12

8

To save on costs

0

5

12

7

Because of parents' unusual job
schedule
Is children's preference

/

6

Can't get desired carecrovider
for most or all time periods
Age requirements of care
prevented serving siblings
together

0

0

Waiting list too long

6

6

Other

4

1

Don't know

1

0

.

1/

Categories are not
Data are unweighted, raw frequency counts.
mutually exclusive; respondents were asked to indicate all that applied.
2/

40 out of 486 households in Minnesota responding.
3/

25 out of 476 households in Virginia responding.
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EXHIBIT 7.5:

BENEFITS TO PARENTS ASSOCIATED WITH COMPLEX CARE
ARRANGEMENTS 1/

Minnesota? /

Benefit to Parents

Number of
Families

3

Virginia]

Number of
Families

Children supervised all or most
of time

3

4

Parent is free to work

7

7

Parent is free to go to school

2

0

Parent has some free time

5

5

10'

4

Cost savings

0

1

Other

6

6

Don't know

0

2

Like the idea of varied situations

1/

Data are unweighted, raw frequency counts. Categories are not mutually
exclusive; respondents were asked to indicate all that applied.
2/

40 out of 486 households in Minnesota responding.
3/

25 cut of.476 households in Virginia responding.
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EXHIBIT 7.6:

BENEFITS TO CHILDREN ASSOCIATED WITH COMPLEX CARE
ARRANGEMENTS' /

Minnesota?- /

Benefits to Children

Number of
Respondents

Virginial"

Number of
Respondents

Avocational (can pursue hobbies,
acquire new interests)

14

Education (learning new things,
extra school help)

17

10

13

10

Social (making new friends, less
shy)

Emotional (is more independent,
is happier)

16

Varied care js child(ren)'s
preference

2

5

Other

5

0

1/

Data are unweighted, raw frequency counts. Categories are not mutually
exclusive; respondents were asked to indicate all that applied.
2/

40 out of 486 households in Minnesota responding.
3/

25 out of 476 households in Virginia responding.
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include particular activities, e.g., sports and community activities,
clubs, music or dance lessons, in their regular schedules.

The limited data here preclude drawing any broad conclusions, but
the findings suggest that families have not been forced to adopt such
arrangements by costs or provider restrictions, but have chosen complex
care arrangements to suit personal preferences.

Reduced or Eliminated Subsidies for Child Care
A final special study issue was to examine the effect on families
when child care subsidies were reduced or eliminated.

Subsidies included

aid toward child care received through state or local sources, Title XX,
Title IVA or B, AFCD, WIN, or food, stamp programs.

Only.18 respondents

indicated that they had used any care arrangements during the past year
for which the government helped to pay.

Of these, half indicated that

their aid had been reduced or cut off in the past year.

Because of the

small number of respondents in this.substudy, the issues related to
subsidy reductions could not be examined.

Note that at the time this

study was conducted, the impact of any budget cuts would.nbt yet have
affected individual families.

(Since budgets are usually decided several

years in advance, cuts made this year or last year affect 1983 and 1984
spending.)
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8
COMMUNITY CONTEXT AND ALTERNATIVES

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the community context
for school-age care at the state and selected local levels and to examine
potential community child care alternatives.

Most of the information in

this chapter comes from our.in-home personal interviews with families and
from phone and in-person discussions with state officials and child care
providers.

For both Virginia and Minnesota, the chapter describes

topical areas covered in the interviews, Lhe context within which
school-age care is provided, supplier viewpoints, and parents' and
children's ideas for improvements.

A discussion of the similarities and

differences between the two states concludes this chapter.
To understand the context within which school-age child care
services are provided in the study states, interviews were conducted with
state and local officials knowledgeable about policies and practices on
this subject.

This included state legislators and state and local

directors and staff members of agencies involved in research, licensing
and/or funding for school-age day care.

Discussions with state and local

officials centered on current sources of funding, organization of state
and local services, views on school-age care programs and services, and
future trends.

The remainder of this chapter contains a synthesis of

information for each state gained during these interviews.

8.1
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VIRGINIA

Background:

State and Local Day Care Activities

The Commonwealth of Virginia has never played a major role in
funding or providing for school-age day care.

The counties have been
This has

relatively free to pursue their own strategies for services'.

resulted in wide diversity in the types of programs provided throughout
the state--from the jurisdictioni of Northern Virginia, where children
caring for themselves is widely-acknowledged and dealt with'via_nsurvival
skills" courses and public school - based before and after school

programs--to the rural areas that continue to dominate the state
politically, where-little demand for day care services is evident.
Arlington and Fairfax Counties are.known. for their school-age day care

programs and they have good collaboration between the public schools and
county government.

Licensing has always been considered the major state role in day
care.

The Virginia Department of Welfare began its involvement in day

care when the state legislature mandated licensure of day care centers in

the 1930's,and of family day care homes soon thereafter (Division of
Social Services, 1978).

Its current licensing responsibilities include

500 centers and 130 family day care homes serving approximately 31,000
children.

Not until the passage of Title XX in 1975 were day care services
required to be provided to eligible families upon request.

According to

the 1978 Comprehensive Plan, local departments of social services are
mandated to provide eligible families the follow4ng day care services:
(1)

authorize, arrange, and pay for day care services;

(2)

recruit, screen, and approve family day care home and in-home
providers;

(3)

arrange for and purchase supportive services; and

(4)

counsel parents, children, and providers about day care
programs.

Some local agencies also assume responsibility for monitoring,
evaluation, and training.
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Day care is the second largest service program in Virginia's Title
XX program.

Annual expenditures average more than $8 million.

Approximately 6,000 family day care homes and 40 to 45 percent of all
licensed day care centers 'participate in the Title XX program.

Virginia's child care standards appear tb be more comprehensive
than most states.

According to Bugg (1980), of the 25 states that have

licensing standards specific to school-age child care.pro)grams, Montana,.

Illinois, and Virginia have the most comprehensive requirements.

The

Department of Welfare prepared a "Comprehensive Plan for Day Care
Services in Virginia," resulting from the documentation of statewide day
care needs.

The following state and local service components were
addressed in this plan: goals; staff development; recruitment and
screening; provider training; rates and purchase of services; integration
with other services; gaps in resources; legislative support; monitoring
and evaluation; policy development; and caseload standards.
component, objectives, issues, and strategies were described.

licensing issues are or have been, the topic of debate.

For each
Several

There is some

sentiment within the day care community for licensing sectarian centers
and hospitals.' A state bill passed several years ago exempted sectarian
and hospital-sponsored centers from licensing.

A recent attempt to

impose licensing fees on providers was unsuccessful.

The state legislature also became involved in the debate about
extended day (before and after school) programs.

The legality cr these

programs, initiated in 1969 in Arlington County, h.s been challeiged;
this challenge resulted in an opinion rendered by Attorney General
Marshall Coleman in 1978 that ".. public schools are not legally
authorized to operate day care centers, but they could allow programs
operated by other groups to use school property"
1980).

(Levine and Seltzer,

Because of the support for this program, H.B. 1726 was passed;

the bill allows Arlington County and Falls Church school boards to
provide programs temporarily for school-age children before and after
school hours.

The bill also required the Division for Children to study

the utility of these programs and to report its findings and
recommendations to the Governor and General Assembly.

A Task Force

appointed by the Division for Children to study this issue included
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representatives from a variety of agencies and perspectives on day. care,

such as researchers, day care chains, the Department of Welfare, the
Department of Education, representatives from the extended day programs,
private providers, and professional associations.

The results of this

stuay are to be considered by the governor and the legislature i-n 1984.

Current Day Care Activities

Four state agencies are involved in some way in the provision of
school-age care services:

the Department of Welfare, the Division of

Children, the Department of Health, and the Department of Education.

The Department of Welfare plays the most significant role--it
licenses and regulates day carte providers.
Fire and other health and safety regulations in day care
centers are the province of the Department of Health.
of Education is responsible, for evaluating the
educational effectiveness of the extended day programs mentioned
They also assist after school programs sponsored by
previously.
community education.

The-DepaT-tmen

The Division of Children was established to serve as an
Recently the Division has
advocate for the welfare of children.
been involved in documenting the-extent of reductions in
programs of the Food and Nutrition_ Service, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, and in planned versus actual expenditures of Title
XX funds. The agency has also been developing support for a
bill to be introduced in the next session of the General
Assembly to provide a state subsidy for child care.
Other participants in the day carer-arena include the state and
regional day care associations.
and advocacy functions.

These organizations serve grantsmanship

The Virginia AssociatiOn of Early Childhood

Educators is a professional organization of more than 1500 members with a
variety of affiliations- -day care providers, school administrators,

teachers, and parents--whose pursuits have included:
getting kindergarten legislation passed;
supporting formation of the Division for Children; and
finding ways to cope with loss of government subsidies.
The regional associations

Tidewater Childcare Association,

Central Virginia Child Development Association, Northern Virginia
Coalition, and the Roanoke Valley Community Coordinated Child Care
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Committee--perform a variety of functions, :including providing liaison

with the state, operating a day care center, obtaining funding, providing
information and referral, and organizing constituent providers.
associations are very active; others are not.

Certiin

Funding sources for

association activities also vary.

Public School-Based Programs
Northern Virginia is one of a growing number of sites nationwide
that has experimented successfully with public school-based before and
after school, programs (extended day).

We talked with the coordinators of

these programs for Fairfax and Arlington Counties.

The Arlington County'

program is more comprehensive, since all elementary schools in the county
are participating.

Funded at S700,000 in fiscal year 1982, this program

serves 1200 school-age children.

Approximately two-thirds of the budget

is provided from parent fees; the remainder is from the general tax
fund.

A sliding fee structure is used for the three levels of

programs--kindergarten, morning, and afternoon care.

The program serves

only children of working parents or full-time students.

Enrollment has

been steady for the last several years, even though the school enrollment
for this age group has declined.

School-age child care (SACC) in Fairfax County, like Arlington

County, is designed to provide care for school-aged children whose
parents are working or are full-time students.

SACC aims not to be

school-like and is modeled after Arlington County's extended day
program.

SACC is available in a limitd number of elementary schools

during the schoel year and in a few schools during the summer and during
holidays.

In 1981-82, 884 children were served by this program;

enrollment is expected to increase to approximately 1,000 for the 1982-83
school year.

A tremendous increase in demand for day care services over

five years ago is reported.

The SACC program operates as a partnership between the public
schools and the county government.

The schools provide the facility and

maintenance costs; the county provides a subsidy for families who cannot
afforo the full cost of care.

SACC is, however, primarily a

self-supporting program, as most families pay fees equal to the actual
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cost of services.

Waiting lists exist for each of these programs,

evidence of the growing demand for such services and the success of tie
program.

The City of Alexandria is also operating an extended day program,
but has a different twist.

The program is funded through a combination

of Community Development Block Grant funds from the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development (70%), the City Treasury (10%), and user
fees (20%).

It is intended to serve low income families primarily.

providers share staff and other resources.

Area

The Alexandria Extended Day

Program is centered in three publid schools.

The city recently voted to

refund the program at three schools, following much protest about a
proposed reduction to two schools.

The private sector providers in Northern Virginia view extended
day programs as competitors.

Those with whom we spoke. indicated they had

no waiting lists at their centers.

They felt that the extended day

programs had the advantages of public funds and exemption from licensure,

and that the use of school facilities made these program very convenient
for parents.

The private providers wanted access to the public schools

and a Chance to compete on more equal footing.
Other Day Care Programs

Attesting to the growing latchkey phenomenon in the metropolitan
area of the state, the Alexandria., Cooperative Extension Service sponsors ,

a survival skills program.to teach school-age children who care for
themselves or siblings how to avoid or handle threats to'personal
safety.

Children are instructed in how to answer the telephone and door,

use kitchen appliances safely, and defend themselves.
Community colleges and libraries also 'serve certain school-age day
care functions.

In the Richmond area libraries offer special programs

during after school hours to attract these children.

Community colleges

throughout the state operate day care centers and offer training to
providers.

Employer assistance for daycare is also gaining Some momentum in
Virginia,

As in other states, hospitals have taken the lead in offering

child care because of rotating shifts and the demand for nurses.
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summer of 1922 a statewide seminar titled "Conference on Child Care:
Corporate Alternatives" was held in Richmond.

Representatives of Photo

Corporation of America from Mecklenburg, North Carolina, a pioneer in
corporate investment in child care, discussed that company's successful
program.

Despite such activities, private sector employers have not been

readily convinced of the corporate benefits that can accrue from
investment in child care services.

Several years ago two union-sponsored

day care centers operated in the Winchester area; they have since
Under current conditions of high unemployment and escalating

closed.

inflation, investments whose pay-offs are long-term rather than
short-term, are not viewed favorably.

In summary, the State of Virginia has not perceived school-age
child care as an area requiring a strong state role, but rather one that
is best left to :local initiative.

Most of the state' officials

interviewed believed in a minimal role for government, in the area of day
care.

Although the likelihood of increasing demand for services was

usually acknowledged, the typical opinion voiced was that parents, rather
than government, should pay for this care.

The state is not increasing

its funding as Federal subsidies decline, and no legislation regarding
day care is pending.
Local areas differ widely in the demand for services foi.

school-age children, and thus in the types of programs offered.

Day care

chains are a growing phenomenon in the state and are likely to continue.
The demand for before and after school programs in Northern Virginia is
increasing.

Pending the evaluation of the legislative task force,

extended day programs may spread to other parts of the state (either
under the sponsorship of the public schools or some other public
agency).

Finally, imp'roved economic conditions may result in an increase

in (or at least experimentation with) employer assistance to working
parents for child care services.

The publicity and technical assistance

currently being offered may facilitate actual investment in the years to
come.
C.
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Local Demographics:

Northern Virginia, Tidewater, and Richmond Areas

In general, in-home data from families and providers were
collected from three areas within the state:

suburban

Washington/Northern Virginia,.Tidewater (Norfolk/Virginia
Beach/Hampton/Newport News), and Richmond.

These three areas were

selected because they were the most densely populated; this maximized the
number of in-home follow-up interviews that could be conducted.

The

areas also represent diverse parts of the state, with varying degrees of
involvement in'day care.

Northern Virginia is discussed first since we

have the most detailed information on that. region.

This background

information is from a report on day care in the Washington area prepared
by the Greater Washington Research Center (Maxwell, 1982).

The Northern Virginia area consists primarily of Alexandria City
and Arlington and Fairfax Counties.

As these areas border Washington,

D.C., many Federal employees reside in this region.

It has the largest

proportion of working women of any metropolitan area in the country.

Day

care usage is more prevalent here than in other parts of Virginia.
Northern Virginia is considered relatively affluent, although many
low-income families also live in each jurisdiction.

As of 1980, there

were approximately 110,000 5 to 13-year-olds, and an estimated 70,600 of
these had working mothers.

An estimated 95,000 children under 13 years of age in this area
use day care; 54,000 (58 percent) use it less than 10 hours, per week.

More than $2-million was spent by these jurisdictions in FY 81 to
subsidize care for eligible children.
children per month.

That amount supported almost 1,400

During FY' 82, 54 schools offered before and after

school care to almost 2,200 children.

As noted earlier, a wide variety

of care is available in the state, and all types of care are available in
this region', including day care homes, centers, and private before and
after school care.

The Richmond and Tidewater areas were not as involved with
school-age child care as Northern Virginia.

Despite high satisfaction

and low turnover with current care arrangements, according to our
statewide telephone survey data, the Richmond and Tidewater areas seemed
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to have significant need based on our field work (personal interviews
with parents, providers, and state officials).

There were many working

mothers; the need for mothers to work to help meet family expenses was
great and not many care alternatives existed for school-age children.
The project staff did not perceive these areas to be as affluent as
Northern Virginia.

These regions did not have the tax base to fund an
Many

Office for Children or Extended Day Programs in the public schools.

parents and local areas seemed to cope by using less widespread (i.e.,
not county-wide) programs, however.

Recreation programs in particular

schools or other ad hoc groups occasionally provided before and after

school programs

Findings from Day Care Provider Interviews
As part of the field work for this study, 20 providers of
school-age care were contacted'

/

and asked to discuss their views on

school-age care needs, the supply available to meet these needs in their
area, their perception of trends, and some aspects of their operations.
Six providers were interviewed in person, the others on the telephone.
The range of providers included those operating public programs, private
homes, center-based care, and before and after school operations.

The

following summarizes the findings of this aspect of our study.
Publicity

Most programs rely primarily on word-of-mouth as their prime
marketing tool.

Newspapers, local ads, the yellow Pages, and other

small-scale promotions are also used frequently.

More expensive private

programs and large public programs also use brochures, mailouts, or other
more costly advertising.

Some programs, particularly extended day

programs, do not actively promote themselves since they teed to have

/

Most of the providers were selected randomly from the telephone book
or licensing lists, but they are not designed to be a representative
A few providers were selected purposely (e.g., school-based
sample.
programs in Northern Virginia). The material presented here should
not be considered generalizable.
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a waiting list.

Word of mouth and other informal channels of

Communication (e,g., flyers, bulletin board notices) supply them with

a

s4fficient number of enrollees.

Sources of Current Clients

Most children now served by these programs were carryovers from
previous years or had entered because they heard about the program from
-'user.

a

Some private centers also received referrals from local social

service agencies.
Funding

Most private programs received all their funding from client fees;
occasionally the fees included a subsidy of one type or another.

Some of

the public programs received local or Federal funding in addition to user
fees, and they also received free space and services from local
governments.

The public programs in Northern Virginia provided local

subsidies to parents whose incomes were low enough to qualify.
Waiting Lists

Most public programs were operating at capacity and had plans for
expansion.

About half the private programs had waiting lists, or

expected to have them soon.

The other, half had excess capacity.

Competition

Most private sector providers felt other providers (public and
private) were their main competition; a few felt particularly threatened
by public before and after school programs.

The public programs felt no

competition, or they felt they competed with other social programs for
scarce funding dollars.

The public programs frequently worked with

private providers and did not feel that most private providers viewed
them as competition.

This interaction of public and private sectors also

proved to'bea good recruitment tactic for the public sector as they
frequently hired staff from the private sector.
Demand

Almost all providers felt demand would remain high.

Most felt it

would grow as the economy forced more parents to work (mother, mother and

father, full-and part-time jobs).

Despite a decline in the school-age

populr.tion, many providers felt that the demand for care would remain

constant or drop only slighJy.
Problems
-

Providers mentioned a range of problems of concern to them deali-ng

with school-age children:
,the need of older children for greater attention
overcrowding

.

need for stronger staff with older children
transportation of children to and from school
mixing pf ages
Age Mix

Providers handled school-age children in various ways.

Some mixed

all ages (i.e., preschoolers and school-age), but actually only served up
to kindergarten or first grade;*some used age 6 as a break point; some
segregated by smaller age units.

Government Problems
Other than minor red tape, most providers had no serious problems
with governmental relations.

Several private providers felt threatened

by public programs, and some public programs felt threatened by loss of
funding or loss of their legal basis, i.e., being legislated out of
existence.

Arlington has public school-administered before and after

school day care, but the authorizing legislation permitting the board of
ec, cation to administer that program expires in 1984.

Arlington wants to

continue its program, but administrators are worried that the state might
in effect revoke their authority and force them into an arrangement
similar to that of Fairfax County.

(In Fairfax County a separate county

office rather than the school system administers the extended day
program.)

Most providers took licensing issues in stride, saying it was

full of red tape but that this was not an insurmountable problem.
Community Support

Most providers felt they received good community support.
Particular needs mentioned included:
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funds or fundraising help
help on field trips

need for the community to provide alternatives to self- and
sibling care situations, i.e., more after school care
playground equipment donations

need for an improved community attitude toward private sector
providers
need to counter the deline in quality of public education,
and

need for churches to sponsor more centers, since deMand is so
great and space so limited.
Other

One of the providers we interviewed offered a survival skills
program for children who care for themselves or siblings.

The Alexandria

Cooperative Extension Service developed and operates the program,
supported by USDA, Virginia Cooperative Extension Service, and Alexandria
funds.

The course is six lessons and deals with all the major issues

faced by children providing their own care (cooking, answering door or
phone, fire and police help, etc.).

Parents and'program staff indicated

the program was well received and in demand.

The staff members were

concerned that the program got too much promotion, however, since they
did not want to be perceived as condoning self-care.

Another program in Alexandria offered extended day (i.e., after
Primary support was from a HUD

school) care in several low income areas.
Community Development Black Grant.

The telephone interview data for

Virginia indicated that low income families and minorities seldom used
after school programs, so the program we visited seemed to be a rare
exception for the state, despite its popular appeal and long waiting
lists.

Parent and Child Ideas for Community Action

During the'in-home personal interviews we asked parents what
community alternatives they would like to Fee utilized to help parents
with their school-age child care needs.

Children were also asked about

alternatives they would like.
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Most of the in-home respondents had no suggestions or were happy
with their circumstances and community situations.

Some parents wanted

better use of existing facilities for school-age children--particularly
schools (extended day), recreation centers, libraries, churches, pools,
etc., and some type of organized, supervised care.

Transportation was

frequently cited as a problem that the community could assist with,
although the only specific suggestion was late school buses in
conjunction with extended day.

Another frequently mentioned.item was

some type of I&R service to link supply and demand for school-age care.
Mentioned less frequently were community-sponsored special events,
sliding fee scales for paid care, more employer care, clearinghouses
(with graded reports and references for providers), needs assessments,

'involvement of high school students, greater-visible community presence
and and or availability to respond to needs, publicized phone numbers
where children can get adult help, and subsidized babysitters.
Several parents took issue with the community alternative notion.
altogether.

Some felt that st-,te or local government, not the local

community, should be responsible.

Others voiced the opposite extreme and

stated that families were responsible, that it was the parents' job, and
government should not be involved.

Parents could help one another, but

each was responsible for his or her own family.

Occasionally Spouses

would disagree with each other (e.g., one wanting to limit the-Federal
role, the other wanting more subsidized care).

Children tended to suggest less realistic ideas about community
-alternatives_and some echoed their parents' notions; a few, however,
provided some unique ideas.
the status quo.

Most had no suggesti-ciii-S-Or=were happy -with

Many of the children who made suggestions, like their

parents, made it clear they felt the community was already doing a lot.
Suggestions included more fun, educational activities, more structured

activities, movies, odd jobs, greater use of recreation centers, more
convenient playgrounds, pools, places to talk to adults about problems,
cooperative activities with parents, more supervised activities, more
air-conditioned places, more new schools, more repair of old schools and
facilities, cable TV, after school programs, more control of teenagers,
smoother streets, less litter, and the implementation of clearly marked
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(e.g., with a large hand) neighborhood refuges such as the Block Parent
program.

In contrast to these ideas and like many parent response, some
children indicated that child care was not a community responsibility and
that families shduld provide for themselves.

Unlike the adults, who

frequently mentioned extended school day as an ideal solution, this
arrangement'was rarely mentioned by children.
In summary, this component of the study collected data from only

urban/suburban areas, so the conclusions and comparisons are of limited
Individuals living in

or unknown applicability to more rural regions.

areas where extended day care was available seem to be enthusiastic about
it.

The only exception was from private sector providers who resented

paying taxes to fund competition; they wanted a chance to compete on
equal footing with in-school programs.

Private providers felt strongly

that they could provide better programs less expensively.

The areas of

Virginia without extended day care, seemed to have all the same problems
(i.e., unsatisfied demand as a result of both parents working) but less
widespread and standardized solutions.

Parents in Richmond and Tidewater

wanted extended day care, although many were not familiar with it.

School administrators were apparently the major obstacle; they perceived
extended day care as one more burden to deal with and, they feared, fund
from their own budget.

There was not enough organized widespread support

to convince administrators to offer extended day care in schools.
.Providers seemed to have fairly standard views across the regions

we covered, with the exception of the public-private sector competition
issue, wh-i-chwa-s--a- concern only in Northern Virginia.

Growth in demand

was envisioned in all three regions, and similar, views were expressed on
standards, monitoring, ecc.

Children in all areas expressed common views; they wanted decent
places to
needed.

things to do, with adult help and supervision nearby when
They did riot want to be a burden to parents.

Age was the main

differentiating variable. -Older children expressed more realistic
alternatives than their younger Cduhterparts.

Many children expressed

views when parents didn't, or vice versa,-but rarely were parents' and
childrenls views in direct conflict.
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MINNESOTA,

Background:

State and Local Day Care Activities

Minnesota's Department Of Public Welfare has traditionally held
responsibility at the state level for support of day care services.
Primary responsibility has been vested in two bureaus within this
department:
Services,

the Bureau of Social Services and the Bureau of Support
These administrative units continue to play the primary state

role in day care.

However, the nature and scope of their activities has

altered considerably in the past several years.
Five years ago, a five-member Social Services staff headed a state
grant program for developing family and center day care services.
Individual centers and regional planning committees submitted proposals
for new or expanded programs; awards were decided and subsequently
administered by a state staff committee.

In addition, social services

staff administered. Federal fu ds, primarily Title XX monies, used to
support day care services.

innesota has a long history of strong local

and state funding for social#services, that has typically exceeded
Federal dollars for service,

their program development a

ivery.

The social service staff viewed

iv ties and related technical assistance

efforts as key functions athe tate level.
State staff members in the Bureau a'Support Services, responsible
for licensing and monitoring day care services provided by the centers,
Sev.eral years ago

were highly involved in development activities.

Minnesota was participating in a Federal project to-develop a monitoring,
system for day care services.

As a pilot state, Minnesota implemented

preliminary Federal day care standards statewide.

Although Federal

efforts to design a uniform regulatory system for day care were suspended
in 1981, the state has continued to maintain most of the standards
instituted during that project in its oversight of day care centers.
(LiCensing and monitoring of family care providers is handled by each
county under locally d
The state's significant

d rules.)

nvolvement in directly funding and

developing day care services was sharply curtailed in 1979, however, when
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Minnesota enacted the Community Social Services Act (CSSA).

This Act

provides a block grant of state money to counties for use in funding
social services.

County governments were given the full authority to

determine which social services--including day care -would be supported
.

locary, and at what level of funding.

State legislative action is

required to mandate provision of any specific county services.

The CSSA

provides that counties have responsibility for seven target populations:
child-dependency, neglected and abused, and pregnant adolescents;

dependent and neglected state wards; vulnerable adults; the aged;the
mentally ill; the mentally retarded; and those who are drug and alcohol
dependent.

Faced with this responsibility, local authorities have not

placed a high priority on day care services, and have generally cut back
funding in this area.

State monies for day care development were subsequently channeled
to block grants for local action.

A hiring freeze was imposed on.state

staff, and social service functions were reorganized to emphasize
administrative activities rather than service expansion.
.

Minnesota's budgetary action in 1979 was clearly a forerunner of

1981 Federal block grant legislation.

It demonstrated the state's

tradition of support for local autonomy as well as its support of
forthcoming Federal policies.

When Federal block grant legislation was

enacted, the state had already established a perspective and mechanisms
for incorporating changes.

Undc.- its state supervisedcounty

administered system, Minnesota responded to implementation of the Federal

Title XX block grant by delegating planning, eligibility, and
administrative authority for Title XX monies to local-areas.

Title7X.X.

funds have represented the primary source of Federal support for day care
in the state, so this further reduced the state's role in administering
day care services.

Minnesota has continued to show commitment to day care services at
the state level, however.

in 1981, Minnesota established the Child Day

Care Sliding Fee Program (Minnesota Statutes 245.84, Subd. 2), which it
funded at $1.5 million for two years.

The program subsidizes the cost of

day care services for individual families whose incomes, though limited,
exceed Title XX eligibility limits.

The Sliding Fee Program is
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administered by counties under contract-to the state; 29 of 87 counties
are participating in the program.

The state has also supported new

county-initiated day care projects, notably those that promote
involvement of private businesses in day care.

In 1981, one-year grants

were awarded to innovative day care projects selected by the Governor's
Advisory Council; these were funded through a special discretionary grant
set-aside of 4 percent CETA monies.

Current Day Care Activities
At present one state Social. Services staff member is responsible

for administrative functions related to day care,.a program area that is
expected to encompass only one-quarter of this position.

Licensing of

the 913 private day care centers in the state is conducted by ten
consultants within the Support Services Bureau; these staff members are
also responsible for licensing all non-residential programs across the
state, other than day care, such as day programs for the mentally
retarded.

The limited number of consultants in relation to their

geographic and programmatic Scope results in little time for giving
techniCal assistance to centers, which the state would like to provide.

A statewide survey of licensed providdrs is conducted annually by
the Social Services Monitoring and Reporting Section.
survey is on a voluntary basis.

Response to the

The April 1981 Survey indicated that.

74,188 children were attending 6,919 licensed and active child care
facilities, an increase of nearly 17 percent over the number of children
reported in child care a year earlier.

The utilization rate for care

given before and after school in family day care homes statewide was
computed at 97 percent.

This rate had been consistent for 18 months and

was significantly higher than the rate of 60 percent that the state
considers optimal.

The utilization rate in all c14, care centers

statewide was computed at 89 percent for before and after school care,
close to the optimal rate of 90 percent for centers:
Day care services operated by schools (called "latchkey programs")
and state agencies are exempt from state licensing requirements.

As

non-licensed providers, therefore, school-based day care programs were
not included in the state survey cited earlier.

Nor are such programs
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within the jurisdiction of county social service day care authorities who
license more than 6,000 family day providers in the state.

This concerns

some day care professionals, given.the expanding number of school
districts developing "latchkey" programs, particularly in metropolitan
areas.

Other day care activities in Minnesota are illuStrated by a brief
discussion of some of the current efforts of the two major child care

associations coverinOinneapolis and St. Paul (in Hennepin County and
Ramsey County, respectively).

The Greater Minneapolis Day Care

Association (GMDCA) is a nonprofit association organized in 1969 and
.

4

governed by a volunteer board of directors.

GMDCA administers the Day

Care Sliding Fee Program under contract to Hennepin County.

It has long

been active in community planning for child care, and through its area
committees seeks to integrate child care and other local services.

Other

services it provides include management assistance to child care programs
in the form of training programs and technical'assistance, and operation

of a countywide information and referral service to assist families in
locating licensed child care providers.

One of GMDCA's more recent

efforts has been to computerize referral service information through a

joint project with two other area child care organizations; funding to
" develop thi-6 Child Care Information Network,was provided by grants from
area businesses.

Another relatively new effort has been GMCDA's Business and Child'
Care Project.

Informally begun in 1979 with several seminars involving

local busine:;se:7,'the project gained momentum in 1981 with funding from

the Governer'. CETA Discretionary Grant Program and the participation of
an e 'ecutive "on loan" from Control Data Corporation.

The project

pro:.ed a resource handbook on child-care options for employers and a
neysltter, holds seminars, and initiates discussions with businesses to
inform them of various child care possibilities and show them how to plan
and implement tuch services for employees.

GMDCA is moving toward a "fee

for service" funding base for this project as well as for its other
services.

They have been active recently in soliciting support from'

local businesses and other priVate sponsors since local government funds
have been cut back Sir-nificantly.
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Another project focusing on employer involvement in child care is
a new ,and major effort for the chief child care organization in St. Paul,
ABC, Inc.

Its project, Parents in the Workplace, also received one-year

start-up funds from the Governor's CETA Discretionary Grant program;
funds from several private foundations have also supported this project.
In addition to producing materials to inform employers about possible
child care benefits, the project staff conducts training for parents at
their worksites and offers various services to businesses, such as needs
assessments related to child care.
ABC.,

Inc., was formed in the spring of 1982 through a merger of

four Ramsey County child care organizations with complementary missions
and constituencies:

(1) Toys 'n Things, a toy lending library that also

sellspublications,andtrainingmaterials,providesworksite parent
education seminars, and trains family day care providers; .(2) Child Care
Council of Ramsey County, which provides 18111 services (currently being

computerized), works with employers, and has done studies on use of care
facilities;

(3) Family Day Care Association of Ramsey County,

runs a food program; and

which

(4) Center Directors',Association of Ramsey

County, for directors of smaller nonprofit independent child care centers
(as opposed to the chains), which establishes standards, conduct
inspections, and handles group advertising through their child care
guild.

The merger was accomplished because of diminishing public funding
support.

The child care organizations realized they probably would not

all be able to survive alone, so they banded together and are trying to
become self-supporting.
etc.

Now they share the cost of facilities, overhead,

By reorganizing management under one non-profit umbrella, ABC,

Inc., is continuing to provide the range of services offered previously
by its member groups'

It is also administering the pay Care Sliding Fee

Program under contract to Ramsey County and is concentrating on

developing private sponsorship and business support for child care.

Local Demographics:
.

the Minneapolis-St. Paul Metropolitan Area

Hennepin County is the most populous county in the State of

Minnesota:

nearly one million people reside there, most in Minneapolis

(
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and its close suburbs.

In contrast, Ramsey County, where St. Paul

is

located, covers a much smaller geographic area and has about half the
number of people as the Hennepin/Minneapolis area.
among the wealthiest in the state.

The estimated median income of tax

filers in Hennepin County in 1978 was $11,447.
similar:

Both counties are

The tax base in Ramsey is

the estimated mean income of'tax filers in 1978 was $11,591.

The Minneapolis-St. Paul area,contains more than 2,000 licensed
and active family day care hoMes (Minnesota Department of Public Welfare,
1981).

These homes provide services tt more than 9,000 (FTE) children.

Approximately 1,800 school-age children attend day care homes.

Licensed

all-day centers number close to 230 and serve the full-time equivalent of
about 6,700 children.

About 955 school -age children attend all day

centers in the Minneapolis- St. Paul area.

In FY 1982, Hennepin and Ramsey Counties estimated the combined
expenditure of nearly $2.2 million of Title XX monies for child care.
Approximately; 3,000 clients--including AFDC and SSI-MSA (Supplementary

Security Income-Minnesota Supplemental Assistance) recipients, and

individualswhose incomes do not exceed 60 percent of the state median
income--are estimated.to be served in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area.
0.

Findings from Day Care Provider Interviews
Short telephone interviews. were conducted with 15 day care

providers in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area.
five child care facilities.

Onsite visits were made'to

The providers represented a variety of types

and circumstances: nonprofit centers, chain centers, employer-assisted
...

care, family day care, and school-based "latchkey" programs.

Providers

were selected at random from telephone listings and from suggestions by
parents and child care organizations.
following topics:

The short interview coveret the

publicity, funding, competition, supply of and demand

fof- child care services, special problems and opportunities in serving
school-age children, and sugges ions for additional community. .services.

No atempt was made p gather IP representative sample of child care
providers, so the opinions and ideas expressed in this section should not
be construed as generalizable.

To avoid misirtterpretatton, only broad

-quantifiers (such as some and many) are given rather than actual numbers

or percentages.
4r
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Publicity

Word-of-mouth seemed to be the most. used and most effective method
of advertising child care services.

The providers also used a variety of

other techniques, including the yellow pages, ads in local newspapers,
fliers distributed in the schools, and posters.

Computerized

and referral (I&R) services were used by several providers.

nformation

A few child

care providers also use television and radio on occasion.
Funding

Parent fees were the major source of income for child care
facilitiess.

The rate structures varied considerably, however, both

in

terms of the amount charged and the way in which fees were calculated.
Some providers charged an hdurly rate, others charged on a weekly basis.

Some had a different fee structudepending on the age of the child.
Few providers charged fees on a sliding scale basis.
indicated that their fees would be going

whether parents could afford child care.

Many providers

up, and were worried about
They also feared that rising

costs would mean that more children would be on their own alone in their
homes.

Several providers also received public and private subsidies
indirectle via parents whose child care was subsidized or directly

through USDAfood programs and employer-provided support such as donated
facilities or staff salaries.

Several providers felt that anticipated

reductidns in government support might mean that parent fees would not

cover the cost of the child care services they offer.

One center was

forced to close its school-age child care program temporarily because of
loss of government support; the program reopened after a private
charitable organization assumed the cost of program operation.
Competition

Other day care centers, family day care homes, and school-based
programs were mentioned as the primary competition of the providers
interviewed.
services.

Older siblings were also mentioned as competition for their

A licensed family day care home provider said that unlicensed

homes that charged cheaper rates were becoming another source of
competition.

This provider believed that the economy and Federal
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cutbacks were pushing more unlicensed people into the day care field as a
temporary way to make money.
Supply and Demand

Day care providers seemed to feel that demand for child care
services and the supply-of providers had grown in the past few Steers.

Several providers noted the growth in-Achool-based programs and
employer-assisted child care; they expected the trend to continue.
Increased demand for child care was attributed to more single
parent families, the increased nymber of women working, and the decline
in other services, such as schools discontinuing summer school and -parks
cutting back on recreational programs.

Several providers also noted the

greater convenience of using child care--expanded hours, open on
weekends, etc.,--which tended to encourage use.

Several providers

indicated that the demand for infant and toddler care was especially
great.

As these children get older, they will create a bigger demand for

school-age child care.

Those providers who did not believe demand for child care was
increasing attributed this primarily to rising costs of care that made
day care services prohibitive for many people.

The providers tended not

to have their school-age programs filled to capacity, much less a waiting
list for this age group.

Apparently supply of school-age services has

been, able to keep pace with the demand.

The telephone survey data

confirm this, indicating high levels of satisfaction with current child
care arrangements and few families who had changed their child
arrangements in the past year.
Special Opportunities/Problems Serving School--Age Children
The providers tended to be quite pos,itive about the special

oprortunitiei involved in serving school-age children.

Older children

can do more' (e.g., go on field trips) ancLcan help with the other
Children.

They are more independent, easy going, and not as vulnerable

to physical harm as younger children.

As one provider put it, "You're

not so responsible for life and limb as you are with preschoolers."
Difficulties in serving school-aged children revolved around the special
staff and programming needed to serve this population adequately.
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Many

of the teachers are trained for preschool; others burn out more
quickly--school-age children.don't take naps so there is no time for the
teacher to rest.

It is harder to recruit good staff for school-age

children; teachers need to be secure personally, able to allow the older
children independence and give them responsibility.
to treat older children and keep them stimulated.

They must know how
School-age children

have more energy to release; their programming requires more thought and
must be challenging and interesting.
These special requirements are particularly difficult when few
school-age childre'n are in a given program.

Although the providers

typically offered services. for children up to age 12, the oldest

children enrolled tended to be 7 or 8, with a few facilities serving
9-and 10-year-olds.
school-age care.

None of the providers had a waiting list for

Because of this, there often were not enough children

to form a separate program, although most providers preferred to serve
these children in separate age- or ability-defined groups.

Other

difficulties encountered serving school-age children were transporting
children to and from school and the additional physical space needed by
older children.
Suggestions for Community Services
The providers offered a number of suggestions about community
services they would like to offer or expand.

Child care providers wished

transportation could be provided, especially for field trips.

One

provider wanted to work out arrangements with local corporations to use
their commuter buses.

Day camps, foster-grandparent programs, and

community volunteer speakers (e.g., from the police, and fire department)
were also mentioned as possible services.

Working more closely with the

school systems was mentioned in several contexts:

donating used

educational materials (or selling materials at cost to providers) and
cooperating with the schools to address common concerns, such as truancy,
tutoring services, etc.

Providers also mentioned the need for a support system for
themselves; a resource center (that would provide a centralized place in
'the community for activities and equipment with homes and centers taking
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turns conducting activities, etc.); and fee reductions or waivers for
summer recreation programs.

(One provider.already had obtained reduced

rate passes for the community swimming pool.)
Parent and Child Ideas for Community Action

Parents and children participating in the follow-up in-home
interviews were also asked about community services they would like to
see.

The children, ranging in age from 8-13 years, indicated a need for

more activity programs.

Specific suggestions included field trips,

sports programs, inner tubing, and pool.

It was important to the

children that the adults running the programs, could relate to children.

Several parents indicated strong support for school-based programs

and employer-assisted childcare.

They felt that it was particularly

important to have active programs--gymnastics, swimming, other
sports--especially for teenagers.

Transportation, e.g., an activity bus,

was an important feature to facilitate the children's participation.
One mother suggested that the pa. s5 might make jobs (for example,

clean-up work) available to older children in the summer.

She also

wanted to see businesses, such as bowling alleys, offering leagues or
clubs for the children.

Another mother wanted to see more foster

grandparent-type programs in the child care centers.

She also suggested

that welfare mothers might work for their benefits by watching,other
welfare mothers' children or ,even starting a center.

Other suggestions included greater government support for child
care, use of sliding scales to determine child care fee payments, more
support for community centers and parks, and better pay for child care
providers.

In summary, the scope and nature of child care activities at the
local level vary a great deal.

Programs in the major metropolitan

counties may be more extensive and sophisticated than in other parts of
Minnesota:

However, several features of these two counties' support

systems for child care seem to reflect growing trends in the state and
might be found to differing degrees in other Minnesota localities.

These

include local development of before and. after school programs based in

the public schools; computerization of information services;
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consolidation of service organizations; and an emphasis on developing
private support, particularly business sponsorship, for child care
services.

In addition, state-level day care officials in Minnesota expect to
see a growth in franchise operations in coming years, serving a larger
proportion of middle and upper income families.

The number of unlicensed

providers also seems to be on the rise as people seek new income sources
by becoming day care providers.

State officials also anticipated further reductions in government
support for child care, with the Sliding Fee Program being absorbed into
block-grants to the localities.

For lower income families, the effect

may be an increase in use of unlicensed care and in unsupervised
self-care situations.

Overall, day care services were seen as a

diminishing service priority at both the state and local government
levels.

Fee-for-service and business sponsorship were the primary coping

mechanisms being used.

There was also an emphasis on greater involvement

of the private sector through education and technical assistance.

Summary and Conclusions

Virginia and Minnesota day care services are very similar.

Both

states have a high degree of local autonomy, and in both states the
localities have begun to emphasize schdol-ttased child care programs.

In

Virginia these programs are operated outside the public school system
except where permitted by law to be part of the public school system
(e.g., Arlington).

No such legal restriction was evident in Minnesota.

Although-private providers in Minnesota indicated that school-based
programs were major competitors, the situation has not seemed to generate
the controversy that it did in Virginia.

Both states evidenced a wide variety of other after school
ta.

services, including community recreation programs, centers, and family

daycare homes.

Both states, showed a high degree of interest in

employer-assisted child care.

Minnesota is taking the lead in actual.

research and implementation.
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Information from child care providers in Virginia and Minnesota
was remarkably similar.

Word-of-mouth was the most effective method of

advertising, followed by the yellow pages.. Most providers were funded
largely by user fees, supplemented by government subsidies (Title XX,
USDA food program).

The providers felt that the demand for child care

was increasing as more women entered the work force.

Some voiced

apprehension about the future financial solvency of child care services
as government funds are cut off or reduced and as user fees rise to
compensate for inflation and loss of subsidies.

Some families may not be

able to afford child care, or may be able to pay only for child care for

younger childrn.

This could increase the number of school-age children

left on their own before and after school.
Virginia and Minnesota appear'ed to differ in the balance between
supply and demand for child care.

Our descriptive information indicates

that supply may not have kept pace with demand in Virginia, where waiting
lists exist.
The ";lneapolis/St. Paul area, in contrast, appears to have

an adequate capac4ty. The Twin Cities also have established school-based
programs and are

them extensively.
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PRESENT AND FUTURE TRENDS IN SCHOOL-AGE CHILD CARE
This study identified several trends in the use of child care for
school-age children.

Parents in Virginia and Minnesota indicated that

they were satisified with their current care arrangements; the low
proportion of families who changed their child care arrangements in the
past year confirms this.

While most parents were available to care for

their children in the .lorning before school, the after school time period

evidenced much greater usage of nonparental forms of child care.
Full-time working parents, in particular, were frequent users of
alternate child care for their shcool-age children, especially self-care
or sibling care.

In both Minnesota and Virginia, self/sibling care was

the most commonly used form cf nonparental child care for working parents
during the'weekdays, followed-by family day care homes.
This chapter takes a brief look at these and other trends in child
care for school-age children.

Mew and innovative, approaches to serving

school-age children are explored, and possible areas for future study are
suggested.

Holly and Peter Nelson walk one block from where their school
bus drops them off after school, unlock the kitchen door, and
let themselves into an empty house.
Holly, age 9, turns on the
television. Elaven-year-old Peter gets something to eat, then
joins his younger sister.
It is 3:30 in the afternoon; their
mother will not be home for two more hours.
This arrargement was Peter's and Holly's choice. After two
years in an after school child care program, they were bored.
None of their friends were in the program with them. Most of
the children were younger. Peter and Holly wanted more freedom,
less structure.
Betty Nelson, their mother, is divorced. She
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for her own
works full-time--both for the income a
She cannot. be home when the children arrive from
fulfillment.
Indeed, a recent promotion is going to entail even
school.
longer working hours, a fact that weighs heavily on Betty's
conscience and detracts from the elation she should have felt at
being promoted.

A few
As it gets darker outside, the children become restless.
months ago they were frightened by a noise outside, but, it was
only a dog'in the garbage cans. The neighborhood is safe, and a
Even though they fight, Holly
few adults are usually at home.
and Peter are both glad the other is there - -it's someone to talk
to, to keep from being lonely or scared. They decide not to
call, their mother again at work; she will be home soon anyway
and they don't want to worry her.
Betty can see the light from the television flickering in the
living room as she pulls into the driveway. Peter has forgotten
to turn on.the outside lights, and Holly probably did not feed
But Betty's long work day is over and her children
the dog yet.
are safe.

This composite portrait is fiction, yet it exemplifies the lives
of many families in this country.

Betty Nelson could be any one of the 9

million single working mothers, Holly and Peter two of the estimated 2
million school -

children who are alone. during nonschool hours (Bureau

of Labor Statistics).

This profile also points to other characteristics

that this study found common among families with children who care for
themselves.

Holly and Peter were alone for a few hours, but rarely for a

long stretch of time or during the evening.

The Nelsons lived in a safe

neighborhood with adult help theoretically available in case of an

emergency; so far this informal support network has never been used, so
its effectiveness is unknown.

Although not totally at ease, Peter and

Holly would rather be home alone than in a "baby" program, with a
babysitter, or some other arrangement where they can't relax or be with
their friends.

When they are on their own they watch television and eat,

sometimes they fight, and they talk on the telephone with their mother.

There are rules for when the children are alone, including certain
household chores, but these are sometimes forgotten.

How do parents feel about letting their children stay home alone?
The Betty Nelsons we talked to were cautiously positive.
typically started such an arrangement on a trial basis.
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Parents

Although they

often worried about accidents or strangers, no serious problems had
developed.

Once they received that check-in phone call and knew their

children were at home, some of the anxiety lessened.
few alternatives.

Betty Nelson had

She needed to work and her children were unhappy with

their previous child carkrrangement.

It may not be an ideal situation

but so far it has worked and will continue unless a serious problem
arises.

Recently much public attention has been focused on families like
the Nelsons - -so- called "latchkey" households.. This study has added to

the growing body of information on the topic.
however, remain to be investigated.

Some areas of inquiry,

For example, what are the long-term

effects on children who are consistently on their own?

Our preliminary

data suggest that self- and sibling care has both positiye and negative
impacts.

Children enjoy the freedom and sense of responsibility, but

par'ents worry that they may be growing up too soon.

Will these children

grow up to be more independent and learn to take calculated risks, or
will they become fearful adults?
These and other questions need to be addressed.

Indications are

that more and more school-age children will be caring for themselves.
Parents like Betty Nelson will continue to be faced with hard decisions
concerning work and child care.

It is a gray, chilly morning. At 6:30 a.m. Sasha and her
mother walk down the street to the babysitter's house.
Seven-year-old Sasha is still sleepy., and after greeting the
babysitter she goes to the spare bedroom and curls up for a
nap.
Sasha's mother, Mrs. Meier, has to be at work by 7:00 a.m.
so there is little time to talk. When Sasha gets up again she
has breakfast with the sitter, the sitter's 6-year-old son,
Mike, and Terry, whose mother has just dropped her off. Mike
and Sasha walk to school together while 4-year-old Terry stays
with the sitter.

After school, Sasha and Mike walk back to the sitter's house.
Sasha plays with the baby for a while, then reads to Terry and
3-year-old Jesse. Sasha is an only child and her mother is
pleased that she is exposed to other children in a home
situation.
Mrs. Meier arrives at 4:30 p.m. She and the
babysitter chat over a cup of coffee while the children finish
the game they are playing. Sasha says goodbye to her friends
and kisses the babysitter. The Meiers go home, mother and
daughter recounting their days.
.
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Family day care homes such as in this fictional account offer a
solution to some families' child care needs.

Their major advantage,

accoraing to parents in our study, is the home atmosphere that offers
children a change from the structured school environment.

Often the

hours-are- -most flexible in day care homes, so children like Sasha can

arrive early, before most centers open.

Day care homes also seemed to be

less expensive than other types of child care programs.

Some parents wished that family day care homes offered more in the
way of educational or other structured activities.

Others expressed

concern over the partiality babysitters often showed toward the

babysitte's own children.

Parents were also uncomfortable in situations

where their school-age children took care of the younger children in the
day care home.

As with formal child care programs, children seemed to

outgrow their day care homes.

The day care home provider has little,

incentive to encourage school-age child enrollments, since more money can
be made caring for younger children all day.

While family day care homes

have been examined in recent research, they have not been studied With a
focus on the particular needs of school-age children.
inquiry in this area could include:

Future avenues of

what incentives could be offered for

providers to serve school-age children (technical assistance, relaxation
of licensing standards)?
serve older children?

What training do caregivers need to better

How can cost-effective activities and materials

with appeal to school-age children be made available to family day care
home providers?

An alternative to self-care and family day care homes or day care
centers --school-based child care programs -is growing in popularity..

These programs are located in public elementary schools and may be run by
the school system, other public agencies, or by private providers who
lease the space in a school.

Such programs offer advantages,to parents

as well as participating schools.

Parents expressed particular

satisfaction with the location, facilities, and staff of school-based
programs.

Since the program"is on school property, no transportation

arrangements are needed to get a child from school to day care.
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Using a

school also means thit playground equipmeht, materials, and appropriate
furniture are likely tO, be available.

Staff at school-based programs may

be certified teachers, which meals they are trained to work with
school-age children.

Schools themselves,often benefit because they are

maximizing use of their facilities, sometimes even preventing school
closings.

All these factors have converged to encourage the

establishment of school-based child care programs.
Parents who were reluctant to use such prpgrams were uncomfortable
with the extended period of time theii- children would have to spend in
'school environment.

a

Where school-based programs did not yet exist,

parents, seemed to be less enthusiastic about them.

Private providers

sometimes felt that the school-based programs were unfair competition
since they used public facilities which the private providers did not
have access to.

The establishment of schOOl-based programs has already

raised many questions which school districts and communities must
address:

is child care an appropriate function of the schools?

What

should the emphasis be in school-based prograths--recreation or
Academics?

Who should bear the cost of such programs?

After spending

all day in school, how much supervision and structure can children take?
What kind of care situation' would be suitable for Fire-teenagers?

After

school programs are available to children as old as .13 or 14, but in

reality few children beyond the age of 9 or 10 are enrolled in them.
What is missing?

What can be done to make programs appealing to

children?

Another problem parents must face is arranging child care during
the summer months.

With children no longer in school most of the day,

many more hours of child care have to be arranged or children.go
unsupervised for long periods of time.

Cutbacks in park recreational

programs and in summer school have created a difficult situation for many
parents.

This problem needs to be explored further.

left alone during the summer?

Are more children

Can existing child care centers and day

care homes accommodate year-round service?
differ from programs during the school year?

Do/should summer programs
What features should a

quality summer care program possess?
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One emerging trend with potential applicability to the problems of
school-year and summer child care arrangements is that of employer,

assisted care.

A growing number of businesses are offering employees

assistance in locating, providing, or paying for child care services. So
far employer support, where it is available, has benefited parents with
preschool children primarily.

We found few programs.that had school-age

children enrolled, although most accepted this age group.. This pattern
of service to younger children raises several, questions.

Should

employers i-nvestigate different avenues of assistance for school-age
children?

If so, what types of assistance (e.g., camps, camp

scholarships, collaboration with schools, community recreation support)?
What types of technical assistance and other information would be helpful
to employers?

This chapter has attempted to highlight'a few, of the.trendi noted

in the course of this study and to point out potential avenues of inquiry
for the future.

Parents appear to be managing child care arrangements

for their school-age children to their own satisfaction, but they are
also looking for better solutions..

Until more is learned about

school-age child care, little can be done to assist them.
one step in that direction.
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This study is

Appendix A

In home Interview Protocols and.Abstracting Forms
(Parent and Child)
,

State Official. Interview Questions

Provider Interview Questions
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HOME INTERVIEW QUESTIONS:

CORE QUESTIONS:
1.

PARENTS

ASK EVERYONE EXCEPT WHERE NOTED

Basic Family Information:
.

.

First, I'd like to verify some basic information about your family.
Please let me know if any of this is not accurate. ,As I understand

2.

a.

verify total # children

b.-

verify age of each

c.

verify total # adults in household

d.

verify employment status/hours home of each

e.

verify status as to lost subsidy and employer-assisted care

-

Childcare Arrangements
a.

Please let me know if any of this is not accurate

-

Summarize briefly and verify routine childcare for each child
b.

If cost went up would you change care arrangements?
cost willing to pay).

3.

(e.g. top

What would you do?

Satisfaction (ALL EXCEPT PARENT CARE AND SELF/SIBLING CARE PERIODS)

Now I'd like to talk with you about your satisfaction, and your
cnild's satisfaction with current arrangements.
a.'

What aspects about these childcare arrangements are you
most satisfied with?
least satisfied with?

Why?

Why?

(e.g. location, transportation, cost, kind.of experience
for child - degree of structure, activities, friends,
learning,..personalattention, safety, type of care or
particular caregiver)
b.

Do you think your child(ren) feel the same way?

c.

How do you judge if a childcare arrangement is working well for
your Child?

d.

What kind of interaction do You, have with current caregiver?
(e.g. frequency, nature, adequiacy)
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4.

Selecting/Planning Childcare
I'd like to talk to you about the process of finding but about and

planning childcare for school age chidren.
a.

What types of after school care are available here?

b.

Do you know whether there are any:
regular programs for afterschool care at the schools?
foster grandparent programs?
programs spdnspred by employers?
,

c.

If all kinds of after school care were available to you which
would you prefer and why?

o.

How would you advise a neighbor or friend to find out about
possible childcare arrangemenis in this community?
(e.g.,
media/ads; public/private agencies; resource persons)

e.

Do you know of any Information and Referral services for
childcare in this community?
Have you ever used I&R?
Do you think I&R services for childcare are an important
community service?

f.

Do you think this community could help families more with
childcare for school aged children?
How might this be accomplished?
(e.g., what about I&R
services, using public schools, foster grandparent program,
encouraging employer support?)

g.

How do you define qualify childcare?

h.

Are there any differences in what's important for younger
children compared to older children?

LO
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(type of program needed?)

5.

Consequences of Childcare
I'd like to talk about the consequences of childcare on other parts

of your life.
a.

-(IF EMPLOYED).

You're working now, but would you prefer to be

home taking care of your kids?
(IF UNEMPLOYED) Are difficulties in

arranging adequate

childcare related to why you're not working now?

(e.g. cost,

availability/access).
-

Would the child's age make a difference?
Would other factors - such as the hours, flexibility or
location of the job make a difference?

b.

6.

What do you think of employee job benefits such as
flextime?
Flexible benefits? Would these make a big
difference for your family? How?

Attitudes Towards Self-Care/Sibling Care:
a

ASK ALL PARENTS

Is it common in this neighborhood for children to care for
themselves, after school?
-Is this considered a problem?
- -

- -

Are there any community initiatives or groups trying to
deal with this?
Do you have any ideas abouut ways this community could help?

b

In your neighborhood, when are children generally considered old
enough to stay by themselves without adult supervision?
- Under what conditions?
-At what age?
-For how long?
How regularly?

c

In your neighborhood, when are children generally considered old
enough to care for younger brother(s) and/or sister(s)?
-Under what conditions?
-For how long?
-How regularly?

d

Does your child ever stay alone (care for younger
brother/sister) - even if not regularly?
-Under What conditions?
-For how long?

e

As a parent, how do you/how would you know when a child is old
enough to take care of himself (or a younger brother/sister)?
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7.

Lost Subsidy:

ASK ONLY WHEN APPLICABLE

One of the things we are interested in is government aid for
childcare and what happens if it's reduced or cut off.
a.

What happened when your family's childcare aid was reduced/lost?
- How did you cope with the situation?
- What alternatives did you have?
-What did you do?

b.

What advice would you give to other families who have lost/less
aid for children?

c.

Since there will be less federal money to help support
childcare, what do you think communities could do to keep
childcare available?
(e.g. encourage employer support; volunteer efforts; use public
.

schools)
8.

Employer-Assisted Childcare:

ASK ONLY WHEN APPLICABLE

You indicated that your (spouse's/partner's) employer does help
employees witn childcare.

9.

I'd like to talk about that a bit.

a.

Verify type of assistance
Can you tell me how that works more specifically?
How did this get started?
How long has program been operating?

b.

For your employer, what advantages do you think this has?
Disadvantages?
How do you think employees who do not use this benefit feel
about it?
(accept/support/resent)

c.

For your family, what advantages/disadvantages does this have?

d.

How satisfied are you with this benefit?
Are there aspects you feel are problematic, could they be
improved? How?
What you like best about it?

e.

How does this make you feel about you current employer?.

f.

Do you think this type of benefit could/should be made available
to more people? Why or why not?

SELF/SIBLING CARE:

ASK ONLY WHEN APPLICABLE FOCUS ON CHILD SELECTED

FOR PHONE
INTERVIEW
a.

You indicated that your child was about

years old when

he/she first started staying on his/her own (or watching younger
child) regUlarly.

What did you do before that?

3d'

(e.g. care arrangement)

What led to the change (e.g. key factors in decision - age,
maturity, necessity etc.)
b.

Could you tell me about any benefits there are for you and/or
your child?

c.

What does your child usually do while he/she is home alone?
(e.g. extent/kind of structured-unstructured time on regular
basis)

d.

Do you have any particular problems and /or worries about leaving

your child alone/as a babysitter?
Could you tell me more about that?
Approaches tried to resolve this?

Examples?

Any useful?

Are there other problems you've had?

Special concerns?

e.

Has a situation ever come up where adult/outside help was
needed? What happened?

f.

You've indicated that you have/have not set ground rules or
special instructions for. your child (ren) when s/he (they are)
is alone (babysitting).
-

If none - have you ever thought about setting rules?

Done

it in the past?

If yes - why these particular rules?
come about?

(e.g. how did these

any particular occurrences?)

Are there any problems with this ground roles for the child
(e.g. confined indoors, not enough opportunity for
interaction)?
g.

How do you think your child feels about staying alone/with
brother or sister?
Does s/he think s/he's old enough?
When is s/he comfortable?
Under what conditions? For how long?

h.

(IF NOT ALREADY ANSWERED) Would your child prefer another
arrangement?

Would you?

Could that be arranged?
-

i.

If not, why not?

Are there particular circumstances when you do arrange special
childcare for child?

(when, what kind).
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j.

What advice woula you give to parents about leaving their child
alone/to care for younger brothers and sisters?

K.

Do you have any general/other thoughts or comments you woula
like to add about children being responsible for
themselves/taking care of 3/danger brothers/sisters?

10. COMPLEX CARE:
a.

ASK ONLY WHEN APPLICABLE AND NOT ALREADY ANSWERED

Was it necessary to arrange such complex childcare?

How did

this come about? (e.g., special priorities, individual needs of
children, limited availability/access)
b.

Are there advantages to this situation?

c.

How do these arrangements affect each of you? (each child and
parents)?

Disadvantages?

Affect one/some more than others?

Is there any overall effect on you as a family -- for
example, on spending time together or beings able to have

meals together?
a.

How long do you see these arrangements continuing?
(e.g: transient vs. long term, reasons).
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PARENT INTERVIEW ABSTRACTING FORM

Respondent:

Employed

Y

N

Address:

Lost subsidy

Y

N

Phone:

Employer assisted

Y

N

Interview Date & Time:

Self/Sibling Care

Y

N

Interviewer:

Complex care

Y

N

BASIC FAMILY INFORMATION
CHILD

verified = /
cnanged =

AGE

CHILD

#1

#5

#2

#6

#3

#7

#4

#8

don't know ='?

AGE

CHANGES/CORRECTIONS:

Adults

Employment Status/Hours Home

CHANGES/CORRECTIONS:

349

verified =N/
changed = i2i

CHILDCARE ARRANGEMENTS
Mornings:
#1

#2

#3
#4

CHANGES/CORRECTIONS:

After school:

CHANGES/CORRECTIONS:

Evenings:
#1

#2

#3

#4

CHANGES/CORRECTIONS:

350

don't know = ?

COMMENTS:

IF COST RISES
Top'Cost

SATISFACTION

Positive
Cost
Location
Hours
Facility
Staff
Child/Mix

wl.l

COMMENTS:

(Most Satisfied)

COMMENTS:

(Least Satisfied)

CHILDREN AGREE?
Yes

No

Pos

Negative

Attention to child
Social/play
Learning
Degree of structure
Other

COMMENTS:

ive

Negative

INTERACTION WITH CAREGIVER
Adequate

Yes

COMMENTS:

No

INFORMATION SOURCES

COMMENTS

Would refer friend to:
Specify
Individual
Professional
Media/ads
Public Agency
Private/voluntary
Employer
Other

1.1Immis

I&R

knows of
has used
Important?

COMMENTS:

7.
COMMENTS:

Availability known of:
Community programs
Individual providers
School program
Employee sponsored
Foster grandparent

.am..1

3152

PREFERENCE

COMMENTS:

After school -- School -based

Daycare center
Care at someone's home
Care at Your home
nonrelative
relative
parent

.0"..

CHILDRENS NEEDS
At Age(s)

COMMENTS:

../

HOW WELL CHILDCARE WORKS

COMMENTS:

DEFINITION-QUALITY CHILDCARE

COMMENTS:

Safety factors
Staff qualities
Recreational
Educational
Child's relationship
with provider
Child mix
Convenience
Cost
Other

.7.
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DECISION TO ALLOW SELF CARE

COMMENTS:

Age
Sex
Neighborhood
Access to adults

MatUrity/independence
Special needs
Othc,

CONSEQUENCES OF CHILDCARE
Prefer to work
Prefer not to work
Factors:

Child's age
Job hours
Other job features
Parent needs
Child-rearing beliefs
Other

ATTITIUDES TOWARD CHILDCARE BENEFITS
Flextime:

Flexible Benefits:

COMMENTS:

NOT WORKING:

Yes

No

COMMENTS

RELATED TO CHILDCARE?
Cost

Availability
Access
# children
Age of children
Other

ATTITUDES TOWARD SELF/SIBLING CARE
WHEN STAY ALONE:

AGE

CONDITIONS:

COMMON IN NEIGHBORHOOD

Yes

COMMENTS:

No

Problem
Local InTETF: Ives

IDEAS FOR ACTION
C

'355

WHEN BABYSIT SIB
AGE:

CONDITIONS:

CHILD ALONE/SIG CARE
OCCASIONAL

.FREQ.

MAX HRS

Alone
Watching Sib
Watched by Sib
COMMENTS:

HOW ASSESS CHILD'S READINESS
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LOST SUBSIDY

COMMENTS

Cost effects

-Added cost for care
Same care--less hours
Changed care
Changed transportation.
Lost care
Other

EFFECTS ON ARRANGEMENTS

COMMENTS

Insufficient care
Undesirable care
More complex arrangments
Impact on other children
Other

ADVICE TO OTHER FAMILIES

COMMENTS

IDEAS FOR LOCAL ACTION

357

verified =Ni
changed =

EMPLOYER ASSISTED
Program Age

COMMENTS:

Program Type
I & R

Flex tile

Cost sharing

OPer&te program
Acquire slots & pays
Acquire slots
Other

EMPLOYER BENEFITS

COMMENTS:

Less turnover
Maintain work hours
Less leave used
More reliable staff
Better image
Other

Any disadvantage..,

Yes

No

ATTITUOE OF NONUSER EMPLOYEES

COMMENTS:

Accept
Support
Resent

EFFECT FOR FAMILY/EMPLOYEE
Positive

COMMENTS:

Negative

Convenience
Access to child
Cost

Type of program

JOB STABILITY

Yes

No
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Self/Sibling Care
o

COMMENTS

Age when first left alone
years ( ,/ orA)

Prior arrangers

.Ls (type)

Factors in decision to change
$ necessity
Age
Maturity
Parent need

BENEFITS

COMMENTS (Examples)

.

Quiet time
Independence
Trust
Skills
Other

3i)'/)

WHAT CHILD(REN) DOES/DO WHILE ALONE

COMMENTS

Play with friends
T.V.

Read
Homework
House chores

Meal preparation
Hobbies
Other

PROBLEMS/WORRIES

(Indicate P or W)

Accidents

Truancy

Juvenile delinquency

Other school

Too much T.V.

Lonliness

Nutritional

Boredom

Drugs

Fear/anxiety for child

Alcohol

Unloved

Sex exploration

Other emotional

Sex exploitation

Chores neglected

Homework neglected

Other

School grade problems

COMMENTS
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COMMENTS

HELP FROM ADULT

Parent phones

Child can go to nearby adult
Child can call police, fire, etc.
Other

Ever needed?

GROUND RULES

Yes

(

or

A)

None

Chores

Check-in calls

Doors lock:,'

No cne let in

'riends in

Stay inside

Nc,

Stay in yard

Emergency instructions

Homework

Meals

T.V. limits

Appliance limits

,`riends in;

COMMENTS 'low derived; why these, any events)

FEELINGS OF CHILD(REN)

Child Staying Alone

Olaer Child Babysitting

Younger Child Staying with Brother/Sister

ANOTHER ARRANGEMENT PREFERRED
Y

COMMENTS:

N

BY CHILD
BY PARENT

PERCIEVED OBSTACLES:
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CIRCUMSTANCES WHEN CHILDCARE ARRANGED

ADVICE TO PARENTS

OTHER COMMENTS

COMPLEX CARE

REASONS

COMMENTS

Child(ren)'s needs
Chi ld(ren) 's presence

Cost saving
Job schedule
Availability of care
Age/eligibility limits
Other

ADVANTAGES:

COMMENTS

SPECIAL PROBLEMS-COMPLEX CARE

COMMENTS

Transportation
Cost
Time-consuming
Less continuity
Other

EFFECTS ON FAMILY MEMBERS:

EXPECTED CONTINUATION

HOME INTERVIEW QUESTIONS:

FOR CHILDREN

Introduction:

I'd like to talk to you about what you do outside of school and who
takes care of you then.
NOTE:

.ASK QUESTIONS ON CHILDCARE ARRANGEMENTS AND SATISFACTION FIRST
IN RELATION TO MORNING CARE AND THEN REPEAT IN REGARD TO AFTER
SCHOOL CARE. ASK ABOUT EVENING CARE IF PARENT HAS REGULAR
EVENING COMMITMENT, I.E. SCHOOL, WORK.

Childcare Arrangements (ALL CHILDREN)
.

What do you usually do in the mornings before (afternoons after)
school?
(e.g., where do you go?; who are with?; how do you get
there?)
What do you think kids your age need most after school?

Satisfaction (OTHER THAN PARENT, SELF -OR SIBLING-CARE)

Tell me what it's like when you are (describe care)
How do you like it?
What do you like most?
What do you not like (would rather change)?
(e.g., other children, caregiver, activities, play
area/building, foods transportation, being away from home,
rules, lack of freedom)

Attitudes Toward Selfcare/Sibling Care - (ALL CHILDREN)
Do you ever stay alone/or baby sit for your younger
brother7giTter?
Whe7!

How often?

For how long?

Do you Lno,J any children who take care of themselves after
school? ,c. /How Many?
How do you think they feel about it?
Do you k,,h

any children whose parentS aren't home after school
and tney sta: after school for special activities? How do you
think they feel about it?

Do you know any children who stay at someone else's house after
school until their parents come home? How do you think they
feel about it?
How old?

For how long?

Under what conditions?

When do you think kids should be allowed to babysit younger
brothers/sisters?

qg,

How old?

For how long?

Under what conditions?

When should they be able to babysit other children in the
neighborhood?
SELF-CARE OR SIBLING CARE:

(WHEN APPLICABLE)

What do you do when you're staying on your own (being watched by
or watching, your brother/sister)?

Do you have any special rules you're supposed to follow when
you're on your own (being watched by/watching your
brother/sister)? Things you aren't allowed to do? Things you
are supposed to do? What do you think of these rules?
(e.g.,
friends in, going out, homework, chores; using appliances,
calling parent, telephone, T.V., opening door, etc.)
How do your like staying on your own (being watched by/watching
brother/sister)?
-

What do you like,most about it?
(e.g., freedom, feels important /grown -up /responsible;
special activities).

-

What do you not like about it?
(e.g., lone137515Fia, afraid; no one to help; special
rules; chores being bossed by brother/sister).

What kinds of problems have come up?

What do you do about

these?

What would you do if there was a fire?
door when you were alone/babysitting?

If stranger came to the

Do you have a plan for what to do in an emergency?
II you needed help from an adult, what would you do?
someone you could call or get?

Is there

Have you ever naa a proolem you needed help with when you were
on your own (watching your brother/sister)? What did you do?
If you could do something different, what woulc you ratqer c)
(with whom /where would you rather be)?

How ao you think your parents feel about your staying
alone/babysitting after school? Do they know now you feel?
What advice do you have for other children who stay on their
own / babysit their younger brother/sister? L

What would you tell parents about after school care for their
kids?

Do you think your community could do more for kids after
school? How?

CHILD INTERVIEW ABSTRACTING FORM

Respondent:

Self/Sib Care Its

Address:

GENERAL COMMENTS/OBSERVATIONS:

Age:

Interviewer:

CARE ARRANGEMENTS
Before School

After School

Evenings
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No

WHAT CHILDREN NEED MOST

AGE

yrS

SATISFACTION (OTHER THAN PARENT, SELF, SIBLING CARE)
Before School
Descriptior.:

Likes

Other children
Caregiver
Activities
Facilities
Foot

Dislikes

Likes

Transportation
Away from home
Rules
Lack freedom
Other

COMMENTS (Include any alternatives preferred)

Dislikes

After School
Description:

Likes

Other children
Caregiver
Activities
Facilities
Foot

Dislikes

Likes

Transportation
Away from home
Rules
Lack freedom
Other

COMMENTS (Include any alternatives preferred)

Dislikes

Evenings
Description:

Likes
Dislikes

Other children
Caregiver
Activities
Facilities
Foot

Likes

Dislikes

Transportation
Away from home
Rules
Lack freedom
Other

COMMENTS (Include any alternatives preferred)

SELF-CARE/SIBLING CARE PERIODS
COMMENTS:
Alone

Watcnes younger siblings
watcneq by older sibling
Never

Occasional

Frequent

MorniAgs
Afternoons
Evenings

OTHER NEIGHBORHOOD CHILDREN
Like

COMMENTS:
Dislike

Stay Alone
Babysit
After School Activities
Stay at Someone's House

WHEN KIDS ARE OLD ENOUGH

COMMENTS:
AGE

Decide Own Activities
Stay Alone
Babysit Relatives
Babysit Nonrelatives
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SELF- CARE./SIBLING CARE

COMMENTS

How Time Spent
Play alone
Play with friends
Homework
T.V.

Reading
Chores
Meal preparation
Otner

INSTRUCTIONS/RULES
None
Phone calls
No one in

Stay insiue
Homework
T.V. limits
Appliance limits
COMMENTS

Chores
Doors locked
Friends over
No friends in
Emergency instructions
Meal preparation
Other

FEELINGS ABOUT IT
Likes

Freedom
Sense of maturity
Sense of responsibility
Quiet time
Special activities
Other

Dislikes

Loneliness
Bored
Fearful
Resconsiblity

Cho-,Vriles
Otne

COMMENTS

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED

COMMENTS:

RESPONSE TO FIRE:

RESPONSE TO STRANGER AT DOOR:

EMERGENCY PLAN:

AVAILABILITY OF HELP
Parent calls
Child calls parent
or other adult
Adult nearby
Child calls police, etc.
Other
_

'76MM.NTS

DESCRIBE ANY SITUATIONS WHEN HELP WAS NEEDED

ALTERNATIVE(S) PREFERRED

COMMENTS

Babysitter
Center
Parent
Relative
School Program
Community Activity
Other

Perceived Parental View

COMMENTS:

Like arrangement
Worry about it
Would prefer
Other arrangement

377.

ADVICE TO KIDS

ADVICE TO PARENTS

WHAT COMMUNITIES COULD DO

37s

Questions for State Officials

1.

What state agencies are involved in the area of child care for
school-ased children?

2.

What are their roles?

What are the levels and sources of state and federal funding
available for child care services for school-aged children?

3.

What are the State's primary responsibilities for school-aged
child care?

Who are the direct beneficiaries?

Direct care?

I&R?

research? techniCal assistance?

Is the state directly serving individual citizens/families?
provider/advocacy groups? employers? county/city officials?
4.

What kinds of interactions does the state have with private
sector suppliers and/or organizations? Non-profit
organizations? Local agencies? Advocacy groups?
Informal contacts as neecled?

Regular mechanisms for communication, e.g., committees,
professional conferences, written agreements?
5.

What kinds of communications does the state have with counties?
Formal or informal interactions?
Counties' role?
Is there a regional structure?-

6.

Its role?

Do you communicate with other states?

What kindtf information do you share?
How formal/informal/regular are your interactions?
Has this proved useful/important?
7.

Has the state's role changed over time?
Re:

8.

state practices?

Policies?

How?

Services?

Funding?

What is your perception of current federal child care policies
and how will this affect what the state is doing?
Change the level and/or focus of state activity?
Affect involvement with private sector providers?

With

employers.?

Is the state likely to become involved via tax credits to
individuals or businesses?
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9.

What (other) changes in state policies and practices are planned
or in progress?

What are the reasons for these changes?

Demographic trends, better knowledge of supply/demand?
Polit'ical support?
10.

What do you think the state should be doing?

And local

communities?

What about employer assistance?
Foster grandparent program?
Public school -based programs?
11.

Has the state done any studies of supply of and/or demand for
child care for school-aged children?

Who was the sponsor?

When?

What was the methodology?

What were the results?

Useful?

Questions for School-Age
Day Care Providers

1.

Now do you publicize your services (fliers, bulletin boards, yellow
pages, etc.)?

2.

How do most of your clients find out about you (referrals from
friends, doctors, teachers, etc.)?

3.

How is your program funded?
expenditures?

4.

Do you have a waiting list now?

5.

Who are your competitors? Has the sipply of school-age care services
grown recently? What trends do you see for the near future?

6.

Do you see demand for school-age day care services growing?
why not? Your own services?

7.

What are the special problems and opportunities in serving school-age
children?

8.

What are your views on the best age mixture of children to serve?

9.

Do you have any problems with state/local governmentrequirements for
school-age care? If so, what are they?

Is this income adequate to meet your

Why or

10. What services could this community offer that would benefit your
program /operation? Have any efforts been made to obtain these
services?'
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Appendix B
Survey Instrument and
Item-by-State,Retults'
(Weighted Percentages and Raw Frequencies)

Note:

For all questions with an adequate response rate, an item
distribution of respondents' answers is presented.. Whenever
possible, weighted percentages have been provided; these numbers
project-the findings to the entire state. The nuMbers in,
parentheses ( ) are the raw frequencies based upon our sample,
which was intentionally drawn to include more working parent
families than would occur naturally, hence the need for weighted
data.
Since some items appeared several times is the
questionnaire (although only once for a given family), these
responses have been consolidated and presented with the first
occurence of the item, and cross referenced for subsequent.
occurrences. If no data appear next to an item or in a branch,
it means an. insufficient number of espondents answered that
question (or questions), and that no meaningful results could be
provic:9d.

0 C.> C.)

MINNt50IA
Weighted
Unweighted
Percent
Frequencies

May, 1982

VIRGINIA
Weighted
Unweighted
Percents
Frequencie..

DAY CARE STUDY
Ident.

inorTinv

From Sample
,

1, my name is

ftPS in Ppiladelphia as

and In calling long distance from Chilton Research
art of a survey.

Aro there any children currently liv4ng in this
household who are between the ages of,
S and 14?
ASK TO SPEAK TO MALE OR FEMALE
HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD

Yes

TERMINATE - TO. 1

No

1

(486)

(476)

no both you and your (wife/hustmad)
typically work full-time in a job which is outside
of the home?

PODRF IF RESPONDENT SAYS

NOT MARRIED":
which is outstrip of the home?

Do you typically"

Yes

1

31%

(346)

39%

(351)

No

2

69%

(140)

61%

(125)

2%
21%

(21)
(124 )

(123)

43%
22%

(1(991

(44)

10%

(31

rk full-time in a job

No

2

ate are conducting a survey in the state of (Minnesota/Virginia)
for the Administration
for children, 'froth and Families to find
out about the different kinds of arrangements
that families make for' their 5-14 year-old children outside of school hours.
Your
answers wilt be used for research purposes, only.
Your cooperation is entirely
voluAlary, but very valuable. First, could you tell mg the total number of people
:urrently living in this household, including yourself?

Family
Size
2

3%

3

13%
39%
27%
10%
2%
2%
1%
2%

4

6

.. PM people)

7

8
9
10

11896i

(190

(9

2%

(6

-

(1

-

2)
13

(5

-

-

I.---

11

M

12

P

Ire you the parent of the (child/children) In this household?

SKIP 10 O. 6

Mother

1

77%

(351)

78%

(358)

Father

2

21%

(121)

19%

(104)

No

3

2%

(8)

3%

(14)
I

re you actively involved in decisions regarding what your child(ren) do or how they
re cared for before school and after school?

3

(

I

K 7E1 SPEAK TO APPROPRIATE HOUSEiminni OR SET UP CALLBACK FOR PARENT

Yes

1

No

2

OP

(U)

(14)

n

VIRGINIA

MINNESOTA
that we may he sure we are reaching a cross-section of the population, could you
tell me the first name of each person currently living in this household?
as
rtinq with the youngest child, please tell me the names of the children in your
sehnld Under 21 years of age? (ENTER AGE AND SEX FOR EACH CHILD)
LnREN IN 111111SEHOLD:

Sex
1

F
2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

M

Age

Name

now, would you give me the same information for all the people in this household
ears of age or older, starting with yourself?

!IJER:

ADULTS IN HOUSEHOLD:
Adult
Number

.

Sex

Name

Relationship Codes

Age

.

N

F

01

Respondent (01)

1

2

02

Spouse (02)

1

2

03

Partner (03)

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

Own child
(stet) children) (04)
Other child
under 21 (05)
Parent, grandparent,
or in-laws (06)
Other Adult
(relative) (07)
Housekeeper, child
.

04

05
05
07

OR
\

09

care taker 08)
Other adult
(non-relative) (09)

Ith

ARE ANY CHILDREN LISTED IN THE O. 6 GRID AGE 4, 5, OR 6 YEARS OLD?
DO NOT PUNCH
CONTINUE
SKIP. O O. 11

Yes

1

No

2

35%

(146)

34%

(137)

8, Amoy of your children In kindergarten?

MINNESOTA

SKIP TO O. 11

9,

10,

which child?

.VIRGINIA

Yes

35%

(58)

47%

(69)

No

65%

(87)

53%

(68)

(RECORD CHILD NUMBER FROM n. 6 GRID HERE)

Is this kindergarten a full day program or a half-day program?

es'

II,

Full -day program

1

. 26%

(11)

47%

(44)

Half -day program

.2

14%

(48)

53%,

(25)

Which of the following hest describes your present employment situation?
Are vnu .

,

(REM CATEGORIES,

CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

Working full-time
Self-employed

1

Not self-employed

2

Self-employed

3

Not self-employed

4

(IF "YES" ASK:)

ASK OS, 12A
Are you self-employed?
AND 128

(283)

(310)

(70)

(37)

(3)

(3)

(130)

(126)

:Parking part-time
(IF "YES" ASK:)

Are you self-employed?

A student (part-time or full -time)

5

A homemaker, or are you

6

Not employed (Retired, Disabled, Unemployed)

I2A:

17R,

Ilnw often, if ever, do you work evenings?

Would you say

And how often, if ever, do you work on weekends?

.

.

.

7

(READ CHOICES).

(READ CHOICES)

A

B

Evenings lieereZ

ev

REF:

Evenings

Weekends

Evenings

%

%

1111

%

TA

Weekends

!

INI

Occasionally

1

1

21

(83)

24

(81)

11

(15)

18

(78)

Regularly

2

2

20

(72)

28

(85)

21

(67)

27

(92)

Rarely or never

3

3

59

(238)

48

(222)

61

(235)

51

(208)

2

(1)

Refused

,

(1)

REGULARLY MEANS

0, 12A:

MORE THAN ONE EVENING PER WEEK

O. 120:

MORE THAN ONE WEEKEND FER MONTH

387
388

-

(IF KNOWN ALREADY, JOST,VERIFY)

13.

Are you

.

,

MINNESOTA

VIRGINIA,

(READ CATEGORIES)

ASK n. 14

91%

(398)

86%

(391)

2

1%

(14)

10%

(62)

3

1%

(9)

1%

(5)

4

-

(1)

5

1%

(4)

Married

1

Divorced/Separated

Widowed

SKIP TO
/)

INTRO AND

0.18

ASK O. 14

Cohabitatinq, or

.

(2)

SKIP TO 1NTR 67-----

Never married

3%

(10)

AND A. 18

14.

And which of the follnwing best describes your (HUSBAND'S WIFE'S PARTNER'S) present
employment situation?. (READ CATEGORIES.

(Unduplicated Frequency)

CODE ALA

Working full-time
IF "YES" ASK:

Self-employed

1

Not self-em lo ed

2

Self-employed

3

Not self-employed

4

(219)

Is

(312)

.

ASK OS, 15A
(he/she

self-em lo ed?

AND 15B

War log part-time
(IF "YES" ASK:

Is

(heithel_self-employed?

A student (part-time or full time)

5

A homemaker

6

Not employed (Retired, Disabled, Unemployed)

1

(29)

(20)

(2)

(5)

(89)

158.

Would you say .

How often, if ever, does your (HUSBAND/WIFE/PARTNER) work evenings?
.

(11)

(87)

No Spouse

I5A.

(62)

,

(READ comas),

And how often, If ever, does your (HUSBAND/WIFE/PARTNER) work on weekends?
you say

.

A

8

17,eriings

Weekends

1

i

.

s

Weekends,
i 1

1It 1
(115)

21

(106)

.2

24

(79)

26

(83)

23

(80)

22

(69)

3

49

(201)

45

(187)

50

(177)

49

(1/9)

Rarely or never

3

MORE THAN ONE WEEKEND PER MONTH

N

j1

(95)

2

0. 158:

1.N1

Evenings

.28

Regularly

MORE THAN ONE EVENING PER WEEK

%

Weekends

(85)

1

O. 15A:

Evenings

21

1

REGULARLY MEANS

.,.

29

Occasionally

DEE:

38

Would

(READ rimicEs)

.

The next series of questions pertain; to what your children do or the arrangements

MINNESOTA

VIRGINIA

you may make for the before and after school care of (NAMES OF CHILDREN 5.14 YEARS
OF AGE1.

RFAD:

Since many parents are not ,able to be home before and after school, we are

interested in understanding the different kinds of arrangements that families make
for their children during non-school hours.

For example, some children' go to

friends or neighhors, some are responsible for themselves at home, others

oarticipate in various after-school activittA.

INSTRUCTIONS:

IF n. 11 =1 or 2 or 3 or 4 AND
IF O. 14 . 1 or 2 or 3 or 4

GO 10 n, 16

OTHERWISE, SKIP TO O. 18

16.

09 a typical Monday, do both you and your (husband /wife /partner) have to leave before \\,

the (child/children) go to school--

SKIP TO O. 20

Yes

1

20%

(119)

26%

(111)

No

2

78%

(246)

74%

(238).

Refused

17.

2%

°

(3)

-

Are either you or (your husband /wife /partner) at home, with or do you care for your
(child /children) In the morning before school?
e

ENTER CODE 01 OR 02
Yes

1

97%

(236)

No

2

3%

(10)

100%

(236)

AND SKIP TO O. 21
SKIP TO O. 20

(2)

IF ONE OR 2 PARENTS NORA%)
IF SINGLE PARENT DOES NDT WORK)
18.

Are you /Is) (NAME OF NON-WORKING MILT) usually at home with your children)

(READ RESPONSTT

No

Yes

Yes

No

MA

Yes

No'

N/A

a.

Before school

1

2

(118)

-

(368)

(115)

(6)

(355)

F.

After school (til dinner time)

1

2

(112)

(2)

(368)

(112)

(9)

(355)

c.

During evenings (from dinner

1

2

(118)

-

(368)

(120)

(1)

(355)

(118)

-

(368)

(121)

-

(355)

through sleep time!

7,15nthe weekend

1.

(IF "YES" 10 BEFORE SCHOOL, ASK O. 19; OTHERWISE SKIP TO O. 20)
19.

Since you (or your spouse /partner) are at home in the morning, are you also the person

responsible for supervising or taking care of your children) before school on a
typical Monday?

RECORD ON GRID
Yes

1

No

2

(118)

(113)

SKIP TO O. 21
.

391

(2)

392

20,

Who supervises or cares fur 'NAM( OF CHILD' before school ig the morning on a typical
Monday?

?I,

VIRGINIA'

MINNESOTA

(RFCORD MOVE OF CARE FOR EACH CHILD BELOW)

On you use the same arrangement for (NAME OF CHILD) before school every morning?

178).

Yes

1

(249)

No

2

(16)

(13)

'

FIND DIFFERENCE'S

AND RECORD

-BEFORE SCHOOL

7511i if Child 12

Child 13

Child 14

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

(IF M(( 11111M ONE CHILD 5-14, ASK O. 22, OTHERWISE SKIP TO Q. 23)
?2,

Do you use the same, arrangement for all children?

Yes

1

(222)

(221)

No

2

(263)

(248)

REPEAT 0.20 AND 21
FOR EACH CHILD
Don't Know
21,

(1)

fines this arrangement change when your (child Is/children are) sick?

Yes and under certain circumstances
SKIP TO A, 24A
No

2

INSTRUCTIONS

74,' Ow does your family handle this situation when (NAME OF CHILD) Is sick? ,(PROBE TO

FIND OUT IF CARE IS IN OR (UT OF THE HOSE.) (RENUTOTIEN

Child 11

Child 12

Child 13

Child 04

Sickness

INSTRUCTIONS:

IF nc 11,e 1 nr 2 or 3 nr 4 AND n. 14 . 1 or,2 or 3 or 4, GO TO Q. 24A; OTHERWISE,
SYIP TO n. 25

24A,

On a typical Monday, do You (nr your HUSBAND/WIFE/PARTNER) get home before the
(child/children) get home?

Yes

No

1

.

Missing Data

2

-

(173)

(146)

(131)

(167)

(54)

(41)

(1)

(1)

'7) 0

VV
Don't Know

"7.1.

13) :

25.

After school, some children may participate in regular after school activities such

MINNESOTA

VIRGINIA

as Scouts, sports, lessons nr clubs, some come home directly, and some may routinely
In to a friend's nr relative's house.

What does 11111101,dn on a typical Monday after school? (mil MODE OF CARE.

?,

PROBE)

DAPS 1611.0) do this same thing every day of the week?'
Yes

FIND DIFFERENCES
2

AND RECORD

AFTER SCHOOL

Child 11

Child 12

Child 13

Child 04

Monday

Tuesday

ti

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

,

(IF OF THAN ONE CHILD AGE 5-14, ASK O. 21; OTHERWISE SKIP TO O. 28)
'21,

15

it the same for all children on a typical Monday?

Yes

(105)

(143)

(80)

(48)

REP!AT 0,25 AND 26
No

FOR EACH CHILD

?O.

What ablaut the evening hours during the school year?

used no a regular basis?

Are any special arrangements

(RECORD MODE OF CARE)

o

1
FIND OUT1RHIWARONREMENTS
Yes

I

1

16%

(15)

15%

(61)

.2

84%

(411)

85%

(409)

BY CHILD BY DAY

No

lunTos

Child 11

Child

IT

Child 11

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

EDIT CHECK;

(IF BOTH PARENTS WORK EVENINGS "OCCASIONALLY" OR "REGULARLY", Q. 28 SHOULD BE
"YESI,--IF NOT, VERIFY WORKING STATUS IN Os. 11 AND 14)'

41

395

- ,6

396

29,

VIRGINIA

MINNESOTA

Okyou have,any particular child care or supervision needs on the weekends or on
holidays when your children are off from school during the school year?

EDIT CHECK:
BE 'YESTM,

IF BOTH PARENTS WORK WEEKENDS "OCCASIONALLY" OR 'REGULARLY' Q. 29 SHOULD
IF NOT, VERIFY WORKING STATUS IN Os.'11 AND 14.

SKIP TO Q. 32

30, 'What arrangements do you make for weekend supervision or childcare?

Yes

1

15%

No

2

85%

I

(94)

15%

(95)

(392)

85%

(381)

(RECORD BELOW

FOR EACH CHILD)

31,

And what arrangements, if any, do you make when your (child is/children are) off from
school for holidays?

(RECORD mu OF CARE BELOW FOR EACH CHILD)

Child 11

;

Child 14,

Child 13

' Child 12
......,

Weekends

O

,

't

Hold*

4

37.

.

(IF CARE IS ONLY PARENT, SUP TO D. 31)
Fnr a tynical weeiliFing the school year, do you have any costs forithe before and
after school arrangements you described for your childrcenir---

Yes

SKIP TO.O. 31

No

2

RefuSed

33,

16%

(118)

19%

(121)

84%

(368)

81%

(354)

(1)

Fnr a typical Week during the school year, approximately how much do you pay for the
care you descr1E

for (CHILD)?

(ROUND TO MOLE DOLLARS)

Child 1:

S'

.00 per week

Child 2:

$

.00 per week

Child 3:

S

.00 per week

Child 4:

S

.001er week

DOES NOT INCLUDE TRANSPORTATION,

DEF:

COST

"

LUNCHES THAT ARE PACKED FOR CHILD, OR
PAID FOR EXCLUSIVE OF FEE.

397

398

34.

Are you aware that there is a tax credit for money spent on child care?

SKIP TO O. 37

VIRGINIA'

MINNESOTA

Yes

1

82%

(105)

84%

(110)

No

2

15%

(12)

16%

(11)

3%

(1)

Don't Know

Old you claim a tax credit for 1981 for the money you spent on child care?

35.

SKIP TO Q. 31

Yes

1

60%

(71)

46%

(69)

No

2

40%

(33)

53%

(39)

1%

(1)

2%

(2)

Don't Know

Is. this because

36.

.

.

(READ LIST)

Yes

36A.

No

Yes

Yes

You didn't know enough about the tax credit

1

2

14%

(5)

33%

(10)

You weren't eligible or didn't qualify

1

2

15%

(23)

74%

(20)

You didn't file a tax return

1

2

3%

(2)

1%

(1)

You feel it's not worth the effort for the amount spent

1

2

19%

(12)

19%

(14)

You didn't-466n file the long form

1

2

1%

(1)

8%

(6)

Do you have any (other) reasons for not claiming a tax credit for 1981 for the money
vnu spent no child-care?

If YES:

What Is
T
Yes

1

16%

(5)

6%

(5)

No

2

82%

(28)

93%

(35)

1%

(1)

1%

(1)

that?

Refused

Don't Know

37.

.

Thinking hack to last summer; were your (or your husband/wife/partner) at home to
provide regular care during the summer?

Yes

1

82%

(321)

76%

(280)

No

2

18%

(164)

24%

(191)

Don't Know

(5)

(1)

399

400

4

38a.

Sometimes people use different kinds of arrangements during the sunnier months only.

MINNESOTA

VIRGINIA

Whether or not you use any care arrangements during the year, I'd like to know if

you used any of the following last sumer.
attend a

,

.

.

(READ LIST)

Did any of your children ages 5 to 14

(IF "YES" TO FEATURE IN O. 37, ASK QS. 38 AND 39 BEFORE

GOING TO NEXT FEATURE)

38h,

39.

Which child (ARRANGEMENT SAID 'YES" TO IN D. 3/1?

(RECORD 0 ON GRID UNDER Q. 30 COLUMN)

(RECORD ON GRID UNDER Q. 39 COLUMN)

!kw much did (ARRANGEMENT IN 0, 31) cost your family?

1
011 38a

Q. Mb

Will

Will

Use

Uied

Use

Used

,Last

This

Last

This

Summer

Summer

Sumner

Summer

.

Q. 41

Q. 39
Totil

Yes

a.

Community recreation program, swimming

No

Child

Cost

Yes

No

1

2

$

1

2

52% (221)

61% (26)

41% (208)

82% (24)

pool, or supervised playground

h.

Sumer school

1

2

$

1

2

21% (110)'

8% ( 3)

8% ( 31)

23% ( 2)

c,

Schnol activities program

1

2

$

1

2

16% ( 71)

40% ( 4)

9% ( 41)

84% ( 2)

d.

Sumner camp program

2

23% (126)

65% (19)

19% (100)

44% (12)

e,

Pay care center

1

2

$

1

2

3% ( 19)

35% ( 3)

3%. ( 17)

15% ( 2)

f,

Family day care or do.y care home (paid)

1

2

S

1

2

4% ( 34)

60% ( 3)

1% (

2

1

2

24% (119)

10% (10)

20 %( 16)

33 ( 4)

1

39% (117)

64% (20)

39% (119)

62% (21)

8% ( 56)

23% ( 6)

9% ( 69)

35% ( 0)

S

(ASK ONLY IF OLDER SIBLINGS)
q,

Stay with an older brother or sister (unpaid)

4)

.

XXXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXXXX

h.

Stay with a neighbor, friend or relative who is
not pall (other than older brother or sister/.

Were any other arrangements made last summer?

1

2.

XXXX: 1

1

2

$

(SPECIFY)
11119.111

1

2

(IF "YES" TO ANY ARRANGEMENT IN O. 39, ASK Os. 40 AND 41.

VIRGINIA

MINNESOTA

IF ALL "NO'S" IN Q. 38A,

SKIP Tn n, 418)
40.

41a.

Do you think you will use these Same arrangements the coming summer?

SKIP TO Q. 418

Yes

1

85%

(354)

821(

(307)'

CONTINUE

No

2

14%

(73)

14%

(69)

SKIP TO O. 418

Don't know/refused

8

1%

(8)

4%

(16)

,Vow do you think your situation will change?

this

coming summer for (any

of

Will you use (PRESENT EACH ACTIVITY)

your children/your child)?

(RECORD ON GRID HIIPER Q.

41 (Tun)

41b.

Are there any new activities you will add this summer for your (child/children) that
ynn didn't use last summer?

See next page.

(ENTER UP TO 3 CODES FOR ACTIVITIES)

Other (SPECIFY) -LL and V8A

4?,

Thinking about all the regular day care arrangements you use in the mornings,
afternoon, evenings, on weekends and in the summer, would you say the overall
arrangements you have just described for (CHILD) meet (his/her) needs

.

.

(ASK FOR EACH CHILD)

Child 11 Child 12 Child 13 Child 14

Total Children

Total. Children

Extremely'well

2611214*

154/114

50/26

14/4

(485)

(418)

Fairly well

116/183

98/71

26/15

8/6

(308)

(215)

Not very Well

1/5

6/1

1/2

-

(14)

(8)

Not at all

5/2

4/2

-

-

(9)

(4)

Don't know

0/1

de

l

(0)

(1)

-ENT
HEAD

*First number is Minnesota; second number is Virginia.

43.

Would you say the pattern of (supervision /care /activities) care you have Just

described for (your child/all of your children) meets your own needs

.

.

.

(RFAO RESPONSES)

Ertiemely well

1

62%

(210)

58%

(210)

2

36%

(199)

39%

(186)

2%

(15)

2%

(14)

(2)

1%

(6)

CONTINUE

FirFly well
lifof very well

1---

Not at all

4

SKIP TO n. 45

DO NOT READ

44.

Don't know

1.0

Are you unhappy with anything about the (supervision/care activities) that you are
using?

Yes T
403

SKIP TO O. 46

No

2

8%

(47)

5%

(33)

92%

(422)

95%

(423)

404

fl. 41b

RESPONSE CATEGORIES

MINNESOTA

VIRGINIA

Sumer camp

01

(35)

(34)

rnmmonity recreation program

02

(14)

(19)

Sumner school

03

(29)

(12)

School activities program

04

1(45)

(40)

Pay care center

05

(2)

Family day care or day care home (paid)

06

(4)

Stay with older brother or sister

01

(2).

,

(1)

Stay with neighbor, friend, or relative
(unpaid)

Other (SEPrIFY)

08,

LI and V8A

01

Don't Know

Nn Answer

(11)

(15)

(53)

(64)

(5)

(12)

(1)

!:J

406

405

45,

What are you unhappy with? (PROBE,TO FIND OUT WHICH SPECIFIC ARRANGEMENTS ARE,

MINNESOTA

VIRGINIA

UNSATISFACTORY 'AND WHY)

46.

In the vast year

helped to pay?

have you used any child care arrangements for which the government

TITLE XX, TITLE IVAB, AFPC,4N, ON FOOD STAMPS PROGRAM)

')\
.

Yes.

SKIP TO O. 48

41.

4A.

No

2%

(13)

2X

(5)

981

(473)

98X

(411)

Has this child care aid been reduced or cut-off in the last year?

'fel

1

(6),

(3)

No

2

(6).

(2)

Don't know

8

(1)

In the past year have you used any other arrangements than those you've currentlyuse
for your (child 5 to 14 year old children)?

Yes

SKIP TO 0. 51

49,

No

(23)

2

(24)

(452).

(463)

What were they?

408

.

t

did you channe From those 21.rangements?

(CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

MINNESOTA

VIRGINIA

Careprovider moved/no longer available

01

25%

(5)

Wanted change for child

02

20%

(6)

23%

(/)

,03

9%

(6)

12%

(3)

3%

(1)

Cost of care went up too much
Family moved

04

Cost a Job

05

Got a Job

06

Lost subsidy

07

Other (SPECIFY)

97

20%

.-

Don't.Know

14%

(2)

35%

(6)

45%

(2)

1%

(1)

10%

(9)

TRIrTIONS:

SINGLE NON-WORKING PARENT OR IF 00TH PARENTS ARE SELF-EMPLOYED (O. 11 "1" OR "3"
O. 14 "I" OR "3"), SKIP TO O. 54)
ECK O. 11 AND O. 14 ONLY RESPONSE CATEGORIES 2 AND 4 QUALIFY)
K Os. 51 AND 52 TN SERIES FOR EACH "1ES" IN O. 51)
s your emPloyer (or spouse's employer or partner's employer) offer help to
loyees for child care in any ethe following ways . .
(READ RESPONSES)
.

R EACH RESPONSE OF "YES" IN O. 51, ASK:)
you Use it or not?
Q.-51
Yes

No

Q. 52
DK

Yes

No

A

iding information or a referral service for child care
ram

1

,2

8

I

2

wing employee to work flexib . hours in response to
needs (not Just nn an occasional basis)

1

2

8

I

2

no all nr Part nf the cost of care employee finds

1

2

8

1

2

1

2

8

1

2

irini slots fnr care and pay all or part of cost

1

2

8

1

2

irinn slots for care but employee pays all cost

1

.2

8

1

I

2

8

1

illiirienters or family day care home for which

OPP pays cnst

nything else (such as flexible fringe benefits)?

(SPECIFY)

2

A

(/)

See table next page.

n. 51 and 5?

(a)

(h)

Offered

Offered

and Used

Not Used

Don't

Offered

Know

and Used

2)

9% (39)

84% (362)

7% (19)

22% (93)

6% (30)

67% (289)

5% (10)

1%

93% (406)

6% (15)

93% (402)

4% ( 9)

95% (413)

5% ( 9)

2% ( 7)

92% (402)

6% (13)

3)

91% (389)

6%113)

-

(

(c)

(A)*

(

1)

3% (11)

(P)'°

(f)

(t)

Not

Offered

3% (1'7)

(

411

Offered

Not Used

Not

Offered

Don't

Know

3)

8% (21)

86% (381)

5% (14)

20% (75)

5% (24)

69% (315)

6% (11)

3)

96% (413)

3% ( 9)

4% (18)

92% (395)

2% (14)

(1)

97% (417)

3% ( 7)

1% ( 4)

2% ( 7)

93% (405)

4% ( 9)

4% (11)

1% ( 1)

92% (401)

3% ( 6)

-

(

(

2% ( 5)

53,

(FOR EArH "NO" TO o. 52, ASK)

VIRGINIA

MINNESOTA

Why not?

4

53a

53h

53c

53d

53e

..11.1

53f

53q

(IF ONE OR BOTH PARENTS WORK (0. 11 - 1,2,3, OR 4) AND (0. 14 - 1,2,3, OR 4),
SKIP TO O. 56)

(ASK OS. 54-58 ABOUT THE NON-WORKING PARENT OR PARTNER)

54.

Given your (your spouSe's/your partner's) present situation, do you (does he/she)

prefer being at home or would you (he/she) prefer employment outside the home?

SKIP TO O. 59

55.

467)

69%

(75)

37%

(47)

29%

(40)

4%

(4)

2%

(5)

Prefer staying at home

1

59%

Prefer working outside home

2

Don't know

0

.

is caring for your children) keeping you (your spouse/your partner) from getting a

Joh outcide the home?

SKIP TO Q. 57

56.

Yes

1

24%

(10%

40%

(12)

No

2

76%

(41)

55%

(30)

Don't Know

3%

(2)

No Answer

1%

(1)

(20)

7%

(28)

(358)

93%

(339)

Have you (your spouse/your partner) tried to locate other arrangements for your
chIld(ren) during this current school year?
3%

Yes

SKIP TO O. 59

414

No

2

97%

.

People find out ahnut possible child care arrangements. in various

friends, ads, or organizations, for example.

ways .

.

from

MINNESOTA

VIRGINIA

What sources of Information did you

(he/she) try when seeking other care arrangements?

(CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

,Friend

01

18%

(104)

19%

(591 1

hbor

02

5%

(39)

12%

(

Relative

03

5%

(21)

2%

Co-worker

04

1%

(4)

Teacher

05

3%

(13)

Counselor

06

1%

(3)

Doctor

07

.

Informal Individual Referrals:

Professional Individual Referrals:

(11
(3

3%

(9)

-

(I)

(1)

Bulletin board notices (e. g.
Media /Advertising:

08

(4

3%

(10)

_grocery store)

iiiiiiiplaced as seeking services

09

Center or caregiver ads

10

Yellow Pages

IF

Feature on TV
en er

paper
a
o

magazines, radio

rivate)

Public agency/organizations:

iiiiiTilliice

12

(2

(12

i%

(10)

2%

(NI

5%

(P8I

3%

(

(3)

1%

Tr

fr

(1)

1%

2%

(14

-

15

6%

(35

6%

16

-

Children, youth families office

I/

-

Library

18

-

I & R Center (Not Public)

19

Churches/synagogues

20

2%

Tifld advocacy groups

21

-

Welcome wagon

22

-

Private school system (not public)

23

1%

(6)

24

-

(1)

Public school system (Not Privates

(4)

(28)

Consumer Affairs or
(1)

-

(2)

(3)

-

(2)

Public Information office

(1

Private/Voluntary

(13

5%

(13
(1

(1

-

14 1

Voluntary organization
(e. g., United Way)
Employer
25

(1)

Visited center/Supplier
26

1%

(4)

91

2%

(10)

2%

(9)

00

15%

(61)

10%

(48)

(5)

Other (SPECIFY)

None

Don't, Know

-

(7)

(3)

:

SO.

Unavailability of acceptable care

01

Transportation difficulties

02

VIRGINIA

MINNESOTA

what prevented you (vnur spouse/your partner) from using some other types of care?

(11)

20%

(14)

(4)

22%

(11)

9%

(11)

14%

(14)

4%

(3)

1%

(1)

-

(1)

1%

(2)

1%

(3)

28%

(16)

911

211
II

Cost of care

03

lnadenuate search time

04

Lack of information

05

Other (SPECIFY)

97

None needed

06

47%

(22)

33%

(15)

Don't Know

98

20%

(9)

5%

(4)

Nothing

00

14%

,

I),

-

(6)

O
50.

within the past year, (have you/has your spouse) lost or left a job outside the home
because of your school age (child's/children's) care arrangements?

)

SKIP TO O. 62

60.

what impact, If any, did the loss of job

have on your family?

1.

No

2

(9)

.

(14)

(411)

(462)

(3)

(CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

None

01

(2)

Reduced family expenses

02

-

Reduced family income

03

(6)

Lnnq search required for care, considerable time

04

Required more financial assistance from outside sources

05

-

Required more financial assistance from family or friends

06

-

Less time with children/family

01

more time with children/family

416

Yes

,

08

(1) o

(1)

More free time

10

(3)

(1)

09

Less free time

(10)

(1)

(2)

,

Other (SPECIFY)

91

(1)

417

61.

What has the impact been, if any, on (CHILD) as a result of the change?
THAT APPLY)

(CODE ALL

Child Child Child Child
11

03

14

None

01

01

01

01

Less beneficial care

02

02

Q2

02

Self care some of the time

03

03

03

03

(loss of friends) Social network disruption

04

04

04

04

Better care

05

05

05

05

06

06

06

06

Participated in new activities

07

01

07

01

nalned new skills

08

08

08

08

Other (SPECIFY)

97

97

97

97

Make new friends

62.

02

,

If you could make other arrangements, what kind of arrangement, if any, would you
prefer for (CHILD) over the arrangement you currently have?

Child II

fl

ChM 1 Child

ENTER ONLY ONE

MODE OF CARE

None 00

hone 00

FROM SHEET

Z

418

None 00

None 00

MINNESOTA

VIRGINIA

DAY CARE STUDY
INSTRICTIONS:

63.

ASY. EVERYONE

In selecting your before and after school arrangements,' wiat:were the most Important

considerations to you and your

child/children)?

(DO MOT'READ LIST,

CODE ALL

THAT APPLY)

(PROBE FOR CONSIDERATIONS TO PARENT AND CONSIDERATIONS TO CHILD)

01

1%

(55)

Convenience of hours available/flexibility

02

1%

Convenience of location

03

Cost

1%

(51)

(47)

6%

(49)

10%

(56)

9%

(60)

04

7%

(41)

9%

(40)

05

29%

(101;

24%

(93)

06

41%

(226)

45%

(223)

Facility in satisfactory condition

01

1%

(12)

3%

(12)

Equipment/materials are good

08

1%

(6)

1%

(5)

09

1%

(8)

2%

(10)

(2)

1%

(6)

8%

(49)

6%

(35)

3%

(21)

Provides child development activities
and instruction

Agrees with parents' views on chi9rearing
FACILITY/PARENT RELATED
TtiliiTiision is adequate

CONSIDERATIONS

)

taregiver has desired ethnic-background,
culture or language

Licensing/certification

10

Can be with friends or children his age

11

Able to play outside

12--

3%

'(11)

Able to watch TV

13

1%

(2)

Able to read or study

14

1%

(8)'

Liking his/her caregiver

15

11%

16

(4)

3%

(16)

(65)

8%

(41)

3%

(11)

5%

(26)

11

1%

(41)

9%

(46)

91'

1%

(12)

12%

(48)

Safety /security, health, and welfare

18

5%

(28)

1%

(33)

Meals/well.fed

19

2%

2%

(6)

Other caregiver qualities

20

1%

(6)

3%

(10)

Child's age/maturity

21

-

(4)

-

(2)

5on't know

98

.

(1)

-

(1)

CHILD RELATED
CONS IDF RAT IONS

T1Wsoullgqam'spors
equipment to play with

Freedom to choose what he/she wants to do
Other (SPECIF

,

(5)

.

No answer

419

99

None

'Includes only those which did not occur frequently, beCause Codes 18.21 were added
from previously "Other" responses.

-

12%

(0)

(48)

,

1%

(40)

MINNESOTA
64,

What features of your current care arrangements do you like best?'

66.

And, what features do you like least?'

VIRGINIA

'See discussion in Chapter 4 for percentages pd raw data.

66.

Overall, how satisfied
school age children)?

are you with your current arrangements for (your child)/(all
Are you

.

your

(READ RESPONSES)

.

Very satisfied

Somewhat satisfied

Not too satisfied, or

1

87%

(381)

2

12%

(89)

14%'

1%

(8)

2%

(2)

-

3

Not at all.satIsfled

4

-

82%

(369)

(91)

(9)

(1)

00 NOT
INTERVIEWER CHECK:

PUNCH
ASK O. 61

Any mode of care In Os. 22 or 21 Is outside the home
(Codes 10.19)

SKIP TO A. 68

No care outside the home (Codes 01-09, 98, 99)

1

2

422

421

,

iMlNNESOIA
67.

VIRGINIA',

Since you mentioned before or after school arrangements outside of the home, we'd
like to find out about the types of traniportation'you use,

How (does your child/du your children) get to of from (his /her /their) before or after

school arrangements?

(READ CHOICES)
Yes

Yes

1

2

65%

(141)

73%

(131)

Friend's or relative's cAr

1

2

24%

(61)

21%

(46)

1

2

48%

(129)

36%

(69)

1

2

48%

(121)

56%

(110)

1

2

1%

(3)

Walk

School bus

Cab

Bus or subway

2

1

4%

(9)

3%

(8)

Transportation provided by the caregiver

1

2

18%

(41)

9%

(29)

Some other form of transportation (SPECIFY)

la

2

11%

(35)

8%

(12)

In your neighborhood, at what ale In general would you feel comfortable In leaving a
child at hone without adult supervision? (READ CATEGORIES)

(IF WOULDN'T LEAVE CHILD

ALONE ENTER "OFT

Age
IF "00", 1) NOT ASK "b", "c" or "d"

a.

For less than one hour

b.

Up 0 several hours, for example,
all morning or all afternoon

*See discussion in Chapter

423

Yes

Parent's car or carpool

...../.1...M........1.,11=11.=.11.MON

611,

No

c.

All day

d.

All evening

for percentages and raw data.

MINNESOTA
(DO NOT ASK D. 69 IF

VIRGINIA

0, 57 IS ASKED)

IF ONLY MODES OF CARE ARE PARENT, SELF, OR RELATIVE (CODES 01.09), SKIP TO Q. 10)
69.

People find out about possible child care arrangements in various ways -- from
friends, ads, or organizations, for example.

What sources of information did you use

to locate your current child care arrangement?

(ENTER ALL THAT APPLY)*

Friend

01

Neighbor

02

Relative

03

Co-worker

04

Teacher

05

Informal Individual Referrals:

:Professional Individual Referrals:

Counselors
07

Doctor

Bulletin board notices (e. gi,
media/Advertising:

08
grocery store

Parent placed ad seeking services

05--

Center or caregiver ads

16

Yellow Pages
Feature on TV

16 R Center

11

a er ma az nes
o

radio

12

'r va

agency/organizations:

Welfare office

14

Consumer Affairs or
16

Public Information office
Children, youth families office

11

Library

IB

16 R CenteriNot Public)

19

Private/Voluntary
Churches/synagogues

.

20

Child advocacy:groups

21

Welcome wagon

22

Private school system (not public)

S--

Voluntary organization
24

(e. g., United Way)
Employer
25

Visited center/Supplier
26

Other (SPECIFY)
97

None

00

Don't know

'For percentage scores and raw data, see table in Item 57,

426

IRGINIA

MINNESOTA
/0,

If a daily before or after school care program were available In your
(child's /children's) school, would you use It?

.

Yes

1

26%

(153),

31%

(110)

Yes, qualified

2

10%

( 52)

17%

(

No

3

63%

(274)

47

Don't know

8

1%

(

7)

2%

/5)

(219)

(

12)

N

IF A DilAlIFIED YES (e, g., 'ONLY IF FREE') SPECIFY THE CONDITIONS

427

428

MINNESOTA
(n

IF O. 4/ IS "YES"

6)

VIRGINIA
(n

2)

ASK THIS SECTION

LOST SUBSIDY BRANCH

11.

Ymi mentioned earlier that your child care aid was reduced or cut off in the last
year.

Which of these children were affected.

,

.

NOTE:

(READ LIST)?

THIS SECTION OF THE INSTRUMENT DIO
NOT HAVE ENOUGH RESPONDENTS TO PRO. VIDE MEANINGFUL DATA.

ACCOROINGLY

NO RESULTS ARE PROVIDED FOR THIS
BRANCH OF THE INSTRUMENT
(RANNomLY SELECT ONE Of THE CHILDREN AFFECTED)

12.

Nnw, let's talk about IcHILD SELECTED).

Was the aid for (CHILD) reduced or was it

cut off?

Reduced

13.

Cut off

2

Both

3

How long ago was your aid for (CHILD) (reduced/cut off)?
months

14.

A.

What was the reason this benefit WAS (reduced/cut off)?

Eligibility requirement/criteria tightened

1

Child ton old

2

Family income exceeded limits

3

Had to move, chan9

4

etting and couldn't find new eligible slot

Other, (SPECIFY)

1

Don't know

8

What type of care was (CHILD) receiving when the care support was (ended/reduced)?

HSF CARE CODES)
Type of Care

M.

How many hours per week was (CHILD) receiving this particular care?

Hours Per Week

11.

How miuh did you have to pay for this care for (CHILD) before the care support was
lended/reduced11,

430

(IF CHINA, FNTER "0")

.00

429

per week
month

year

MINNESOTA
Yes
78.

how were your child care arrangements affected by this reduction?
(READ OPTIONS.

Did you

-

VIRGINIA
Yes

.

CODE ALL PIAT APPLY)
No

Yes
a.

Maintain the same service at a higher price

1

1

h.

Maintain the same care at reduced hours

1

2

c,

Use different care arrangements

1

2

d.

Did you change the other child(ren)'s arrangements

1

2

e.

Or did you do something else (SPECIFY)

1

2

READ ONLY IF
MARE THAN ONE
CHILD

(IF RESPONSE TO OPTION A IN O. 78 IS "YES" ASK O. 79 AND O. 80,

n,81)
79,

OTHERWISE SKIP TO

.

How much did the same care cost you after the (cuthack/cutoff)?

11

per week

.00

month
year

80.

How difficult was it for you to meet the increased costs? Would you say

.

(READ

CHOICES)

Extremely difficult

1

Difficult

2

A minor inconvenience

3

No hassle, easily replaced

4

(IF RESPONSE TO OPTIONS B, C, D, OR E IN O. 78 IS "YES ", ASK O. 81; OTHERWISE SKIP TO
O. 82)
RI.

ow much would the same care have cost you after the (cutback /cut -off)?

$

.00

per week
month
year

(IF RESPONSE TO OPTION B IN A. 78 IS "YES ", ASK O. 82; OTHERWISE SKIP TO Q. 83)
82.

What other type(s) of care did (CHILD) receive to make up for the difference in

hours? OE can ON SHEET)

,..1..114.
(IF RESPINI,E0rOPTION C IN O. 18 IS "YES ", ASK 0, 83; OTHERWISE SKIP TO Q. 84)
"81.

What type(s) of replacement care did you, chocise?

(USE CODES ON SHEET)

432

MINNESOTA

VIRGINIA

(IF RESPONSE TO OPTION C OR D IN 0. 78 WAS "YES", ASK Q. 84 AND Q. 85; OTHERWISE SKIP
TO n. 86)
84.

Would you say the additional or replacement care requires transportation costs for
you and/or (C11110) which are

.

.

.

(READ OPTIONS)

Less than before

The same as before

85.

A minimal Increase, or

3

An extensive increase, from before

4

Would vou say the additional or replacement care requires transportation time for'you
and/or Llilif11 Which Is

.

.

.

(READ OPTIONS)

Less than before

1

The same as before

2

A minimal increase, or

3

An extensive increase from before

4

(IF RESPONSE TO OPTIO IN O. 78 IS "YES", ASK O. 86 AND Q. 87; OTHERWISE SKIP TO
O. 88)
86.

Did yol have any problems.findinq replacement care?

Yes

SKIP TO Q. 88

87.

What problems did you have?

No

2

(ENTER ALL THAT APPLY)

Cack of information

01

Transportation difficulty

02

Free time to search limited

03

Few choices available in area

04

Affordability of care

05

Finding acceptable care

06

Other (SPECIFY)

97

434
433

0

MINNESOTA

VIRGINIA

(ASK O. 80 ONLY IF MALE OR FEMALE HEAD IS EMPLOYED)
88.

What impact, If any, didthe change in care support have on (either) your job (or
your spouse's/or your partner's) job?

89.

.

(ENTER ALL THAT APPLY)

None

01

Had problem meeting work responsibilities

02

Longer hours of work for at least one parent

03

Fewer hours of employment to provide care

04

Had to quit job/tralning opportunity

05

Undertaking iew job

06

Severe employment restriction

07

Could not seek work or training opportunities

08

Other (SPECIFY)

97

What impact, If any, did the change have no your family?

I

(CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

None

01

Reduced family expenses.

02

Long search required, considerable time

03

Required more financial assistance from family or friends

04

Required more financial assistance from outside sources (other than
05

family or friends

Less time with children/family

06

More time with children/family

07

Less free time

08

more free time

09

436
4,8ther (SPECIFY)

97

MINNESOTA
90.

What has been the Impact, If any, on (CHILD) as a result of the change?

VIRGINIA

(CODE ALL

THAT APPLY)

None

01

Less beneficial care

02

Self care some of the time

03

Social network disruption

04

Better care

05

Make new friends

06

Participated in new activities

01

Gained new skills

08

Other (SPECIFY)

91

GO TO NEXT BRANCH OR DEMOGRAPHICS

437

Q. 163

438

HINNESOTA

VIRGINIA

(H . 102)

(N = 84)

EMPLOYER-ASSISTED BRANCH
FOR SELECTED CHILDREN ONLY

(REFER TO 0, 52,

IF "YES" 10 ANY or PARTS C-G, GO TO O. 91,

IF PART 'A' IS THE ONLY

"YES", SKIP TO "LATCH KEY BRANCH" ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA, 0.' 105A,

IF "B".0SONLY

SELECTED, ASK 0,s.93-95, THEN GO TO NEXT BRANCH))

01.

You mentioned that your employer assists you with day care.
hpnefit from this employer assisted care?

Which of these children

(READ LIST) (RECORD NAME OH GRID BELOW.

IF NONE' OF THOSE' RANDOMLY SELECTED IN CORE OIIESTIDNNAIRE, GO TO LATCH KEY BRANCH
0. losA.)

92,

(IF 52c, e or f = YES, ASK O. 92)

And what type of care is provided?

Name

(RECORD BELOW.

USE CODES ON SHEEN,!

Type of Care

Father

Combination
pre.chool

and school
age center

Refused

43j

440

1

43.

MINNESOTA

Have any of the following occurred as a result of (your employer's/ our spouse's
employer's) support?

Have you or your spouse

.

.

VIRGINIA

.

(READ RESPONSES

Been on time more often,

(11)

68%

(55)

59%

(61)

61%

(49)

2,--

11%

(58)

6t.

(41)

1

2

81%

(71)

95%

1

2

50%

(49)

36%

(36)

1

2

18%

(15)

21%

(16)

70%

(64)

25%

(19)

1

2

70%

1

2

1

'

or left early less often

Used less sick leave

Made fewer personal
telephone calls

Stayed or are you planning to
(75)

'

stay at the same place longer

Would'you be unable to work
without thit support?

Has anything else occurred? (SPECIFY)

94.

Are all employees where (you/your spouse/your partner) work(s) eligible to receive
these cervices?

SKIP TO D. 96

CONTINUE

SKIP TO 0.96

95.

What do you have to do to be eligible?

Yes

1

84%

(85)

No

2

16%

(16)

Don't know

B

1%

(1)

.

5%

(1)

(CODE All THAT APPLY)

Pay level

01

grade level

02

Years of service

03

Family site

04

Merit (Job performance)

05

Lottery

06

Other (SPECIFY)

97

(2)

(10)

(5)

(2)

(1)

(5)

(10)

(3)

Don't Know

(IF OPTION "B", FLEX TIME, WAS ONLY ONE SELECTED IN O. 52, GO TO "LATCH KEY BRANCH"
EL10101LITY CRITERIA, 0. 105A.

-

CONTINUE,)

442

/

96,

91.

Is there a waiting list?

MINNESOTA

Pi

Yes

1

(1)

(4)

No

2

(12)

(13)

Don't know

8

(?)

(12)

(5)

(5)

How satisfied are you with the employer assisted care your child/children receive?
would you say

.

.

(READ OPTIONS)

Very satisfied

1

Somewhat satisfied

2

Not very satisfied

3

-

Not at all satisfied

4

-

Don't Know

98.

(1)

-

-

.

Would you have preferred another type of assistance?

SKIP Too, 103

99,

VIRGINIA

What type of care would you have preferred?

Yes

1

(3)

No

2

(10)

(2)

(15)

(RECORD MODE OF CARE)

Preschool Center

Mother

(1

Sch. age center

Other

(

Parent at Place of work

100,

Nava you tried to locate other care arrangements for your (child/children) within
the past school year?

SKIP TO Q. 103

Yes

1

(1)

(1)

No

2

(2)

(1)

999

101.

People find not about possible child care arrangements in various. ways -- from
friends, ads, nr organizations, for example. What sources of information have
you utilized In your search(es) for school age day care arrangements? (CODE
ALL THAT APPLY)*

Informal Individual Referrals:

Professional Individual Referrals:

media/Advertising:

Public agency/organizations:

Private/Voluntary

OT--

rien
Neighbor
Relative
Co-worker
Teacher
Counselor
6Elor

02
03
04
05
06

&Heap board notices (e. g.,
grocery store)
Parent placed ad seeking services
Center or caregiver ads
Yellow Pages
Ines radio
Feature on TV ewer ma
I & R Center Not rivate

08

TO
11

12

ireIfirToffice

14

Public school system (Not Privile)
Consumer Affairs or
Public Information office
rEildregi youth families office
Library
I b R Center (Not Public)

15-16
17

1g-19

Churches /synagogues

20

Child advocacy groups

21

TETEW wagon
Irivate school system (not public)

23
24

(e. g., United Way)
Employer

25

Visited center/Supplier

26

Other (SPECIFY)

97

11757-percentage scores and-raw data see tables in item 57.
102.

Vile prevented you from using some other type of care?

(CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

Unavailability of acceptable care

1

Transportation difficulties

2

riiir-57 care

3

tnideguate search time

4

Tierof Information

5

Other (SPECIFY)

6

.

child care needs?

_

(CODE'ALL THAT APPLY)

Providing day care Information /referral

01

(2)

Paying come of costs of care selected by parent

02

(3)

(1)

Paying all of costs of care selected by parent

03

-

-

Providing a carelocation at or near Mork /home

04

(3)

(1)

Maintaining ;lots at a center/home

05

-

-

Flex time

06

(1)

(1)

Care for sick children

01

-

Special Holiday or Emergency care for children

08

(1)

(1)

Special Sumner.Program

91

-

-

Other (SPECIFY)

10

(1)

(2)

Don't Know

104.

child care and family needs?

.

(1)

Oat benefits do you think your employer receives from helping employees with their
(PROBE)

no TO "LATCH KEY BRANCP" ELIGIBILITY CRliERIA, Q. 105A

446

VIRGINIA

MINNESOTA

101. ,What additional help/assistance could your employer provide to you to ease your

MINNESOTA

VIRGINIA

(N

(N

115)

101)

LATCH KEY BRANCH
FOR ONE CHILD ONLY

105a,

INTERVIEWER:

(1)

LOOK FOR MODE OF CARE CODES "04", "05", OR "06" IN 0,s 20-22 AND 25-27.

IF

TilEsE MODES ARE USED, CONTINUE TO DETERMINE ELIGIBILITY; OTHERWISE, GO 10

"COMPLEX SITUATIONS ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA, O. 139,

(2)

IF MORE THAN ONE CHILD IS ELIGIBLE, SELECT CHILD UNDER 11 WITH MOST FREQUENT
SELF-CARE (YOUNGEST IF 2 HAVE SAME FREOUENCY), OR MOST FREQUENT CHILD 14 OR
WIDER IF NO ONE UNDER 11 (AGAIN WITH TIE-BREAKING RULE).

(3)

TO BE ELIGIBLE, THE CHILD MUST HAVE;

o

ANY COMBINATION OF THESE CODES APPEARING 2 OR MORE TIMES IN, A

PARTICULAR WEEKDAY TIME PERIOD; OR

o

(4)

3 OR MORE TIMES OVER ALL PERIODS DURING WEEKDAYS.

IF NO CHILD MEETS THESE REQUIREMENTS, GO TO "COMPLEX SITUATIONS ELIGIBILITY
CRITERIA, O. 139.

10Ch,

You mentioned that (CHILD) (is responsible for (himself/herself)) (stays with an
older brother or sister) on a regular hasis when he/she is not In school,
this situation seem to be working out?

Would you say .

.

How does

(READ OPTIONS)

Extremely well

1

59%

(60)

53%

(53)

Fairly well

2

40%

(54)

35%

(45)

Not too well

3

1%

(1)

1%

(1)

Not at all well

4

-

-

1%

(7)

1%

(1)

SKIP TO 0.108

Don't Know

448

449

VIRGINIA

MINNESOTA

106.

Are there advantages to (CHILD) being without adult supervision?

Yes

I

95%

(I01)

95%

(93)

No

2

4%

(6)

5%

(5)

1%

(1)

1

3%

(4)

6%

(6)

Increased Independence

2

86%

(92)

89%

(82)

Increased bonds of parent/child trust

3

14%

(15)

16%

(11)

Learning new survival skills

4

55%

(58)

50%

(44)

Learns Responsibility

5

.

Other

7

14%

Don't Know

8

-

SKIP TO O. 108

Don't Know

101.

What benefits do you notice/

(CODE All MAT APPLY,

PROBE)

Ouiet time for child

-

(13)

.

20%

(11)

1%

(1)
1

108.

Are there any particular worries you have when (CHILD) is (caring for him/herself)
(staving with an older brother or sister) without another adult there for
supervis Ion?

SKIP TO Q. 118

Yes

1

44%

(55)

54%

(55)

No

2

56%

(60)

40%

(45)

1%

(1)

Don't Know

-

-

451

VIRGINIA

MINNESOTA

What do you worry about?

109.
,

'

110.

(DO NOT READ LIST.

CODE ALL THAT APPLY.

ASK Q. 110 AND 111 IN SERIES)

Has (WORRY) been a particular problem for you andItr your child within the past
year?

111.

(RECORD BELOW)

(FOR EACH "YES" IN Q. 110, ASK:)

At what age did (PROBLEM) first occur?

(RECORD BELOW, THEN SKIP TO Q. 118).

____q,

Problem

Worry, but

Ploblem

Worfil-bit ".

& Worry

No Problem

& Worry

No Problem

109

WORRY/PROBLEMS

Yes

lio

A ge

Accidents

01

1

2

8%

63%

9%

37r

Juvenile delinquency/peer group conLurns

02

1

2

6%

7%

5%

4%

Too mith TV

03

1

2

1%

04

1

2

-

Drugs

05

1

2

1%

Alcohol

06

1

2

Nutritional concerns

.

.

-

3%

-

-

4%

1%

t/

Sex exploration (with or by peers)

1

2

Sex exploitation (with or by adult/older child)

08

1

2

Homework neglected

0

1

2

School/grade problins

10

1

2

Truancy (cutting or skipping school)

11,

1

2

Other problems in school

12

1

2

Loneliness

13

1

Boredom

14

Fear/anxiety

3%

5%

10%

6%

1%

1%

2

3%

?%

1

2

3%

15

1

2

Child feels unloved

16

1

2

Other emotional problems

1/

1

2

Gores

neglected

18

1

2

Fighting wiTWIJIlings

19

1

2

Rule violation

20-

1- ----2-

Wear and tear on house

21

1

2

Other (SPECIFY)

97*

1

2

Fire

22

Intruders

23

mai es on y t ose

no

452

occur

requen

y, s nce co 'e

1%

1%

2%

4%

14%

1%

1%

1%

t

4%

8%

3%

1%

4%

8%

4%

2%

3%

3%

1%

5%

8%

10%

6%

17%

8%
15%

3%

were A

rom

"other" response.

453

MINNESOTA

VIRGINIA

THFRE ARE NO OHESTIONS 112.111

IIR,

Does having'`

he responsible for (himself herself) outside of school hours

allow you lo-3515Tngs you would otherwise not be able to do?

Yes

No

2

Don't know

8

57

(68)

56X

(60)

13%

(41)

37%

(40)

1$

(1)

SKIP TO O. 120

119.

Whaf are they? (COPE ALL THAT APPLY)

YES

YES

Work

01

(43)

(34)

Work overtime

02

(9)

(4)

Seek employment

03

04

(22)

(16)

05

(8)

06

(20)

91

(4)

Have free time for civic or
recreational activities

FUrther education or training

(2)

Perform specific household tasks
(23)

(shopping, laundry, etc.)

Other (SPECIFY)

,;:

Iv::

I 6.1;1%:',..'llti:. 74. i,1=tr.:.31...::::''ULL,P1.1%.:1,..1,.."101:.

(2)

MINNESOTA

120.

VIRGINIA

Do you recall how old (CHILD) was when you first began to allow him/her to (care for
(himself/herself)) (stay with older brother or sister) without another adult there
for supervision?

SKIP TO Q. 122

Yes

1

95%

(101)

87%

(94)

No

2

4%

(6)

6%

(6)

2%

(2)

1%

(1)

Don't Know

171.

how old was he/she?

Age of first
Self Care

VA

MN

Age

122.

(1)

1

1

4

11

Now does (CHILD) feel about regularly caring for him/herself (or staying with older

5

1

(2

brother or sister)?

6

2

51

Would you say (he/she) is

(READ OPTIONS)

7

MN

Extremely happy/positive feelings)

26%

1

VA
(29)

8

(34)

26%

(49

(

0

9

Mostly happy/positive feelings)

50%

2

Mixed feelings (some positive, some negative)

,

(59)

21%

3

(26)

40%

10

21

10
9

11

19

8

12

15

9

(45)

21%

(21)

13

Mostly unhappy (negative feelings)

4

Extremely unhappy (negative feelings)

5

.

1%

Don't Know

173.

.

-

7%

(1)

14

'ill

21i

Is any type of adult help available should It be needed?

SKIP TO 0. 125

Yes

1

94%

(107)

83%

(95)

NO

2

6%

(8)

'10%

(5)

1%

(1)

Don't Know

.124,

(1)

What kind of help?

-

(CODE ALL THAT APPLY)
.

.

.

e.

tc1V-N

r

irr

t.

.

I

.

I

1

18%

(15)

10%

(10)

2

85%

(91)

90%

(83)

3

62%

(10)

49%

(56)

Child can phone police, fire, etc.

4

21%

(22).

9%

(11)

Other (SPECIFY)

5

9%

(7)

8%

(

Parent telephones in regularly

II

Child can go to nearby neighbor,
relative, friend

Child can call relative,
parent or friend

45i;

457

VIRGINIA

MINNESOTA
125,

Did you give (f.RD) any special inq.).tions or ground rules that apply for those
times when (he/she) is without adult Apervision?

SKIP TO,Q, 121

Yes

1

95%

(108)

89%

(95)

No

2

6%

(I)

4%

(5)

1%

(1)

Don't Know

126,

What are they?

(CODE ALL THATA0PW

tone

01

1%

(1)

Nular check -h calls

02

12%

(18)

21%

(19)

Can't let anyok in

03

28%

(29)

33%

(33)

Can'''. leave t!,!, house/apartment

04

24%

(24)

14%

(17)

05

26%

(28)

22%

(25)

/Act do ',i,',&work

06

8%

(5)

14%

(17)

TV limibtions

01

7%

(9)

'1%

( 9)

Must du housework or other chores

08

21%

(23)

22%

(20)

09

11%

(17)

11%

(13)

Can have friends over

10

8%

(11)

7%

(8)

Can't have friends over

11

24%

(28)

23%

(29)

Instructions for handling emergencies

12

11%

(15)

10%

(12)

Meal preparation/training

13

8%

(9)

2%

(3)

Stove/other appliance restrictions

14

30%

(29)

35%

(25)

Other (SPECIFY)

17*

9%

(1)

9%

(12)

Bedtime/curfew

15

5%

(8)

2%

(2)

Stipulate whereabouts

16

5%

0)

4%

(4)

Ntskein yard or

Can

test) ;11,

'','a only

repaawa,,N41

it.t ',?ep doors locked

459
*Includes only those which did not occur frequently since codes 15.16 were added from previously "other" responses.
127.

(AO TO 0. 130 IF ONLY ONE

DR IF THIS CHILD IS THE OLDEST.)

Does 1CNILD) have

older brother! cr sisters ,ho have also heen responsible for themselves on a regular
basis?

Yes

1

60%

(63)

47%

(37)

No

2

21%

(20)

33%

(23)

3

13%

(13)

11%

(11)

SKIP TO 0, 130
- no older
nm Aapldmr

,

17R.

Number of

How many?

(35
2

Pg.

(32)

(1

3

7

2

4

2

2

5

1

1.

1

At what age did you allow them to be responsible for themselves without an adult
present?

130.

Within the past school

ear, have you tried to make other before or after school

arrangements for (CHILD)?

Yes

SKIP TO Q. 134

No

4%

(6)

1%

(11)

96%

(109)

86%

(89)

7%

(1)

MN

VA

Don't Know

111,

What alternative would you have preferred?

Alternatives

(RECORD MODE OF CARE)

Other relative In home

1

(2)

Non-relative In home
Non - relative's home
2

Public Sch -Based Program

132,

What prevented you from using this, alternative?

11
53

(CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

Child not happy

01

(1)

(2)

Unavailability of acceptable care

02

(3)

(5)

Transportation difficulties

03

(1)

(1)

Cost of care

04

(2)

(2)

-

(1)

(1)

(3)

,.11VPIIm
Inadequate search time

05

lack of information

06

Other (SPECIFY)

97

461

131.

People fitld nut about possible child care Arrangements in various ways

.

.

.

from

friends, ads, or organizations, for example.

What sources of information did.you
(he/she) Iry when seeking other care arrangements? (CODE ALL THAT APPLY)*

Informal individual Referrals:

Professional individual Referrals:

mpdia/Advertisino:

ie

U1

Xiiative

63

Co-worker

(g

Teaciler

DS--

Counselor

06

Doctor

07--

ETTEET6 board notices (i7i.,

08

grocery store)

03

Parent placed ad seeking services

DI

tinter Or caregl-ver add
Yellow Pa es

11

n

ear, magazines, radio
Public agenry/organizations:

fl R Center

Not Private)

Welfare office

11
13-14

15--

(Not Private)

Puhlic school
Consumer Affairs rs or

16

Public Information office
ffirdiin, youth families office

.1.....immar.mr-rm...ml
Private/Voluntary

,'.

It
18

ally.ary

I L R Center ciiiitPiiiiiir

fr

Chiliccdhesjsynagogues

20--

-fh

zr--

advocacy groups

-Piiiiine

wa on

r va e sc cio

22

system

no y

lioruhrary organfzit fon
ay)
(1.....11_11nited Way)

?11.

Employer
25

Visited center/Supplier
26

Other (Wirt)
97

None
elmen,Y.

*For percentage scores and raw data see the table in item 57.

ninnLJUIA

VIKUIRIN

1

(ASK OS. 134-130 IF 12101 TAXES CARE OF YOUNGER SIBLING(S) ACCORDING TO INFORMATION
OBTAINED IN MODE OF CARE MATRIX,

134.

OTHERWISE SKIP TO SECTION II

-

You mentioned that (CHILD), takes care of a brother or sister.

Mitt lould you say

,

DEMOGRAPHICS)

How is this working

(READ RESPONSES)

4

E
Extremely
well

1

Fairly well

2

Not very well

3

Not at all

4

SXIP TO 0,136

(2)

(2)

(5)

(3)

Don't Know

136.

What are the problems you noticed?

(CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

Resentment by older children)

01

Lark of attention to younger chlld(ren)

02

Children fighting

03

Children all feel neglected

136.

.

No Response

.

No Response

,04

Resentment by ynunger children)

05

Other (SPECIFY)

91

If you could find an alternative to this situation of an older child taking care of
a younger one, would you choose another type of arrangement?

Yes

GO TO "COMPLEX SITUATIONS" ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA Q.I39. No

131.

what typo?

(RECORD MODE OF CARE)

1

(2)

(2)

2

(6)

(4)

Alternative

MN

VA

Non-relative In Home

(1)

(2)

Public Sch-Based Program

(1)

463

04

130.

What oreventPd you:from using this type of care?

(COOE ALL THAT APPLY)

..a.,.....=yowzmwWwwdIM
Priority higher for younger child (if multi-child household) and
01

older child is in self care

must work to support family/supplement income

02

'Could not find that type of care

03

4rn'uld not find at affordable price

04

roul

not find

hours needed

05

rolild not fins sufficiently accessible

06

rhIld"preferred care actually used

07

Waiting list ton long

08

That type of care would have affected child's friendships

09

child objects to preferred mole

10

Preference changed since current care was selected

11

The only providers for that type of care were not acceptable

12

The only care of that type found had.ob,lectionable features

,==.11..1.I.m.-

13
.W.Mgglpf

Other (SPECIFY)

Mnrw
GO TO "COMPLEX SITUATIONS" ELIGIBILITY CRITIM-0. 131

97

r'flimPLFX SITUATIONS

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTIONS FOR 11_1111810TV:

139.

RULES:
(1)

Any one child who has three or more different modes of care for before
school, after school or evening during the week.

(2)

Any one child who has six or more different modes of care during v,akdays
before school, after school and in the evenings.

(3)

A family with two or more school-age children whose care packages total five
or more different modes of care for before school, after school or in the
evenings.

(4)

A family with two or more children whose case package, total eight or more
different modes of care during weekdays before school, after stmool and' in
the evenings.

DFFINITION OF MODES OF CARE:
Fligthility is based on the numbe'r of different modes of care used
For this section
the original 19 modes of care are collapsed into 14 types of care, as follows:
1.

codes 1; ?; 3; 4h (when older than 14); and 7b (when oiler than 14); are counted
as one type of care -- care by family member.

?.

Codes 4a (when younger than 14); 5; and 6; are counted as one type of care -care by self or sibling.

3.

Al: remaining 12 numeric and alphanumeric codes are counted as separate and
distinct modes of care (codes OR through 19).

SPECIAL.. CIRCUMSTANCES
1.

weekends: Where parents work on weekends, include weekend care entries in the
71117i-Trir determining eligibility if not de facto included.

IF NOT ELIgiti E, GO TO O. I63-----

140,

MINNESOTA

VIRGINIA

(11.40)

(NA25)

You mentioned earlier that your family uses a variety of arrangements before or
after school,

Why is this?

(CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

To meet child(ren)'s special needs

01

(11)

(II)

To provide variety for the child(ren)

02

(12)

(11)

To save on costs

03

Because of parents' unusual job schedule

04

(12)

(1)

Is child(ren)'s preference

05

(6)

(5)

Can't get desired care provider for most/all time periods

06

(1)

(1)

Age requirements of care prevented serving siblings together

01

-

Other (SPECIFY)

97*

(6)

Waiting list too long

08

(4)

Don't Know

98

(1)

_ -

*Includes only, those Which did not occur frequently, since code Oa was added from previously "other" response.

(IF (TOE "6" IS RECORDED IN D. 140 ASK Os. 141.143; OTHERWISE SKIP TO Q. 144)
141.

What types of, arrangement or provider do you want?

14 ?.

For what time periods?

67

(USE CODES ON SHEET)

Time Is not a problem

1

Before school

2

After school

3

Evenings

4

On a particular day (SPECIFY:

Why that day?)

-

(5)

-

(6)

(1)

VIRGINIA

MINNESOTA

141.

In what loratinn, that

Is

near hoc, or work, or near the child's school?

(IF CODE "7" IS RECORDED IN O. 140 AS
144.

Location Is not a problem

1

Near work

2

Near home

3

Near school

4

(1)

(I)

Os. 144-145; OTHERWISE SKIP TO O. 146)

which arrangements restrict the age eligibility of children?

(RECORD MODES OF CARE

BELOW)

145.

What restriction Is there?

(f.ICORD BELOW)

Restriction:

Tipe 0 Care

Wouldn', Allow

Wouldn't Allow

Older Children

Younger Children

1

1

Both

2

3

2

3

2

3

47d

MINNESOTA

146.

Has thit variety of arrangemnts caused a any problems?
Yes

1

(5)

(1)

No

2

(35)

(23)

Trionorting child(ren)

01

(2)

(1)

Keening track of where ch(ld(ren) goes when

02

(1)

SKIP TO Q. 148

IV,

VIRGINIA

what kinds of problems?

(COOE ALL THAI APPLY)

Increased rnsts

04

eaiing with many different peo6e

148,

must use an undesired arrangement

05

Other children can't do /have what they want

06

Reduces mirk productivity

01

Parent spends 14',i time with children)

08

fhild(ren)'s safety

09

(1)

Othe. (SPECIFY)

9/

(2)

(1)

Has this variety of arrangements raved any problems for your (child /children)?

(1)

SKIN TO O. 1S0

17i

No

2

(I)

(4)

(21)

472

MINNESOTA
149.

(ASK IF ANY "YES'S" IN n. 14R)

t,.,,, kinds of problems?

VIRGINIA

(CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

MUM
Child(ren) away from home too much

Lack of consistency

Child(ren) can't,

01

is upsetting to children)

02

develop friends/ is not In any

03

nne situation long enough to make friends

Accidents

04

Child(ren) gets Into trouble (fighting,
defies authority)

05

Other behavioral problems (shyness, crying)

06

Not enough personal attention

07

Other (SPECIFY)

-

97
(1)

150.

Have there been

any benefits to nu in using

a variety of child care options?

Yes

SKIP TO Q. 152

!SI,

(7)

No

1

.
2

(25)

(17)

(15)
(8)

What benefits? (um ALL THAT APPLY)

Child(ren) is supervised

all/mast of the time

01
(3)

Parent is free to work

02
(7)

Arent is free to go to school

(4)

(7)

03
(2)

Parent has some free time
04
(5)

Like tho idea of varied situations

05

(10)

(5)

(4)

test. savings

06
(1)

Other (SPECIFY)
(6)

(6)

Hon't Know
(2)

473

474

MINNESOTA

1S2.

VIRGINIA

(Na; VIP child/Nye the children) benefited?

mon........0111.
Yes

SKIP TO Q. 154

No

Don't know

(ASK IF ANY "YES'S" IN (I.
153.

In what way?

1

2

..

(34)

(23)

(5)

(1)

(1)

(1)

152)

(CODE ALL MAT APPLY)

Avncationally (can pursue hobbles, acquire
01

new interests

(14)

(9)

Educationally (learning new things, extra

school'

(17)

(to)

03'

(13)

(10)

04

(16)

02

tt

hell))

...........w.....11.1..gm,............ma
Socially (making new friends, less shy)

Emotionally (Is more Independent, is happier)

(8)

4
Varied care Is child(ren)'s preference

05

Other (SPECIFY)

154.

91

(2)

(5)

(5)

Would pi make any changes In the (child's /children's)
care arrangements?

Yes

SKIP TO O. 161

No

1

2

(1)

(5)

(33)

(24)

VIRGINIA

MINNESOTA

155,

what Amps would yoU make for your child(ren)?

Only one provider

01

-

(1)

Fewer providers than now have

02

-

(1)

More providers

r, 03

(2)

Better provider(s)/care

04

(2)

less expensive care

05

-

More convenient location

06

(1)

More convenient hours

01

-

(1)

Other (SPECIFY)

91

(4)

(4)

(1)

(5)

0

156.

Are you currently trying to find other' arrangements?

SKIP TO O. 158

151.

Yes

1

No

2

Why r, 1?

I

d

'i

Satisfied with current arrangement

1

Don't know who to contact

2

I can

put up

situation F-3

the time tieing

Don't think there are other.

OtheFTPECIFYI

altiEFFen

I
7

SKIP TO O.
1

L.,

477

478

.

ISR.

Are you currentlypn a waiting list for a desired care arrangement?

Yes

SKIP TO D. 160

159.

What type of care and for which child(ren)?

No

2

(USE CODES ON SHEET)

011* ANY "YES" TO n. 156)
160.

What sources of information have you used?*

-dr

Friend

I

Nei ilSor

Informal Individual Referrals:

e a ye
Co-worker
Teacher
(iseorour
Doctor

Professional Individual Referrals:

03

04,,,
05

06-07

.

----LITIFETTI757FiaTEesCiToi.,

mediap,ivertfsing

_grocer store
Parent place a see na sery ces
-04-enter or caregiver ads
10
Yellow Pages
Feature on I
aper ma azines, radTFTf-1 & R Center Not Private
-TS
e are o
ce
4-Public school system (Hot PriVate) ------T5-Nisumer Affairs or
Public InIormatl6n office
rent...lout
ami ies o f ce
IT

-----1-1

Public atjencyAiganizations:

,

18

& R C19.2L.021.2Y1211E1
Churches/synagogues
Child advocacy groups
Welcome wagon
Private school system not pa-11-0
11151i77- organization
(e. g., United Way)

Private/Voluntary

19

72
73
24

Employer
25

Visited center/Supplier
26

Other (SPECIFY)
91

'Tor percentage scores and raw data see the table in itea,5/.

7

el.
140

MINNESOTA

161.

I62A.

VIRGINIA

Within 4 year or two, do you anticipate it will be harder or easier to find child care?

SKIP TO O. 1628, O. 163

%arder

1

(8)

(10)

SKIP TO O. 162A, O. 163

Easter

2

(21)

(11)

CONTINUE

Both harder and easier

3

(3)

-

SKIP TO n. 163

Child care will not be needed

4

(3)

(3)

Don't Know

(4)

(1)

Refused

(1)

Why will it lip easier?

Easier/Won't bi Needed

Only one child (or fewer children)
1

will need care

Older child will take care of
2

(3)

younger child

1628.

(1)

..

Children can be served together

'3

()are will be less complex

4

(8)

(5)

Child can care for self

5

(9)

(4)

Child older/more Options

6

(4)

(1)

Other (SPECIFY)

7

(4)

(2)

-

Why will it be harder?

Harder

More children will need care

1

'

(2)

Older child will not be
2

available to help

Children will be served apart

3

Care will be more complex

4

Cost %.

-

(1)

(1)

(1)

(3)

5

(9)

(3)

Other (SPECIFY)

7

(3)

Don't know

8

(2)

(1)

480
GO TO O. 163

481

MINNESOTA

VIRGINIA

--TOOGRAPHICS

These last few questions are for background purposes only.

163.

How long have you resided In your community?

years

Range 00.60

164.

165.

Do you live in a

.

.

.

'

Months

Range 00-11

(READ LIST)?

SKIP TO

City (Population greater than 25,000)

1

24%

(123)

31%

(133)

n. 166

Suburb of a city

2

24%.

(145)

30%

(149)

Town (Population 2,500.25,000)

3

17%

(81)

14%

(53)

Rural area (Population less than 2,500)

4

35%

(131)

25%

(141)

Yes

1

33%

(59)

.18%

(36)

No

2

61%

(159)

82%

(158)

Do you livr, on a farm?

'` t
166.

Please tell me which of the following groups describes your racial/ethnic
background? (READ LIST)

White, not of Hispanic origin

1

Black, not of Hispanic origin

2

Hispanic

American Indian

3

4

Alaskan Native

5

Asian

6

Pacific Islander, or

7

Some other group

8

Other

(467)

(376)

(1)

(18)

(1)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(3)

(8)

(1)

(2)

(1)

(3)

/1. 8)

MINNESOTA

VIRGINIA

DIERF IS NO Oli(7,10ti 161,

168, what was the combined income of all members of your household from all sources for 19811

S

(if RESPONDENT REFUSES OR DOESN'T KNOW, ASK O. 169; OiNERWISE, SKIP TO Q. 170)

169, Can, you tell me If It was less than (POVERTY CALCULATION) or more than (POVERTY CALCULATION)

DO NOT

READ

110.

Less than

1

28%

(46)

30%

(57)

More than

2

66%

(11)

62%

(20)

Don't know,

6

2%

(3)

5%

(11)

Refused

1

3%

(8)

3%

(8)

As another part of this study, we would like to visit a few selected families to

discuss what families think communities and government could do to assist
families with child care.

The visit would not last more than one hour.

Would

you he willing to participate In one of these follow-up interviews?

SKIP TO 0..172

Yes

1

38%

(201)

38%

(193)

No

2

60%

(276)

61%

(219)

Don't Know
2%

(

(3)

3)

No Answer
(1)

111A.

(IF ISOTH PARENTS WORK)

Could you give me a telephone number at work to set up an

appointment?

Yes (SPECIFY)

Na

1718,

2

And whom would I ask for?

ENTER NAME (20

112.

Is there anything else ahout this topic that we haven't asked you that you would
like to add?

484

Yes (SPECIFY ON.V8A)

1

No

2

485

MINNESOTA

113A.

I would like to he sure I reached you by dialing (READ NUMBER FROM SAMPLE SLIP)

113B.

Is this right?

VIRGINIA

Yes

RECORD

REACHED
No

ON SAMPLE SLIP

0

AND ENTER

(

Number of

),

(AREA CODE)

174.

How many telephones, counting extensions, do you have In your home?

'

Telephones

(FILL IN NUMBER)

I

\

2

(135

151

218

(233

(

\3

(98

'4

(65
(13

.

5

IF-1'19{1P

115,

TO CLOSING

How many different numbers are there?

95%

(333)

96%

(305)

No

2

5%

(18)

4%

(14)

Don't know

8

(FILL IN NUMBER)

2 Different Is (11)

(14)

(1)

Are any of the numbers for business use only?

No

(4)

'

2

Don't know

How many are used

only

for business?

(FILL IN NUMBER)

(3)

(14)

(11)

1 phone

(3)

(3)

2 phones

(1)

SKIP TO CLOSING

48

1

1

Yes

1711.

3

1

Yes

3 Different Is

171.

3

on all the telephones have the same number?

SKIP TO CLOSING

116.

4

6

8

rostm
That concludes the interview. Thank you for the information you have provided.
he helpful in'underctanding the day care needs of people In your conumnity..

IntervieWer:

Refer to sample slip. Ent-er total 0 of calls made to complete this
interview, including the call you made.

ENTER COUNTY CODE FROM SAMPLE SLIP

It will

'MODES OF CARE

MINNESOTA

Mother

'VIRGINIA

Before

After

School

,School

Evening

(314)

(299)

24

(13)

(26)

05

(45)

(68)'

06

(24

(30)

Before

After

School

School

(58)

(312)

(263)

(2)

(0)

(25)

(1)

(37)

(68)

(8)

(9)

621)

(3)

(16).

(36)

(7)

(21)

(53)

(7

(1)

(3)

:

Eveopoj

01

Father

02

Mother and Father

(30)

03'

AT

Older Sibling Over 14 and Self

HONE'

Child Takes Care of Self (Self Only)

Self and Younger Sibling(s)

Care by Oper Relative

07

Care by Non-Relative

(1)

08

Relative's Home

Non-RelatIve's Home

10

Preschool Center

11

'.

'

(1)

''

(1)

,

-

09

.'

,t

.

(3)

(8)

(18)

3)

(22)

(65)

(6)

.

(1)

4
School Age Center (Care Program)
,

OUTSIDE

Combination Preschool and School Age Center

12

(3)

(6)

13

(2)

'(4),

.

.

(4)

(1)

(5)
i..

OF

HOME

Public School -Based Program

14

PrivateSchool-Based Program

15

Comnunity Recreation,Program

,

16

Other Activities, Lesson, Etc.

(1)

(89)

(1)

-

(51)

(I)

-

(11)

(2)

1)

(12)

(2)

(14

(33)

(1)

(31)

(52)-

(5)

(35

(6)

(1)

(1)

(9)

(2)

(9)

(6)

(5)

(18)

(29)

(5)

(1)

(12)

(8)

(8)

(15)

(9)

11

a public school

;

(2)

(3r,,

14

!IllivP1121"11-some i ng e se

Parent Cares for Child at Place of Work

18

Other Outside of Rome Care

19

'

Adult (Over 14) Relative in Child's Home

Adult (Over 14) Non-Relative in Child's Home

,

21

28

-

.

.

-

(3)

(1)

(2),

PRIORITY RULES FOR MULTIPLE MODES OF CARE

Kii i, 777 2r

11

i);,)

IF RESPONDENT RIVES TWO OR.MORE MODES OF CARE. FORiltlY GIVEN DAY, TAKE THE ONE OF LONGEST
INIRATION UNLESS ONE OF THE MODES IS CODE 04, 05

IF ONE MODE IS 04,,05 OR 06,1 ASK;

OR 06.

Is thls for one hour or morel

,

.

SOBSEQUENT 011ESTiONS TO MODE OF 'CARE CODES
C ode

01

Mother

02

.pther

No Subsequent Questions

03

Mother and Father

04

Older'Siblihq
.

How old Is he/she?

,
OS

Child Takes Care of Self (Self Only)
Is (he/she)...(READ CHOICES) (CODE ALL THAT APPLY)

Yes

Required to stay at home
Bound by other restrictions.

06

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

CheckedohbCcasionally by a neighbor

No

Self and Younger Sibling(s)

....-

Are they... (READ LIST) (CODE ALL THAT, APPLY)

Required t

stay at home

Yes

No

1

2

Bound by otler restrictions

1

2

Checked on occasionally by a neighbor

1

2

-------...

07

Care by Other Relative
How old is this RELATIVE?

ENTER AGE 5

14 Years

15 years or older

15

Care by Non-Rel tive
"

How ol

is jNON- RELATIVE)?

ENTER AGE 5 - 14 years
15 years or older

15

CARE OUTSIDE Or 110ME

Relative's Home
Yes
If this part of a government, community, or church-sponsored program

4.1..MIN.M.E

!s this part of a licensed or registered program?
10

Np

DK

1-

2

8

1

2

8

Non-Relative's Home
Yes

11

No

DK

Is this a government, community, or.church-sponsored program

1

2

8

is this a licensed or registered program?

1

2

8

Preschool Day Care Center
Is this preschool day care center private or public?
1

A

Private
Public'
a

12

1

0

Don't kno

2

8

Care Program at School-Age Day Care Center
Is this school-age day care center private or public?

Private
Public
'Don't know
13

1

2

8

Combination Preschool and School -Age Day Care/Center

is this day care center private or public?
4

-

Private

' Public
Don't know
0

1

2

8

Public School-Based Program

14

What kind of program is this?

(REAL) CHOICES ONLY IF NECESSARY)

,

An activity such as clubs or team sports sponsored bx_the school
An activity not sponsored by the school?

2

.

A program especially for care or supervision

15

.

1

3

Private School-Based Program
What kind of program is this?

(READ CHOICES ONLY IF NECESSARY)

An activity such as clubs or team sports sponsored by the school

1

An activity not sponsored by the school?

2

A program especially for care or supervision

3

16

Community Recreation Program

17

Other Activities, Lessons, etc.

No subsequent questions
18

Parent Cares for Child at Place of Work

19

Other Outside of Home Care (SPECIFY)

.tz

COLLAPSED MODES:

OCCURENCE AT LEAST 5 TIMES

MINNESOTA
Modes of Care

Parent

VIRGINIA

Households

Children

92%

92%

Households

Children

88%

88%

,
.

?

Relative in Home

4%

3%

9%

9%

Non-Relative in Home

I%

2%

2%

2%

Self or Sibling

11%

10%

11%

10%

Relative's Home

1%

1%

5%

5%

Non-Relative's Home

4%

3%

6%

5%

Center Care

1%

1%

1%

1%

5%

4%

3%

2%

Activities

1%

1%

4%

5%

Other

1%

1%

'School-based Program

494
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